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One advertisement of 
a series appearing in 

L I B E R T Y 

Your_zvlladio f mJrJfadì Iaér 

FACE TO FACE 
RECEPTION 

-HE KNOWS THE INSIDE STORY! 
"You can buy trouble -free performance -as well as style, when 

you choose your new radio -for there is a man in your commu- 
nity who knows `the inside story.' He is a specialist -your local 
independent radio dealer. 

"As your dealer, I am one of the many men who have worked 
hard to keep your set and millions of others in service during the 
war. We know from experience what makes a good receiver - 
what kind of parts and workmanship stand up. 

"That's why many of us dealers have already chosen Meck 
Radios. They offer you outstanding engineering advances, as well 
as a reputation for quality firmly established through years of 
building world -famed electronic products." 

Yours for good listening, 

V010, Radio cageet_ 

ECK RADIOS 
JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES, Inc., PLYMOUTH, INDIANA 

TABLE MODELS ' PORTABLES a CONSOLE COMBINATIONS + PHONOGRAPHS 
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J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute 

Our 31st Year of Training Men 
for Success In Radio 

I Trained 
These Men 

$35 to $45 a Week in Own Shop 
"Previous to enroll- 
ing for your radio 
training I made $12 
per week in a hard- 
ware store. Now I 
operate my own re- 
pair shop, and often 
clear $35 to $45 a 
week. " -FRED- 
ERICIC B E L L, 76 
Golf Ave., St. Johns, 
Newfoundland. 

$600 a Year in Spare Time 
"At present I am do- 
ing spare time radio 
work. I earned money 
in radio before grad- 
uating. My profits for 
the last twelve 
months were $600." - 
ERWIN F. BOET- 
TCIIEIt, Marinette. 
Wisconsin. 

Chief Engineer in Radio Station 

"When I signed uP 
with N.R.I. I had no 
other Radio expe- 
rience. I am n o w 
Chief Engineer f o r 
Station WIEG, and 
have supervised i n - 
stallation of new 
modern broadcasting 
studios a n d equip- 
ment." - JOHN H. 

HENNINGER. 4744 Meridian Street. 
Philadelphia, Penna. 

Gets Good Job in Civil Service 
"Since completing 
your course, 1 have 
taken a job with 
Civil Service as a 
Radio Mechanic. MY 
work is of confiden- 
tial nature, but I can 
tell you the salary is 
good." - WALTER 
R. PRATT, 416 Mar- 
garet Street, Key 
West, Fla. 

BE I want to give every 
man who's interested in Radio, 

either professionally or as a hobby, a 

copy of my Lesson, "Getting Acquainted with 
Receiver Servicing "- absolutely FREE! It's 
a valuable lesson. Study it -keep it -use it- 
without obligation! And with it I'll send my 
64 -page, illustrated book, " Win Rich Rewards 
in Radio," FREE. It describes many fascinat- 
ing jobs in Radio, tells how N.R.I. trains you 
at home in spare time, how you get practical 
experience with SIX KITS OF RADIO PARTS 
I send. 

The "Sample" Lesson will show you why the easy - 
to -grasp lessons of the N.R.I. Course have paved the 
way to good pay for hundreds of other men. I will send 
it to you without obligation. MAIL THE COUPON! 

Future for Trained Men Is Bright 
in Radio. Television. Electronics 

' The Radio Repair business is booming NOW. There 
is good money fixing Radios in your spare time or own 
full time business. And trained Radio Technicians also 
find wide -open opportunities in Police, Aviation and 
Marine Radio, in Broadcasting, Radio Manufacturing, 
Public Address work, etc. Think of the boom coming 
when new Radios can be made! And think of even 
greater opportunities when Television, FM, Electronics, 
can be offered to the public ! Get into Radio NOW. 

Many Beginners Soon Make $5. $10 
a Week EXTRA in Spare Time 

The day you enroll I start sending EXTRA MONEY 
JOB SHEETS to help you make EXTRA money fixing 
Radios in spare time while learning. You LEARN Radio 
principles from my easy -to -grasp Lessons- PRACTICE 
what you learn by building real Radio Circuits with the 
six kits of Radio parts I send -USE your knowledge to 
make EXTRA money while getting ready for a good 
full time Radio job. 

Find Out What N.R.I. Can Do for YOU 
MAIL COUPON for Sample Lesson and FREE 64- 

page book. It's packed with facts about opportunities 
for you. Read the details about my Course. Read let- 
ters from men I trained, telling what they are doing, 
earning. Just MAIL COUPON in an envelope or paste 
it on a penny postal. -J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 
5FR, National Radio Institute, Pioneer Home Study 
Radio School, Washington 9. D. C. 

SA PLE LESSON FREE 
Mail coupon for your FREE 

copy of Lesson, "Getting Ac- 
quainted With Receiver Servic- 
ing," to see how practical it is 
to train for Radio at home in 
spare time. Study it -keep it- 
use it- without obligation I Tells 
how Superheterodyne Circuits 
work, gives hints on Receiver 
Servicing, Locating Defects, Re- 
pair of Loudspeaker, I.F. Trans- 
former, Gang Tuning, Condenser. 
etc. 31 illustrations. 

CITTING ACQUAINTED Willi:. 

RECEIVER SEAMING 

My Radio Course Includes 
TELEVISION ELECTRONICS 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

June, 1945 

YOU BUILD THESE AND MANY 
OTHER RADIO CIRCUITS with 

6 KITS OF PARTS I SUPPLY 
By the time you've conducted 60 sets of Experi- 

ments with Radio Parts I supply, made hundreds of 

measurements and adjustments, you'll have had 
PRACTICAL Radio experience valuable for a good 

full or part -time Radio job! 
You build the SUPER- 
HETERODYNE C I It- 
CUIT (left.) containing 
a preselector oscillator - 
mixer -first detector, i.f 
stage, diode detector - 
a.v.e. stage and audio 
stage. It will bring in 
local and distant sta- 
tions. Get the thrill of 

learning at home eve- 
nings in spare time 
while you put the s e t 

through fascinating 
ies's! 

You build MEASURING 
INSTRUMENT (ri g h t) 
early in Course, useful 
for Radio work to pick 
up EXTRA spare t i m e 

money. It is a vacuum 
tube multimeter, meas- 
ures A.C., D.C., R.N. 
volts, D.C. currents, re- 
sistance, receiver output. 

Building t h e A.M 
SIGNAL GEN- 
ERATOR at left will 
Rive you valuable ex- 
perience. Provides 
amplitude - modu- 
lated signals for test 
and experimental 
purposes. 

6000 FOR BOlJIS/ sAMP EELES ON / REE 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Mr. J. E. Smith, President, Dept. 5FR 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington 9, D. C. 

Mail me FREE without obligation, Sample Lesson and 64- 
page book, "Win Rich Rewards in Radio." (No salesman will 
call. Please write plainly.) 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 4FR 

I 
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The Future of U.H.F. 
Practical Radar 

Rey. U. S. Pat. Ott. 
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(Staff Photographer) 

Multiple gas jets concentrate 
intense heat on the glass en- 
velope of e l e c t r o ni c tubes during this sealing -off op- 
eration at the Taylor Tube 
plant located at Chicago, ill. 
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YOU 

ta.ñallicraEkrs ro. 

THE new Model S -37 FM -AM receiver is an outstanding example 
of Hallicrafters pioneering work in the upper regions of the 

spectrum. Covering the frequencies between 130 and 210 mega- 
cycles, the S -37 provides VHF performance which is in every 
way comparable to that of the finest communications receivers 
operating in the medium and high frequency bands. The average 
over -all sensitivity of the S -37 is approximately 5 microvolts. The 
image ratio of at least 1000 times is achieved through the use of 
two pre -selector stages and an intermediate frequency of 16 mega- 
cycles. No band switching is necessary and exceptional ease of tun- 
ing is provided by mechanical band -spread with 2300 dial divisions 
between 130 and 210 megacycles. The pre -loaded gear train is com- 
pletely enclosed and is equipped with a positive stop at each end of 
the tuning range. Hermetically sealed transformers and capacitors, 
moisture proof wiring, and extra heavy plating, all contribute to 
the long life and reliability of the S -37 ... the only commercially 
built receiver covering this frequency range. 

The amazing performance of the Model S -37 is largely due to the 
RF section shown at right. It is mounted as a unit on a brass plate 
1/4 inch thick. The two type 954 RF amplifiers and the type 954 
mixer are placed in the heavy shields which separate the stages. 
The type 955 oscillator is mounted directly on its tuning condenser. 
Exceptional stability is assured by the use of individually selected 
enclosed ball bearings, extra -heavy end plates, and wide spacing 
in the oscillator condenser - rigid mounting of all components - 
and inductances of 1/8 inch copper tubing wound on polystyrene 
forms. All conducting parts are heavily silver plated. 

BUY A WAR 

BOND TODAY! 

,loor, 1 9-15 

Write for Catalog No. 36C, describing 
Hallicrafters complete line of high 
frequency receivers and transmitters. 

A/ tké S -37 
FM -AM 

for very high frequency work 
130 to 210 Mc. 

huiIIìrri.fIrs RADIO 
THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U.S.A. 

J 
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THESE 10 CONTROLS 
REPLACE 95% 

s 

L6' 
If you haven't already put in a stock of N.U. 
Save -a -shaft Volume Controls ... order yours 
today from your N.U. Distributor. Here's a 
real time -saver he can deliver fast! Minimum 
investment in stock of only 10 types is all you 
need to get going. NATIONAL UNION 
RADIO CORPORATION, Newark 2, N. J. 

1101.11I111 
C° Nt R°LS 

7 REASONS WHY 
1. 10 types handle over 95% of your volume 

control replacement needs. 
2. Eliminates shaft sizing and knob fitting. 
3. Adaptable to any standard shaft. 
4. Controls are complete with switch. 
S. If no switch is needed, use same control 

but don't pull switch lug. 
6. Individually packaged with instructions. 
7. All sizes $ 1.00 list price. 

NATIONAL UNION 
RADIO TUBES AND PARTS 

Transmitting, Calbode Ray, Receiving, Special Parpose Tubes Condensers Vola,ne Controls Photo Electric Cells Panel Lamps Flashlight Bulbs 

RADIO NEWS 
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Frequency Modulation poses obvious problems in the 

design and building of loud speakers and loud speaker systems. The 

answers to these problems are not simple; but research and precise 

engineering based on long experience in and knowledge of audio- 

acoustics, will result in a complete postwar line of JENSEN 

speakers to meet the most particular requirements of FM. 

Other new and special loud speaker applications will be met 

just as satisfactorily with other JENSEN postwar products, some 

of which will employ the new JENSEN 411fiC4 5. 

To help the service man, dealer and engineer solve the 

special problems of FM sound reproduction, JENSEN has made 
available technical Monograph No. 3, entitled, "Frequency 

Range in Music Reproduction." This Monograph, one of ci 

series of four, is available for 25c. 

Other Monographs 
No. 1 -"Loud Speaker Frequency -Response Measurement" 

No. 2- "Impedance Matching and Power Distribution" 

No. 4 -"The Effective Reproduction of Speech" 

sen 
PEAKE 

JENSEN RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS 
.tune, 1915 7 
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ALU AX 
RELAYED-FLIU\ 

The Importance of 

SPECIALIZATION 
Aside from outstanding and 
long- acknowledged technical 
skill -our "Specialization For- 
mula" is probably as fully re- 
sponsible for the world -re- 
nowned AUDAX quality as any 
other single factor. 

We proudly concentrate all our 
energies and resources upon 
producing the BEST pick -ups 
and cutters. Because we are spe- 
cialists in this field, much more 
is expected of us. Because the 
production of fine instruments 
like MICRODYNE is a full time 
job, :t stands to reason that we 
could not afford to jeopardize 
our reputation- EVER -by 
making pick -ups a side -line. 

After Victory, you may expect 
AUDAX improvements, refine- 
ments . . . master -touches to 
heighten the marvelous fac 
simile realism of AUDAX re- 
production. 

AUDAS COMPANY 
500 -N Fifth Ave., New York 18, N.Y. 

Creators of Fine Electronic - 
Acoustical Apparatus Since 1915 

Send for your copy of our informative 
e'PICK..VP FACTS" 

8 

°°° 4-10-e 

MINCE again the veil of secrecy sur- 
rounding basic applications of 

radar has been lifted. In the February 
issue of "Wireless World," a British 
publication, appeared the first in this 
new exploitation to the public of the 
miracles of radio location. Many ra- 
dio trade magazines are now repro- 
ducing or quoting from that material. 

As a matter of fact, almost the iden- 
tical story appeared in the August, 
1941 issue of RADIO NEWS. It is in- 
teresting to compare the statements 
contained therein and to refer to the 
artist's conception in that article. 
About the only things lacking are the 
technical details which at this time 
still cannot be revealed except from 
the fundamental aspects. 

To quote from the RADIO NEWS arti- 
cle, our reporter stated as follows : 

"First, the system is essentially that 
of radio -signal transmission, recep- 
tion and detection: The system is 
composed of hundreds of ultra- short- 
wave transmitters and receivers which 
cover the countryside. These trans- 
mitters broadcast a constant 'barrage' 
of radio 'feeler' waves which cover the 
country like a gigantic invisible tent. 
When an object such as an enemy air- 
plane passes into this radio -tented 
area, the 'feeler' waves are reflected 
from the enemy plane and these feeble, 
minute signals are picked up by Ra- 
diolocator stations. By applying the 
principles of radio -direction- finding, 
and other basic radio principles, the 
position in the sky . of the unwelcome 
intruder is plotted very accurately, 
and this information is used by de- 
fense fighter planes and anti - aircraft 
batteries with telling effect." 

To get a bit more technical, the au- 
thor goes on with the following: "With 
Radiolocator, a sharply- focused micro- 
wave is projected into space and 
'scans' a - certain section of the sky 
like a searchlight. When the wave 
strikes an enemy aircraft, it is de- 
flected back to earth. This 'rebound' 
wave is picked up by the sensitive 
Radiolocator receiving device and the 
results used to calculate the position 
in space of the plane." 

If we substitute the American term 
"radar" instead of the British term 
"Radiolocator," we find the basic op- 
erating technique almost completely 
explained. Almost four years have 
gone by since the original article went 
to press. Amazing developments, nat- 
urally, have taken place throughout 
the interim. There are many forms 

of radar. Basically, they operate on 
the very same principle. 

Some of these new devices were re- 
cently shown at Ft. Meyer to some of 
the press on last minute orders of 
General Brehon Somervell, ASF Corn - 
mander. One of these was a radar - 
controlled anti -aircraft searchlight. It 
is designated as the AN /TPL -1. It 
synchronizes the beam of a field 
searchlight with the direction -finding 
equipment. Four Signal Corps mem- 
bers sit in front of a control board and 
view four circular scopes looking very 
much like lenses. These scopes show 
the location and range of approaching 
aircraft. One of the larger scopes in- 
dicates the location of the plane by 
means of a variable line appearing 
across the radius of the screen. The 
smaller one shows the range and this 
is indicated by a series of "pips" ap- 
pearing across a line dissecting the 
scope. When the two "pips" converge 
on the smaller scope, they give the 
antenna range- finding information. 

Another unit displayed was a very 
lightweight warning radar set. Utiliz- 
ing two scopes it operates in much the 
same way as those of the radar search- 
light sets. Two scopes give the posi- 
tion of a plane in relation to the set 
over an effective range of 100 miles. 

Still another radar unit, this one 
of a heavier type, automatically com- 
putes the ;gun range of anti -aircraft 
apparatus with no attendant at the 
controls. It is a tremendous piece of 
equipment. It may be turned in any 
direction. These special radar an- 
tennas move with the unit. An oper- 
ator sits on each side and the gun 
range can be determined very accu- 
rately from the information appearing 
on the radar scopes. 

To give our readers an introduction 
to this new art, we present in this is- 
sue a new series of articles covering 
the basic fundamentals of radar. They 

(Continued on page 141) 

The original artist's sketch from the 
Aug., 1941, issue of Radio News. 

1gAli/IO NEWS 
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RESERVE YOUR POST -WAR 
hdl IilrdftPrs 

Communications Receiver 

---------`_"' . NOW 
Allied Radio's New Plan Makes it Easy for 
You to be Among the First to Own and Enjoy 

this Celebrated Receiver! 

MODEL SX -28A -This is the latest model of 
Hallicrafters famous Super Sky -Rider . 

the finest communications receiver built to- 
day! Has a frequency range of 550 kc. to 
42 Mc. continuous in 6 bands. With crystal, 

$223.00 less speaker, net 

MODEL SX -25 -The Super -Defiant 
long -time favorite of amateurs 

who want fine performance at a 
moderate price. Has a frequency 
range of 545 kc. to 42 Mc. con- 
tinuous in 4 bands. W_th crystal, 
less speaker, net $94.50 

MODEL S -20R- Popular Sky- 
Champion offers top performance 
in low cost field. Has a frequency 
range of 550 kc. to 43 Mc. con- 
tinuous in 4 bands. With built -in 
speaker, net $60.00 

alpha ,, 
111,11,0 Re ee 

MODEL 5 -39 -Sky Ranger portable 
operates from its own self - 

contained batteries or 115 volts 
a.c. or d.c. Has frequency range 
of 540 kc. to 30.5 Mc. continuous 
in 4 bands. Net $110.00 

o02¡ J 

p®li _.. 

MODEL S -36 - Covers both old 
and new FM bands. Operates on 
FM, AM, or CW. Outstanding for 
sensitivity, stability, high fidelity 
and versatility in the very high fre- 
quencies. Range from 27.8 Mc. to 
143 Mc. continuous in 3 bands. 
Less speaker, net $307.50 

PM23 SPEAKER -For SX -28A, SX -25 and 
S -36 above, net $15.00 

HALLICRAFTERS 
Honored for its Role in War 

Communications 

On all fronts ... on land, sea, in the air ... in 
jungle, desert and arctics ... Hallicrafters sets 
have performed gallantly for the Armed Forces 
of the United Nations. The fifth Army and Navy 
"F." award flies from Hallicrafters roof tops! 
Hallicrafters, you know, are builders of the fa- 
mous SCR -299. 

ALLIED RADIO 
833 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago 1, U.S.A. 

Over 20 Years of Service to the Nation 

June, 1913 

TODAY, communications receivers are obtainable only for war use. But 

as soon as conditions permit, they will again be available for civilian use. 

Pent -up demand by short -wave listeners and radio amateurs for world - 

famous Hallicrafters receivers is so great that you would be wise to reserve 

YOUR Hallicrafters NOW! The record of Hallicrafters performance in war 

communications is outstanding. Hallicrafters sets have "stood up" almost 

unbelievably in the most impossible conditions of climate and weather. 

Vital war -proved features of these sets ... PLUS new advanced engineering 

developments ... will be incorporated in your post -war Hallicrafters! 

Now, through close cooperation of the Allied Radio Corporation and the 

Hallicrafters Company, a plan has been evolved that makes it easy for you to 

reserve your Hallicrafters at once ... and be assured of earliest delivery! 

HERE'S HOW TO RESERVE YOUR HALLICRAFTERS 

1. All you have to do is enter your order 4. When your set is ready, easy pay - 

now with Allied. ment terms may be arranged. 

5. Any communications receiver, in good 

condition, will be accepted for a 

liberal trade -in allowance instead of 

3. A deposit of only 10% of the current cash down payment. 

price will put you among the first in 6. Even after your reservation is made, 

line to receive delivery of a Halli- you may have your deposit back if 
crafters Receiver. you wish. 

(Prices subject to possible revision at time of shipment.) 

Just imagine how thrilled and proud you will be to rank among 
the first to have a Hallicrafters ... "The Radio Man's Radio!" 
Picture the pleasure you'll have ... for with a Hallicrafters at your 

fingertips ... all the world is your neighbor.' Certainly you want a 

receiver all your own! To be sure of earliest delivery, enter 

your order at once ... without delay! 

MAIL COUPON TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR HALLICRAFTERS 

2. You don't have to pay the full amount 

in advance. 

ALLIED RADIO 
"Arsenal of Supply" 

for Everything in Radio 

and Electronics 

Allied's complete service 
speeds vital needs to the 

Armed Forcesand Industry. 
Concentrated here are the 
world's largest and most 
complete stocks of parts and 
equipment under one roof. 
And Allied has always been 

one of the leaders in the sale 
of communications receivers. 

e_ 

ALLIED RADIO CORP. 
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 1 -FF -5 
Chicago 7, III. 

DPlease reserve Hallicrafters Model.... 
for me. Enclosed is my 10% deposit S 

(It is understood I retain right to cancel order any- 
time before delivery, and get my deposit back.) 

71 
Please send further information on your Communi- 
cations Receiver Reservation Plan. 

Date 

71 Please send latest free Allied Buying Guide on 
Everything in Radio and Electronics. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE .... STATE 

9 
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NATIONAL RECEIVERS ARE THE EARS OF THE FLEET 

OFFICIAL U. S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH. 

10 
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landing de- 
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NATIONAL COMPANY 
*MASS, U. S. A. NC-200 M A L D E 1i1 

N A T I O N A L R E C E I V E R S A R E I N S E R V I C E T H R O U G H O U T T H E W O R L D 

1E11110 NEWS 
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90 -MILE LABORATORY 

for Telephone and Television 

]tiï WA it 

NEW I"QItK 
Electron tobe 

amplifiers here 

George NEshînglon 

crossed here here 

Two thousand telephone lolás 

can crass here 

rsxl,AraEzrxL3. YlOr% 

TìtE21?fiCTA; 

E S E 

BETWEEN telephone offices in New York and Philadelphia 
once stretched a strange sort of laboratory. Most of the way 
it was underground; engineers made their measurements 
sometimes in manholes. It was a lead -sheathed cable con- 

taining two "coaxials" - each of them a wire supported in 
the center of a flexible copper tube the size of a lead pencil. 

Theory had convinced engineers of Bell Laboratories 
that a coaxial could carry many more telephone talks than 
a full -sized voice frequency telephone cable; that it could 
carry adequately a television program. Experimental lengths 
were tested; terminal apparatus was designed and tried out. 
Finally, a full -sized trial was made with a system designed 

June, 1945 

for 48o conversations. It was successful; in one demon- 
stration people talked over a 3800 -mile circuit looped back 
and forth. Now the cable is carrying some of the wartime 
flood of telephone calls between these two big cities. 

This cable made television history also: through it in 
1940 were brought spot news pictures of a political con- 
vention in Philadelphia to be broadcast from New York. 
Bell System contributions to television, which began with 
transmission from Washington to New York in 1927, have 
been laid aside for war work. When peace returns, a notable 
expansion of coaxial circuits is planned for both telephone 
and television in our Bell System work. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting for our Armed Forces at 
war and for continued improvements and economies in telephone service. 
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The 23000 Series 
Variable Air Capacitors 

"Designed for Application," double 
bearings, steatite end plates, cad- 
mium or silver plated brass plates. 
Single or double section. .020" or 
.060' air gap. End plate size: 1%6 

x 11/2. Rotor plate radius: 19/32". 
Shaft lock, rear shaft extension, 
special mounting brackets, etc., to 
meet your requirements. 

JAMES MILLEN 
MFG. CO., INC. 

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY 

MALDEN 
MASSACHUSETTS 

By RADIO NEWS Washington Correspondent 

I'rew 'nlino fittest information on the Radio Industry. 

WITH THE TRAGIC PASSING OF 
OUR LATE PRESIDENT, Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt, radio has suffered 
a deep personal loss. His gallant lead- 
ership catapulted radio to world fame. 
Through radio the world echoed his 
brilliant strategy. His inspiring "fire- 
side chats" brought cheer, hope, and 
faith to the globe's millions. 

His death has brought sorrow to the 
broadcasters of America with whom 
he worked so closely. Paying tribute 
to this great man, Harold Ryan, presi- 
dent of the National Association of 
Broadcasters, said: "He gave historic 
evidence of the effectiveness of this 
medium of communications in the so- 
lution of national and international 
problems. ... This beloved leader of 
the people will always live in this 
avenue of friendly human approach to 
men, women, and children throughout 
the world." 

Our new President, Harry F. Tru- 
man, voiced the sentiments of the na- 
tion in his historic broadcasts to Con- 
gress and our troops throughout the 
world, during his first days in office. 
A nationwide audience of over 16 mil- 
lion listened to President Truman ex- 
tol the late President and describe the 
future program of his administration. 
President Truman's Armed Forces' 
message was heard by over 41 million 
people. According to surveys made 
by C. E. Hooper for CBS, 32% of the 
nation listened in to the first of Presi- 
dent Truman's addresses and 53.6% 
were in the listening audience during 
the second address. The highest day- 
time rating of all times, 60 %, was 
achieved by the late President Roose- 
velt on December 8, 1941, in his his- 
toric speech on the attack at Pearl 
Harbor. 

MANY COMPLEX PROBLEMS in- 
volving economics and engineering ap- 
peared to have delayed the final report 
on the 25- to 30,000- megacycle alloca- 
tion program. Originally scheduled 
for release on April 1 and then the 15, 
the data may not appear until the 
middle of May. A last- minute inter- 
view with FCC officials indicated that 
several major questions remain to be 
answered. While it is important to 
complete the project quickly, the FCC 
believes that it is also imperative that 
the decisions made be thoroughly cor- 
rect, all the way. The tremendous 
influence that the report will have de- 
mands this extremely close scrutiny. 
Indications of the deep concern the 
FCC has in the allocation program ap- 
peared in the speech of FCC Chairman 
Paul A. Porter, in Washington, re- 

cently. Appearing before the Wash- 
ington- Virginia district meeting of the 
NAB, Mr. Porter warned against 
financial speculation in frequency 
modulation and television. He indi- 
cated that the FCC will carefully 
watch the progress of all forms of 
broadcasting, stressing that these new 
arts will play an important role in the 
communications picture of the future. 

Mr. Porter's letter to Commander 
E. F. McDonald, commenting on Com- 
mander McDonald's telegrams to 
members of Congress which asked for 
congressional action in the FCC pro- 
posal to move FM up, further stressed 
the sincerity of the FCC program.. 
Commander McDonald asserted in his 
telegrams that seven of the eight ex- 
perts who testified at the closed hear- 
ings and during the oral hearings in 
Washington had pointed out that mov- 
ing of FM from its present position 
was unnecessary and undesirable. Mr. 
Porter said that the final determina- 
tion of the highly technical problem 
will be based upon the Commission's 
appraisal of the record of expert tes- 
timony. He added that the Commis- 
sion's conclusion will reflect the de- 
terminations of the requirements of 
the public interest. 

The Senate Interstate Commerce 
committee members supported Mr. 
Porter. The Senate said that the allo- 
cation of FM channels is a technical 
matter which is beyond the scope of 
Congress. They praised the FCC, 
pointing out that the members of the 
Commission were fully capable of de- 
termining the solutions to the alloca- 
tion problems. 

The FCC questionnaire on FM man- 
ufacturing costs which had been sent 
to all manufacturers stirred up criti- 
cal comment in many quarters. The 
questionnaire asked for the relative 
costs of manufacturing frequency- 
modulation units for an 18- megacycle 
band beginning at 44 megacycles and 
an 18- megacycle band beginning at 84 
megacycles. The questions were based 
on the 1945 cost conditions, production 
facilities, AM -FM combination models 
retailing at about $75, and receivers 
built to specifications for postwar. The 
manufacturers were also asked to 
state if the price difference would be 
the same for combination sets regard- 
less of the price class of the set, and 
if the answer was no, how the price 
difference would vary with retail 
price. 

Among those who criticized this 
questionnaire was John Shepard III, 
chairman of the board of the Yankee 
Network. In a letter to FCC Chair- 
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Prominent engineers consistently show 
their preference for Solar Capacitors. Solar 
pledges continued production of superior 
quality capacitors to merit that preference. 
Solar Manufacturing Corporation, 
285 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 

6.775 
. A. 

BAYONNE 
PLANT 

A TOTAL OF 
EIGHT 

ARMY -NAVY 
EXCELLENCE 

AWARDS: 

June, 19.15 

WEST N. Y. 

PLANT 

CAPACITORS & 

ELIM -O -STATE 

7759 
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WALDEN ORCESTER 
WRENCH SETS 

Engineered for Strength and to fit 
the mechanics need. Thousands of 
these sets have been sold here and 
abroad. 

Standard 
Set No. 26T 
The Mechanics Favorite. Wide range 
of Sockets, Special Handles, Revers- 
ible Ratchet Wrench. 22 pieces in a 
Steel Box. 

Set No. 16T 

{ 

A very handy set of 17 pieces in o 
Steel Box. 

Set No. 5110 
Wide range of Sockets, Special 
Handle, Reversible Ratchet Wrench. 
21 pieces in a Steel Box. 

Send for Catalog No. WALDEN 141 picturing a full line WORCESTER 
of Automobile, Aircraft 
and Radio Tools. 

468 SHREWSBURY STREET 
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 

S P O T R A D I O N E W S 
man Paul Porter, he said that the 
questionnaire did not disclose the de- 
lay that might exist in producing the 
higher frequency FM sets. Mr. Shep- 
ard also said that no distinction had 
been made between so- called genuine 
FM sets and other types. At this writ- 
ing the reports on the questionnaires 
have not been released. It is expected, 
however, that the information will be 
made available as soon as the alloca- 
tion report is published. 

THE CLEAR -CHANNEL PROBLEM 
is another allocation factor that has 
had a delay bearing on the allocation 
report. The decision made for FM 
will also develop the program for the 
clear -channel hearings. The report 
that will result from these hearings 
will be quite vital since many present 
channel allocations may be altered. 
The hearings will offer data on a va- 
riety of broadcast -station operation 
procedures including power program 
repeats, networks, and particularly 
the national service features of FM 
and television. In studying the allo- 
cation problems, the FCC will con- 
sider the fact that the channel struc- 
ture precludes the possibility of pri- 
mary coverage everywhere. Because 
of the number of channels available 
and geographic problems, primary 
service may be impossible in some 
areas. The FCC will attempt to pro- 
vide coverage that will serve in as 
many sectors of the nation as possible. 

A POSTWAR PRICE STRUCTURE 
for receivers, that calls for a 30% in- 
crease, was predicted by Mort N. Lan- 
sing of the specialties unit, Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. He 
said that because of increases in labor 
and material cost, receivers available 
in the first year after V -E day will 
cost 30% more than those made in 
1941, for equivalent models. The sell- 
ers market which will prevail for a 
while will maintain this price struc- 
ture. According to Mr. Lansing AM- 
FM postwar table model receivers will 
cost from $45 to $75, while consoles 
will sell for $100 to $350. Mr. Lansing 
also predicted that most television re- 
ceivers will cost around $500 and 
more. 

Examining the postwar annual vol- 
ume of receiver sales, Mr. Lansing said 
that in the first V -E year, retail sales 
will come close to $1,410,000,000. In 
the second year the value will rise to 
$1,650,000,000; the third year will see 
a still further rise to $1,870,000,000; 
and the fourth year will see a slight 
recession to $1,430,000,000. Mr. Lan- 
sing said that several factors were 
considered in making these estimates : 

increased broadcast coverage, in- 
creased use of FM and television re- 
ceivers, and general improvements in 
standard receivers. According to Mr. 
Lansing, FM will be much more im- 
portant, at least for a short time, be- 
cause of its more general utility. 
However, said Mr. Lansing, as tele- 
vision broadcast techniques are per- 

fected, television sales will become in- 
creasingly larger. 

Mr. Lansing believes that any ten- 
dency to approach saturation in the 
future will be counterbalanced not 
only by the improved broadcast activ- 
ities, but by new services such as the 
citizens' radiocommunication service 
provided for in the recent FCC allo- 
cation proposal. 

Commenting on the general postwar 
possibilities of the radio market, Mr. 
Lansing said that striking opportuni- 
ties will prevail. He predicted that the 
radio industry will also play an im- 
portant role in the development of 
other industries in this nation and 
other nations. 

THE PAST FEW WEEKS HAVE 
SEEN surprise disclosures of many 
types of Signal Corps equipment, here- 
tofore considered secret. The an- 
nouncements were made by the ASF 
and Signal Corps units of the War 
Department. The ASF information 
was offered during a special three -day 
demonstration at Fort Meyer in Vir- 
ginia, conducted under the supervision 
of General Brehon Somervell, ASF 
Commander. 

Among many of the unusual devices 
shown was a radio -operated aircraft 
detection unit capable of spotting 
planes, 120 miles away. The equip- 
ment is portable and employs c.r. os- 
cilloscopes which provide plane posi- 
tion. Another intensely interesting 
device shown was a radio detonator 
that can fire mines 20 miles away by 
simply dialing a frequency. It is said 
that there are over 20,000 code de- 
nominations. possible. A range of 20 
miles over water and about 8 on land 
was indicated. 

The Signal Corps discussed its com- 
munications paratroop equipment in a 
special announcement. Three types 
of equipment are in use today : the 
well known "walkie- talkie" and the 
"handie- talkie" both of which are 
strapped to the paratrooper's side or 
thigh, and the third is a heavier in- 
strument which is parachuted sepa- 
rately. The "walkie- talkie ", weighing 
35 pounds complete with batteries, is 
no more than 10% of the total weight 
which the paratrooper carries includ- 
ing himself when he makes his jump. 
Since the instrument is enclosed in a 
canvas case of heavy duck, completely 
waterproofed, landings in lakes, riv- 
ers, or streams do not affect opera- 
tion. The "handie- talkie," weighing 
about six pounds with batteries, has 
been used with excellent results in 
organizing small battle groups and 
maintaining contacts with various di- 
vision elements. The larger model 
which weighs around 250 pounds, is 
quite an effective transmitter and re- 
ceiver. Since it offers many frequen- 
cies on which to operate, it is really 
more flexible than the other two in- 
struments. This model also affords 
the transmission of c.w. signals, which 
is not possible with the other models. 

(Continued on page 18) 
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ELECTRONICS 
DeFOREST'S A-B-C WAY! 

THE fast - moving Opportunity Field 
of Radio - Electronics needs many 

trained men! Let DeFOREST'S show 
you how to get ready to take advantage 
of the breaks -the good jobs -the satis- 
fying pay checks of today -and the 
bright postwar opportunities of tomor- 
row. Write for DeFOREST'S big, free 
book - "VICTORY FOR YOU" and col- 
orful kit supplement. 

Consider Radio's Many Fields 
See how you may cash in on a vast field 
that includes F.M. Radio, Communica- 
tion Radio, Electronics, Broadcast Radio, 
Motion Picture Sound, Radio Sales and 
Service -or a Radio business of your own. 

Start a Business of Your Own 
See how DeFOREST'S has helped many 
get their start in Radio- Electronics- 
helped them to good pay jobs in one of 
our most promising industries- others 
to preferred military classifications with 
higher ratings, better pay. Helped others 
to full or part time sales and service 
businesses of their own. 

Employment Service! 
DeFOREST'S also provides an effective 
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE which has 
long -established contacts with many em- 
ployers who use DeFOREST'S trained 
Radio -Electronic men. 

Mail the coupon Now -Today! 
See how DeFOREST'S can help YOU 
get started toward this fascinating 
work by means of its effective "A -B -C" 
Training Method -in your spare time. 

VETERANS: Check coupon 
below for special information. 

y.... 

{ 

"LEARN- BY-DOING" FROM PRACTICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

Radio -Electronic experiments at home 

of Radio parts and. assemblies. Quickly 
Make 133 interesting 

KIT operate .:. a Light Beam 

build 
8 BIG Circuits that op hone 

bran Ratio Receiving Microphone ... Radio Telephone 
. . 

"Electric Eye" 
Wireless 

Scores EYe' Devices. Scores of other fascinating projects. 

The Billion Dollar Radio - 
Electronic Industry, with 
its Manufacturing, Servic- 
ing, Broadcasting, Com- 
munications, and many 
other promising fields, in- 
vites your careful consid- 
eration. See how DeFOR- 
EST'S. helps you prepare 
for a good pay job, or a 
business of your own in one 
of America's most prom- 
ising, interesting fields. 

DeFOREST'S TRAINING IN- 

CLUDES INSTRUCTIONS IN 

MOTION PICTURE SOUND 

EQUIPMENT, FM RADIO AND 

T t - VISION 

READ WHAT THESE MEN SAY ABOUT DeFOREST'S TRAINING 
"I have obtained employment with 

the Mfg. Company. They speak 
highly of DeForest's students and state 
they have had excellent results with 
your men whom they have employed." 
Clifford Taylor, Mass. 

"As a result of DeForest's Training, 
I am doing very well. If my income 
doesn't range between $50.00 and $75.00 
per week, I figure something is wrong." 
Lyle Rielly, Wisconsin 

"But the credit must go to you and 
your employment service for placing 
me in this job when I really needed 
one. I shall always be grateful for the 
help and guidance given me by you 
and DeForest's Training. Thanks a 
million." - Earl Eichelberger, Illinois. 

"I cannot impress too strongly on 
anyone who may be considering taking 
your course the value of both the train- 
ing and the employment service that 
goes with it. This service is not merely 
an empty promise, but a truly con- 
scientious effort that continues until its 
job of preparing you is done. " - Philip 
Cummins, New Jersey. 

"I am amazed at the many subjects 
I have learned with DeForest's. I also 
want to praise your motion picture 
lessons. It is truly amazing, how well 
the action of electricity'is brought out. 
I feel safe in saying that no book could 
ever establish effectively those princi- 
ples and actions so well in my mind." 
-Yale Schorr, Texas. 

OGET INTERESTING, LOOSE -LEAF LESSONS - 
90 modern, well - illustrated loose -leaf les- 

sons, prepared under the supervision of one of the 
world's foremost Radio authorities, Dr. Lee De- 
Forest, often called "The father of Radio!" 

See Radio Circuits in Action - 
Electrons ors the March -with 
this genuine OeVRY Projector 

USE "LEARN -BY- SEEING" MOVIES 

with a genuine DeVRY 16mm. Movie 
Projector and Films to help you learn 
Radio faster ... easier. See hidden 
Radio action come to life! Radio waves 
in motion - Electrons on the march.. . 

E. B. DeVry, President 
DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. 
2535 -41 N. Ashland Ave., Dept. BRN -6 
Chicago 14, Illinois, U.S.A. 
Please send me your "VICTORY FOR 
YOU" book and KIT FOLDER, FREE. 

Name... Age:... 

Address. 

City. .. State........... 

If under 16, check here for special information. 
. D If a veteran of World War II, check here. 
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DEFORESTS TRAINING, INC. 

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS 

June, 1945 
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* Utah Speakers: Afore than 20 million 
Utah speakers have been made for radio, and public address systems. 

NO GUESSWORK MERE! 

The manufacture of electronic devices and 

radio parts is an exacting job. It's a precision 

job and Utah does it to a plus degree. Take 

the loud speaker for instance: Utah's "preci- 

sion- plus" methods go 'way back to the buy- 

ing of raw materials that make the speaker. 

They go even further. 

The tools used in the manufacture of the 

speaker are likewise made at Utah, to Utah's 

specifications. You see, every single phase in 

the manufacture of Utah is guess -proof .. . 

tool making, welding, punch press, electro- 

plating, and all the other steps, to the ship- 

ping of the final finished product. Check, re- 

check, test ... supervise are Utah words. 

Here Utah workers (with Utalins* back of 

'em) know their value. Know they make for 

"precision- plus" performance -the proof of 

Utah quality. 
*Utah's helpers 

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY, 820 ORLEANS ST., CHICAGO 10, ILL, 
Utah Electronics (Canada) Ltd., 300Chac blyRoad ,Longueuil,Montreal(23)P.Q. Ucoa Radio, S.A., Misio nes 48,B uenos Aires 
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UNIVERSAL'S NEW D -20 MICROPHONE 

The stage was set for something new and here it is. Universal's new D -20 

Microphone ... soon on your radio parts jobbers' shelves to fill your essen- 

tial requirements ... uses Universal's "Dynoid" construction ... A dynamic 

microphone of conventional characteristics built to fill the utility require- 

ments of war time plus advance styling of the many modern things to 

come. Orders placed now with your Radio Parts Jobbers will assure early 

delivery when priority regulations are relaxed. 
It rile for Bulletin l'58 covering this new microphone. 

<FREE - History of Communications Picture Portfolio. Contains 
over a dozen 11" x 14" pictures suitable for office, den or hobby 
room. Write factory for your Portfolio today. 

Ti 
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY 

INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA 

17 June. 19.15 
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DO YOU NEED A 

6146/004'4' 
FOR 45,000 VOLTS 
BREAKDOWN? 

glere it is With one inch 
spacing and rounded edges on 
all adjacent parts; this new type 
TN condenser has a capacity 
range of 33.1 to 12.6 mmf. 
Rough adjustment of capacity 
is made by moving the outer 
cylinder within the clamp. Pre - 
tision settings covering a total 
range of 12 mmf are secured 
by rotation of the tuning 
control shaft which comes out 
at an angle of 90° to the 
lengthwise axis of the con- 
denser. The location of this shaft 
may be changed radially in 
steps of 45 °. The. 12 inch scale 
shown in the above illustration 
will indicate the approximate 
dimensions. 

A smaller model is available, 
having a voltage breakdown 
rating of 35,000 peak volts and 
a capacity range of 26.0 to 7.2 
mmf. Both models can be 
supplied with larger capacity 
ratings if desired. Spun and cast 
aluminum are used in the 
construction of both models. 
Connections are made direct to 
the aluminum castings and leads 
may come off at any angle. 
The Johnson line includes a 
complete range of sizes of 
similar condensers down to the 
model N -125, rated at 9,000 
peak volts Breakdown. 
Write for further 
information. 

JOHNSON 
a tamou9 name in Nadia 

E. F. Johnson Co. Waseca, Minn. 
18 

S P O T R A 
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Three heavily padded cedar chests 
house the transmitter when it is para- 
chuted to ground. This model is nor- 
mally used for large scale operations. 

RADIO RECEIVERS WILL NOT 
BECOME AVAILABLE IMMEDI- 
ATELY or even very shortly after 
V -E day, reported Frank S. Horning, 
Chief of the Field Service Branch of 
WPB, in New York recently. Appear- 
ing at a dinner in honor of Lt. Col. 
Arthur W. Tager, New York Regional 
Signal Corps Labor Officer, Mr. Horn- 
ing said that many months will elapse 
before receivers are available. He de- 
clared that the war in Japan will de- 
mand a variety of communications 
equipment which will tax the facili- 
ties of most plants. 

Supporting this viewpoint, Lieut. 
Col. Charles Ballon of the Army 
Service Forces said that the war in 
Japan may even demand an increase 
in material requirements. He pointed 
out that the ratio of needs for the Pa- 
cific and European area are nearly 
four to one. 

WPB officials in Washington also 
support this view, forecasting that an 
Army of nearly 5,000,000 may have to 
be re- equipped when they are trans- 
ferred from Europe to the Pacific. 
Several of the WPB officials said that 
there is little likelihood of any receiv- 
ers being produced this year at all. 
The only possibility of production ex- 
ists in the release of surplus material. 
Some government and private experts 
believe that the equipment needed for 
the Pacific will differ from the Euro- 
pean type and thus provide the Euro- 
pean material for surplus. However, 
the Army has not been too keen on this 
type of distribution. 

They also feel that the equipment 
made for the military is of such a 
special design and construction that 
civilian application is impossible. To 
disassemble the military apparatus 
and reuse in civilian equipment, would 
be quite costly, according to the mili- 
tary officials. They point out that this 
practice was employed at the begin- 
ning of the war with very unsatisfac- 
tory results. Only a small percentage 
of the parts were usable, and the time 
involved in conversion was extensive 
and far from economical. 

CONGRESS SEEMS DETERMINED 
to have its proceedings broadcast. 
Several weeks ago a proposal to broad- 
cast not only the proceedings on the 
floor, but open hearings before Con- 
gressional committees, was offered by 
Senator Claude Pepper of Florida. 
This resolution supplants Senator 
Pepper's previous proposal introduced 
in the 78th Congress which did not au- 
thorize the broadcasting of proceed- 
ings of Senate committees. 

In his new proposal, Senator Pepper 
asks for permission to install record- 
ing or transcribing equipment to pro- 
vide a complete and continuous re- 
cording of proceedings. He also pro- 

D I O N E W S ' 
poses that copies of these recordings 
be supplied to stations and networks 
requesting them, at cost price only. 
Senator Pepper emphasizes in his pro- 
posal that no station or network would 
be required to broadcast any proceed- 
ing. Provision is made in the proposal 
for the broadcasting of all meetings 
before the House or Senate, except 
where the meetings are not to the pub- 
lic interest. The arrangements for 
the installation of the equipment 
would be under the jurisdiction of the 
Architect of the Capitol. 

THE INGENIOUS USE OF THE 
"QWALKIE- TALKIE" as a commu- 
nications bridge, linking wire lines in 
the Hurtgen Forest area, Western 
Germany, was revealed in a report 
recently filed by Lieut. Col. V. M. 
Kelly, Division Signal Officer of the 
Eighth Infantry Division. The link 
was developed to span a two -mile sec- 
tion from Germeter through Hurtgen 
to Brandenberg, which was being sub- 
jected to continuous and severe enemy 
shell fire. It had been impossible to 
lay wire circuits across country be- 
cause of German observation in this 
area. Five days of dangerous mine 
sweeping to clear a path did not solve 
the problem either, for the line was 
still cut by shell fire and trouble- 
shooting teams were pinned down to 
small areas. The introduction of a 
radio link as an emergency channel 
solved the problem. 

Two "walkie- talkies" were used at 
each end of the gap to provide a sin- 
gle- talking circuit connecting the ends 
of the wire link. Of the two radio sets, 
one was used for reception and the 
other for transmission. Separate chan- 
nels were used to prevent interference. 

Describing the use of this system 
the report said that when wire com- 
munications failed, operators stationed 
near each terminal turned on both 
transmitter and receiver and made the 
necessary contact. The equipment was 
located in an elevated position near 
the switchboard or test station. When 
the operator heard a party called from 
the other side of the radio link, the 
board was cued and the operator was 
given the necessary number of ex- 
change desired. Since the circuit was 
a radio link, extreme caution was ex- 
ercised during conversation. Coded 
messages and other Signal Corps in- 
telligence methods of communication 
were applied. 

A HISTORIC MEETING of officials 
of the United States and Canadian 
Radio Manufacturers Association was 
held at Montreal during the end of 
April. Discussed was the war produc- 
tion of radio -radar equipment here and 
in Canada, and the corresponding use 
of cooperative programs to expedite 
such production. 

Among those who attended the 
meeting were Major General William 
A. Patterson, Chief of the Procure - 

(Continued on page 136) 
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REALLY LEARN 

RADIO ELECTRO 

and TELEVISION 

..YOU GET 

A COMPLETE 

RADIO SET 

SKILLED 0 HANDS 

A TRAINED TENN/IAN 
There's only one right way to learn Radio Electronics. You must 
get it through simplified lesson study combined with actual "shop" 
practice under the personal guidance of a qualified Radio Teacher. 
It's exactly this way that Sprayberry trains you . . supplying 
real Radio parts for learn -by -doing experience right at home. 
Thus, you learn faster, your understanding is clear -cut, you 
acquire the practical "know how" essential to a good -paying Radio 
job or a Radio business of your own. 

A Bright Future Ahead 

Now's the right time to start training. Because Radio is surging 
forward, expanding at a rapid pace . . with the promise of spec- 

tacular opportunities in Television, Frequency Modulation. In- 
dustrial Electronics . in the vast Radio Service and Repair busi- 
ness. When you train with Sprayberry, you need no previous ex- 
perience. The Course starts right at the beginning of Radio, even 
shows you how to make spare time profits while learning. 

NI Show You a New, Fast Way to Test 
Radio Sets Without Mfg. Equipment 

The very same Radio parts I supply with your Course for gaining 
pre- experience in Radio work may be adapted through an exclusive 
Sprayberry wiring procedure to serve for complete, fast, accurate 
Radio Receiver trouble -shooting. Thus, you do not have one cent 
of outlay for manufactured Test Equipment, which is not only ex- 
pensive but scarce. In every respect, my training is practical, com- 
plete . . tested and proved for results. It will give you the 
broad, fundamental principles so necessary as a background, no 
matter which branch of Radio you wish to specialize in. 

MAIL COUPi 
June, 1975 

NOW 

JUST OUT! FREE! 
'Hew to Read Radio 

Diagrams and Symbols" 
. a valuable new book which explains in 

simple, non -technical English how to read 
and understand any Radio Set Diagram. 
Provides the quick key to analyzing any 
Radio circuit. Includes translations of 
all Radio symbols. Send for this FREE 
book now while supply lasts and along 
with it 1 will send you another big 
FREE hook describing my Radio 
Electronic training. 

How r 
o 

4.e EAE 
AKE MONEr 

E! 
rE 

fr. 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO 
F. L. Sprayberry, Pres. 
Room 2565, Pueblo, Colorado 
Please rush my FREE copies of "HOW TO MAKE 
MONEY IN RADIO, ELECTRONICS and TELE- 
VISION," and "HOW TO READ RADIO DIAGRAMS 
and SYMBOLS." 
Name Age 
Address . 

City State.... ... . 

Tear off this coupon, mail in envelope or paste on penny post card ........... ®s' em a s s n stil me n n n n n 
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The DART that pierced a postwar plan in mid -air 

Coming in to work on the bus each morning, the man read his newspaper. This morning 
was no exception. And he smiled to himself as he read the headlines. Americans Ham- 
mering Germany from the West ... Russians Closing In from the East. That sounded 
good. The war would soon be over .. . 

As he put away his topcoat and hat, the feeling of satisfaction clung to him. "... well, 
soon as we lick Germany ..." and he mentally surveyed his own postwar plan. 

Even at noontime, when the people of the plant were to be addressed by a young veteran 
just back from the Pacific, the man was still optimistic. He listened attentively to the 
stories of brave men and strange lands. 

The khaki -clad youth told his audience about the islands and the jungles and the 
mountains ... about fighting and living conditions. 

Calmly, he spoke of the basic nature of the Japanese ... how they are taught that 
it is an honor to die for the Emperor ... and why few Japanese soldiers have 
ever surrendered. 

And he told of the resentment among many of the men in the Pacific area about 
the feeling at home that the war would be over -as soon as Germany was defeated. 
If that was so, why did hell break loose around them every day? 

To the man who had smiled at the headlines that morning, these words were the dart 
that pierced his postwar plans in mid -air. Of course, he had always been conscious of 
the fact that we were fighting Japan. But that seemed a matter of cleaning up details 
.. and good old MacArthur would take care of them. But now, he wasn't so sure. And 

he began to think. There was more to go, he reflected solemnly, much more to go .. . 

There are many people like this man ... people who are tempted 
to forget that Germany's defeat won't mean the end of the war. 
Military authorities predict that the fight with Japan will be a 
long, painful struggle ... perhaps more costly than any we have 
yet experienced. This, then, is no time for rejoicing. Final victory 
will be a hard -earned commodity purchased only by consistent 
working, fighting, sacrificing. 

ccinaci 152 MAGQUESTEN PARKWAY SOUTH MT. VERNON, NEW YORK 

MANUFACTURERS OF. SNORT WAVE 7FIE VISION RADIO . SOUND E0UIPMENT 

actio r,P WC., gr, r. 

H A V E Y O U I N V E S T E D A L L Y O U C A N IN THE SEVENTH WAR LOAN DRIVE? 
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How Television `sot Hs Electronic "Eyes 

As revolutionary as airplanes without pro- 
pellers- that's how much electronic tele- 
vision differs from the earlier mechanical 
television ! 

Whirling discs and motors required for 
mechanical television were not desirable 
for home receivers. Pictures blurred and 
flickered. 

But now, thanks to RCA research, you 
will enjoy all- electronic television, free from 
mechanical restrictions -"movie- clear" tele- 
vision with the same simplicity of operation 
as your radio receiver. 

Such "let's make it better" research goes 
into everything produced by RCA. 

At RCA Laboratories, world- famous sci- 
entists and engineers are constantly seeking 
new and better ways of harnessing the un- 
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believable forces of nature ... for mankind's 
greater benefit. 

Electronic television is but one example 
of the great forward strides made possible 
by RCA research -opening the way for who 
knows what new miracles? 

When you buy an RCA radio or phono- 
graph or television set or any RCA product, 
you get a great satisfaction ... enjoy a 
unique pride of ownership in knowing that 
you possess the finest instrument of its kind 
that science has yet achieved. 

Dr. V. K. Zworykin, Associate 
Research Director and E. W. 
Engstrom, Director of Research at 
RCA Laboratories, examining the 
Iconoscope or television "eye" - 
developed in RCA Laboratories 
forfhe all- electronic television 
system you'll enjoy tomorrow. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
PIONEERS IN PROGRESS 
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THE MIGHTY TH 
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uManvJ 04trr.tea reervant 
The many arms of the FEDERAL organization are the 
arms of a versatile servant ... making war goods 
now and preparing for the new and greater demands 
of a world at peace. 

* * * 

For example, FEDERAL INSTRUMENT LANDING 
AND RADIO RANGE equipment is pioneering new 
concepts of faster, safer air travel. 

FEDERAL'S MEGATHERM dielectric and heat induc- 
tion units are revolutionizing production processes 
in the plastics, metal, food, plywood, textile and 
other industries. 

FEDERAL always has made better tubes. Today, as 

the result of continuous scientific development, 
FEDERAL'S TRANSMITTING, RECTIFYING AND 

INDUSTRIAL POWER TUBES are proving even more 
dependable and long lasting. 

To fill a vital war need, FEDERAL developed INTELIN 
ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION LINE - 
now is the world's largest manufacturer. 

FEDERAL'S MARINE RADIO EQUIPMENT, first in 
serving America's merchant fleet, includes DIREC- 
TION FINDERS, AUTO ALARMS, packaged TRANS- 

MITTING AND RECEIVING UNITS and LIFEBOAT 

TRANSMITTERS. 

Back of every FEDERAL TRANSMITTER are years of 
engineering and manufacturing experience which 
assure the ability to produce any type or power of 
communications equipment from walkie- talkie to 
200 K.W. transmitters. 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS, precision cut and mass pro- 
duced at FEDERAL, are performing many secret mili- 
tary jobs. 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS, introduced by FEDERAL, are 
accepted as standard for converting alternating to 
direct current. Power equipment and battery charg- 
ers, powered by FEDERAL SELENIUM RECTIFIERS, 

are known for long life, high efficiency and low cost. 

* * * 

Yes, FEDERAL'S many arms make many things - all 

to one high standard. Here some of the world's keen- 
est scientific minds combine their talents with three 
decades of FEDERAL leadership for developing and 
producing better communications and industrial 
electronic equipment. 

federal klepholle and Radio Corporatiotr 
N.wark 1, N. J. 
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Five thousand hours of continuous 
operation demand good engineering. The 
"Super -Pro" receivers in the CAA installation at 
La Guardia Airport have been on duty 
twenty -four hours a day for over four years. 

11J 
THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC., 460 W. 34TH ST., NEW YORK 1, N.Y. 
MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
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he Future f 1 
The u.h.f. region will become of utmost significance 

in providing channels for many miscellaneous services. 

OOKING at the electromagnetic 
spectrum chart comparatively J simplifies the difficult task of 

forecasting with any reasonable de- 
gree of accuracy the role the higher 
frequencies are destined to play in the 
future. It shows the saturation reached 
in the traditional regions of the radio 
spectrum and indicates that any fu- 
ture expansion must logically proceed 
along stereotyped lines and follow the 
same upward course in the utilization 
of the metric, centrimetric and milli - 
metric bands as was followed previ- 
ously in the exploitation of the long -, 
medium -, and short -wave bands. 

Moreover, the u.h.f. and microwave 

By A. LEON LADEN 
London. England 

bands are ideally suited to meet the 
channel space requirements for the 
progressive relocation of existing fa- 
miliar radio services congested on 
lower bands and the accommodation 
of legitimate new services without 
jeopardizing the scope or volume of 
tomorrow's brand -new services. 

Conditioned by improvements in 
equipment and developments in oper- 
ating techniques, infiltration into these 
bands will provide many times more 
frequency channel space than used at 
present by all the radio stations in the 
world or needed for some considerable 
time to come. 

An idea of the prolific fertility of the 
meter and decimeter bands alone can 
be gathered from the fact that the 
span of frequencies extending from 
30,000 kc. or 30 megacycles, corre- 
sponding to 10 meters, down to 3,000,- 
000 kc. or 3,000 megacycles, corre- 
sponding to 10 centimeters, can accom- 
modate the enormous number of 
297,000 stations at the present rate of 
elbow room assigned to broadcasting 
stations on standard wavelengths. 

But even the frequencies contained 
in the ultra -high- frequency band, 
which can be defined as stretching 
from 30,000 kc. or 30 megacycles to 
300,000 kc. or 300 megacycles or, ex- 

1 

r 

This Cullercoats coastal radio station will be converted to the ultra- 
high frequency operation of maritime radio beacons immediately postwar 
to insure greater safety for ships and trawlers in fog and darkness. 
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This Port Patrick coastal radio station, erected in 1937, was the first in England to apply commercial u.h.f. multiplex radio -telephony. 

Studio control room in the BBC's television station, London. 

26 

pressed in wavelength, from 10 to 1 meters, is 
impressive enough and can yield 1485 channels, 
each 200 kc. in width, for frequency modulation 
or 49 channels, each 6 megacycles in width, for 
television. 

Nonetheless, the distribution of frequency bands 
for use by various services between various coun- 
tries is extremely complicated and the devising 
of workable schemes of frequency allocation is 
not solely governed by mounted radio progress in 
the sparsely- occupied or barren regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. 

Apart from a variety of technical considera- 
tions it must, necessarily, depend to a large extent 
on international good will and co- operation. 

The very -short waves are neither as immune 
from interference nor as limited in radiation as 
sometimes assumed. " 

The effects of diffraction and ionospheric re- 
fraction can extend the service areas of transmit- 
ting stations operating on quasi -optical wave- 
lengths enormously by returning signals to earth 
at distances up to thousands of miles. 

(It is claimed that prewar BBC television trans- 
missions radiated on a carrier frequency of about 
40 megacycles, i.e. 7 meters in wavelength, from 
the London station covering nominally an area of 
some fifty miles, were received in South Africa 
and in the middle of the United States.) 

But even on purely optical frequencies quickly 
absorbed by the water and carbon dioxide in the 
air, some international agreement will be neces- 
sary to avoid severe interference from radar, navi- 
gational, industrial, and similar equipment. 

Undeniably, therefore, the distribution of fre- 
quency bands in Europe, based on the allocations 
as revised at the International Telecommunica- 
tion Conference held in Cairo in 1938, is totally 
out of date and inadequate, as no provision was 
made at the time for police, aeronautical, radio 
beacons and direction finders, frequency modula- 
tion, or facsimile (which all have a place in the 
allocations agreed upon at the Santiago Confer- 
ence in 1940 for use in the Americas). 

Before the war, too, only the U.S.A., England, 
France, and Germany ran television services and 
the exploitation of u.h.f. for broadcasting, com- 
munication, and other services was very limited in 
scope of applicatiorl. 
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BBC's omnidirectional vision transmitting aerial array. 

It is reasonable to expect wartime radio prog- 
ress to have contributed, moreover, materially to- 
wards enhancing the prospects of various coun- 
tries claiming u.h.f. allocations for stations post- 
war, especially since a huge radio -engineering 
capacity will be available and skilled labor awaits 
employment. 

No one can, of course, prophesy future devel- 
opment but it can be envisaged that the interna- 
tionally constituted governing body which will be 
set up at the next Telecommunication Conference 
to lay down requirements of radio governance 
throughout the world on a revised basis is bound 
to favor a framework of u.h.f. allocations 
schemes integrated as a constituent part into a 
general worldwide radio organization. 

The vast spectrum area will be replanned and 
subdivided and radio services moved about as 
pawns on a chessboard to balance within the great 
pattern of a master plan. 

To facilitate discrimination, frequencies will 
probably be allocated in separate latitudinal and 
longitudinal bands on a global scale to countries 
grouped into regional zones bounded by natural 
and geographical limits. lo' 

Certain specifically defined groups of frequen- 
cies may well be reserved for international traffic 
and assigned to geographically- spaced -out, inter- 
nationally- controlled, fixed units located in "free to 
zones" or international civil aviation centers for 
operation on shared basis. Such an arrangement 
would ensure, throughout the world, standardized 
navigational aids, airport control, services for air- 
craft in flight, radio beacons and direction finders, 
press traffic, and certain other services. 

Another group of frequencies might be assigned 
to fixed stations catering for countrywide distri- 
bution and include military, governmental, broad- 
casting, communication, and other services de- 
signed for internal consumption. 
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John L. Baird's facsimile television apparatus. 
his lateet invention, consists of a spool hold- 
ing a roll of sensitized cinematograph film 
which is passed continuously in front of a 
gate upon which is focused the image of the 
television pictures repo1ucej upon the screen 
of a cathode -ray tube. Pictures are repro- 
duced at the rate of 25 per second and eucn 
picture is thus photographed upon the contin- 
uously- moving i.im in 1/25th of a second. At 
the right is shown the first photograph trans- 
mitted by this equipment. It is made up of 200 
lines; however, the number of lines can be in- 
creased to produce any desired picture quality. 

Yet another group of frequencies 
could be allocated to fixed or mobile 
units for services exclusively restrictei 
to local neec's such as county, educa- 
tional, police, fire, alarms, etc., mak- 
ing it possible to repeat channel as- 
signments at close distances permit- 
ting more stations to operate on fewer 
radio channels. 

U.H.F. and FM Broadcasting 
Shared channel working is bound to 

facilitate multiplication of channels 
for ultra -high- frequency services com- 
prising sound, vision, and other com- 
plementary or independent services in 
their initial stages of development. 

High fidelity FM sound services re- 
ducing the level of every type of in- 
terference and providing noise -free 
and static -free reception will form an 
integral part of these u.h.f. services 
and replace in time common types of 
modulation. 

Programs will be transmitted from 
stations with power outputs ranging 
from 50 kilowatts down to 5 kilowatts 
giving coverage over considerable dis- 
tances free from mutual interference 
28 

and overlapping between stations, the actual range, of course, depending on 
the nature of the terrain. 

For example, Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland will probably have 
about twelve stations, separated on 
the average by less than 150 miles, to 
cater for the London and more popu- 
lous districts in the Midlands and 
Northern and Southwestern areas. 

Distribution to areas with dense 
populations will be by coaxial cable 
networks giving shorter maximum op- 
erating range than broadcasting sta- 
tions on standard wavelengths but im- 
proved signal -to -noise ratios. 

To reduce program cost- per -listener 
and extend territorial coverage to less 
populous areas, however, closed line 
distribution will be discarded in all 
probability as too cumbersome and ex- 
pensive (coaxial cable costs about $10,- 
000 a mile to install) and open aerial 
transmission used instead. Ín the 
course of time, this twin system of dif- 
fusion will assume countrywide pro- 
portions ensuring almost 100 per cent 
coverage. 

Reception of FM programs will take 

place on low- priced automatic fre- 
quency- controlled sets of increased de- 
pendability and performance efficiency 
but decreased in size, containing a 
minimum amount of metal and fitted 
with a series of tube devices, brought 
down from the academic to the mass- 
production level, governing oscillation 
and amplification to a much greater 
degree than possible with conventional 
tube structures. 

Cabinets will be made of smooth - 
faced, highly polished plastics with- 
out sharp corners and knobs laying 
flush with the streamlined body. 

But the introduction of FM will not 
necessarily make obsolete conven- 
tional type sets; wavelength con- 
verters will enable such receivers to 
operate on the higher frequencies. 

Television 
Television will undoubtedly present 

a far more difficult problem than u.h.f. 
and FM broadcasting as very wide . 

sidebands are essential for fidelity in 
the reproduced picture and the width 
of the band that can be transmitted 
increases as wavelength is shortened. 

It may be anticipated, therefore, 
that the keynote of the television serv- 
ices of the future will be interchange- 
ability. Related to the transition char- 
acteristics of the heights and densities 
of the ionized layers altering under 
the influence of solar radiation, such 
services will be capable of short -, me- 
dium-, or long -distance operation 
throughout the space of the year, ir- 
respective of erratic conditions with 
average suitability. 

525 -line monochromatic services op- 
erating below 100 megacycles will 
probably be established first of all as 
part of the countrywide u.h.f. net- 
works; the video portion of the distri- 
bution system connecting subscribers 
living in blocks of flats, housing es- 
tates, dormitory suburbs, and built -up 
areas directly with the transmitting 
stations as well as distributing to the 
remoter rural areas in the same way 
as the audio portion of the network. 

The pattern of future television de- 
velopments, however, will be deter- 
mined by migration to higher frequen- 
cies called for by the lack of adequate 
channel space and the requirements 
of improved services of wider video 
bandwidth for color television. 

The 300 -500 megacycles or 500 -1,000 
megacycles regions will probably ulti- 
mately become the permanent home of 
television with definition of order of 
1,000 -1,500- lines, vision bandwidth up 
to 20 megacycles and the transmission 
of audio and video signals on the same 
wavelength. 

Multipath distortion of pictures in 
transit, secondary images, and other 
"ghosts" will be eliminated completely 
as transmissions on these frequencies 
will be too high to be refracted by the 
ionospheric layers or interfere with 
other stations on same channels. 

The practical difficulties associated 
with efficient operation with sufficient 
power output on increased frequency 

(Continued on page 142) 
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RADAR 
By JORDAN McQUAY 

Presenting the basic technical principles of the most outstanding 
development of this war -radar. Additional information on this 

subject will be published as censorship restrictions are lifted. 

THE veil of secrecy has been 
lifted. 

Now, for the first time, some 
of the basic technical aspects of radar 
may be discussed openly--in books, 
magazines, newspapers -and the se- 
crets of this scientific discovery made 
known to everyone. 

Millions of words will pour from 
the printing presses of the nation, 
screaming the wonders of radar in 
high -flown phrases and press -agent 
adjectives. Meaningless and long- 
winded attempts to explain the tech- 
nical operation of radar already have 
made their appearance amid the gen- 
eral clacque and fanfare. 

But what are the practical facts 
about radar? Stripped 
of all its tinsel and 
ballyhoo, what are the 
practical uses of radar 
equipment? What are 
the important funda- 
mentals of radar theory 
and technique that con- 
cern the average radio- 
man : the amateur, the 
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experimenter, the radio serviceman, 
the businessman, the manufacturer? 

This is the first article of a series 
on the basic principles of ultra -high 
frequency, of which radar is one. The 
basic concepts presented here will be 
developed further in future issues of 
RADIO NEWS covering, within the limits 
of Government security, the practical 
aspects of radar theory, technique, 
and operation -the practical things 
about radar, the things which you, the 
radio serviceman, the experimenter, 
the businessman should know. 

The economic importance of radar 
should never be minimized. Today 
it is a major industry, but radar has 
an even greater postwar future. With 

the signing of peace, radar and avia- 
tion will experience jointly an indus- 
trial boom of revolutionary propor- 
tions. There will be an unquestion- 
able need for trained and qualified 
personnel! 

Here you will be provided with a 
complete and comprehensive educa- 
tion in the technical principles of radar 
-an education comparable in scope 
and thoroughness to the priceless 
training heretofore given only Gov- 
ernment personnel. 

Here, then, is the story of radar 
for the average radioman, the ama- 
teur, the experimenter, the service- 
man, the businessman. Here is the 
story of practical radar for men with 

an eye toward the elec- 
tronic future! 

(ED. -A pulse of high -frequency radio energy, timed and shaped 
by precision electronic circuits, is flung into space. It travels with 
the speed of light until it strikes some interfering object -an air- 
plane, ship, or coastline -and then bounces back, rebounds to a 
receiver, an within a few millionths of a second! But in those 
few microseconds we know of the existence and exact location of 
the airplane, ship, or shoreline. For this is radar, the miracle of 
modern science; the greatest technical (Discovery of the war!) 

We have come to 
think of a radar set as 
a unique and very mys- 
terious thing, an indi- 
vidual piece of secret 
apparatus performing 
miraculous feats of lo- 
cation. Actually there is 
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Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of a ra- 
dar set. Although many types of ra- 
dar equipment are in use, they all 
operate on the same basic principles. 

nothing singular about a radar set. 
It consists of many units, many cir- 
cuits, many separate components -all 
involving principles of electricity, 
high- frequency radio, electronics, op- 
tics, and physics. 

And there are many types and kinds 
and sizes of radar sets, from the tini- 
est of the ultra- secret "black boxes" 
installed in bombers to the massive 
equipment weighing several tons, used 
for defending our coastlines. 

Why all these sizes; all these kinds 
of radar sets ? 

Each for a specific purpose, each 
radar set designed for obtaining cer- 
tain types of information. 

The most common use of radar is 
in the protection and defense of shore- 
lines, ships, and military or naval in- 
stallations. Transmitting a protective 
screen of radio energy around an in- 
stallation or area, it is impossible for 
enemy planes or ships to attack with- 
out being detected long before their 
actual arrival - regardless of bad 
weather or darkness. Thus, cities, 
islands, and entire coastlines can be 
forewarned of enemy attacks, artillery 
and searchlight crews can be alerted, 
and our own fighter planes can take 
to the air and meet the enemy in bat- 
tle long before the enemy planes have 
even crossed the horizon. 

But radar's job is not over when 
the enemy ship or aircraft has been 
detected and located. Radar is used 
to aim our naval guns, coast artillery, 
and anti -aircraft guns with almost in- 
fallible precision. Radar -controlled 
searchlights can follow enemy aircraft 
automatically. 

Much of the credit for the defense 
of Britain during the German blitz 
was due to the use of thousands of 
radar sets, installed at every anti- 
aircraft and searchlight battery in 
England! In 1941 larger components 
of the Italian fleet were sunk in the 
Mediterranean in pitch darkness by 
radar -directed gun batteries aboard 
British cruisers. The famous Scharn- 
horst was destroyed by radar -con- 
trolled gunfire from battleships at 
an . incredible range of many miles. 
In the Pacific many of our great naval 
victories over the Japanese fleet were 
due to radar control. 

But the use of radar equipment is 
not restricted to land or shipboard 
installations. Airborne radar sets 
perform even more incredible feats 
of accuracy in detecting and locating 
other aircraft and ships at sea, and 
in directing the fire of aerial cannon. 

Radar is used extensively aboard 
large bombing planes. One type of radar set sketches an accurate pic- 
torial outline of the terrain over 
which the plane is flying -even when 
the surface of the earth is hidden by 
darkness or clouds. Other types of 
airborne radar sets are used in fighter 
planes to track down enemy night 
bombers, and radar is used by patrol 
aircraft to search for enemy vessels. 

Since specific objects can be located 
by means of radar, the radar sets are 
in themselves a form of navigational 
aid. When objects such as shorelines 
or mountains can be recognized, the 
movement of the aircraft or ship can 
be guided accordingly. As a further 
aid to navigation, radar beacons are 
employed to guide aircraft and sur- 
face vessels. And still another form 
of airborne equipment, radar altime- 
ters, is used to measure the exact 
height of a plane above the earth's 
surface. 

These are only a few of the many 
uses of radar. Many cannot be dis- 
cussed until after the war. But all of 

them -including the most secret - 
have a common virtue: their de- 
pendability of operation in all kinds of weather and in darkness. 

A Complete Radar Set 
Despite the large number of types 

of radar equipment and the many 
methods of tactical employment which 
we have discussed, it is significant to 
note that all radar sets operate on 
the same basic principles, the same fundamental theory. There are, of 
course, minor technical differences 
between a set designed to control gun- 
fire aboard a battleship and a set 
designed to detect and locate enemy 
aircraft in forward combat areas. 
But basically, all types and kinds of radar sets may be reduced in theory 
to the simple block diagram shown in 
Fig. 1. 

A complete radar set consists of a radar transmitter and transmitting 
antenna, a radar receiver and receiv- 
ing antenna, a synchronizing device 
known as an electronic timer, and a 
visual means of recording the infor- 
mation obtained by the rest of the 
radar set. 

The radar transmitter is capable of 
generating extremely high- frequency 
radio waves in short pulses, or "wave 
trains" of energy, which are radiated 
into space by the transmitting an- 
tenna. The transmitter does not 
operate continuously, but is switched 
on and off thousands of times per 
second by means of the electronic 
timer. 

The recurrent pulses of radio energy 
are radiated by the transmitting an- 
tenna in a narrow beam in any desired 
direction. An object or target within 
range of the radar set will reflect 
these r.f. pulses, a portion of the re- 
flected energy returning to the set 
in the form of echoes. The echo 
signals are picked up by the receiv- 
ing antenna and passed to the radar 
receiver where they are detected and 
amplified. The echo signals are then 
displayed on a cathode -ray tube in- 
dicator. 

By computing the time required 
for the original r.f. pulse to travel 
out, strike the target, and then return 
to the radar set, it is possible to de- 
termine the distance from the radar 

Fig. 2. An electrostatic cathode -ray tube is 
used as a typical radar time -measuring de- 
vice. Either electrostatic or electromagnetic 
cathode -ray tubes are used for this purpose. 
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Fig. 3. Radar equipment determines R 
and the angle of elevation. With these 
two values known, the exact position of 
any obiect can be determined accurately. 

Fig. 4. The radar beam, when striking 
the plane, returns in the form of an echo 
signal, determining the exact position of 
the plane. Line -of -sight is essential, and 
trees, mountains, etc., will similarly 
produce echo signals. Drawn by RADIO 
NEWS' staff artist, Joe W. Tillotson. 

equipment to the target. Shortly we 
shall see how this is accomplished in 
detail, by means of intricate electronic 
circuits capable of measuring time in 
millionths of seconds and then trans- 
lating the result into terms of distance. 

The precise timing, production, and 
radiation of r.f. pulses is known as 
pulse modulation -a fairly new radio - 
electronic term destined to one day 
become as common as frequency mod- 
ulation, for pulse modulation is the 
key to the secret of radar, the basis 
of operation of one of the most com- 
plicated high -speed measuring instru- 
ments ever devised by science : radar. 

But strangely enough, the funda- 
mental principle underlying pulse - 
modulation radar is relatively simple 
and as uncomplicated as the principle 
of sound echoes or sound -wave re- 
flection. 

Analogy of Sound Waves 

The sound of a voice echo is a 
familiar thing. Most of us have at 
some time shouted toward a cliff, 
canyon, or smooth wall, and heard our 
shout "echo" from the reflecting sur- 
face. 

What actually happened, of course, 
was that sound waves generated by 
the shout, travelled through the air 
until they reached the cliff or smooth 
surface. Then the sound waves were 
reflected, part of them travelling back 
to the person who shouted. 

Not all of the original sound waves 
returned. Most of them were reflected 
in other directions, a few of them 
may have been absorbed by the cliff 
or wall. Thus, the echo that came 
back to us was always weaker than 
the original shout. 

But, regardless of its strength or 
intensity, a sound wave always travels 
through space at about the same rate 
of speed : 1100 feet per second. Thus, 
a given amount of time elapses be- 
tween the instant a sound is originated 
and the instant a reflected echo is 
heard. This time interval will be 

(Continued on page 84) 
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Fig. 5. Radar oscilloscope with only a time base. A sawtooth sweep volt- 
age is applied to the horizontal deflecting plates of the oscilloscope, 
creating a linear and horizontal time base across the screen of the 'scope. 

Fig. 6. Typical radar oscilloscope. The vertical plates of the cathode -ray 
tube are connected to the radar receiver. All echo signals detected by the re- 
ceiver will be displaced on the oscilloscope and appear as vertical deflections. 

./,RADAR/;- 
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MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDIN x 

By 
- CAUL E. WINTER 

l[esamé of the development 

of magnetic: tape recording 

and a description of a mod- 

ern recorder of this type. 

LMOST a half century ago Vic- 
tor Poulsen, well known in his 

- day as a conscientious inves- 
tigator of electronic phenomena, de- 
veloped a method of magnetically 
recording speech upon steel wire. But 
it was not until _ scientific advances 
overcame some of the limiting factors 
encountered by Poulsen and his as- 
sociates, that magnetic recording was 
able to take its proper place among 
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Fig. 1. Complete assembly of the 
Caltron magnetic tape recorder. 

the electronic equipment which is do- 
ing so much to speed the war's end. 

The principle upon which Poulsen 
founded his "telegraphone" remains 
the basic principle used today in the 
several types of magnetic recorders. 
Essentially, his method was to draw a 
steel wire rapidly past a pair of pole - 
pieces surrounded by coils carrying 
the electrical components of audio 
speech impulses. Variations in these 

Fig. 2. Rear view showing the mechani- 
cal chassis containing the recording tape, 
tape mechanism, and.- recording - head. 

speech currents would impress a cor- 
responding magnetic pattern upon the 
wire, and when the wire bearing this 
magnetic pattern was again drawn 
past the pole -pieces, a current, cor- 
responding to the variations in the 
original speech current, would be re- 
induced in the coils surrounding the 
pole -pieces, and utilized for audio re- 
production. 

Recording Mediums 
Steel wire was usually used as a re- 

cording medium in the earlier types 
of magnetic recorders. During its 
travel past the pole -pieces, the steel 
wire would tend to rotate about its 
axis, thus constantly altering the re- 
lationship of the wire's magnetic pat- 
tern to the recording and reproducing 
pole -piece faces. To minimize distor- 
tion occasioned by this effect, the re- 
cording and reproducing pole -pieces 
were placed rather far apart. This 
however, then made it necessary to 
draw the recording medium past the 
pole- pieces at a very high rate of 
speed in order to record and repro- 
duce the higher audio frequencies 
which do not exert too definite cur- 
rent variations upon the coils sur- 
rounding the pole -pieces. Thus, ex- 
cessive speed of the recording me- 
dium's movement became of primary 
importance. 

In Poulsen's time this fact presented 
mechanical difficulties which were 
hard to overcome. The steel wire 
traveling past the pole -pieces at high 
speed soon wore the pole -piece faces 
away. Also, it was almost impossible 
to construct pole -pieces so that they 
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Various views of the Caltron magnetic tape recorder, showing position of all controls and component parts. Coded parts 
are, 1, "magic eye" indicator tube; 2, elapsed -time indicator; 3, nameplate; 4, selector switch; 5. power switch and volume 
control; 6, microphone jack; 7, remote- speaker phone -jack; 8. unit speaker "on-off" switch; 9, serial number plate; 10, loud- 

speaker; 11, speaker box; 12, back plate; 13, power input cable; 14, mechanical chassis; 15, amplifier; 16, recording tape; 
17, recorder pole and housing; 18, tape drive motor assembly; 19, tape idler pulley; 20, tape spacer assembly; 21, idler 
drum assembly; 22. tape lubricating system; 23, tape drive drum assembly; 24, rod- guides; and 25, wire separators. 

would ride securely against, and 
smoothly along, the wire. The tend - 
ency of the wire to rotate about its 
axis increased the difficulty of main- 
taining good contact and good con- 
tact was important for irregularities 
caused the magnetic reluctance of the 
wire's flux path to change so that the 
strength of the recorded signal varied 
and an excessive amount of noise was 
introduced. 

In 1900 Poulsen secured a patent on 
the use of steel tape as a recording 
medium. The use of tape instead of 
wire eliminated many of the trouble- 
some features of magnetic recording 
systems. Tape permitted the use of 
smaller guide pulleys than was advis- 
able with steel wire, thus enabling 
over -all dimensions of recorder cases 
to be smaller without cramping, and 
without exceeding the bending fatigue 

June, 1945 

limits of the recording medium itself. 
Steel tape eliminated the snarling 

difficulties encountered with wire, and 
prevented the effects of the wire's 

Fig. 7. Recording head showing magnetic 
steel tape passing through pole -piece 
contacts. The arrow between the pole - 
pieces shows direction of tape travel. 

tendency to rotate about its axis. 
Therefore, the most important advan- 
tage gained through the use of tape 
instead of wire as a recording medium, 
was that the magnetic patterns im- 
posed upon the tape during the record- 
ing process would occupy the same 
position relative to the pole -pieces dur- 
ing reproduction. This one factor made 
excessive tape speed relatively un- 
important and put magnetic recording 
well within the scope of sound me- 
chanical design. 

Advantages of Magnetic 
Recording 

Magnetic tape recording differs from 
other methods in many respects. Since 
no processing of the recording medium 
is required, the record may be repro- 
duced without delay. As the only ef- 
fects upon the recording medium are 
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electronic, the tape may be used over 
and over again for new records. It 
is only necessary to subject the tape 
to a strong neutralizing magnetic field 
to obliterate a record and prepare for 
another recording, and this is usually 
conveniently accomplished when a new 
recording is replacing an old one. 

When temporary recordings are de- 
sired, magnetic tape recording has 
many advantages over other methods. 
It is very convenient for use where 
short delays in reproduction are de- 
sired, as, basically, the entire equip- 
ment is self supporting. All that is 
required is the tape, the recording and 
reproducing tone head, and audio 
amplifier, and the mechanical units 
needed to operate drive motors and 
other rotating components. 

There are no moving parts in the 
modulating unit of a magnetic re- 
corder. (The modulating unit corres- 
ponds to the cutting stylus of a me- 

chanical recording system.) The dif- 
ficulties of obtaining high- frequency 
response due to the effect of inertia of 
the cutting stylus is therefore elim- 
inated, thus making great fidelity of 
reproduced tones possible. 

Magnetic tape recording systems are 
subject to the same difficulties en- 
countered in eliminating "flutter" 
which is present in other types of re- 
cording methods, but mechanical vi- 
brations due to motor drives and other 
moving parts of the recording system 
need not be considered as they have 
no effect upon this purely electronic 
method of registering recordings. 

The special alloy, high permeability 
steel tape used in modern magnetic 
recorders cannot be easily scratched; 
may be handled and exposed to any 
kind of light, and subjected to large 
temperature variations without de- 
creasing its efficiency or adversely af- 
fecting it in any way. When the tape 

is properly wound and securely fixed in 
its operating position, it is not liable 
to damage or breakage during trans- 
portation of portable equipment. 

The greatest demand for magnetic 
tape recorders is for use as training 
devices. In schools and veterans' re- 
habilitation centers, they record, for 
immediate analysis, accents, and 
dialects. Aircraft crews are trained 
by magnetic recorders to distinguish 
orders and instructions through the 
simulated din of gunfire and scream- 
ing, and other blasting battle noises. 
In rehabilitation centers veterans 
exercise unresponsive vocal cords with 
this "voice mirror," and many a man 
in the Armed Forces owes his life to a 
conditioned reflex action to a specific 
sound, developed by constant training 
with these devices. 

Throughout this country and at 
many foreign bases which our Armed 

(Continued on page 138) 

Fig. 8. Complete wiring diagram of the Caltron magnetic tape recorder. This unit is designed to record, reproduce, and erase sound impulses which are applied electronically to a magnetic steel tape. 

1 

C1, C,,-.l -µjd., 400 -v. cond. 
C., C -25 -µjd., 25 -v. elec. cond. 
C4 -25-µjd., 250 -v. elec. cond. 
C.,, C4:- .005 -µjd. mica cond. 
C6, C,1 -.0I -µjd., 400 -v. cond. 
Ce. C,3-0S -µjd., 400 -v. cond. 
Co, C20, C1 -3- rection elec. cond. 
C14 -.001 -µjd., mica cond. 
C45- 51 -µµjd. mica cond. 
C16-8 -µjd., 350 -v. elec. cond. 
R1, Ru- 500,000 -ohm, 1 /2 -w. res. 
R2- -2500 -ohm, 1/2-w. res. 
Rs-100 -ohm, 1 /2 -w, res. 
R4, R18, R46- l -meg., 1/2-w, res. 
R6- 50,000 -ohm, 1 /2 -w. res. 
R6-200,000-ohm, 1 /2 -w. res. 
R7--51,000 -ohm, 1 /2 -w. res. 

R6- 500,000 -ohm pot. 
Ro -1000 -ohm, 1/2-w. res. 

R1e- 100,000 -ohm, 1/2-w. res. 
R,2, R23 ---500 -ohm, 1/2-w. res. 
R,4 -1500 -ohm, 1/2-w. res. 
R21, R.0-3500 -ohm, 1/2-w. res. 
R1- 150,000 -ohm, 1 /2 -w. res. 
R21- 300,000 -ohm, 1 -w. res. 
-4- Shorting-type microphone jack 
1.-Shorting-type external speaker jack J,-4 -prong socket (recording head) 
14-4 -prong socket (speaker) 
15- 110 -v. receptacle (drive motor) L,- Erasure coil 
L., -Voice coil 
Ls-Hum- bucking coil 
Sp -Loud Speaker 

M1 -Motor (timing clock) 
M., -Motor (tape drive) 
Pt- Speaker plug 
P. -Tone head plug Ps- 110 -v. plug (drive motor) 
Sw4- 6.p.3.p. selector switch 
Sw. S.p.s.t. switch on volume control 
Sws- S.p.s.t. switch 
T1 -Input trans. 
T.-Output trans. 
T;ç- -Power trans. 
T4- Oscillator trans. 
V4 -6577 tube 
V._-- 6SQ7GT tube 
Vs, V5-6V6GT tubes 
V4-6E5 electric -eye tube 
V6 -6XSGT rectifier tube 
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NEW 

FM FREQUENCY 

CONVERTER 

Two views of the single -tube converter. The unit 
is completely enclosed in a metal housing and 
designed to mount within a present -day receiver. 

With the contemplated change of 
the FM band to 84 -102 Inc., this 
converter will prevent obsoles- 
cenee of present -day receivers. 

URING the recent preliminary 
hearings held by the Federal 

- - Communications Commission on 
the proposed frequency shift of the 
FM band, some of the testimony 
against the proposed shift concerned 
the obsolescence of existing FM re- 
ceivers which would result should FM 
be moved into the 84- to 102 -mc. band. 

One of the companies which actively 
supported the proposed shift to higher 
frequencies was Hallicrafters Com- 
pany of Chicago, who contended that 
existing FM receivers could be con- 
verted to the new band by means of a 
simple FM converter which could be 
installed easily and inexpensively. 

At the request of the Federal Com- 
munications Commission, the company 
engineers designed and constructed a 
laboratory model of the FM converter. 

There are two models of this unit, 
each serving a different purpose. The 
single -tube converter was designed 
for use in the primary service areas 
where the signal strength is high and 
the principal considerations are ap- 
pearance and convenience. This unit 
may be mounted within the existing 
cabinet and it will not interfere in 
any way with the normal operation of 
the receiver. A simple switch on the 
front panel of the receiver will per- 
mit the converter to be tied into the 
receiver or cut out, at will. This unit 
permits the selection of two frequency 
ranges, 84 -92 megacycles and 93 -102 
megacycles. All of the tuning -in is 
accomplished by the main tuning dial 
of the receiver. 

This one -tube converter utilizes a 
June, 1945 

single 7N7 tube. With this one -tube 
model, the r.f. input goes to a band - 
pass filter instead of the usual tuned 
circuit and the oscillator section is 
operated at a fixed frequency. The 
panel switch has three positions : one 
connects the antenna directly to the 

receiver to permit normal operation, 
while the other two positions connect 
different values of inductance and ca- 
pacity in the band -pass and oscillator 
circuits. The FM receiver is used 
as a variable i.f. and with two fixed 

(Continued on page 137) 

Complete diagram of the single -tube frequency converter. The adaptor plug 
shown is used to obtain proper voltages for this unit directly from the receiver. 

SWITCH POSITIONS 

I. RANGE -84-92 MC. 
2. RANGE -93 -102 MC. 
3.0FF (NORMAL OPER- 

ATION OF RECEIVER) 

.== 

2-30 
ppfd. 

ANT. 
TO FM RECEIVER CONNECTIONS 

GRO. 

2 

2-30 ppfd. 

f 

3%¿ TURNS 
TAPPED 

AT 1 TURN 
FORM 

21h TURNS 
330 

CENTER 
ppfd. 

TAPPED 
'/2 FORM 

330 
ufd. 

2-30 
ppfd. 

\\3! 

100 ppfd. 

TWISTED 
PAIR 

SILK GOV. 
ENAMEL 
2" LONG 

RFC 
.01 
yfd. 

3300 
330 
ppfd. 

I4 TURNS 

/ 3 / 
Id. 

C ESRppfAMIC 

2 -30 11 f 
47,000 

-2'/ TURNS 

15,000 

4 TURNS -' 330 ppfd.= 
%Z FORM 

ADAPTER PLUG TO 
6V6, 6F6 OR 6K6 SOCKET 

IN FM RECEIVER 
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GE high -gain, S -T relay antenna. 

FACTS ON 

FM Station Ownership 

iliECAUSE of the increased in- 
terest evidenced by many of 
the readers of RADIO NEws in 

AM and FM broadcasting as an in- 
vestment and a profession, it was 
deemed advisable to furnish this in- 
formation in the form of an article 
which would reach all of the readers 
and answer many questions which 
have arisen on the subject. 

On the whole, the field of AM broad- 
casting has reached a saturation point, 
and with the possible exception of a 
few thinly populated areas in the West 
and Southwest, the frequency spec- 
trum is fairly well crowded and the 
addition of stations of this type would 
be disastrous financially. It might be 
well to remember that if a radio sta- 
tion can be operated profitably in a 
certain area, there is undoubtedly a 

By P. B. HOEFER 
Editorial Staff, RADIO NEWS 

Some of the financial aspects of FM station 
ownership of interest to the small investor. 

station already operating in that area, 
and the market may be incapable of 
supporting a second or third station. 

The FM broadcasting field presents 
an entirely different problem and it 
is the purpose of this article to pre- 
sent an over -all picture of the com- 
mercial and financial aspects involved 
in starting and maintaining an FM 
station. Engineering aspects or com- 
parisons of technical advantages of 
the two systems of transmission will 
not be discussed inasmuch as a great 
deal of material of this nature is 
available in the literature. 

Because of the inherent nature of 
FM transmissions, there is and will 
be room for literally thousands of FM 
stations in the United States before 
a saturation point is reached in this 
field. Because of the pioneer nature 

of the field, it is attracting the atten- 
tion of many persons who want to get 
in on the ground floor of a new indus- 
try. 

There is no doubt but what FM 
broadcasting will eventually be a prof- 
itable business for the small investor 
and the man with small capital, but 
that time is from five to ten years 
away. In order that there will be 
no confusion in the mind of the read- 
er, the FM stations discussed in this 
article will be those in the 250 -watt 
and 1 -kw. range, which would be the 
size station normally operated by an 
individual or a small group of persons 
with limited capital. 

There is one great deterrent to 
starting an FM station now, or im- 
mediately following the war, e.g. the 
general lack of sets capable of receiv- 

Frequency -modulation (FM) transmitter and control console of GE radio broadcasting station, W85A, at Schenectady, New York. 
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ing FM transmissions. This problem 
more or less resolves itself to the 
age -old problem of "which came first 
the hen or the egg." It goes without 
saying that the average consumer will 
not purchase an FM receiver unless 
there is a station broadcasting that 
type of transmission, and the prospec- 
tive station owner will not go on the 
air unless a reasonable -sized audience 
is assured. On the other side of the 
picture, most of the radio manufac- 
turers have indicated their intention 
of manufacturing a combination AM- 
FM receiver which could be sold to 
consumers in non -FM areas on the 
basis of the AM features in the re- 
ceiver; hence, it may be possible to 
build up a potential audience without 
having a station in the vicinity. Here 
again, the time lapse, according to 
certain manufacturers, will amount 
to from three to five years. 

When radio receiver manufacture 
was stopped in 1941, it was estimated 
that 60,000,000 radio receivers were 
installed in homes in the United 
States. The prewar production of re- 
ceivers amounted to approximately 
7,000,000 sets a year, of all types. If 
the postwar production of receivers 
should be stepped up to 14,000,000 a 
year, one -half of which were FM or 
combination AM -FM receivers, it 
would take approximately eight years 
of production to supply the same 
number of receivers capable of receiv- 
ing FM as there are AM receivers now 
installed. It has been estimated that 
there are only 1/120 the number of 
FM receivers now installed as there 
are AM receivers. 

This information illustrates a per- 
tinent point which must not be over- 
looked by those planning to enter the 
FM broadcasting field. It is neces- 
sary for the station owner to be able 
to finance the station, virtually with- 
out revenue, during this period when 
FM broadcasting will be establishing 
itself as a sales and advertising med- 
ium. This "tiding over" period will 
cut deeply into capital and savings 
and the station operator who goes in- 
to the business without sufficient cap- 
ital to cover this period, will find 
himself in the red before the first year 
of operation is over. This point can- 
not be emphasized too strongly, be- 
cause according to all available rec- 
ords, there is only one FM station in 
the entire United States at the pres- 
ent time that is operating without an 
actual dollars and cents loss. 

The question may justifiably be 
raised as to the reason why any busi- 
ness would operate at a loss. The an- 
swer is simple. The average FM 
broadcasting station now in operation 
is being operated either experimental- 
ly or as a prestige station for a sister 
AM station. According to a survey 
conducted by FM station WGNB, in 
July, 1944, of the 45 FM stations then 
operating in the United States, 9 sta- 
tions were owned and operated by 
newspapers; 4 stations were owned by 
electrical manufacturers; 2 had de- 
partment stores as owners; 2 were 
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A prewar model FM consolette, Type 76 -B2, manufactured by RCA. 

owned by insurance companies; and 1 

station was the property of a motion 
picture company. Thus, twenty of the 
forty -five stations in July, 1944 were 
owned and operated by large concerns 
with sufficient financial backing to 
permit losses to be carried without 
bankruptcy. 

Of the forty -five stations in exist- 
ence in July, 1944, 36 of the FM sta- 
tions reported that their parent com- 
pany operated an AM station in con- 
junction with the FM station, while 
7 stations reported no AM affiliation, 

and 2 stations did not reply to this 
question. In almost all cases, a high- 
ly successful AM station is carrying 
the FM station during the "pioneer- 
ing" period. 

Other interesting information de- 
rived from the same survey revealed 
that only 13 of the 45 FM stations 
broadcast on a commercial basis, i.e. 
carried other than sustaining pro- 
grams. Ten of these 13 stations re- 
ported an average weekly schedule 
of commercial programs of 31/2 hours. 

(Continued on page 120) 

The 250 -watt FM transmitter, showing some of the construction details. 
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The author presents a general dis- 
cussion of the design and opera- 
tion of equipment employed in 
present -day FM broadcast sys- 
stenns. Also included is a com- 
parison between this equipment 
and that employed in AM system N. 

By B. J. NEWMAN 
RCA Victor Division 

Radio Corp of America 

WIDESPREAD i n t e r e s t has 
been evinced in aural broad- 
casting employing frequency 

modulation. Equipment manufactur- 
ers are receiving many inquiries con- 
cerning FM broadcast systems. It is 
the intent of this article to present a 
general picture, comparing standard 
broadcast transmitters which use am- 
plitude modulation and FM broadcast 
transmitters incorporating wide -range 
frequency -modulation methods. 

What is the difference between fre- 
quency modulation and amplitude 
modulation ? What types of equip- 
ment are required to create these 
signals ? 

In amplitude modulation the envel- 
ope of the radio -frequency, or carrier, 
wave is varied in accordance with the 
intelligence being transmitted. The 
extent of the variation in amplitude 
of the envelope of the wave is ex- 
pressed in terms of the degree of 
modulation. The degree of modulation 
can never exceed unity on the neg- 
ative peaks, since the amplitude of 
the envelope never can be less than 
zero. However, it can exceed unity 
on the positive peaks, and such a 
condition is known as overmodula- 
tion. When the degree of modulation 
is unity, the wave is completely or 
100% modulated. 

Intelligence in frequency modulation 
is transmitted by varying the instan- 
taneous frequency of the carrier. The 
amplitude of the wave remains con- 
stant while its frequency deviates pos- 
itively and negatively about the center, 
or mean, value. 100% modulation is 
defined by the FCC as a frequency 
deviation of 75 kc. For example, a 
38 

Fig. 1. RCA type FM -3A frequency- modulated transmitter, employing 24 tubes. 

45 -mc. carrier is frequency modulated 
100% when it swings between the 
limits of 45.075 mc. and 44.925 mc. or 
45 mc. ±- 75 kc. 

Fig. 10 illustrates both types of 
waves, modulated by sinusoidal a.c. 
signals showing (A) no modulation 
and (B) 100% modulation. 

Standard broadcast stations operate 

in the 550- to 1600 -kc. band and em- 
ploy amplitude -modulated transmit- 
ters. These transmitters consist es- 
sentially of a radio -frequency section 
incorporating a crystal -controlled os- 
cillator, buffer amplifier stages, a 
modulated amplifier, and an audio -fre- 
quency modulating system comprised 
of several stages of audio -frequency 
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Fig. 2. Typical example of FM transmitting equipment. uti- 
lizing reactance -tube modulation (RCA type FM -3A unit). 

amplifiers. Filament and high -voltage power supplies, 
control, and protection equipment complete the list of 
major components. Such a transmitter is illustrated 
by the block diagram of Fig. 4. 

An r.f. signal equal in frequency to that of the trans- 
mitter output frequency is generated in a crystal -con- 
trolled oscillator circuit. It is then amplified by suc- 
cessive radio- frequency amplifier stages to a power 
level sufficient to drive the final amplifier. Intelligence 
is introduced through the modulating equipment, the 
output circuit of which is connected in series with the 
plate supply to the power amplifier. Instantaneous vari- 
ations of the audio signal produce an a.c. voltage in 
the modulator output circuit which either adds to or 
subtracts from this plate supply voltage, depending 
upon its instantaneous polarity, to produce in the out- 
put circuit of the transmitter a modulated wave which 
carries the desired intelligence. 

At the present time, the 42- to 50 -mc. band is allo- 
cated to transmission of radio signals via frequency - 
modulated equipment. Two genera 11y well -known 
methods of producing frequency modulation are used. 
One, the phase -modulation system of frequency modu- 
lation employs a master oscillator operating at con- 
stant frequency, and the second is the reactance -tube 
method of producing FM in which the master oscillator 
is varied in frequency by the signal to be transmitted. 

E. H. Armstrong has previously described a phase - 
modulation system for producing frequency -modulated 
waves in the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio En- 
gineers for May, 1936, and M. G. Crosby of RCA Labo- 
ratories has previously described reactance -tube fre- 
quency modulators in the RCA Review for July, 1940. 

The phase -modulation system produces frequency 
modulation by wide -deviation phase modulation which 
is inversely proportional to the modulating frequency. 
A corrective network is usedto produce constant devi- 
ation and is described later. The output of a low- Fig.-- 3. Schematic diagram of the complete transmitter. An RCA 
807 tube is used as the electron- coupled oscillator, which is modu- 
lated by two 807 reactance tubes to provide frequency modulation. 
June, 1945 
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of a broadcast transmitter employing amplitude modulation. 
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Fig. 5. Diagram of a transmitter, wherein phase modulation is converted to fre- 
quency modulation. A master oscillator operating at a constant frequency is used. 

frequency crystal -controlled oscillator 
is divided into two parts : One part is 
passed through a network which shifts 
its phase by 90 °; the second part is 
amplitude modulated by means of a 
balanced modulator which suppresses 
the original carrier frequency, leaving 
only the side bands. These side bands 
are recombined with the first part of 

the r.f. signal, thereby producing a 
phase -modulated signal which can be 
modulated up to a phase shift of ap- 
proximately i --30 °. 

The resultant frequency swing is 
very small and requires several stages 
of frequency multipliers to produce 
100% frequency modulation or a swing 
of plus and minus 75 kilocycles as 

Fig. 6. Simplified diagram of a reactance- tube -type FM transmitter, employing 
mechanical frequency control. Fig. 9 shows an electronic frequency- control system. 
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defined by the FCC. In fact, the signal . 
frequency variations are multiplied 
more than 3000 times. To obtain a 
multiplication of this magnitude with- 
out increasing the mean- carrier -fre- 
quency to an undesired high value, it 
is necessary, after a few stages of 
multiplication, to heterodyne the fre- 
quency of the signal down to a lower 
value and then multiply again to 
produce the desired combination of 
frequency swing and mean- carrier- 
frequency. Each multiplication in- 
creases the frequency swing in the 
same proportion as that of the mean - 
carrier- frequency, while heterodyning 
decreases the frequency of the carrier 
but not its deviation. 

However, phase modulation must 
undergo additional treatment before 
it becomes true frequency modulation 
of the desired type. Its frequency shift 
is proportional to the modulating fre- 
quency and therefore a corrective 
network must be inserted in the audio 
input channel to make the amplitude 
of the applied audio signal inversely 
proportional to frequency, producing 
a flat over -all frequency response. A 
simplified block diagram of a trans- 
mitter wherein phase modulation is 
converted to frequency modulation is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

In the reactance -tube modulation 
method, a highly stable oscillator op- 
erates in a conventional oscillator cir- 
cuit across which is connected the plate 
and control grid of the reactance -tube 
frequency modulator. The insertion 
of a properly chosen network, con- 
sisting of a capacitor between the 
plate and grid and a resistor between 
the grid and cathode of the modulator 
tube, results in a change in modulator 
plate current which is 90° out of phase 
with the plate current drawn by the 
oscillator. Thus, the modulator func- 
tions as a variable capacitor across 
the frequency- determining circuits of 
the oscillator. The effective capacity 
varies in accordance with a voltage 
impressed on the grid of the modulator. 
Therefore, if an audio -frequency sig- 
nal or voltage is applied to the grid 
of the reactance -tube modulator, the 
oscillator will be subjected to the 
effect of a varying capacitance across 
its frequency- determining circuits, 
causing the oscillator frequency to 
swing above and below the mean value 
at a rate determined by the frequency 
of the applied audio signal. In this 
method, the magnitude of the carrier - 
frequency shift depends only upon the 
amplitude of the modulating signal. 

The reactance -tube method of fre- 
quency modulation is convenient tor 
producing linear frequency modula- 
tion. In practice, the modulated os- 
cillator is operated at a frequency in 
the neighborhood of 5 mc. This signal 
need only be tripled twice to produce 
the desired output frequency in the 
42- to 50 -mc. band. In order to secure 
the desired stability of the mean -car- 
rier- frequency, an automatic fre- 
quency- control circuit is added. 

Two types of center frequency con- 
trol are employed, both using the 
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feed -back principle. One consists of 
a crystal oscillator, a mixer, and a 
rectifier circuit, and develops a cor- 
rective voltage for the modulator tube 
when there is any change in the mean - 
carrier- frequency. This method is 
known as electronic stabilization. The 
second type is comprised of several 
stages of frequency dividers, a crystal 
oscillator, and modulator circuits. It 
also includes a synchronous motor, 
mechanically coupled to a variable 
capacitor in the frequency- determining 
circuit of the modulated oscillator 
which corrects, by the proper amount, 
any change in the mean- carrier -fre- 
quency. Figs. 6 and 9 are simplified 
block diagrams of reactance -tube FM 
systems. Fig. 9 illustrates the elec- 
tronic frequency control and Fig. 6 
pictures the mechanical frequency 
control. 

The electronic system of automatic 
center frequency control is discussed 
in conjunction with the description of 
the RCA Type FM -3A transmitter 
later in this article. In the mechan- 
ical control method, the functions of 
modulation and center frequency con- 
trol are separated. Modulation is 
effected by use of reactance tubes as 
described earlier and automatic fre- 
quency control of the center carrier 
frequency is accomplished as follows: 

A sample voltage is taken from the 
output of the modulated oscillator 
and its frequency divided by a series 
of frequency- divider circuits to a value 
of about 5000 cycles. This signal is 
fed into a modulator along with the 
signal from a 5 -kc. crystal oscillator. 
The output of the modulator is con- 
nected to the windings of a synchron- 
ous motor. The two signals fed into 
the modulator combine to produce a 
rotating magnetic field, the speed and 
direction of rotation corresponding to 
the amount and sense of the frequency 
difference of the modulated oscillator 
from its mean -frequency value. 

Some saving in size of component 
parts and over -all cost of transmitting 
equipment is realized with frequency 
modulation. Standard broadcast 
transmitters operate on frequencies in 
the neighborhood of 1000 kc., whereas 
frequency -modulated transmitters op- 
erate in the 45 -mc. band. The size 
and construction of the circuit com- 
ponents of a transmitter vary with the 
operating frequency. Thus, such com- 
ponents as inductors and capacitors 
are much larger physically at the 
lower frequencies. Inductances used 
in the plate and grid tank circuits of 
FM transmitters are usually self - 
supporting coils, fabricated from cop- 
per tubing, while the tuning condens- 
ers are of the variable air -capacitor 
type. 

In frequency modulation some fur- 
ther advantage is gained because the . 

carrier is of constant amplitude and 
the power output is fixed, while AM 
transmitters require an instantaneous 
peak power of four times that of the 
unmodulated carrier power in order 
to obtain 100% modulation. This ad- 
ditional power must be supplied by 
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Fig. 7. An enlarged view of the power amplifier portion of the transmitter shown 
in Fig. 1. Plate -tank tuning is accomplished from the front panel by varying the 
capacitance between the metal shells into which the tube anodes are mounted. 

large modulating systems and power 
supply units. A single stage modu- 
lator of low power consumption is all 
that is required to introduce the in- 
telligence into an FM carrier. The 
component parts of the modulating 
system are of the receiver variety, 
and there are no bulky transformers, 
reactors, or condensers. 

Output coupling circuits are basi- 
cally the same for both types of trans- 
mitters. Inductive coupling, using 
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either a series- or parallel -tuned cir- 
cuit for matching the antenna to the 
plate of the final amplifier, is popular 
in the FM transmitter, the high op- 
erating frequencies permitting use of 
simple self- supported coils and vari- 
able air condensers. Pi networks may 
also be used for plate tank and an- 
tenna matching circuits. The use of 
high Q parallel tuned circuits em- 
ployed in the FM transmitter elimi- 

(Continued on page 124) 

Fig. 8. These fidelity curves present a clear picture of the audio- frequency re- 
sponse and distortion characteristics of the FM -3A frequency -modulated transmitter. 
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Fig. 1. Typical setup of audio oscillator, bridge, and os- 
cilloscope. The 'scope makes an excellent null detector. 

By RUFUS P. TURNER 
Consulting Eng., RADIO NEWS 

Constructional details of a ver- 
satile test instrument that elfin, 
be used either in the lab or shop. 

T IS a common occurrence for the 
active experimenter, who seldom 

- has either time or inclination to 
return unused components to their 
proper departments, soon to accumu- 
late a confused mixture of resistors, 
coils, and capacitors, all requiring 
identification. When numerous mixed 
parts thus must be classified, the util- 
ity of a single instrument for wide - 
range resistance, capacitance, and in- 
ductance measurements is striking. 

The value of such an instrument is 
fully appreciated likewise by the cir- 
cuit experimenter who continually 
must check such characteristics as 
(1) inductance, equivalent series re- 
sistance, and Q of air -core and iron - 
core coils; (2) capacitance, equivalent 
series resistance, and power factor of 
capacitors of all types, including va- 
riable condensers; (3) d.c. resistance 
of coils and chokes; (4) resistance, 
inductance, and capacitance charac- 
teristics of transformers, both iron - 
core and air -core; (5) capacitance to 

Fig. 3. Basic circuit of the bridge. 
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ground and capacitance between 
parts mounted on a metal chassis; 
(6) inductance of resistors; (7) re- 
sistance and capacitance of shielded 
conductors, etc. 

The most satisfactory single instru- 
ment for wide -range R, C, and L 
measurements of the kind just outlined 
is the impedance bridge. For general 
experimental use, where the highest 
order of precision is not required, this 
bridge may be reduced to an instru- 
ment of simple construction by adopt- 
ing the skeleton scheme popularized 
sometime ago by the now discontinued 
General Radio Type 625 -A. By dis- 
pensing with internal range switching, 
a considerable number of parts will be 
eliminated and the cost of the instru- 
ment substantially reduced. In an 
amateur version of the bridge, such as 
is described in this article, expensive 
precision resistors may be replaced 
with carbon resistors of the radio va- 
riety carefully selected for resistance. 

The bridge described in this article 
is a skeleton -type impedance instru- 
ment. With it, the experimenter may 
measure resistance (either with a.c. or 
d.c. signal input) from .001 ohm to 1 
megohm, capacitance from 1 micro - 
microfarad to 100 microfarads, and in- 
ductance from 1 microhenry to 100 
henries. These ranges include all of 
the R, C, and L values encountered 
in radio and electronic circuits, except 
resistances higher than 1 megohm- 
but these high resistances may be 
measured indirectly on this bridge, 
as will be explained later in the 
article, by means of a parallel method 
and simple calculation. 

The skeleton arrangement makes 
use of plug -in standards which may be 
placed in one or more of three differ- 
ent arms of the bridge. In this way, 
various bridge circuits may be set up 

rapidly for the more effective meas- 
urement of various characteristics. 
For example: a straight Wheatstone 

Fig. 2. Front panel layout. 

bridge is set up for resistance, Wien 
for capacitance, and Maxwell for in- 
ductance. Any convenient audio os- 
cillator, including the 60 -cycle power 
line, may be connected in as the signal 
source, while any convenient detector, 
such as headphones, v.t. voltmeter, or 
oscilloscope, may be connected in as 
a null indicator. These pieces of 
equipment serving as generator and 
detector are to be found in every shop 
or laboratory and would be duplicated 
unnecessarily if built into the bridge. 

The bridge, as shown on these pages, 
is small in size and, with its standards, 
takes up little space. Its arrangement 
is entirely conventional and its manip- 
ulations are simple and easily learned. 
Resistance is measured against a re- 
sistance standard, and both capaci- 
tance and inductance against a ca- 
pacitance standard. 

Skeleton Arrangement and 
Bridge Theory 

Basic arrangement of the bridge is 
shown in Fig. 3. Terminals are pro- 
vided in three arms for the insertion 
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Fig. 4. External view of the bridge, showing proper placement of com- 
ponent parts. In the foreground is shown one of the "power factor" rheostats. 

of standard and unknown components. 
The fourth arm contains a variable 
resistor, Rb, adjustable between 0 and 
10,000 ohms, which is the main bridge 
adjustment. By plugging -in various 
standard resistors and capacitors, va- 
rious common bridge circuits may be 
obtained. These are shown in Fig. 5 
and are described in the following 
paragraphs. 

Fig. 5A is the conventional four -arm 
Wheatstone bridge circuit obtained by 
plugging standard resistors into ter- 
minals 1 -2 and 3 -4, and connecting 
a jumper between 7 and 8. This 
bridge is used exclusively for resist- 
ance measurements. The unknown 
resistor is connected to terminals 
11 -12. A 6 -volt battery may be con- 
nected to terminals 13 -14 and a 
center -zero d.c. microammeter (not 
more than 100 microamperes maxi- 
mum deflection each side of zero) to 
terminals 5 -6; or an audio oscillator 
(any frequency from 60 to 10,000 
cycles) to 13 -14 and headphones, v.t. 
voltmeter, or oscilloscope to 5 -6. At 
null, the unknown resistance may be 
computed from the following equa- 
tion. 

R RbR2 
R, 

Fig. 5B is a Wien bridge circuit ob- 
tained by plugging a standard fixed 
resistor into terminals 1 -2, a standard 
fixed capacitor into 11 -12, and a cali- 
brated -scale rheostat into 7 -8. This 
circuit is employed for capacitance 
measurements. The unknown capaci- 
tor is connected to terminals 3 -4. An 
audio oscillator (any frequency from 
60 to 10,000 cycles) is connected to 
terminals 13 -14, and headphones, v.t. 
voltmeter, or oscilloscope to 5 -6. The 
bridge is balanced for capacitance by 
means of Rb and for equivalent series 
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resistance by means of R,. At null, 
the unknown capacitance is equal to 
C(Rb /R,). The equivalent series re- 
sistance of the unknown capacitor 
equals 11_(R, /Rb). Power factor of 
the unknown capacitor equals 
.000628/R2C percent, for all power 
factor values up to 20 %. (f is the 
generator frequency in cycles, R is in 
ohms, and C in microfarads). For 
power factor values higher than 20%, 
a different equation must be em- 
ployed: 

P.F. 

X 

100 R., 
percent 

1,000,000 
6.28 fC 

where f is in cycles and C in micro- 
f arads. 

Fig. 5C shows a Maxwell bridge cir- 
cuit obtained by plugging a standard 
fixed resistor into terminals 3 -4, a 
standard fixed capacitor into 9 -10, a 
calibrated rheostat into 11 -12, and 
connecting a jumper between ter- 
minals 7 and 8. This bridge is em- 
ployed exclusively for inductance 

measurements. The unknown induc- 
tance is connected to terminals 1 -2. 
An audio oscillator (any frequency 
from 60 to 10,000 cycles) is connected 
to 13 -14, and headphones, v.t. volt- 
meter, or oscilloscope to 5 -6. The 
bridge is balanced for inductance by 
means of Rb and for equivalent series 
resistance by means of R. At null, 
the unknown inductance is equal to 
C(RnR,), when C is in farads and the 
inductance is in henries. Equivalent 
series resistance of the unknown in- 
ductor equals R,(Rb /R_). 

These three bridge circuits are at 
the immediate disposal of the experi- 
menter simply by inserting resistors 
or capacitors (or both) and the un- 
known into the proper arms. 

Bridge Constants 
In order to obtain the resistance, 

capacitance, and inductance ranges 
mentioned in the fourth paragraph of 
this article, the following values were 
arrived at for bridge circuit com- 
ponents: Variable resistor Rb, 10 to 
10,000 ohms; two sets of resistance 
standards, one embracing 1, 10, 100, 
1000, and 10,000 -ohm resistors and the 
other 100, 1000, and 10,000 -ohm re- 
sistors; one set of capacitance stand- 
ards embracing .001, .01, and 1 -pfd. 
capacitors; and four calibrated -dial 
rheostats having individual ranges of 
0 -100, 0 -1000. 0- 10,000, and 0- 100,000 
ohms. 

The bridge would have been capable 
of more rapid adjustment had it been 
possible to employ, as Rb, a rheostat 
with a direct -reading dial. But the 
rheostats generally available to the 
experimenter are of the radio volume 
control type, and these may not be 
set to the required closeness for use 
in bridge circuits. In order to obtain 
the degree of accuracy desired for this 
bridge, a decade resistance scheme has 
been employed. Thus, Rb consists of 
a combination of resistors which are 
cut in and out of the circuit by means 
of four rotary switches. (See Fig. 
7.) Decade 1 consists of ten 1000 -ohm 
resistors connected in series around a 
single -pole, 11- position rotary selector 
switch, S4. Decade 2 consists of ten 
100 -ohm resistors connected in series 
around a similar switch, S,. Decade 
3 consists of ten 10 -ohm resistors, and 
decade 4 of ten 1 -ohm resistors con- 
nected in series respectively around 
switches So and S,. By means of these 

Fig. 5. Several common bridge circuits that may be obtained: (A) Wheat- 
stone bridge, used for resistance measurements; (B) Wien bridge, for measur- 
ing capacitance; and (C) Maxwell bridge, for the measurement of inductance. 
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resistors and switches, the bridge re- 
sistance Rb may be adjusted from 1 
ohm to 11,110 ohms in steps of 1 ohm. 
This permits very close adjustment of 
Rb. For a balancing resistance of 1947 
ohms, for example, the following set- 
tings would be made: Decade 1: 1000; 
decade 2: 900; decade 3: 40; and 
decade 4: 7. 

For greatest precision, all of the 
resistors in the decades should be pre- 
cision, noninductive wirewound units 
having accurate ratings of 1% or bet- 
ter. However, if it is not possible to 
obtain resistors of this description, the 
experimenter may employ common 
1 -watt carbon resistors, provided they 
are selected with great care. A reli- 
able ohmmeter or portable Wheatstone 
bridge should be taken to the store 
and the resistors picked from the com- 
plete stock, to have closest resistance 
to specified values. 

The standards for resistance and 

Fig. 7. Complete schematic of the 

Fig. 6. Two views of the resistance standard No. 1, schematic of 
which is shown in Fig. 7. Note the simplicity of construction. 

capacitance are housed in separate 
plug -in boxes, as shown in Fig. 7. 
Each box is provided with a single - 
pole rotary selector switch in order 
that various values of standard re- 
sistance or capacitance may be cut 

bridge and its various accessories. 
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C,- .001 -µfd. silvered mica cond. 
C2-.01-pfd. silvered mica cond. 

(2- .005's in parallel) 
C2-1-pfd., oil -impregnated, oil -filled cond. 
R,, Rat R19 to R, -100 -ohm, 1 -w. res. 
R_, 122, R,, to R15 -1000 -ohm, 1 -w. res. 
R,, RR- 10,000 -ohm, 1 -w. res. 
R,, Rsa to R,8. 1 -ohm, 1 -w. res. 
R5, R_,a to R58-10 -ohm, 1 -w. res. 

CAPACITANCE STANDAR^ 

--r- IS 
e 9 10 11 12 

RHEOSTATS I, 2, 3 a 4 
(R49, R50, R51, R521 

For the most accurate bridge operation, use pre- 
cision, noninductive, wirewound instrument resistors 
(accuracy I% or better) for R, to R,,. 

For a practical bridge of somewhat lower ac- 
curacy, employ regular 1 -w. carbon resistors. 
R,,, -I00 -ohm w.w. rheostat 
R 5a -1000 -ohm w.w. rheostat 
R61- 10,000 -ohm w.w. rheostat 
R82- 100,000 -ohm w.w. rheostat 
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into the bridge arms without having to 
plug in additional accessories. The 
first resistance standard box contains 
100 -, 1000 -, and 10,000 -ohm resistors 
connected around a single -pole, 3 -po- 
sition rotary switch, S,. The second 
resistance standard box contains 1 -, 
10 -, 100 -, 1000 -, and 10,000 -ohm re- 
sistors connected around a single -pole, 
5- position rotary switch, S_. The ca- 
pacitance standard box contains .001 -, 
.01 -, and 1 -µfd. capacitors connected 
around a single -pole, 3- position rotary 
switch, S. 

As in the decades of Rb, the standard 
resistors should be of the precision 
noninductive wirewound type, with 
accuracy ratings of 1% or better, if 
greatest bridge precision is desired. 
They may be of the ordinary 1 -watt 
carbon variety if they are hand -picked 
carefully in the manner recommended 
above. The capacitors in the capaci- 
tance standard likewise must be 
chosen carefully as regards actual 
capacitance. The .001- and .01 -µfd. 
units are of the mica variety, while 
the 1 -µfd. capacitor must be of high - 
quality, oil- impregnated, oil -filled type. 
The mica units preferably will be of 
the silvered variety. In ordering the 
capacitors, specify 1% tolerance, or 
hand -pick them from a store stock 
for closest capacitance value and low- 
est power factor value. It is impera- 
tive that all capacitor power factor 
values be as low as obtainable if the 
bridge is to measure this characteristic 
accurately. 

The four rheostats, also shown in a 
single diagram in Fig. 7, are employed 
for equivalent series resistance bal- 
ance in capacitance and inductance 
measurements. These are made plug - 
in style like the resistance and ca- 
pacitance standards and are provided 
with resistance -calibrated dials. They 
have the following maximum resist- 
ance ratings : Rheostat 1: 100 ohms 
(R,a); rheostat 2: 1000 ohms (Rsa); 
rheostat 3: 10,000 ohms (R5,); and 
rheostat 4: 100,000 ohms (R9). Each 
of these accessories should be of the 
wirewound variety. In some localities, 
however, it may be difficult to obtain 
a wirewound rheostat in 100,000 ohms, 
and in this case only a carbon type 
may be substituted. However, ex- 
treme care must be taken in the dial 
calibration of the latter rheostat. 

(Continued on page 106) 
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NUMEROUS letters have been 
received by the editors of RA- 
DIO NEWS regarding the future 

of industrial servicing. This article 
will attempt to give in some detail 
pertinent facts and figures regarding 
this important field. 

Industrial servicing as such has been 
a direct outgrowth of the present war. 
Due to the tremendous advances made 
by electronics and also due to the enor- 
mous demands made upon the indus- 
try for delivery of materials to the 
armed forces, a whole new field of in- 
dustrial electronics has been opened 
up. Those servicemen who have been 
in business during the war will no 
doubt have had their share of this 
servicing. The future in this field is 
bound to expand since most of the 
manufacturers who have installed 
some electronic equipment will no 
doubt extend its use after V day. 

Many of the large manufacturers of 
industrial electronic equipment are 
planning for a large postwar market 
among manufacturers in most of the 
industries in the country. Naturally, 
the more of this equipment that is in- 
stalled throughout the country, the 
more need there will be for good per- 
sonnel to install it and maintain it in 
good operating condition. 

If you, as a serviceman, are intend- 
ing to stay in this field or to enter into 
this field, it will be necessary for you 
to learn an entirely new technique of 
operation. Heretofore, the average 
serviceman has had experience on 
equipment which could be removed 
and taken to his own shop for repair. 
Unfortunately, most of the industrial 
equipment is of a fixed nature. By 
that, we mean it is permanently in- 
stalled in the plant and does not lend 
itself to be taken out of the plant for 
servicing. The associated circuits as 
well as the mechanism itself are very 
hard to duplicate on a service bench 
and therefore, this means that most 
of the work will have to be done at 
the point of installation. 

This will require very good portable 
test equipment which servicemen can 
carry on to the job. This will mean 
that the serviceman will have to do 
repairs on the spot, working under all 
sorts of adverse conditions, such as 
noise and an interested but not always 
sympathetic audience. In most in- 
stallations, unfortunately, electronic 
equipment is placed in some out of the 
way place which will mean a great 
deal of trouble for the serviceman. 
This means he will have to be pre- 
pared for instant repairs and will have 
to keep his kit well stocked with all 
necessary repair parts and tools. Also, 
the time element is important. The 

With JOE .ARTY 
Eastern Editor, RADIO NEWWa 

emphasis will be on repair in the 
shortest possible time so that manu- 
facturing processes are not inter- 
rupted longer than necessary. 

Since the production line that is 
stopped represents a total loss to the 
manufacturer in time as well as ma- 
terial, the strain on the serviceman 
will be much greater than any circum- 
stances under which he has been called 
to operate. This means the service- 
man will have to have a thorough 
grounding in all of the short cuts and 
methods of servicing as well as the 
most efficient way of performing any 
particular job. 

In general, the fundamental princi- 
ples of operation of any electronic 
equipment are based upon known prin- 
ciples which the average serviceman 
no doubt understands. However, in 
many cases of industrial control mech- 
anisms, new operating features have 
been incorporated by manufacturers 
of this equipment and it will be neces- 
sary for servicemen to brush up on 
this equipment. A suggestion is made 
that the serviceman get a good text 
book on fundamental industrial elec- 
tronics, of which several are available, 
to bring himself up -to -date on these 
new devices. 

Contact also should be made with 
all manufacturers who are manufac- 
turing industrial electronic equipment 

4.4,41141,-,,' 

in order that the serviceman may ob- 
tain operating instructions and tech- 
nical service bulletins on all this type 
of equipment. In many cases a con- 
tact can be made with the man now 
doing the work in manufacturing 
plants with a view in mind of getting 
as much information as is possible un- 
der the circumstances. Many of the 
in -plant men who are doing this serv- 
icing today do not intend keeping on 
doing it after the war. Most of the 
maintenance departments of the vari- 
ous plants do not have all the equip- 
ment, in many cases, to do the job. 
Certainly, no avenue of information 
should remain unexplored by the serv- 
iceman who intends to make a future 
of industrial servicing. 

There is one advantage immediately 
apparent in doing industrial servicing 
now. The serviceman is able to buy 
equipment and materials for the 
servicing of this equipment when it is 
installed in war plants on priority 
basis. Since most service equipment 
has not been available for a long time, 
this offers the serviceman a distinct 
advantage in the tie -up with war 
plants. 

In thinking of your future in this 
field, it might be well to touch briefly 
on the item of charges. Since most 
plants operate two and sometimes 
three shifts on a more or less 24 -hour 

operation, the 
serviceman will, 
of necessity, be 
on 24 -hour call. 
This means that 
probably the best 
way to handle 
such jobs would 
be on a contract 
basis whereby 
the serviceman 
will do the neces- 
sary work for a 
fixed fee each 
month. This can 
be made payable 
twice monthly, 
monthly, or how- 
ever it is agree- 
able to the serv- 
iceman and the 
customer. Of 
course, any parts 
which must be 

(Continued on 
page 102) 

"You've got to fix it, Hank: I'm taking an exercise 
course and I start on my lower body in the morning!" 
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PRA1TIAL RADIO OU14SE 
By ALFRED A. GRIRARDI 

Part 35. Covering the electron- coupled oscillator and the 
methods employed to "track" the various signal -tuning 
circuits of the r.f. amplifier in superheterodyne receivers. 

-N THE various triode -type oscil- 
lators, discussed in the past two 

- - lessons, the load must be coupled 
to the tank circuit either inductively, 
capacitively, or directly. Consequent- 
ly, any variation in the value of the 
load reacts back upon the tank cir- 
cuit, changing its impedance and thus 
shifting the frequency of the oscil- 
lator. 

Tetrodo Electron- Coupled 
Oscillator 

An effective method for making the 
frequency nearly independent of load 
variations is to use an oscillator cir- 
cuit in which the load cannot affect 
the tank -circuit impedance. The elec- 
tron- coupled oscillator accomplishes 
this by supplying the output by means 
of an electron stream that passes right 
through the electrodes of the oscilla- 
tor portion of the tube itself, and 
couples it to the oscillating circuit. 

A typical arrangement, using the 
popular Hartley oscillator circuit and 
a screen -grid tube is shown in Fig. 1. 
As the screen grid has a positive po- 
tential applied to it by the voltage - 
divider resistor R, it serves as the 
plate of a triode oscillator composed 
of the tank circuit LC, the control 
grid, the cathode, and the screen -grid 
functioning as the plate. That por- 
tion of tank coil L between the cath- 
ode and ground functions as the tick- 
ler or feedback coil because it is in 
series with the cathode circuit. The 
screen grid is maintained at a posi- 
tive potential sufficiently above that 
of the cathode so that enough of the 
electrons emitted by the cathode strike 
the screen grid to enable strong sus- 
tained oscillations to be generated in 

Fig. 2. Several compression -type trimmer 
capacitors for use in superheterodynes. 
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the control -grid tank circuit, just as 
in the case of the conventional triode 
Hartley oscillator. The frequency of 
the oscillations is determined mainly 
by the value of L and C in the tank 
circuit. 

However, the larger number of elec- 

SCREEN GRID TUBE 

c. G. 

C9 LOAb 

- 8+ 

Fig. 1. Typical electron -coupled Hartley 
oscillator using a tetrode tube. The screen 
functions as the plate of the oscillator cir- 
cuit, while the load, connected to the plate 
proper, is coupled to the oscillating cir- 
cuit only by the stream of electrons. 

trons is attracted by the higher posi- 
tive potential on the plate, so they 
pass right through the openings in the 
mesh of the screen grid and reach the 
plate, thereby causing current to flow 
also in the plate (load) circuit. Since 
the intensity of the stream of elec- 
trons getting through the screen to the 
regular plate also is being varied by 
the oscillating potential on the control 
grid (the frequency of this oscillating 
potential being determined by LC) 
the plate current, flowing through the 
load, is modulated at the oscillator 
frequency. This outer section of the 
tube really acts as a triode whose mu 
is varied at the oscillator frequency. 

Notice that the oscillator circuit and 
the output or plate circuit are coupled 
together only by the stream of elec- 
trons within the tube -hence the name 
electron- coupled oscillator. 

In addition to serving as the plate 
for the oscillator portion of the cir- 
cuit, the second grid also serves as a 
screen grid between the plate and the 
control grid of the tube. This is made 
possible by maintaining the screen at 
ground r.f. potential by means of by- 
pass capacitor C. Since the possibility 
of capacitive feedback occurring from 
plate to control grid is thereby largely 
reduced, variations occurring in the 
load circuit do not react strongly back 
upon the input grid circuit through 
any such a feedback path, and so do 
not appreciably affect the frequency 
of oscillation. Electron -coupled oscil- 
lators employing tetrode tubes in 

which the ratio of d.c. screen to d.c. 
plate potential is maintained at a 
suitable value, have excellent fre- 
quency stability as compared to the 
usual self- excited triode oscillator, and 
have been widely used in superhetero- 
dyne receivers. 

Pentode Electron -Coupled 
Oscillator 

Actually, a small amount of plate - 
to- control -grid feedback is still pres- 
ent in the tetrode type electron -cou- 
pled oscillator, so the oscillator fre- 
quency is not completely independent 
of load variations. By employing an 
r.f. pentode tube instead, such capaci- 
tive feedback can be eliminated and 
the frequency stability further im- 
proved. 

A typical circuit using an r.f. pen- 
tode tube is shown in Fig. 3. The pen- 
tode is connected so that its first two 
(inner) grids constitute the control - 
grid and plate of a conventional triode 
Hartley -type oscillator, while the reg- 
ular plate supplies the load. The elec- 
tron stream flowing through the tube 
to the regular plate is varied by the 
oscillating potential on the control 
grid, so that the plate current, flow- 
ing through the load, is modulated at 
the oscillator frequency, just as in the 
case of the tetrode -type electron -cou- 

Fig. 3. Electron -coupled Hartley os- 
cillator, employing a pentode tube. 

pled oscillator. The third, or "sup- 
pressor" grid (the grid nearest the 
plate), which is maintained either at 
cathode potential or at ground poten- 
tial, acts as an electrostatic screen 
which shields the plate from the two 
inner grids and so practically elimi- 
nates any capacitance between the 
plate and the two inner grids of the 
tube. 

Consequently, variations in the load 
will have no effect on the frequency of 
oscillation, since the electron stream 
that supplies the output is unidirec- 
tional and all internal tube capaci- 
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tances (capacitive feedback paths) 
between the plate and the first two 
grids have been virtually eliminated. 
Of course, no external capacitances 
or other sources o_f coupling between 
the load and the oscillatory circuits 
must be allowed to exist, if maximum 
frequency stability is to be attained. 
While this type of oscillator is free of 
frequency drift due to variations in 
load, it is not free of frequency drift 
due to variations in plate -supply volt- 
age. However, it is widely used -es- 
pecially in superheterodynes that em- 
ploy a pentagrid converter tube which 
performs the dual functions of oscilla- 
tor tube and frequency- converter tube. 
Frequency conversion will be studied 
in a later chapter. 

Characteristics of 
Electron -Coupled Oscillators 
Electron -coupled oscillators possess 

excellent frequency -load stability, but 
since their waveform is not especially 
good, their output contains harmonics. 
These harmonics are advantageous for 
some oscillator applications; in others 
they are undesirable. Also, variations 
in tube temperature, plate -supply volt- 
age and changes in the L or C of the 
tuned circuits affect the oscillator fre- 
quency as they do in a normal triode 
oscillator circuit. The limited power - 
dissipating ability of the screen grid 
restricts the oscillator output to 10 or 
20% of that for the same tube in a 
conventional oscillator circuit. 

Types of Oscillators Employed 
in Receivers 

Due to the fact that various fre- 
quency- conversion systems and cir- 
cuits are used in superheterodyne re- 
ceivers, the oscillator arrangements 
employed appear at first to be quite 
varied. Careful checking of their cir- 
cuits, however, soon reveals that actu- 
ally they are but minor variations of 
the few fundamental types already 
described in this series. Of these cir- 
cuits, most receivers use either the 
Hartley, Colpitts, or the tickler -feed- 
back types. In many multiband re- 
ceivers the oscillator will be found to 
employ cathode -circuit feedback on 
the broadcast band and a conventional 
plate- circuit tickler for the medium 
and short -wave bands because the lat- 
ter arrangement provides stronger os- 
cillator output at the higher frequen- 
cies. 

Tuned Circuit Tracking 
Requirements in 
Superheterodynes 

Most present -day superheterodyne 
receivers are designed so that only a 
single control must be operated to 
tune the receiver to the desired sig- 
nal. (We will consider first only the 
conventional type of receiver in which 
station tuning is done by means of 
variable capacitors mounted on a com- 
mon shaft to provide single control - 
permeability tuning will be considered 
later.) This creates two important 
tuning problems: 

(1) There will be one or more sig- 
nal- frequency tuned circuits in the 
June, 1945 

Fig. 4. Three -gang tuning capacitors with slotted end plates on each section, 
for aligning r.f. tuning circuits at low- frequency end of the tuning range. 

r.f. section of the receiver (depending 
upon the particular preselector and 
r.f. amplifier arrangements employed), 
whose variable tuning capacitors must 
be ganged to rotate simultaneously 
and whose resonant frequencies must 
be closely similar for every setting of 
the tuning control over the entire sig- 
nal tuning range of the receiver. 

(2) The variable tuning capacitor 
of the oscillator must be ganged to 
rotate simultaneously with those of 

the r.f. circuits, and the oscillator cir- 
cuit must be so arranged that for all 
tuning settings the difference between 
the resonant frequencies of the r.f. 
(preselector) and the oscillator tuned 
circuits very closely approximates the 
intermediate frequency employed in 
the receiver. 

The resonant frequencies of the va- 
rious tuning circuits in a conventional 
broadcast receiver employing a 455 - 

(Continued on page 104) 

Fig. 5. Trimmer capacitor systems for high -frequency alignment of signal-fre- 

quency circuits, generally employed in present -day superheterodyne receivers. 

TRIMMER 
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Fig. 6. Ganged tuning controls, and resonant frequencies, in a superheterodyne. 
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RA )IO 
SPEARHEADS PATTON ARMOR 

By OLIVER REAL) 
Managing Editor, RADIO NEWS 

Mobile communications proved to be the vital link in obtaining com- 
plete coordination of our ground and air forces over the Rhineland. 

HEN General Patton's famed 
Third Army plunged across 
the Reich, mobile radio units 

were spearheading the advancing Ar- 
mor and, in conjunction with the 9th 
AF tactical air liaison, were setting 
the stage for our onrushing troops. 

Attention has been directed many 
times to the important part that 
bombing and air support have played 
in our invasion of Germany. In fact, 
air power had been receiving most of 
the attention in the press. Without 
radio, however, air support, no matter 
how tremendous, could not fulfill its 
complete objective. It takes ground 
troops, and plenty of them, to win a 
war. So important is the part that mo- 
bile communications has played that a 
case history taken from the records of 
the Third Army indicates the effec- 
tiveness of this liaison. 

In order to be completely effective, 
transmitters of sufficient power must 

be utilized so that vital information 
can be sent to planes in flight and to 
all other stations over whatever net- 
work is used. Small sets such as the 
"handle" and "walkie talkie" are far 
from satisfactory for any such opera- 
tions. Correct information given by 
radio to pilots can result in the effec- 
tive bombing of the target. Inadequate 
information can, and has, resulted in 
our own troops being bombed acci- 
dentally. Early in the war, it became 
apparent to our Generals that the ef- 
fective range of communications 
would have to be stepped up at once. 
This has been done. 

The original mobile radio units 
known as the Hallicrafters SCR -299 
were first used almost entirely by the 
U. S. Army Signal Corps. Other mili- 
tary branches soon, realizing their 
effectiveness, adopted them for their 
own communications. For example, 
the 9th AF tactical air liaison section, 

Maj. Thomas R. Iverson. 9th AF tactical air liaison officer with the U. S. Third 
Army, uses radio to direct fighter -bombers to enemy targets obstructing units of 
Lt. Gen. George Patton's Army. P -47 Thunderbolts of Mbj. Gen. Hoyt S. Van - 
denberg's 9th AF. responding to radio directions, are proving decisive fac- 
tors in eliminating strong points to permit the advances of ground forces. 
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cooperating with the U. S. Third 
Army, used many of the latest versions 
of the SCR -299 to spearhead their ad- 
vancing Armor and troops. Later 
models known as the SCR -399 and 
SCR -499 now operate in all theaters. 

The newer versions of the now fa- 
miliar SCR -299 incorporate one impor- 
tant change, namely, an increased fre- 
quency range. In the original model, 
the coverage was from 1,500 to 12,000 
kc., while the SCR -399 and SCR -499 
give a coverage from 1,500 to 18,000 kc. 

The essential difference between the 
SCR -399 and the SCR -499 is in the 
housing. The SCR -399 is built into a 
shelter, while the SCR -499 is adapted 
for air transportation and is not 
mounted on a truck chassis. Two cab- 
inets house the essential equipment for 
both of these units and the entire 
transmitter and receiving equipment 
may be removed from the truck as two 
units. The gasoline a.c. generator is 
supplied with all three units, but in 
the case of the unit designed for air 
transportation, the g en e r a t or is 
mounted on skids rather than on a 
rubber -tired trailer. These units, like 
their predecessor, have a transmitter 
power of 450 watts c.w. or 325 watts 
for phone operation. 

When Armor or Infantry of the 
Third Army was halted by a strong 
point, ground commanders asked for 
air cooperation. Minutes after the re- 
quest, the air liaison officer, using his 
mobile truck and equipment, dis- 
patched the required number of P -47 
Thunderbolts to knock out the ob- 
stacle. The section coordinated and 
directed the use of P -47 Thunderbolts 
of Maj. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg. 

Additional support came from the 
use of radio- equipped L -5's (recon- 
naissance planes) of the 9th AF tac- 
tical air liaison section. Its job was to 
report on enemy targets during flights 
across the Rhine and other objectives. 
These planes were invaluable in lo- 
cating enemy troop movements and 
strategic targets. They maintained 
constant communications with the mo- 
bile units operating in conjunction 
with the ground forces. 

The unarmed reconnaissance plane 
flies at low levels and maintains con- 
stant communication with the ground 
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mobile transmitter. From the informa- 
tion derived from the reconnaissance 
pilots and from other sources, the co- 
ordinating officer in the mobile sta- 
tion can direct farflung operations in- 
volving air and ground forces. 

The personnel operating the mobile 
units faced a constant danger from air 
and ground attacks. The enemy had a 
high priority on their destruction. 
They knew in no uncertain terms that 
their presence meant nothing but 
more trouble for them. They knew 
also that not too far away soon would 
come the onrushing Armor of one of 
our armies. The enemy, accordingly, 
was ever alert for the opportunity to 
destroy these versatile radio units. 

That these mobile units were choice 
targets of the Nazi airmen is empha- 

When Armor or Infantry of the Third Army 
is halted by a strong point, ground com- 
manders ask for air cooperation. Air 
liaison officer dispatches P -47 Thunder- 
bolts via this SCR -399 mobile radio truck. 

A radio -equipped L -5 of the 9th AF tac- 
tical air liaison section with the U. S. 
Third Army reports on enemy targets 
during a flight across the Rhine. The 
tactical air liaison coordinates and di- 
rects the use of P -47 Thunderbolts. 

sized by the fact that several of their 
planes that had been shot down by 
our airmen carried photographs and 
"aerial views" of our mobile radio 
units displayed on the cowling of the 
plane to aid the enemy aviator in spot- 
ting these targets. 

In future years, when students of 
military warfare look at the records, 
they will find that World War II was 
largely fought and won by the use of 

radio and electronic equipment of the 
highest order. Many postwar ama- 
teurs will recall the bitter days of 
war when they literally sweated 
blood in one of Uncle Sam's mobile 
units somewhere in Germany, Africa, 
or Italy and will be again using high- 
ly- refined equipment resulting from 
the perfection achieved on the battle 
field and in the laboratory at home. 

Radio operators at work in the mobile communications truck of the 9th AF tactical 
air liaison section with the U. S. Third Army. The section coordinates and di- 
rects the use of P -47 Thunderbolts of Mai. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg's 9th AF in 
eliminating obstacles holding up Armor and Infantry of the Third Army. Left to 
right, Cpl. Edward W. Matlock, Struthers, Ohio; and Pfc. J. R. Philpot, Salisaw, Okla. 
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HE r.f. section of the television 
receiver amplifies, and converts 
to a lower frequency, the high - 

frequency television signal coming 
through the transmission line from 
the antenna. This r.f. section consists 
of an antenna coupling circuit, r.f. 
amplifier (if used), mixer, and local 
oscillator. It is apparent that the 
r.f. section is conventional in number 
and types of stages; however, the r.f. 
section must have a broad fiat band - 
pass characteristic, pass both picture 
and sound carriers, and separate pic- 
ture and sound into individual i.f. 
systems. 

The antenna -coupling circuit must 
match the transmission line to the r.f. 
amplifier, or more often, the mixer 
input. A simple antenna coupling 
system, Fig. 4A, consists of an untuned 
primary and a tuned secondary. A 
number of conditions must be met to 
transfer maximum signal of the prop- 
er bandwith from transmission line to 
input grid circuit: 

1. The input transformer must prop- 
erly match the transmission line to 
the input circuit. This match is ac- 
complished by using a primary having 
less turns than the secondary and, 
therefore, a primary which has a neg- 
ligible impedance as compared to the 
impedance reflected from the second- 
ary. The actual value of the reflected 
impedance (almost entirely resistive 
when secondary is tuned to resonance) 
is dependent on the degree of mutual 
coupling between primary and second- 
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SYSTEMS 
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Part 6. Theoretical design and func- 
tion of the various r.f. and i.f. stages 
that make up a television receiver. 

DuMont deluxe television receiver, with 
20 -inch teletron, providing 11 x 16 -inch 
images that can be viewed by large groups. 

ary windings. Consequently, the phys- 
ical position of the windings with re- 
spect to each other is designed to prop- 
erly match impedances. 

2. The tuned circuit must be suffi- 
ciently loaded to flatten the resonant 
peak of the tuned circuit and pass the 
required bandwidth. Loading can be 
done in three ways : (1) tight coupling 
or overcoupling between windings, (2) 
series resistance in the tuned circuit 
(can be high- resistance coil wire), and 
(3) resistor shunting the tuned cir- 
cuit. Conveniently, at the higher r.f. 
frequencies, loading is not always nec- 
essary for the lower Q of the high - 
frequency coil and capacitor combina- 
tion produces an inherent bandwidth 
which is sufficiently broad. At the 
lower i.f. frequencies it becomes nec- 
essary to load the tuned circuits with 
shunt resistors. 

3. To obtain maximum transfer of 

Fig. 1. Conventional r.f. amplifier. 

signal, the tuned circuit is designed 
to have as high a Q as possible. Since 
Q is proportional to the ratio of in- 
ductance to capacitance of the tuned 
circuit when the resistance is held 
down, a tuned circuit with a high L- 
to-C ratio is desirable. Thus, although 
the Q of the circuit must be decreased 
more to attain the proper bandwidth 

Q equals 
f high end f low end 

of band of band 

t at resonance 

the secondary impedance at that point 
is considerably higher (Z equals 
rwLQ), for the inductance has been 
increased. This means that the res- 
onant voltage in the grid will be high- 
er and the coupling can be made tight- 
er. Thus, the tuned circuits use a 
minimum of capacity to obtain the 
utmost in signal transfer and gain. 
For this reason, the tuned circuits of- 
ten use inductors, having movable 
iron cores, which resonate with no 
physical capacitor, but with the total 
distributed circuit capacity (wiring 
capacity, parts' capacity to ground, 
and input and output capacities of the 
tubes). Thus, no physical capacitor 
must be added to the circuit for pur- 
poses of tuning. 

Many of these factors are design 
problems but they are mentioned to 
inform the serviceman of how critic- 
ally the r.f. circuit is evolved. Al- 
though the circuits appear very basic 
and simple, their design and position- 
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ing are very critical. Accordingly, re- 
arrangement of parts and wiring, sub- 
stitution of poor -quality high- capacity 
tubes, or replacement with incorrect 
or poor -quality parts, can readily add 
more circuit capacity and upset the 
tuned circuits and band -pass charac- 
teristics. 

4. The primary winding is center - 
tapped and grounded to cancel out un- 
desirable signals picked up on the 
transmission line itself. 

A second antenna coupling system, 
Fig. 4B, uses two tuned circuits and 
approximately doubles, for the same 
bandwidth, the amplitude of the sig- 
nal applied to the input grid. In this 
type of circuit, the impedance match- 
ing is taken care of by properly pro- 
portioning the inductance and capaci- 
tance content of the tuned circuits. 
Thus, the secondary has a high L/C 
ratio and a high impedance (Z equals 
wLQ) ; while the primary has a low 
inductance but is tuned to the same 
resonant frequency by a considerably 
larger capacitor. The latter primary 
circuit has a negligible impedance 
compared to the reflected resistance 
from the secondary. If the inherent 
resistance of the secondary is not suf- 
ficient to produce the proper band- 
width, a resistor may be shunted 
across the secondary. 

Still another coupling system, Fig. 
4C, uses an additional tuned link cir- 
cuit which couples the tuned second- 
ary to the untuned primary. The ad- 
vantage of this type of circuit is its 
ability to drop sharply off at the ex- 
tremities of the band -pass. The gain 
of this system is the same as in Fig. 
4B, and the impedance match is in- 
fluenced by the mutual coupling Ml; 
however, the extremities of the band - 
pass and the sharpness of the cutoff at 
these points are influenced by the mu- 
tual coupling M2 between the two 
tuned circuits. The steep cutoff is 
instrumental in reducing pickup from 
adjacent channels and in reducing 
image response. 

It. F. Amplifier 
The r.f. amplifier, when it can be 

advantageously used, brings about the 
following improvements : 

1. Improves receiver sensitivity, im- 
proving signal -to -noise ratio and re- 
ducing image interference. 

2. Acts as buffer between antenna 
and oscillator, preventing radiation of 
the local oscillations. 

In the prewar receiver, the above 
advantages could not be utilized to 
the fullest because no tubes were 
available which had sufficient gain 
with wide band -pass design to warrant 
the additional cost, and only slight im- 
provement in signal -to -noise ratio. 
With the advent of miniature and 
lighthouse tubes, the postwar receiver 
promises to permit high -gain r.f. 
stages. The advantages of such a stage 
are understood when it is considered 
that, in a- satisfactory location, the 
noise most dominant in the receiver is 
converter noise, and the larger the 
signal present on the converter grid, 
the higher the signal -to -hiss or noise 
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Fig. 2. Mutual coupling response. 

level becomes. This high noise level 
can be traced directly to the low im- 
pedance of the grid circuit at high 
frequencies and wide -band character- 
istics of the signal. Here again, the 
need for maintaining a high L -to -C 
ratio to hold up the grid impedance is 
demonstrated. A typical r.f. stage as 
found in prewar receivers is shown in 
Fig. 1. These stages only had a gain 
of approximately 2, and therefore, if 
any improvement was to be realized, 
the input circuits had to be very care- 
fully designed and the converter had 
to operate at its peak efficiency. 

Mixer and Local Oscillator 
Undoubtedly, one of the most care- 

fully designed stages of the television 
receiver is the mixer, for it is here 
that the signal -to -noise ratio origi- 
nates; the greater the signal on the 
grid of the mixer, the higher it will 
rise above the noise. Likewise, the 
more efficiently the signal is utilized 
by the converter, the more it will rise 
above the tube noises generated in the 

conversion. Demonstrated previous- 
ly was the need for delivering as much 
signal as possible to the grid and the 
need for holding up the grid imped- 
ance. 

Now another factor, the conversion 
transconductance, is to be considered. 
Mutual conductance is a measure of 
how effectively a tube converts a 
change in grid voltage to a change in 
plate current, both changes occurring 
at the same frequency; conversion 
conductance, a measure of how effec- 
tively a mixer converts a change in 
grid voltage at the signal frequency 
to a change in plate current at the 
i.f. frequency. In determining the fig- 
ure of merit of a tube at television 
frequencies, the input and output ca- 
pacities must also be considered, as 
they are instrumental in reducing the 
L -to -C ratios of the input and output 
circuits. Thus, the figure of merit for 
a television mixer is : 

figure of merit = conversion conductance 

1 C input plus C output 
The mixer, therefore, if properly de- 
signed, will have the following char- 
acteristics: 

1. Use a tube with a high conversion 
conductance. Typical tubes are 6AC7, 
1232, or 6F8. 

2. Have a high L -to -C ratio input 
circuit; wiring and other distributed 
capacities should be kept at an abso- 
lute minimum. 

3. Use a mixer -oscillator combina- 
tion giving peak conversion to noise. 
Such a combination is obtained by us- 
ing a mixer with a high conversion 
conductance and injecting the local 
oscillations, of correct amplitude, di- 
rectly into the signal control grid. 
Consequently, a separate oscillator is 
definitely preferable. 

Latest stock market returns or news flashes can be televised directly from the 

ticker -tape machine to the awaiting public, providing instantaneous reports. 
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MfNIMUM AT 
RESONANCE 

Fig. 3. Resonant circuits. (A) The output voltage eo is minimum at resonance, increas- 
ing as the frequency departs from resonance. (B) The output voltage ea is maxi- 
mum at resonance, decreasing as the frequency departs from resonance. (C) The out- 
put e is maximum at resonance, decreasing as the frequency departs from resonance. 

Fig. 4. Various methods of coupling an antenna to the receiver. (A) Employing untuned 
primary and a tuned secondary. (B) Employing tuned circuits in both primary and 
secondary. (C) Employing an additional tuned link circuit over that shown in (A). 

4. Two typical mixer -oscillator com- 
binations are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 
Some of the features of these circuits, 
features which you will find are more 
or less typical, are as follows: 

1. Use of band -switching. This fea- 

turc is not only employed as a con- 
venience for the televiewer in chang- 
ing stations, but definitely improves 
the performance of the receiver. The 
optimum design of a tuned circuit de- 
pends on a number of variables : in- 

Fig. 5. A typical mixer- oscillator circuit, employing a 6F8 dual triode tube. 

iD 2 

ductance, capacity, frequency, band- 
width, resistance, and mutual coup- 
ling. Since many of these variables 
depend on frequency, a tuned circuit 
of optimum performance can not be 
designed for one frequency or channel 
and still have the same optimum 
characteristics a few channels away. 
Consequently, continuous tuning is not 
used; instead, each band has its own 
circuit parameters inserted by a 
switching system which changes mixer 
and oscillator tuned circuits. In the 
circuit of Fig. 5, the secondary of the 
input transformer has various capaci- 
tors and inductors switched in to in- 
sure optimum performance on each 
band. The actual mutual coupling 
system between primary and second- 
ary is not changed by the band- switch- 
ing mechanism, but the various ca- 
pacitors and inductors in series and 
shunt with the secondary are. In the 
circuit of Fig. 6, both the primary and 
secondary of the input transformer 
are switched when changing hands. 

2. Fine tuning is accomplished on 
each band by a small vernier capacitor 
which tunes only the oscillator until 
the proper difference frequencies ap- 
pear in the output. By frequencies it 
is meant both sound and picture, as 
explained in previous installments. 

3. In transformer secondary, Fig. 6, 
use of inductance tuning permits the 
tuned circuit to resonate with the fixed 
distributed capacity. Tuning is ac- 
complished by varying the circuit in- 
ductance to eliminate the added ca- 
pacity of a variable capacitor which 
would reduce the L -to -C ratio. 

4. Use of high conversion conduc- 
tance tubes with low element capaci- 
ties. Separate oscillator tube used 
with grid injection of mixer to raise 
conversion efficiency. 

5. Use of a high -pass filter in the 
transformer primary, Fig. 5, to reduce 
sensitivity of receiver to lower fre- 
quencies, particularly the i.f. frequen- 
cies. This permits use of high -gain 
i.f. systems without danger of i.f. os- 
cillations caused by feedback into the 
low -level stages. A series resonant 
circuit L1C1, tuned to the i.f. frequen- 
cy, presents a virtual short circuit to 
ground for any i.f. feedback attempt- 
ing to get on the grid of the mixer. 

6. Relatively low -value grid resistors 
are used to load the tuned circuits and 
broaden the frequency response. 

The local oscillator of the television 
receiver must also have a high mutual 
conductance to oscillate efficiently, and 
with stability, at the high frequencies. 
Tubes such as the 6J5 and 7A4, con- 
nected in modified Hartley or ultrau- 
dion circuits, function well as stable 
oscillators. To improve stability and 
reduce loading, at a small sacrifice in 
output voltage, the oscillator tuned 
circuit has a relatively small L -to -C 
ratio which means a tuned circuit that 
has considerable energy storage and 
reluctance to follow shifts in circuit 
constants. Oscillator tuning is also 
often a matter of changing inductance 
with a movable iron -core or a shorted 

(Continued on page 96) 
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Fig. 1. Your home recordings should 
have run -in and -out grooves, as shown. 

-AVE you ever dreamed of the 
things you could do with a 

- - talking doorbell? One that 
would speak right up, to the astonish- 
ment of the doorbell pusher, and leave 
him standing in amazement. For in- 
stance at Christmas time a special 
greeting could be recorded with ap- 
propiate background music that would 
greet your friends when the doorbell 
is pushed. Or at Halloween you could 
produce a talking ghost for the "Trick 
or Treat" guest. 

How can all this be done ? Well, if 
you have an automatic record changer 
you are willing to donate to the cause 
and a small amplifier, your problems 
are practically solved. With the ad- 
dition of a relay and a limit switch 
you can work out your own design. 
The home recording must have a run - 
in groove and a run -out groove, as 
shown in Fig. 1, to make the recycling 
operation take place quickly. 

Lacking these facilities you can 
build a simple recycling phono- player 
by simply making a disc, as shown in 
Fig. 2, to ride on top of the record. 
Traction to make this disc revolve at 
recycling time is secured by placing 
a washer of approximately two inches 
in diameter over the center pin, 
weighted so that when the needle 
passes point A the disc will begin to 
turn with the record. The author 
found that approximately eight ounces 
worked very well. 

To better understand the operation 
let us follow a complete cycle of oper- 
ation. The needle is normally at rest 
at the point E. Here the pickup arm 
rests against the limit switch which 
keeps the power from reaching the 
motor or the amplifier. When the 
push button is actuated, the limit 
switch is by- passed and the motor 
starts. The run -out groove quickly 
moves the needle to A where it enters 
the slot A -B. The celluloid disc starts 
to turn due to the friction between it 
and the record. By the time the nee- 
dle has reached point B the disc has 
gained sufficient momentum so that 
the needle will ride up on top of the 
celluloid disc. Here it follows around 
in the spiral groove and drops into the 
slot C. The edge of the celluloid disc 
D then strikes the needle which stops 

June, 1943 

"A.JKNC 
DOORBELL 

By E. R. MEISSNER 

The operation of this unique gadget may well be ap- 

plied commercially to postwar announcing systems. 

it from rotating. All during the play- 
ing operation the disc drags. Thus, a 
fairly heavy motor is needed so that 
the playing speed is not cut down. 

The run -in groove quickly runs the 
needle into the playing portion of the 
record. Finally the arm strikes the 
limit switch, which stops the cycle. 

So that the amplifier will not have 
to be energized except when in use, a 
quick heating one, as shown in Fig. 3, 

can be constructed. Using a 5Z3 in 
the rectifier, it was found that the 
needle had completed its rough and 
noisy journey over the surface of the 
recycling disc and was in position to 
play by the time the tubes were 
heated. Thus, the noise of recycling 
was kept out of the loud speakers. 
Two speakers are used. One at the 
door and one in the house in place of 
a bell. 

The limit switch must be one that 
the pickup arm will operate without 
making the needle jump grooves. The 
author used a coin switch from a juke 
box. These switches are normally 
open but by taking them apart one 
can turn the mechanism over to make 
a normally closed switch. 

Fig. 2. The recycling disc, an important 
factor of this unit, should be cut out and 
grooved, as shown in the above diagram. 

So that all the small children, and 
some of the larger ones, too, will not 
be continually calling you to the door 
it is well to include the switch S1, 

which places the regular bell back in 
the circuit. -CH 

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the complete unit. The limit switch is held 

in open position by the pickup arm at the end of an operation cycle 

and remains in this position until again actuated by the push- button. 
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Two of these 50,000 -watt air -cooled modulating tubes at KDKA are spares. By simply push- 
ing a button, the operator can put them into service without interrupting transmission. 

These high -voltage rectifier tubes change alternating current 
into direct current for radio transmission. Automatic relays 
are used for changing tubes without interrupting broadcasts. 

By 
GLENN BRADFORD 

THE field of electronic applica- 
tion is in a furore, as can be 
seen by a casual survey of the 

advertising pages of any technical or 
semitechnical magazine -for that mat- 
ter, any general magazine -popular 
or technical. 

This condition has undoubtedly 
been promoted by the need for war- 
time secrecy -there is nothing that 
can be said about so much that our 
advertisers frequently say much about 
nothing! "Electronics" has become an 
advertising catchword and a magic 
cure -all which, after the war, is ex- 
pected to reduce all work, both mental 
and physical, to the mere exertion of 
pushing a button! 

In view of this situation, which to 
workers in other fields must appear 
positively baffling and before attempt- 
ing to find a "place" for electronics in 
power generation, it seems desirable 
that the term "electronics" be defined, 
and discussed, to place it on a solid en- 
gineering basis. Men in other fields 
may then be in a better position to 
assay the future effect of electronics 
on their own field of interest, without 
becoming electronic engineers. 

There are two ways in which elec- 
tronics differs from power electrical 
engineering in its viewpoint of the 
electron. 

First, in electronics we are con- 

These metal- encased Ignitrons convert alternating current in- 
to direct current needed to make aluminum for our fighting 
planes. Workman is shown seam -welding metal jacket to tube. 
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Electronic tubes and equip- 

ment for power conversion 

will play a leading role in 

postwar production. 

cerned primarily with the actions of 
free or individual electrons relative- 
ly unaffected by their surroundings, 
while in power electrical engineering 
we think of these electrons en masse, 
obeying laws which are statistical 
averages of the behavior of the sep- 
arate electrons. These large groups 
of electrons are affected by conditions 
in the conductors in which they flow, 
such as electrical resistance. 

A second, and possibly more impor- 
tant difference in viewpoint, is with 
respect to the velocities at which the 
electrons travel. In electronics we 
are interested in devices in which 
electrons travel unimpeded at speeds 
of thousands of miles per second; in 
power electrical engineering the elec- 
trons rarely move at rates greater 
than a few inches per second. 

Because of the close relationship of 
the individual electron to electronics 
we may well ask -what is an elec- 
tron ? Present -day knowledge on that 
point does not go far. We can predict 
what an electron will do under cer- 
tain circumstances but know nothing 
of its shape, size, or internal construc- 
tion. Combustion engineers would be 
in much the same situation if they 
knew only the British Thermal Unit 
value of their boilers, but would be at 
a loss to understand what went on in 
the combustion process. 

This Ignitron installation, for changing alternating current into direct current, 
provides efficient conversion, is compact, and has high overload capacity. 

We do know that an electron is the 
smallest particle of matter, and that 
all matter contains electrons. We 
know that it takes 5x1029 electrons 
to weigh a pound -an inconceivable 
number. Our most important knowl- 
edge is that an electron carries an 
electric charge, is in fact our small- 
est -known indivisible unit of electric- 
ity. This charge is so small, however, 
that it takes 6x10'$ electrons passing 
through every second, to heat a 100 - 
watt, 110 -volt lamp to incandescence. 

Since an electron is an electric 
charge, then a flow or movement of 
electrons constitutes an electric cur- 
rent, whether it be in an electron 
tube, a lamp filament, or a motor. 

We have seen that an electric cur- 
rent is the same, regardless of the ma- 
terial through which it flows, but it 
is the difference in the "material" of 
the path that furnishes us with a 

rather simple definition of electronics. 
Electronics may be defined as the 

field of devices which function by rea- 
son of passage of electrons through 
gas or vacuum. 

This definition establishes the fun- 
damental distinction between power 
electrical engineering and electronics 
as a difference in the nature of elec- 
trical conducting path. It is seen to 
exclude conduction of electric cur- 
rent through solids or liquids, such as 
our power transmission and electro- 
lytic processes, but to include all other 
cases of conduction of electric current 
(or electrons), such as our conven- 
tional radio tubes, gas -filled tubes, X- 
ray tubes, fluorescent lamps, neon 
lamps; and switches and circuit 
breakers in the power field. 

While the latter are not usually 
thought of as electronic devices, yet 

(Continued on page 151) 

Having no major moving parts to require maintenance, the Ignitron delivers power continuously 24 hours a day. It 

is easily installed and can operate automatically and unattended. Ignitron rectifiers are today supplying dependable d.c. 

power for a great and growing number of America's vital electrochemical plants, and aluminum production processes. 
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COMMUNICATION 

By CARL 
nARRY A. MORGAN, Vice Pres. 

of ACA's Marine Department, 
sends in the following comments re- 
garding future possibilities, and points 
out that it is quite difficult under pres- 
ent conditions to forecast "things to 
come." 

He says, "It is anticipated that the 
maritime industry will continue with 
an upward trend following the end of 
the war, and employment possibilities 
for merchant marine radio officers will 
continue at a peak for at least two or 
three years after the cessation of hos- 
tilities. The number of jobs which 
will be available for merchant marine 
radio officers will depend on whether 
or not three commercial radio officers 
are continued to be employed aboard 
merchant ships in peacetime. 

"The ACA Marine Department shall 
encourage legislation intended to 
amend the Communications Act of 
1934, as amended, to make it com- 
pulsory that a 24 hour, round -the- 
clock radio watch shall be maintained 
aboard all merchant vessels in peace- 
time as well as during the war. Rec- 
ognition of the need for efficient com- 
munications in wartime has been giv- 
en by our government by the estab- 
lishment of a 24 hour, round -the -clock 
radio watch aboard merchant ships. 
Earlier in the war the ACA Marine 
Department urged that Congress and 
the War Shipping Administration 
place three com- 
mercial radio offi- 
cers aboard all 
merchant ship s. 
Since the very in- 
ception of the ACA 
in 1931, the union 
has sought a fair 
appraisal of the 
needs of efficient communica- 
tions aboard all 
merchant ships in 
the interest of the 
promotion of safety 
of life and property 
at sea. 

"It was only dur- 
ing this war that 
recognition of the 
need was given by 
our government. 
The ACA is con- 
vinced that efficient communica- 
tions aboard mer- 
chant ships in peace 

COLEMAN 

and in war can be developed only 
through a 24 hour, round -the -clock 
watch aboard all merchant ships. 
During the course of the war, man- 
agement, government and labor 
spokesmen have voiced the hope that 
a sound, efficient, and prosperous mer- 
chant marine shall continue in the 
postwar period. Efficient radio corn - 
munications aboard merchant ships is 
a prerequisite to a sound, efficient and 
prosperous postwar merchant marine. 

"It is my personal opinion that the 
U. S. Merchant Marine will afford 
broad employment possibilities to 
many of the war veterans in the post- 
war period. No doubt, many of the 
men now employed aboard our mer- 
chant ships will again seek employ- 
ment ashore after the war. Under 
these circumstances war veterans will 
have an opportunity to seek training 
in radio communications in schools, 
both government and private, which 
no doubt will continue for some time." 

AFINE letter has been received 
from Ero Erickson, Secretary - 

Treasurer of the Associated Police 
Communication Officers, Inc. Ero re- 
ports that H. Y. Gantt was at WQPC 
in Chicago until Christmas time and 
reportedly has been working the river 
boats and appears scheduled to re- 
turn as Chief on the "South American" 
when the season opens. 

RADIO 
REPAIR DEPT. 

o 
/o N'N$ENp 

"I hope you realize that not many employers 
would let you listen to the radio while you work!" 

In contrast to previous reports by 
K. Green from the Gulf, Mr. Erickson 
would like more information from his 
seagoing friends and also to hear from 
the police radio oprs. He also sent 
along a copy of the report compiled on 
police radio which reveals among oth- 
er things that over fifty departments 
intend to add c.w. equipment as soon 
as conditions permit and that there 
are already over 100 police radiotele- 
graph stations in operation. The re- 
port covers all points of the present 
systems in use and calls attention to 
the necessity of proper frequency as- 
signment for this work giving a com- 
plete picture of the zone and inter- 
zone classes, bands required, etc. 

"Wartime conditions stopped the 
expansion of the police radiotelegraph 
services, because of equipment short- 
ages and, radiotelegraph operator 
shortages._ The equipment shortage 
needs no explanation. The radio op- 
erator shortage is serious. They have 
been absorbed by the Armed Forces, 
government jobs, and by more attrac- 
tive jobs in war work, such as the 
merchant marine. Not only have ad- 
ditional operators been impossible to 
find, but the above named services 
have taken away many of the present 
operators. Tampa, Florida, for ex- 
ample, lost every c.w. operator but 
the Chief Opr." 

The survey also points out, "Many 
departments have had to curtail c.w. 
operation on some shifts; some pro- 
posed stations have been held up by 
lack of operators. Immediately after 
the war there will be a great expan- 
sion of this already vital police radio - 
telegraph service. After the war there 
will be sufficient radiotelegraph oper- 
ators available so that this will be no 
problem. Not only will the present 
ones return to civilian employment, 
but there will be hundreds of men 
trained as c.w. operators in the Armed 
Services, such as the N avy, who will 
obtain c.w. licenses, and thus be 
available. 

"The expansion of the radiotele- 
graph service will begin immediately 
after the war. Because of traffic de- 
mands, operators being available, and 
because simpler, less expensive multi- 
channel transmitters will be available, 
we expect the number of stations to 
increase to about 1000 in five years, 
an expansion factor of almost 10. Po- 
lice officials are following a trend 
toward a policy that it is sound busi- 
ness to employ good, high -class radio 
operators, for they can obtain them 
at about the same salary as a regular 
officer. This not only frees an officer 
for regular police work but gives them 
better radio service. A station with 
good operators always has a better 
regular service. Good operators not 
only use better procedure, but can be 
used for necessary maintenance, tech- 
nical construction, and other work 
when necessary. So police departments 
had just as well employ c.w. oprs." 

Also received was a còpy of the 
A.P.C.O. "Police Radio -'Phone" oper- 

(Continued on page 155) 
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THEORY AND APPLICATION 01? LII.F 
By MILTON S. HIVER, 

Part 11. The concluding article of this series, describing the opera- 

tion of electromagnetic -wave travel through wave guides or space. 

LL the magnetic fields discussed 
so far were brought about by 
moving electric charges. Let 

us investigate the magnetic fields 
that are brought about by magnetic 
charges or magnetic substances. 

To correspond to the field of electro- 
statics there is magnetostatics, which 
deals with magnetic charges and mag- 
netic fields at rest. As far as is known 
today, there are no separate north 
and south poles corresponding to neg- 
ative and positive charges. Wherever 
a magnetic north pole is found there 
is likewise found a south pole attached 
to it in some form or manner. Thus, 
if a magnet is taken and split in two 
it is found to have, at one end, north 
magnetism and at the other end south 
magnetism. However, it is possible 
to take a very long narrow magnet 
with the north and south poles rela- 
tively far from each other and in this 
way approximately s e p a r ate north 
and south poles. (See Fig. 1.) 

Analogous to the eleçtric charge, 
it is also found that the north and 
south poles of magnets give rise to 
fields of force, called magnetic fields. 
By means of these fields, north poles 
will repel north poles and attract 
south poles. (See Fig. 2.) It is also 
found that these lines of force, also 
called magnetic lines of flux, start out 
from the north pole and go in through 
the south pole and then back to the 
north pole and so on around. 

A difference is noted here between 
lines of electric force and those con- 
nected with magnets. If there was 
one electric charge in space then the 
lines of force would all radiate away 
from the charge and would continue 
indefinitely. In the magnetic case, 
the lines of flux must form complete 
rings since connected with every north 
pole there is attached to it, in some 
manner, a south pole. Any lines 
emanating from the north pole go 
back to the south pole and through 
the material to the north from which 
they started. Thus, they have no end 
and in this sense are said to be con- 
tinuous. This is shown in Fig. 3. 

Analogous to the electrostatic case, 
the fields and forces set up by these 
poles or magnets affect only other 
magnetic substances and nothing else. 
If a magnet were taken and placed 
in a field that contained stationary 
electrons it would be found that each 
had no effect on the other. As long 
as these two fields are at rest, rela- 
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Fig 1. (A) The direction of magnetic 
lines of force through a magnet. (B) 

Showing how a long, thin magnet 
is generally used to approximate 
separate north and south poles. 

tive to each other, there is no inter- 
action. It is only when they move that 
these forces are found to clash. 

Action of Magnetic Fields 
It has just been pointed out that 

an electric current gives rise to a 
magnetic field and so it occurred to 
Faraday in 1831 that a magnet might, 
under some conditions, give rise to 
an electric current. While the magnet 
was at rest there were no effects no- 
ticed, but when this magnet moved 
relative to some piece of wire, a cur- 
rent was noted on a galvanometer, 
which is a current- measuring device. 
Moving the magnet in one direction 
produced a current which reversed 
when the magnetic field was reversed. 
Currents produced this way are called 
induced currents and the e.m.f's that 
caused these currents to flow are 
called induced e.m.f.'s. The formula 
by which Faraday stated these effects 
is known as Faraday's law and in 
words states that the electromotive 
force induced by changing the flux 
density through a fixed circuit is 
equal to the time rate of change of 
this flux. 

Faraday's results can be obtained 
by using the simple setup of Fig. 4. 
When the magnet is moved relative 
to the coil, there will be an e.m.f. in- 
duced in the coil of wire by the chang- 
ing magnetic field or flux. If the 
wire is a good conductor, a certain 
amount of current will flow. Making 
the wire from a poor conductor will 
still give rise to the same e.m.f. but 
now a smaller current will flow since 
there is more resistance in the cir- 
cuit and we know from Ohm's law 
that if the e.m.f. is constant, the cur- 
rent is then inversely proportional to 
the resistance. 

Continuing in this direction, it can 
be seen that if finally a perfect non- 
conductor is used where the conduct- 
ing wire was held formerly, there 
would still be found an e.m.f. induced 
even if no current flow resulted from 
it. The e.m.f. set up is the electric 
field and so it can be seen that a vary- 
ing magnetic field will give rise to an 
electric field in a direction normal to 
itself. The electric field is constant 
if the rate of change of the magnetic 
field is constant and will vary in in- 
tensity if the rate of change of the 
magnetic field varies. The frequency 
of both fields is the same. 

It is important to remember when 
mentioning the time rate of change 
of a magnetic field that several means 
may be used to bring about this 
change. First, of course, the magnet 
producing this flux can be caused to 
move and this was the illustration 
mentioned above. Next, the same re- 
sults can be obtained by keeping the 
flux constant and fixed and moving 
the coil of wire across this field. In 
this case, the induced e.m.f. will be 
proportional to the number of flux 
lines cut per unit time, say a second 
(this is related directly to the speed 
the coil is traveling), and the angle 
at which the flux lines are cut. If the 
coil is moved parallel to the lines, 
then no e.m.f. will be induced. If the 
coil moves at some angle to the field 
then the induced e.m.f. will be pro- 
portional to the angle, the best results 
being obtained when this angle is 90 °. 

The above ideas should serve to 

Fig. 2. Showing the repulsion and 
attraction between magnetic poles. 

(B) 
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Fig. 3. Magnetic lines of force are 
continuous and form closed paths. 

clarify the meaning of the phrase, 
time rate of change of the magnetic 
field. 

Maxwell's Equations 
The above discussion has given all 

the formulas necessary to state the 
complete set of equations that form 
the basis of all electromagnetic theory 
and which are so often referred to as 
Maxwell's equations. Although it has 
not been stated before, Maxwell took 
the laws stated above and generalized 
them so that they would be applicable 
to any set of coordinates. Most peo- 
ple are familiar with the simple rec- 
tangular coordinate system such as is 
obtained by having x and y axes at 
right angles to each other. For three 
dimensions a z axis is added which is 
at right angles to the above x and y 
axes. 

However, when dealing with cylin- 
drical pipes, it is easier to work with 
cylindrical coordinates whereby points 
in the system are expressed in terms 
of the radius of the cylinder and the 
angle that we must turn from the 
starting point. There may be other 
systems that could be used but there 
is no necessity for discussing these at 
this point. Fig. 5 illustrates the rec- 
tangular system and cylindrical sys- 
tem. Maxwell took Gauss' law, Far- 
aday's law and Ampere's law and 
generalized them to fit these various 
three -dimensional systems. 

Stated in words, instead of mathe- 
matical equations, the fundamental 
laws are : 

1. For free space where there are 

Fig. 4. A simple arrangement which in- 
dicates the relationship between changing 
magnetic fields and induced e.m.f.'s. 
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assumed to be no free charges, the 
number of electric lines of flux en- 
tering any region is equal to the num- 
ber of lines leaving. 

2. Lines of a magnetic field form 
closed rings. 

3. An electric field that is varying 
will give rise to a magnetic field. 

4. A magnetic field that is chang- 
ing in value will develop an electric 
field that is normal to both the direc- 
tion of motion of the magnetic field 
and the field itself. 

The great significance of these 
equations lies in the fact that from 
them the properties of electromag- 
netic wave travel through space can 
be accurately predicted. With one 
clean sweep, they eliminate the need 
for electric currents to be actually in 
the immediate vicinity in order to ex- 
plain the presence of magnetic fields 
that may be encountered. Electric 
fields that are changing in magnitude 
(with time) will readily accomplish 
the same result. 

In ultra- high- frequency work, ex- 
tensive use is made of wave guides in 
transmitting energy from one place 
to another. So long as the boundary 
conditions of these wave guides are 
taken into account when setting up 
Maxwell's equations, the correct re- 
sults can be derived in advance. This 
not only serves to bring out the under- 
lying equality of all radio waves, no 
matter how they are generated or 
transmitted, but it also provides us 
with a convenient means of determin- 
ing in advance, whether one shape of 
wave guide will prove more suitable 
than another. This is very important 
in many of the present applications of 
high- frequency waves and will prove 
of inestimable value in the postwar 
era, when greater application of u.h.f. 
devices will be widely used. 

It should be kept in mind that the 
set of equations put forth by Maxwell 
are, in a sense, generalizations of or- 
dinary, everyday electric theory. Prob- 
lems involving transmission lines can 
just as readily be solved using electric 
and magnetic fields as with the cor- 
responding electric currents. The 
only reason this is seldom done is due 
to the greater complexity involved 
when fields are used than for electric 
currents. It might be added, too, that 
the general unfamiliarity with Max- 
well's equations, even today, has 
tended to becloud them with an un- 
necessary air of mystery. 

Electric. Wave Travel 
Through Space 

Some idea as to the way the waves 
travel may now be had from Max- 
well's equations 3 and 4. If the chang- 
ing electric field gives rise to a mag- 
netic field and the magnetic field so 
produced gives rise to an electric field, 
all occurring in the same region, then 
it may be wondered just how the wave 
will be propagated through space. 
But, if, instead of the varying electric 
field producing the magnetic field just 
in the same region, suppose it also 
produced a magnetic field a little re- 

moved from it and the magnetic field 
so generated gave rise to another elec- 
tric field, also a little farther on, then 
it is possible to see something of the 
way the propagation takes place. Each 
varying field gives rise to the other 
varying field a little farther on and 
so each sustains the other and the 
wave moves along with the velocity 
of light in free space. If conditions 
are such as to prevent the formation 
of one field, then the other will like- 
wise be prevented from existing since 
the energy from one moves to the 
other. On the average, each field sus- 
tains half the total energy. 

Another idea before Maxwell was 
the idea of speed. It is known that 
the moving charges give rise to a 

Fig. 5. Two commonly used systems of co- 
ordinates: (A) rectangular; (B) cylindrical. 

magnetic field through their electric 
field, and that this magnetic field can 
be felt at some distance from the 
wire. The question that he wished to 
answer was whether this magnetic 
field was produced at some distance 
from the source as soon as the charges 
started to move, or whether there 
was some time lapse. Actual meas- 
urements gave no results since the ap- 
paratus involved could not cope with 
the extremely small time interval be- 
tween the start of the charge and the 
appearance of the magnetic field. 
Maxwell showed on paper that by the 
use of his electromagnetic equations, 
the speed of these waves should be 
equal to the speed of light in free 
space and this is in the vicinity of 186,- 
000 miles per second. Maxwell never 
proved this by actual measurement, 
but Hertz did 25 years later and his 
experiments led to the acceptance of 
Maxwell's theory. By means of fur- 
ther experiments it was immediately 
shown that all optical laws were 
obeyed by these electromagnetic waves 
and this, of course, led to the final con- 
clusion that light was also an electro- 
magnetic wave. 

It might also be stated here that 
the ratio of the electromagnetic unit 
of current to the electrostatic unit of 
current is also equal to the velocity 
of light, and this was another fact that 
got Maxwell started on the trail of 
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USED IN 

ELECTRONIC POWER GENERATOR - 
that dries Penicillin 48 times faster 

A new RCA electronic system, using 
high frequency current for the bulk re- 
duction of purified Penicillin, accom- 
plishes in 30 minutes what formerly 
took 24 hours. 

In the RCA Electronic Power Gener- 
ator are six Ohmite resistors and two 
Ohmite rheostats. Circled in the photo 
above are a 200 watt regulator plate 
resistor, two 200 watt cathode bias 
resistors for the two power tubes, and 
a 50 watt rheostat used as a cathode 
balancer. Not visible in the photo are 
two 10 watt Brown Devil resistors used 
for voltage dropping in the pilot light 
circuits, one 10 watt Brown Devil in a 
time delay relay circuit, and a 50 watt 
rheostat used as the output power control. 

The use of Ohmite products in such 
vital electronic equipment is further 
proof of their complete reliability. 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4885 FLOURNOY STREET, CHICAGO 44, U. S. A. 

Send for Catalog No. 18. Gives helpful information 
on Ohmite stock resistors, rheostats, chokes and 
tap switches for all types of applications. Address 
Ohmite Mfg. Co. 4885 W. Flournoy Street, Chicago 
44, Illinois. 

June, 1945 

ä'e Re9,eeat% 
RHEOSTATS RESISTORS TAP SWITCHES 
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Send For IIONCORDI New 

RADIO PARTS 
BUYING -GUIDE 
f/sFee,/ 
* Save time. Order everything 

you need from ONE source. 

* Many parts available with- 
out priorities, for immediate 
shipment from CHICAGO or 
ATLANTA. 

* BUYING -GUIDE includes 
latest revised listings of 
standard lines. 

* Also contains 16 -page Spe- 
cial Bargain Section of many 
scarce parts -all standard 
quality, all exceptional 
values. 

HUNDREDS OF PARTS LIKE THESE 

Many Available Without Priority 

Power Transformer 
Pri. 11 0, 200, 220, 240 
Volts 50 -60 cycles. Sec. 
6.3 01.45 A. 5V I. 2A. 
376 Vet. @ .025 5395 
A. 585016... J 

I. F. Transformer 
10 Megacycle I. F. Trans. 
former in heavy alumi- 
num can. Size: 33/4' H, 
1 15 16" 

W, $295 11/2" D. 585017 

Telephone Switch 
Lever type switch D. P. 
D. T. No knob supplied. 
Dull black finish with 
chrome plated 
lever. 584026 . 59 

Phone Jacks 
Switchboard type 2 cir- 
cuit normally closed. 
Takes standard tip and 
sleeve plug. 
5B6927 . . 9c 

CONCORD 
RAOIO CORPORATION 

Lu/. u etto Radio potation 
CHICAGO 7, Ill. ATLANTA 3, GA. 

901 W. Jackson Blvd. 265 Peachtree Street 
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CONCORD RA ORP' 
MI v. uusoR 1110 tHIU60 7 at tes etstettet si. ATOM 16$ 

CAtAtOG 
we. AS 

tA.Ant"T1 RADIO CORP. 

Mail Coupon NOW 
Concord's great, new 68 -page Buying - 
Guide includes latest 1945 Revised 
listings of standard lines of Condens 
ers, Transformers, Resistors, Tubes, 
Test Equipment, Repair and Replace- 
ment Parts, Tools, and hundreds of 
other essential items. Page after page 
of top -quality raçlio and electronic 
parts, and a special 16 -page Bargain 
Section offering hundreds of hard -to- 
get parts at important savings. Mail 
coupon now for your FREE copy. 

Quick Shipment 
from CHICAGO or ATLANTA 

Concord carries vast stocks. Concord 
ships to you at once from the nearest 
shipping warehouse, CHICAGO or 
ATLANTA. Concord invites you to 
consult our technical experts on special 
requirements. Concord can expedite 
any "essential" order and speed action. 
Concord now serves the United States 
Government, Institutions, Industry - 
and can serve YOU, whether you want 
one part or a hundred. Telephone, 
wire, or write your needs. 

CONCORD RADIO 
CORPORATION .?MAO 

90L W. Jackson Blvd., v , 
Dept. E- 65,Chicaso 7, Ill. 
Please RUSH FREE copy Q4 p,0 
of CONCORD'S new 68. 
page Buying -Guide and Revised Listings. 

Name. 

Address 

City State 

w 
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his set of equations. The medium 
that Maxwell envisioned the waves to 
travel in -free space -was called the 
ether. His idea of the makeup of this 
nebulous substance, however, is not 
quite what we think of it today, but 
since the laws still hold, it is best to 
forget, or at least avoid, saying any- 
thing about the space or medium or 
ether that the waves travel in and 
just stick to the waves themselves. 
This is a question that still has not 
been answered to everyone's satisfac- 
tion. 

This, then, is the electromagnetic 
theory as set forth by Maxwell, and 
which is receiving so much attention 
at the ultra -high frequencies. The 
laws were based on simple electrical 
phenomena and do not represent the 
work of one man alone. It is doubtful 
that any one person could evolve all 
this theory. It required the work of 
many men, a fact that is true of all 
fields of endeavor. It is hoped that 
by a better understanding of what un- 
derlies all this theory it will be pos- 
sible to more easily visualize what 
goes on in our high- frequency appa- 
ratus. 

Author's Note -In Conclusion 
This series, which is now being con- 

cluded, has attempted to present the 
basic ideas of the operation of ultra- 
high- frequency radio apparatus in 
nonmathematical language. The sim- 
ple radio circuits used in ordinary, 
everyday equipment are still present 
in ultra- high- frequency apparatus, but 
in a modified form that make these 
components suitable for the shorter 
wavelengths. 

Of necessity, due to present war 
conditions, many advancements and 
refinements which have already been 
made in the various tubes described 
in these articles cannot be told now. 
Later, when conditions become normal 
again, restrictions will probably be 
lifted and the complete story will be 
available. For the present, best ad- 
vantage may be taken of those articles 
and books that do appear, so that when 
this later information is released, it 
will fall into a familiar pattern. This 
is especially urged for those persons 
who intend to enter the ultra -high- 
frequency field after the war. A list 
of the available books is given at the 
end of this article with an added note 
as to the complexity of each one. 

There have been two proposals ad- 
vanced recently that pertain directly 
to the ultra -high frequencies. One is 
a proposal to allot ether space around 
10,000 mc. to servicemen and women 
to be used by them without the neces- 
sity of applying for licenses, as is the 
custom at the lower amateur bands. 
The present amateur bands were quite 
congested before the war and they 
promise to become even more so after 
the war, what with the thousands of 
newcomers to the field of radio and 
radar. Sufficient ether space could be 
easily found at 10,000 mc. 

The second proposal relates to the 
(Continued on page 118) 
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HOW FUNGUS-AROOF/NG KEEPS FIELD 

TELEPHONES FIT FOR COMBAT 

In the South Pacific the life of an 
ordinary field telephone might be meas- 
ured in hours...were it not for fungus- proof- 
ing. Minute organisms, which thrive in the 
hot, humid islands of the Pacific, strip unpro- 
tected wires of their insulation... quickly cor- 
rode exposed metals and reduce untreat- 
ed plastics to a moldy heap of uselessness. 

To prevent this costly and dangerous 
destruction of precision instruments, the 
EE8 -B field telephones we turn out for the 
U. S. Signal Corps are specially fungus - 
proofed during their manufacture. There 

can be no margin for error in this vital 
process- because men's lives depend on 
sure -fire communications. 

You may not need fungus protection in 
the telephone instruments, electrical equip- 
ment, or electronic devices you will one day 
install in your plant. But you will be looking 
for sound, progressive engineering... adapt- 
ability to your particular needs ... uni- 
form high quality. Ask the returning soldier 
who has used Connecticut Telephone & 

ElectricDivision equipment in the field what 
he thinks of it. We'll rest our case with him. 

INSPECTION IN THE DARK 
Fungus -resistant liquid is applied 
to Army feld telephones in the form 
of an atomized spray. Tell -tale 
ingredient of the fungus-proofing 
is a fluorescent dye which glows 
under "black light" ... Thus, by 

means of a final inspection in total 
darkness, the slightest defect in 
the continuity of the protective 
spray coating is instantly detected. 

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE It ELECTRIC DIVISION 
GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC. MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT 

TELEPHONIC SYSTEMS . SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT HOSPITAL 

AND SCHOOL COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNALLING SYSTEMS IGNITION SYSTEMS 
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On battlefront and homefront, clear and dependable radio 
phone communication is a real morale builder. 

And helping to get the message through -on time, every time - 
is the chosen responsibility of MURDOCK craftsmen and engi- 
neers. Busy with war production today, we are also proud of the 
MURDOCK Radio Phones made in peacetime, now serving so 
well, so reliably. 

Finest possible radio reception has been the standard to which 
millions of MURDOCK Radio Phones have been precision -built, 
since 1904. That's why more and more people will insist upon 
MURDOCK as their listening choice in the post -war world of 
tomorrow. 

SUB -CONTRACTS WANTED! LET MURDOCK HELP YOU! 

Write 
for 

Catalog 

We have the manufacturing experience and facilities 
to help you solve your problem of turning out more 
radio phones and related parts. Write us NOW! 

WM. I. MURDOCK CO. 
170 Carter St., Chelsea 50, Mass. 
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TECHNICAL BOOK 
& BULLETIN REVIEW 

"THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HAND - 
BOON," by The ARRL Staff. Pub- 
lished by The American Radio Relay 
League, Inc., West Hartford, Conn. 
Twenty- Second Edition. 728 pages. 
Price $1.00. 

The Radio Amateur's Handbook is 
so familiar to those in the radio indus- 
try, that a review of this new edition 
is almost superfluous. However, there 
are several new features and additions 
which should be mentioned. 

This is the largest and most com- 
plete Handbook that the ARRL has 
ever published and in addition to the 
728 pages of text material, a catalogue 
section and topical index is included. 
The book also includes 1278 illustra- 
tions, 133 charts and tables, and 240 
basic formulas for ready reference. 

The latest phases of radio develop- 
ment have been included to pave the 
way for postwar amateur develop- 
ment. 

This new edition is divided into 
three main parts including, principles 
and design; equipment construction; 
and general information sections. The 
first section treats fundamentals, prin- 
ciples, theory and design considera- 
tions, written in a nonmathematical 
style. The ten chapters on equipment 
construction contain practical infor- 
mation on the design and construction 
of all types of amateur receivers, 
transmitters, antennas, and associated 
equipment. The general information 
section includes formulas and miscel- 
laneous data tables. 

The topical index and glossary of 
terms completes the book. 

"INTRODUCTION TO MICRO- 
WAVES," by Simon Ramo. Pub- 
lished by McGraw -Hill Book Company, 
New York. 133 pages. Price $1.75. 

In this book, Mr. Ramo has pre- 
sented the fundamentals of microwave 
theory without resorting to the use of 
mathematics. 

In the introductory material pre- 
sented, the author has pointed out the 
similarities which exist between mi- 
crowaves and the lower frequency 
electricity. From this point the book 
proceeds to the inherent differences of 
the two types of transmission. 

Transit -time electronics, v el o c i t y 
modulation, radiation, transmission 
lines, resonant cavities and wave 
guides are covered in this text in a 
clear and understandable fashion. The 
use of large numbers of diagrams fa- 
cilitates the reader's understanding of 
microwave techniques. 

While it is not claimed that a thor- 
ough understanding of this book will 
endow the reader with an all- inclusive 
knowledge of microwaves, it is possi- 
ble for the engineer and the layman 
alike to obtain a working knowledge 
of that portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum known as microwaves. 
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ACK AGAIN.. 
and popular as ever 

MALLORY VIBRATORS 
Al 

ALLORY vibrators have always had an 
enviable record for dependable, trouble - 

free performance. That's why, before the war, 
most leading manufacturers of automobile 
radios selected them as standard equipment. 

Small wonder that, when the Japs attacked, 
these famous vibrators were pressed into mili- 
tary service. Since then the roster of Mallory 
customers has included the U. S. Army and 
Signal Corps, the U. S. Navy and Coast Guard, 
the Marine Corps -not to mention the fighting 
forces of the United Nations. 

Naturally military demands could not be met 

,,dore W 
-- 

y er 

INSIST ON 

without restricting civilian production. In spite 
of what this has meant to service engineers, we 

are glad to say that shortages have been under- 
stood and accepted. 

But now Mallory vibrators are back again - 
and standards of quality are high as ever. 

Mallory, moreover, has further standardized 
its line so that selection and replacement are 
considerably easier. Ask your Mallory distrib- 
utor about this line. Learn how 65 Mallory 
vibrators now replace 101 different types . . 

how 90% of your replacement needs can be 

met with only 12 vibrators ! 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

MALLORY 
APPROVED 

PRECISION PRODUCTS 

VIBRATORS VIBRAPACKS* CONDENSERS 
VOLUME CONTROLS SWITCHES RESISTORS 
FILTERS RECTIFIERS POWER SUPPLIES 

ALSO MALLORY ''TROPICAL"* DRY BATTERIES, ORIGINALLY 
DEVELOPED BY MALLORY FOR THE U. S. ARMY SIGNAL 

CORPS, NOT PRESENTLY AVAILABLE FOR CIVILIAN USE. 

*Trademarks 

June. 1915 G:t 
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POSTWAR PLANS 

For the Radio Dealer 
By EUGENE A. CONKLIN 

A survey of what radio dealers and service- 
men foresee and are planning for postwar. 

ADIO dealers and servicemen 
are even now planning for the 

- ' postwar period. While it is 
perfectly true that the war is far from 
won, nevertheless the various devel- 
opments and projects mentioned below 
will make interesting food for thought 
for radiomen everywhere. 

Let's take, for example, the ques- 
tion of television. It's agreed by mem- 
bers of the radio fraternity that it will 
be a number of months before televi- 
sion hits the smaller communities. But 
a number of dealers believe that this 
progress can be accelerated by cer- 
tain planned promotions. 

A Syracuse, New York, dealer plans, 
as soon as the war ends, to hold each 

Saturday afternoon a television dis- 
cussion period. Anyone may attend 
and latest developments in this art 
will be discussed by the radio dealer. 
Communityites who attend these ses- 
sions will be given a chance to under- 
stand the fundamentals of television 
and to realize the various technical 
handicaps which have to be overcome 
before television can be brought to 
their home as a daily occurrence. 

A Rochester dealer believes that if 
a number of community retailers got 
together and agreed to sponsor suffi- 
cient telecasts, a local television out - 
let might become an almost overnight 
reality. He plans, shortly after the 
war, to go into a huddle with fellow 

"Tell the General I'm preparing to make 
advances to d et e r min e resistance!"' 

BI 

retailers and take all steps necessary 
to set in motion a daily telecast sched- 
ule, even if only for one or two hours 
daily at the beginning. 

A Utica, New York, radio dealer 
believes that the returning war vet- 
eran will be interested in using some 
of his mustering -out pay for a new 
home television receiver. This dealer 
intends to hold a get- together party 
for returning warriors and their fam- 
ilies, at which time actual television 
reception will be demonstrated. This 
dealer will recommend to veterans 
that they make a substantial down - 
payment on a television receiver which 
will be delivered to them as soon as it 
comes off the assembly line. During 
the waiting period the veteran will be 
advised to retain his present set, which 
will be accepted as a trade -in when 
television models actually become part 
of the dealer's stock in trade. 

Which brings us to the second post- 
war problem -that of "What to do 
with radios of prewar vintage ?" Ac- 
cording to dealers' surveys, eight out 
of every ten individuals expect to park 
their present sets with the dealer at 
a substantial trade -in valuation to- 
wards a new postwar receiver. Just 
what dealers are expected to do with 
radios which no longer have sales ap- 
peal is a sixty -four dollar question 
and one which has been causing radio- 
men many a sleepless night. 

A Buffalo, New York, dealer believes 
that the ideal solution is for the radio- 
man to accept such sets at a low fig- 
ure- pointing out frankly to custom- 
ers that the set utility value is in- 
considerable, to say the least. This 
dealer intends to accept such radios 
and present them to local orphanages, 
hospitals, etc. 

Another solution is advanced by an- 
other Buffalo radio man who intends 
to ask his clients to retain their pre- 
war radios as secondary house sets. 
He intends to run a series of ads urg- 
ing community residents to keep their 
sets, pointing out that the dealer has 
no specific outlet for them. 

Particularly of interest in the post- 
war period is the merchandising of 
records. Perhaps more than any other 
commodity, records have served as a 
wartime merchandise stopgap. In a 
survey of several hundred dealers the 
majority advised that their postwar 
record departments would be greatly 
expanded. 

One dealer intends to design a com- 
plete record library with every re- 
cording arranged by title, recording 
artist, and brand. The librarian will 
be on duty to help advise young and 
old alike as to recordings for specific 
purposes. A number of individual lis- 
tening rooms will open off the library 
so that any individual may have abso- 
lute privacy in selecting his or her 
recordings. 

Another dealer expects that after 
the war there will be considerable in- 
terest in voice- recording on the part 
of the public. With compulsory mili- 
tary training for high school gradu- 
ates a probability, thousands of young 
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MAKE MORE MONEY 

ELECTRONICS 

w7Y/ESFZB/6800KS 
FREE! 

You men already in Radio know 
how great the demand is for trained, 
experienced service men, operators 
and technicians. You know how fast 
the field is growing and how important it is to keep 
up with developments -F.M. Receivers, Electronics 
and Television. You know, too, a fellow cannot 
learn too much about any industry for REAL SUC- 
CESS. Whether you have experience or are merely 
INTERESTED in radio as an amateur, you must 
recognize the WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY right 
within your grasp to cash in on your natural abili- 
ties. Make them pay dividends. Get into the EX- 
PERT RADIO SERVICE FIELD. Be an F.M. and 
TELEVISION specialist - OWN A BUSINESS OF 
YOUR OWN, if you prefer. Fill out and mail the 
coupon below for all the details of our plan. 

Get the Latest Inside Information 
-Short Cuts -Trade Secrets by 

Here's Just a Few of the In- 
teresting Facts Y o u Learn 

with the FREE MANUAL 
I . Routine for diagnosing Radio 

Troubles. 
2. Preliminary Inspection of Re- 

ceivers. 
3. How to Check Power Supply. 
4. How to Identify V a r i o u s 

Stages of Receiver. 
5, How to Trace the Circuit and 

Prepare Skeleton Diagram. 
6. How to Test and Measure 

Voltages. 
7. How to Test Speaker in Audio 

Stages. 
S. How to T est Detector, I.F., 

R.F.. and Mixer Stages. 
g. Complete Reference Table for 

Locating R e ce i eer Troubles. 

SHOP METHOD HOME TRAINING 
FROM A REAL ESTABLISHED RESIDENT SCHOOL 

Now the famous National Schools brings its exclusive Shop- Method of training 
right into your own home. You can learn the most up -to -date, approved projects, 
systems and circuits step by step in your spare time. This is the sound practical 
training you want and need -the development of experienced instructors working 
with thousands of students right in shops, NEW F.M. broadcast studios and ex- 

perimental laboratories of NATIONAL SCHOOLS -one of 
the most advanced trade educational centers in the world. 

National Trained Men Now 
Making the Best Money in History 
The real value of National training shows up on the 

quick progress our men make on the job. 
Incomes that seemed fantastic only a short time 

ago are now being reported by National graduates. 
And this is only a sample of what the future 
holds for the MAN WIIO KNOWS RADIO, 

ELECTRONICS, F.M., TELEVISION and 
allied subjects. National is proud of the 

progress its graduates are making all 
over the World. Read the facts - 
the actual proof in the books we 
send you FREE. 

®®_.,,. *A. 

Learn by Doing 
Work with Real 

Experimental Equipment 
Furnished without Extra Cost 

as Part of Your National Training 
Experience is the best teacher. You learn by experi- 

ence with the exclusive National Shop -Method of Home 
Training. In the course of your study you actually 
build various types of receivers -a powerful super- 
heterodyne, a signal generator, an audio oscillator and 
others -You make tests and conduct experiments that show 
you the why and how of things. You understand what 
makes the various elements of electronics operate because 
you actually see them work for you. Not only do you gain 
marvelous experience by this method of learning but you 
receive valuable equipment you will use on the job in the 
practice of your profession as an electronics expert. Mail 
the coupon and learn what this means to you. 

Send the 
Coupon and 

prove to 
yourself what 
YOU can do 
in RADIO! 

Be Sure of Your 
Success and Security 

After the War 
Don't let 3-our post -war ambitions lag. Don't let YOUR future de- 

pend on others. Build a career for yourself. Never in all history has 
the returning serviceman, or war worker been confronted with such a 
great future if lie reaches otit and grasps it NOW. Here is a new 
world opening before you. Get ready now while you are still in uni- 
form -while you are on your tear job. Then you can soon step into an 
essential, well paid position or, with little capital, GET INTO BUSI- 
NESS FOR YOURSELF. It isn't a bit too soon to start now. Ifadio 
men are vitally needed. Fill out and mail the coupon immediately and 
examine the N.'.TIONAL SHOP META OD HOME TRAINING 
COURSE carefully, without obligation. 

D CL DFD 
NATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FREE LESSON /N u 
Examine the exclusive National 

Shop Method of Nome Training, 
See for yourself how sound and 
practical it is. Be convinced that 
you can learn Radio, Electronics, 
Television -quickly and easily in 
your spare time. You can't tell 
until you try. This trial is AB- 
SOLUTELY FRITE. Fill out the 
coupon immediately while you are 
thinking about it and drop it in 
the mail at once. 

Mail the coupon here for the 
books that tell you the complete 
story of the marvelous new sys- 
tem of training in Radio, Elec- 
tronics and Television. Learn the 
f acts of this exclusive shop - 
method of home training. S e e 

June, 1945 

for yourself! DECIDE 
FOR YOURSELF! 

This is the MODERN SYSTEM 
OF TRAINING; it matches the 
rapid progress constantly being 
made in Radio, Television and 
Electronics. It is TIME TEST- 
ED, too. National Schools has 
been training mien for more than 
a third of a century. It is the 
very same training that h a s 

helped thousands to more pay 
and greater opportunity. 

You owe it to yourself - your - 

future -to read the book "Your 
Future in Radio, Electronics and 
Television" -FREE to you when 
you send in the coupon. 

LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA EST.1905 6' 41 44 

MAIL OPPORTUNITY COUPON FOR QUICK ACTION 
National Schools, Dept. 6 -RN, (Mail in envelope or paste 
4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles 37, California. on penny post card) 

Mail me FREE the books mentioned in your ad including a sample lesson of your course. 
without obligation. I understand no salesman will call on me. 

NAME AGE 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

Pow 
Include your zone number 

STATE r 
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recruits will be marching off yearly. 
Their families will wish to make re- 
cordings to send to them. 

Final entry in the postwar recording 
situation is that of a Lackawanna, New 
York, dealer who intends to gather 
wartime albums consisting of hit pa- 
rade tunes popular during the war. 
These albums will find a ready sale 
it is expected, with war veterans who 
have ample cash to pay for same. 

There is no doubt but that after the 
war the average American family will 
travel, and travel considerably. For 
that reason, at least a score of dealers 
plan to build drive -ins along well -trav- 
eled roads where motorists may stop 
and have their auto radio checked and 
serviced. These drive -ins will be 
staffed by U. S. veterans who have had 
Signal Corps training. At these drive - 
ins, auto radios will receive preferen- 
tial treatment but home radios will 
be accepted for service as well. That 
will enable ruralists to have their sets 
serviced without going all the way 
into town. The drive -ins will not be 
elaborate affairs -being a one -man 
operating scheme. Signs of the neon 
variety will attract passing motorists. 

These are only a few of the postwar 
plans currently being hatched by radio 
dealers. The radio serviceman has his 
own postwar plans as well. 

For one thing, a number of service 
gentry are planning to use women 
after the war as radio technicians. It 
is pointed out that, as a result of the 
war, women have been used in the 
service shop with shining success. For 
that reason, after the war these radio- 
men expect to use the female of the 
species as receptionists, handling the 
customers and maintaining the serv- 
iceman's privacy. With this arrange- 
ment the feminine half of the service - 
shop team would attend to all corre- 
spondence, handle incoming and out- 
going radios, and, in addition, prepare 
newspaper and radio advertisements. 
Because the woman of the house is 
usually the determining factor in se- 
lecting a radio serviceman, it follows 
that advertising copy prepared by a 
woman will be effective in the final 
analysis. 

Another trend will be the discontin- 
uance of home servicing. Pickups and 
delivery will be maintained, but serv- 
icing strictly in the shop will be the 
after -the -war procedure. The reason 
for this about face is that most serv- 
icemen were never sold on home serv- 
icing. And customers have become 
used to shop repair during the present 
conflict. 

The final trend to be recorded con- 
cerns the licensing of radiomen. Many 
radiomen believe that State bodies, 
on the order of regents, should be set 
up to conduct written examinations 
-the passing of which would qualify 
the applicant to practice as a radio 
serviceman. In this way returning war 
veterans and present service folk 
would be treated alike on the basis 
of their knowledge and without preju- 
dice. 

li_1nIO NEWS 
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CONDENSER 
RESISTOR 

TESTER 
de luxe! 

411111w.. 

EVERY basic characteristic of EVERY type of condenser and re- 
sistor can be read quickly and accurately on direct reading scales on 
the Sprague de luxe Tel- Ohntike. Measures capacitance from .000010 
to 2000 mfd. ; d -c resistance from .5 to 5,000,000 ohms ; and insula- 
tion resistance to 10,000 megohms. Contains built -in d -c volt -mil- 
liameter. Power factor and leakage current of electrolytic condensers 
are read directly. Built -in power supply permits all characteristic 
measurements under actual working conditions up to 1,000 volts DC. 
A "stogie eye" indicator shows bridge circuit balance. 

Sprague de luxe Tel -Ohmikes are NOW AVAIL- 
ABLE to Sprague distributors under W.P.B Form 
3243 or AA -SMRO. 

WANTED -Volt ohmmeter AC -DC and 
sig. generator covering 1110 KC to 10,000 
KC. l'vt. Wesley O. Jensen, 391905.í0, 
Co. 22, 134th Bn., 30th Trng. liegt.. 
Camp Ellis, Ill. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE -Thordarson 
T1II'56 1800 v. 225 ma. power transformer, 
'ITC Universal modulation transformer. 20 
& 40 mtr. .Johnson Hi -Q ping -in induc- 
tors, and 807, 812, and 2 -860 tubes. 
Thomas H. Cherones, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 

WANTED -Unrepairable radios, magnet 
wire, phonograph pickup, 45 v. "B" bat - 
tely, and new or used tubes 70L7GT. 
1A7GT, 1S5, 1T4. 3Q4, 11Y125, 11Y123 
and 117N7GT. What have you in volt- 
meters and milliameters: Edward Jef- 
feries, Rt. No. 1, Bradenton, Fla. 

FOR SALE - Slightly used Philco audio 
sig. generator No. 044. Walter Wilkes. 
3254 N. Central Pk., Chicago 18, Ill. 

URGENTLY NEEDED -Rider manuals, 
service manuals, test equipment. meters, 
parts, tubes, wire, etc. Riverside Radio 
Service Co., 16 Sunbury St., Riverside, Pa. 

FOR EXCHANGE -Dependable R.C.P. 
No. 305 tube checker. Want any Rider 
manual except 4 or 5, or tape type code 
machine with tapes. Harry E. Falwell. 
Box 52, Jefferson, Pa. 

WANTED -Test equipment, including 
small multinieter, tube tester and sig. 
generator; also 0 12, 35. etc., tubes. 
Daniel H. Diamond, 55 Lanark Road. 
Brookline 4e, Mass, 

FOR SALE -New equipment -2 amplifier 
heavy duty power transformers. $5.50 each; 
250 ma. 10 henry choke, $3; 1 input 
transformer, $3.50; 4 power transformers, 
$4.50 each ; RCA 15 w amplifier complete 
with tubes and cover, $50 : also Radio 
City volt ohmmeter No. 446, electrically 
perfect but case slightly .scratched, $25. 
Robert Maxwell, 1312 East Washington 
Blvd.. Fort Wayne 4, Ind. 

WANTED -Tube tester for all tube types. 
Christopher Electric Shop. Flagler St.. 
Stuart, Fla. 

rig.5..4177 
a°PA 

FOR SALE -Slightly used wireless phon - 
oscillator, with phono input and input for 
microphone. Cash -or will trade for Echo - 
phone EC -1. Chloe Stewart, P. O. Box. 
885. Gadsden, Ala. 

WILL EXCHANGE -Rider manuals 7, 
10, 11 and 13, new for 300 ma. 150 ma. 
series at wholesale price. Tubes must be 
new. Alphonso Noble, 1603 Fifth Ave.. 
l'ittsburgh, Pa. 

FOR SALE- Ilallicrafters SE 118 Sky 
Challenger with new matching speaker, 
Al condition. Albert Aulbttr. Martins- 
burg, Mo. 

WANTED -Two gang 140 mmf. or 200 
mint. variable condenser, and 450 kc. 
B.F.O. transformer. R. Sikes, 121% N. 
4th St., Springfield- Ill. 

WILL TRADE -Two 50L6GT's, in car- 
tons, for two metal 6SJ7's in cartons; 
6116GT /G for 5X40. Also have uncar- 
toned tubes for exchange. Clifford Mar 
tellini, 8YD47. 10 Dove Street, Newbury - 
port, Mass. 

FOR SALE -New tubes, in original car- 
tons; 2- 2A7 -S. 4 -85, 5 -38, 2 -2B7, 2- 
G-4-S, 2 -81, 1 each 31, 32, and 55 -S. 
40% oft list; also 15 -35, 2 -10, 1 -50, 
3 -20, 3 -22, 4 -40 and 5 -09 cheap. Al- 
bin Radio Service, Box 212, Eastport. 
N. Y. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE- Tripplett port- 
able lab., oak case, combination V-O -M 
AC -DC all wave oscillator and tester 
(new battery required) ; Delta 37D all - 
wave oscillator in metal case ; Readrite 
430 tube tester. Triplett meter, oak case, 
modernized to include up to 115 v. tubes, 
adapters and charts included : Superior 
channel analyzer and V.T.M. Want con- 
denser analyzer. phono- motor, and record 
changer. R. Gerrish, 32 Park St.. Dover. 
N. It. 

FOR SALE -Clough -Brengle OC sig. gen- 
erator, $40. Urgently need circuit dia- 
gram and service data for Philips Aachen 
super D -58, German radio. Will buy or 
rent. James Howard Jones, 1606 Ashe- 
boro St., Greensboro. N. Car. 

FOR EXCHANGE -Audio amplifier using 
61'5, 6Sá7. 0E0, and 1Y3G. with 6 ohm 
output transformer. Complete with tubes, 
less speaker. Michael Matcher, 900 Pros- 
pect Ave., Bronx. New York. N. Y. 

WANTED -Inexpensive microphone to 
hook up on house radio T /Sgt. J. Bachiu- 
sky. Sq. "H ", 127 A.A.F. BU, FAAF. 
N lorence, So. Car. 

URGENTLY NEEDED -1st I.F. coil for 
Majestic No. 460, 2nd LF. coil for Ma- 
jestic No. 55. I. A. Walters, Box 357. 
R.D. 2, Jeanette, Pa. 

WANTED -Hickok sig. generator No. 
188X, with AM, FM and television sweeps. 
Must be in good condition. Raymond 
Smith, Radio Technician, Sully, Iowa. 

FOR SALE -Supreme No. 385 tube tester 
and analyzer, 845; Hickok OS -7 sig. gen- 
erator (AC operated), $35. Kenneth Rum - 
ntings, P. 0. Box 263. Clearfield. Pa. 

FOR SALE OR SWAP -Radio, amplifier, 
headphones, photo electric set, photronic 
cell, H.D. disc rectifier, small motors, 
ohmmeter, slide rule, adding machine cal- 
culator, parts, tubes, etc. Want EC -1 or 
similar and field coil, 10a" diam., 1" 
high, 5k" mag. pole. O. Ii. Klinefelter, 
42 Stephen St., Glen Ridge, N. J. 

WANT TO TRADE -3" oscilloscope, Su- 
preme No. 599 tube and set tester, Emer- 
son radio, electric Hawaiian guitar with 
15 w. amplifier, Sonora electric phono- 
graph, and 50L6, 0555, and 35L0 tubes, 
for sound -film projector. Harry L. Par- 
ker, 112 W. Malta Road, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 

WANTED -Rider manuals -also oscillo- 
scope. Iien Seifert, 422 S. 3rd Ave.. 
Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 

WANTED -32 L7GT tube, or equivalent - 
also midget receiver. S /Sgt. V. Medvektts, 
S_t. T., Venice AAFLD, Venice, Fla. 

FOR SALE -At 20% off wholesale price, 
almost new, Thordarson T- 17S15, T 
58A70, T- 67A41, T- 75C51, T- 89828, T- 
18C92: 4- T- 60S48, lot for $22; 4 -12" 
parabolic steel speaker baffles, 818; 4- 
12" PM 8 ohm Utah speakers, $15. All 
items C. O. D. Bobby R. Case: 018 West 
4th St.. Alliance, Nebr, 

URGENTLY NEEDED -Echophone EC -1 
model receiver. I'lease answer via air 
mail. I'FC Antone L. Oliveira, 11034370. 
%- Postmaster, San Francisco, Calif. 

FOR SALE -10 -.5 mfd. Aerovox con- 
densers, 400 v. No. 430; 60 -.0005 post- 
age stamp condensers. $4 for lot. M. 
Klein, 4709 Homer Ave.. Baltimore 15. 
Md. 

WANTED -Tube tester, multimeter with 
highest ohmmeter range, and all -wave sig. 
generator, 110 -120 v. AC power, with in- 
structions. Clarence Nix, Box 725, Cana- 
dian, Texas. 

WANTED -EC -1, Flown rd Ns 430 or 
early model 5 tube Sky Buddy. Sat. 
Henry Mohr, 4505, A.A.F. B. U. Kelly 
Field, Texas. 

FOR EXCHANGE -Rider manuals, test 
equipment, Remington portable typewriter, 
used tubes, etc. Want eommuni;at ions 
receiver. 2'/2 meter equipment- or Ilalli- 
crafter No. S -36. Frest Radio Service. 
811 21st St., East Moline, Ill. 

WANTED -Radio City or Hickok No. 
530 -P tube tester. Luther Thornburg. 
Kingsport, Tenn., Route 2. 

FOR SALE -Slightly used Rider manuals 
1, 2, 4, G, 7, 11 and 13 -$60 f.o.b. 
Also Readrite sig. generator 554A in At 
condition, $10. F. Christian, 819 Blair 
St., Flint 4, Mich. 

WANTED -Six to eleven tube radio re- 
ceiver. Prefer short wave band or bands, 
but regular broadcast will do. Clarence 
O. Watkins, Dept. 49, Bell Aircraft Corp.. 
Georgia Division. Marietta, Ga. 

FOR SALE -Amplifiers, trumpets. Pioneer 
gene -motor, heavy duty Jensen theatre 
speaker, Western Electric 205D tubes, 
Western Electric units. John J. Levine. 
625 Main St.. Worcester 1, Mass. 

FOR SALE -Superior ose. '42, and Wes- 
ton VTVlI 669, in excellent condition. 
John Lough, Carol Radio, 111 Witthoi 
St., Queens Village, L. I. 

WANTED FOR CASH -Engineer requires 
certain issues of Proceedings of I.R.E. 
from 1939 to 1942 incl. Send dates and 
prices. Gus Shapiro. 43 Washington Vil- 
lage, Asbury Park, N. J. 

WANTED -Good used signal generator for 
cash. Hugh McCullough, Nebo, Mo. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE -One motor gen- 
erator 0v DC to 350 DC, 12v DC to 700v 
DC ; also Pilot reflex camera, etc. Greiner 
Radio, 114 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo 1, N. Y. 

WANTED -Tube tester and voltohmmeter 
for cash. H. Hanauer. 2525 Church Ave.. 
Brooklyn 26, N. Y. - 

WANTED -Will trade 7 -tube t.r.f. re- 
ceiver in good condition and a little cash 
for class A, B, or C gasoline model air- 
plane engine. Can also use 12A8 -G and 
45 tube and any dope on radio control 
rigs. Don Anderson, 917 E. Kemp Ave.. 
Watertown, S. D. 

WILL TRADE -Triplett d -c milliammeter, 
0 -1, No. 321; also G -E microammeter 
0 -500 d -c. W. G. Graham, 1331 -A Mon- 
terey St., Richmond, Calif. 

URGENTLY NEEDED -Late model sig. 
generator and set analyzer. Cash. Bennis 
Radio Service, 2980 Carmen Ave -, Fresno. 
Calif. 

YOUR OWN AD RUN FREE! 
This is Sprague's special wartime advertising service to help radio 

men get needed parts and equipment, or dispose of radio materials they 
do not need. Send your ad today. Write PLAINLY or PRINT - hold 
it to 40 words or less. Due to the large number received, ads may be 
delayed a month or two, but will be published as rapidly as possible. 

Sprague reserves the right to reject ads which do not fit in with the 
spirit of this service. 

HARRY KALKER, Sales Manager 

Dept. RN -65, SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO., North Adams, Mass. 
Jobbing Sales Organization for Sprague Electric Company 

SPRAGUE CONDENSERS 
KOOLOHM RESISTORS 

TM, REGISTERED u. 5. PATENT OFFICE 

Obviously, Sprague cannot assume any responsibility, or guarantee goods, services, etc., which might be exchanged through the above advertisements 
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1onvertin a Battery Set 

to A.C. Operation 

. 

By G. BOLES 

The principle of converting this portable 

receiver to a.c. operation ncag be applied 

to other sets that are of similar design. 

FRIEND of ours came into 
possession of a late -model RCA 
battery set and asked if there 

was something that could be done to 
make it work on the regular a.c. house 
current. Being in an amiable frame of 
mind, we decided to see what we could 
do. 

The set was an RCA Model 24BT -1 
and it utilized the usual tube lineup, 
namely, a 1A7 mixer -oscillator, 1N5 
i.f. amplifier, 1H5 detector and first 
audio, and finally, a 3Q5 power ampli- 

fier. After considering several possi- 
bilities, it was decided to dispense with 
the 3Q5 and in its place, use a tube 
such as a 117L7. However, we found 
that 117L7's are quite scarce and so 
decided to give up the idea of using . 

any of the 117 -volt tubes. 
After careful perusal of an RCA 

tube manual, there were several con- 
siderations for the power amplifier, 
among which was the 25L6, which has 
a combined plate and screen current 
totalling a little more than 50 milli- 

Fig. 1. The schematic diagrams showing changes made in converting an RCA 
Model 24BT -1 portable receiver to a.c. operation. (A) Diagram of original 
receiver. (B) Diagram after the conversion to a.c. operation had been made. 
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amperes. Furthermore, there was no 
trouble encountered in getting hold of 
one. 

Next came the problem of the recti- 
fier tube. Since 25Z5's and 25Z6's are 
almost as scarce as the 117 -volt series, 
no attempt was even made to obtain 
these. Too, a triode like the 6J5 is 
pretty easy to get and so that is what 
was used, solving our tube problems. 

Now that the set was going to have 
one more tube than it was originally 
designed for, it was necessary to find 
a suitable place for this extra tube. 
Fortunately, there were two empty 
socket holes punched in the chassis in 
addition to the regular socket holes. 
Apparently the manufacturers used 
the same chassis for a number of dif- 
ferent models. 

The socket next to the oscillator coil 
looked good but we had to unsolder a 
short piece of busbar running from the 
oscillator anode to the coil, which 
would have been in the way. The 
busbar was replaced with a length 
of hookup wire and it was run around 
the back of the coil so as to be out of 
the way of the new socket. The prob- 
lem was simpler with the 25L6 be- 
cause it was merely plugged into the 
3Q5 socket, after appropriate changes 
in heater wiring. 

After the mounting of the sockets 
had been taken care of, a place had 
to be found for the filter choke. Un- 
fortunately, the choke was a couple 
of sizes larger than the midget va- 
riety (or so it seemed). It makes no 
difference to the choke whether it is 
inside or outside the chassis, and so 
it was mounted on the outside. There 
were plenty of holes on the back wall 
of the chassis and they saved the task 
of drilling them out. That was an- 
other, and the best reason for putting 
the choke on the outside. 

Before disconnecting all the leads 
in the filament circuit, it is a good 
idea to see how they are wired up 
and make only those changes which 
are necessary. In most cases, it will 
be found that only a few connections 
need be removed. For instance, the 
number 7 pin of the 1H5 was grounded 
and a lead run from there to the num- 
ber 8 pin of the 3Q5. This latter lead 
had to be removed. Pins 2 and 7 
of the 3Q5 had to be rewired as they 
were originally tied together and a 
lead run from them to the switch on 
the volume control. The number 2 
pins of the 1A7 and the 1N5 were 
wired together and had to be rewired 
so the polarity on the tube filaments 
would be correct, as indicated in 
Fig. 1B. 

Only one section of the switch on 
the volume control was needed and 
since one of the lugs was already 
grounded, the a.c. ground lead was 
connected to this particular section 
of the switch. The oscillator grid 
leak was connected to the negative 
filament terminal (number 7 pin) and 
the lead which grounded it to the 
chassis was cut. 

On the antenna coil, the ground 
lead of the primary was removed and 
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Yard by yard our armies advance, establishing 
bridgeheads, purchased by the sacrifice of thou- 

sands of lives. Yard by yard they advance against 
the enemies of civilization, guided by the marvels 

of wartime communications that are so vital to the 

success of our armed forces. 

The bridgeheads of tomorrow will be won in 

all -out attacks on ignorance and poverty and 
disease. And. once again, FADA will resume its 

place in the development of the radio, television 
and electronic achievements that peace will bring. 

You can look to FADA for the leadership that 
will establish new bridgeheads of progress in the 

field of communications. 

PLACE YOUR FAITH IN THE 

OF THE FUTURE 

FADA RADIO AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 
.1tine, 1915 

I 
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REPRESENTATIVE EPRESEN7ATIV E 

rsia" 

HELPING SOLVE MICRO E 

PROBLEMS IS HIS BUST 

The Turner Company is proud of its thoroughly experi- 
enced staff of representatives. This competent group is 
qualified in every field of microphone application. These 
men are ready to study your electronic communications 
problems NOW. You are invited to call in your nearest 
Turner Representative for expert advice and suggestions in 
selecting the right microphone for your purpose. He is at 
your service whether you need job lots or single units. Call 
him today! 

BOSTON GREELEY LOS ANGELES Henry P. Segel Co. - Gordon G. Moss David N Marshank 
221 Columbus Avenue P. 0. Box 428 Marshank Sales Co. Boston, Mass. Greeley, Colorado 2022 West 11th St. 

Los Angeles 6; Calif. 
CHICAGO 

Royal J. Higgins 
600 S. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago 5, Ill. 

HENDE RSON V ILLE 
Herb Erickson Co. 
P. 0. Box 179 
Hendersonville, N. C. 

CLEVELAND JENKINTOWN 
Earl S. Dietrich D. M. Hilliard 
707 Hanna Bldg. Box 246 
Cleveland 15, Ohio Jenkintown, Pa. 

MILWAUKEE 
Irvin I. Aaron 
4028 N. 16th St. 
Milwaukee 9, :Wise. 

NEW YORK 
Wm. Gold 
53 Park Place 
New York 7, N. Y. 

DALLAS KANSAS CITY 
Ernest L. Wilke Edw. B, Lundgren SEATTLE 
1212 Camp St. 516 Mfgrs. Exch. Bldg. Verner 0. Jensen Co. Dallas 2, Texas Kansas City 6, Mo... - 2607 2nd Avenue 

Seattle 1, Washington 
DETROIT MONTREAL 

Fred J Stevens Sni-Dor 
15126 E. Warren Ave.. Radiolectric Ltd. - 

Detroit 24, Michigan 455 Craig St., W. 
Montreal, Quebec 

EXPORT REPRESENTATIVES 

AD AURIEMA, INC. 
89 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y. 

The TURNER Company 
C E D A R R A P 1 D 5 ,. 10 W A 

Pioneers in the Communications Field 

a .006 -,pfd. condenser put in its place. 
This condenser is insurance against 
the antenna becoming grounded.- The 
10-4d., 90 -volt condenser in Fig. lA 
was cut out; we were not going to 
take any chances on its breaking 
down due to a surge. The grid re- 
sistors, R, and R4, in Fig. lA were also 
removed and in their place a single 
500,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor (R3) was 
connected, as in Fig. 1B. 

The 25L6 requires a bias of - 7.5 
volts. To find the value of the bias 
resistor (R4 in Fig. 1B) it was neces- 
sary to subtract the drop across the 
tube filaments from the total cathode 
voltage desired. It figures in this 
manner: total bias desired, 7.5 volts; 
drop across tube filaments, 4.5 volts; 
therefore, 7.5 - 4.5 = 3. The re- 
sistance- in ohms of the resistor will 
be equal to 3 /Ir plus Is equals 3/.053 
(.049 plus .004) = 57 ohms. 

Ín our outfit it was found that this 
value was too high and we had to 
reduce the value of the resistor un- 
til approximately 50 milliamperes was 
drawn - through, the filaments. This 
may have been due to the particular 
25L6 used and it would probably be 
wise to experiment with the value of 
the resistor in order to obtain maxi- 
mum performance. If an insufficient 
amount of current flows, you will most 
likely experience trouble in getting 
the oscillator to function. The load 
impedance of the 25L6 is only 1500 
ohms, and since the output trans- 
former was designed to match a 3Q5 
at 8000 ohms it was feared that there 
would be a considerable amount of 
distortion due to the mismatch. How- 
ever, these fears were groundless be- 
cause the quality was good, even to 
the critical ear of the builder. 

The cathode by -pass condenser, C1, 
(Fig. 1B) is essential to eliminate hum 
and increase the gain. We would like 
to have used a 100 -sfd. condenser at 
this point, but the best that could be 
done was to use a single 50 -,pfd. unit. 
Even so, there is no trace of hum. 
The condenser, C2, (Fig. 1B) was nec- 
essary to remove a slight tendency 
towards instability. Do not try to get 
along without C., (Fig. 1B) because it 
is absolutely essential. 

The line- dropping resistor, R5, must 
drop the line voltage down to the 31 
volts, required by the 6J5 and 25L6 
heaters in series. Since the tubes 
draw .3 amperes, the resistance of the 
dropping resistor should be about 
(117 -31)1.3 = 287 ohms. A 50 -watt 
resistor should be used because of the 
large amount of power dissipated. 

After the job was completed and 
the set turned on for a trial, it was 
found that the set was overloading 
badly on practically all signals. The 
trouble was due to insufficient a.v.c. 
action. The culprit was a 10- megohm 
resistor (R2 in Fig. 1A). This was 
changed to about 1.3 megohms by put- 
ting three 4- megohm resistors in par- 
allel. Here again, a little experimen- 
tation will help to find the optimum 
value. 

(Continued on page 74) 
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The Most Powerful 
High -Frequency Tube 

200 Kilowatts - developed especially for high -power, 
high -frequency broadcast and industrial applications. 

Into this development has gone all the knowledge 
and experience of the tube -building art that make 
the name Federal stand for dependability -a repu- 
tation earned by more than 35 years of service in 
the electronics field. 

Federal tubes are built for long life ... produced 
with all the care and precision of fine craftsmanship. 

Federal always has made better tubes. 

Federal Thlephone and Radio Corporation 

June, 1945 71 
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from 

OVERSEAS 

By KENNETH R. PORTER 
RADIO NEWS War Correspondent 

A compilation of some of the 

more interesting news items 

from the European Theater. 

NGLO -AMERICAN radio experts 
unceasingly endeavor to im- 
prove airborne electronic 

equipment despite the undisputed su- 
periority existing devices already pos- 
sess over anything used by the enemy. 

One of the more recent examples of 
this kind -comes from the Armament 
Section of the U. S. Air Service Com- 
mand-the men who put the sting into 
America's bombers and fighter -bomb- 
ers, and concerns the installation in 
aircraft of special heaters to keep 
gunners' .50 calibers from jamming at 
high altitudes. These heaters resem- 
ble laundress' irons and are powered 
by the plane's main generator. 

Placed at strategic points on the 
guns, this simple device prevents the 
low temperatures encountered in the 
substratosphere from freezing the 
.50's movable parts. 

Wireless- Controlled Land Mine 
Button -pressing warfare appears to 

have advanced a step further by the 
introduction of a remote -controlled 
land mine. 

This new Allied invention is steered 
into position by wireless control from 
a distance and its explosive charge is 
detonated by the aid of relayed igni- 
tion. - 

Modified Microfilm Projector 
"A cross between a magic lantern 

and a cinema" is the description given 
to the apparatus now being used in 
British military hospitals to enable 
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Cpl. L. Kindrick constructed this receiver from spare parts 
and is employing it merely as a form of entertainment. 

wounded soldiers to read books and 
entertainment matter while in bed. 

The apparatus is a modified version 
of the microfilm projector and throws 
images onto the ceiling or a screen 
that can be varied to suit the position 
in which the patient has to lie in bed 
by an electronic switch so located that 
it can be operated by hand, foot, or 
elbow. 

Super- Secret Radio Unit 
The existence of a unique military 

radio unit was recently disclosed for 
the first time by the British War Of- 
fice. 

A spokesman revealed that for over 
four years a specially- trained unit of 
exceptionally intelligent and politi- 
cally acute radio expert- linguists had 
maintained close radio liaison be- 
tween the Allied Forces outside Ger- 
man- occupied Balkan areas and iso- 
lated groups of guerilla fighters oper- 
ating in Crete, Albania, Greece, Yugo- 
slavia, and Bulgaria. 

Too Many Wireless Operators 
The British General Post Office has 

just announced that this country has 
now more trained wireless operators 
than there are jobs for them to fill. 

Newcomers, the announcement said, 
have little prospect of obtaining posts 
either in the Merchant Navy or in the 
Services. 
Miniature Recording Apparatus 
A scheme has been launched by the 

British military authorities which 
will permit servicemen overseas to 
send 175 -word gramophone record 
messages to their people at home. 

It is based on the British- invented 
miniature apparatus weighing only 66 
pounds, which records messages at 
tremendous speed by the aid of an in- 
genious pickup system using a novel 
crystal method. 

B.L.A. Front -Line Transmitters 
Mobile front-line transmitters are 

now attached to the British Libera- 
tion Army fighting on the Western 
Front. 

These broadcasting stations on 
wheels operate on the medium -wave 
band, relaying to forward troops pro- 
grams from Britain which are diffi- 
cult to pick up direct, as well as orig- 
inate and put out front -line programs 
of special local interest provided by 
teams of soldier broadcasters drawn 
from every branch of the services. 

Popcorn to Pop by Itself 
Another application of electronic 

heating for use in heavy bombers was 
described lately by Dr. Harold Jen- 
kins, special adviser to the U. S. Air 
Service Command in France. 

This . method consists of plates in- 
stalled :inside the -opposite walls of a 
cabin, heating uniformly all matter 
between them when the electrons are 
set in violent motion. 

According to Dr. Jenkins, who is a 
former professor of electrical engi- 
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Feast your eyes on this mighty, 100- passenger 
airliner! When peace comes, a giant fleet of its 
sister ships will girdle the globe for Pan Amer- 
ican World Airways. And in each of them will 
be the best electronic devices to come out of 
the war, equipped with famous Raytheon high - 
fidelity tubes ! 

Raytheon tubes have been used for years by 
Pan American, and it is because of their proven 
performance, fine reception and complete de- 
pendability that they were selected to play such 
a vital role in this great company's future oper- 
ations. The assignment is but one of hundreds 
of postwar applications for which Raytheon 
tubes have been specified by America's radio 
and electronic industries. 

When tubes are more readily available for 
civilian use, Raytheon will offer radio service 
dealers the finest tubes in its history ... tubes 
combining long prewar experience with out -. 
standing wartime development. And that's 
not all. They'll be backed by a Raytheon 
merchandising program that will be the most 
beneficial ever offered you. Keep your eye 
on Raytheon ... for greater postwar profits! 

Increased turnover and profits... 
easier stock control... better tubes 
at lower inventory cost... these 
are benefits which you may 
enjoy as a result of the Ray- 
theon standardized tube 
program, which is part 
of our continued plan- 
ning f or the future. 

Raytheon Manufacturing Company 
RADIO RECEIVING TUBE DIVISION 

Newton, Mass. Los Angeles New York Chicago Atlanta 

,ia wi/T ll.s.e 
Listen to 

/... "MEET YOUR NAVY" 
Every Saturday Night 

ENTIRE BLUE NETWORK 
Coast -to -Coast 

181 Stations ELECTRONIC AND RAD T y BES 
All Four Divisions Have Been Awarded 

Army -Navy "E" With Stars 

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS 
June, 1945 73 
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Headquarters for 
SPECIAL Crystals! 
The men of The James Knights Company have been 

designing and making special precision crystals 

since 1932. Their extensive experience with crystals 

for every conceivable purpose, coupled with an active 

participation in Radio dating back to 1913, is avail- 

able to you. These men are interested in your special 

crystal problems - they have the knowledge, equip- 

ment and research facilities to help you. Why not get 

them working on -your special crystal problem today? 

CRYSTALS 

ES 

ty Miles So x 
LINO.IS 

t of Chicago 

neering at Swarthmore College, the 
same heating principle can be applied 
to heating rooms, pictures, chairs, ta- 
bles, floors, and persons. 

"Electronic heating opens up all 
kinds of possibilities," this electronics 
expert stated, adding that "even pop- 
corn could be made to pop by itself if 
the electrons within the corn were set 
in motion, as the heat generated 
would cook the kernel from within 
until it literally popped." 

Radio- Cum -Dike Corporal 
Corporal Louis L. Kindrick of Pine 

Bluff, Arkansas, radio technician at 
an Air Service Command depot, has 
found a unique way of combining his 
two main hobbies -music and bike 
riding. 

Using spare parts picked up from 
a salvage heap, Kindrick built him- 
self a four -tube superheterodyne ra- 
dio receiver, fitted it to the handle of 
his bike, and can now pedal along 
with song -sweet or hot. 

Power for the radio is supplied from 
two ordinary flash light cells and a 
"B" battery contained in the set. By 
simply pressing a button on the han- 
dlebar dashboard, "juice" from a 
small generator operated by the rear 
wheel can be used to operate the ra- 
dio, thereby saving the batteries. 

Three lights, one headlight, one 
smaller light, and a tail light, are all 
controlled by buttons on the dash- 
board. 

Oh yes ... there is also a master 
switch which cuts off current through- 
out the entire bicycle! 

-3Ô- 

Convert ing a Receiver 
(Continued fron. page 70) 

It should be noted that with this 
arrangement, the chassis is connected 
directly to one side of the line, and 
so will be at line potential theoreti- 
cally half the time, if the line plug 
is inserted at random. This would 
represent a dangerous shock hazard, 
so the chassis, hold -down screws, 
knobs, etc., should be insulated care- 
fully to prevent accidental contact 
and the possibility of a very severe 
shock. It may be suggested that some 
form of cement, shellac, or varnish 
be used for insulation. 

In conclusion, it should be pointed 
out that all sets will not be like the 
one described, as each has its own 
individual problems. The fundamen- 
tals of changing a battery set to power - 
line operation were given with the 
hope that they might be of help to 
anyone contemplating this conversion 
job. Sets which have been converted 
usually operate better and have more 
volume. In some sets there is so 
little room that it taxes the ingenuity 
to squeeze the extra parts into the 
available space, but, there is no prob- 
lem that cannot be solved by a little 
diligence. 
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"HOGARTH, SURELY YOU MUST 

HAVE SOME OTHER POSTWAR 
PLANS BESIDES LISTENING TO 

YOUR ECHOPHONE EC -1" 

IcliopHoNE 
/ ¡ e )%0/r. Afe GVILGGfi 0/ 

HOGARTH AND ECHOPHONE 

have plenty of postwar plans. These plans will see 

Echophone hit new heights of popularity in the Citi- 

zens Radio Communications Service bands -where 
anything might happen. The EC -1 covers from 550 kc. 

to 30 Mc. on three bands ... Electrical bandspread 

on all bands ... Six tubes ... Self contained speaker 

. 115 -125 volts AC or DC. 

ECHOPHONE RADIO CO., 540 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS 

June- 1915 7 
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WHAT'S NEW IN RADIO 
New products for military and civilian use. 

The products described herein are available, in most cases, only through high 
that readers apply for further information on company letterheads, stating full 

SPRAGUE CAPACITORS 
A special oil -impregnant, known as 

Vitamin Q, has been perfected by 
Sprague Electric Company for use in 
high- temperature, high -voltage capac- 
itors. 

These specially impregnated capac- 
itors, when used on jobs where high- 

temperature is not a factor, will op- 
erate at materially higher ratings for 
a given size. 

Although these Sprague Type 25P 
capacitors are compact, by using the 
Vitamin Q impregnant, they will op- 
erate satisfactorily at thousands of 
volts at ambient temperatures as 
high as 105 degrees C. Leakage re- 
sistance at room temperature is 20,- 
000 megohms divided by the capacity 
in microfarads, or at least five times 
higher than that of previous types. 

Standard types include hermetically 
sealed rectangular metal container 
capacitors in styles for 95 to 105 de- 
grees C continuous operations, and in 
d.c. rated voltages from 1,000 to 16,- 
000 volts. Other types include Type 
45P hermetically sealed in glass shells 
with metal end caps. 

Complete details will be furnished 
upon request to Sprague Electric 
Company, North Adams, Massachu- 
setts. 

RECTIFIER TUBE 
Taylor Tubes, Inc., is announcing 

the availability of a new high- vacuum, 
half -wave rectifier tube, known as the 
TR -40M. This tube is 97/8" high with 
a maximum diameter of 31%2 ". 

The tube is equipped with a 4 -pin 
jumbo base and the envelope is of 
Nonex. The filament is thoriated 
tungsten, assuring long life and trou- 
ble -free service. The plate lead is at 
the top and the filament leads are 
brought out to pins 2 and 4. 

The electrical characteristics in- 
clude: filament power, 5 volts at 10.5 
amperes; peak forward volts, 25,000; 
peak inverse volts, 60,000; and average 
plate current .25 amperes. 
76 

Further details will be forwarded to 
interested persons requesting it from 
Taylor Tubes, Inc., 2312 Wabansia 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 

UTAH WIRE RECORDER 
The magnetic wire recorder now be- 

ing manufactured by Utah Radio 
Products Company of Chicago was 
used recently to recorda speech given 
by President Harry S. Truman. 

This unit is a portable recording de- 
vice capable of making recordings on 
a moving steel wire and reproducing 
them immediately. The principle of 
operation is the use of small magnets 
along the moving wire which are acti- 
vated by the frequency and intensity 
of the audio signal which then convert 
the "peaks" and "valleys" of the mov- 
ing magnetic field into sound by suit- 
able electrical and mechanical means. 

The Utah unit is housed in an alu- 
minum black lacquer case with a re- 
movable lid and separating hinges. It 
is designed to operate on 115 volt, 60 
cycle a.c. Provision is made at the 
rear of the unit for connection to a 
source of power. 

A full -wave rectifier tube, a three - 
stage audio amplifier, a 30 -kc. oscilla- 
tor tube, a record -listening mechan- 
ism, a drive motor and associated 
mechanism, make up the recorder and 
reproducer. 

During the recording period the out- 
put of the audio amplifier is connected 
in series with the oscillator- trans- 
former and to the coil in the unit on 
the front of the machine, called the 
record -listen head. This device pro- 
duces the small magnets along the 
moving wire during recording opera- 
tions and picks up those same mag- 

netic impulses for conversion into 
sound during listening periods. During 
a playback period, the audio output 
of the third stage is connected to the 
coil in the loud speaker. Earphones 
may be connected, if desired, to an 

priority ratings. It is suggested 
details as to priorities available. 

audio output jack located at the con- 
trol panel. 

This unit weighs 373/4 pounds and 
the over -all dimensions are 1314" x 
111/2 "x9 ". The wire recorder is cur- 
rently being manufactured by Utah 
Radio Products Company of Chicago. 

SEALED RESISTORS 
The new Series 1100 hermetically 

sealed wirewound resistors are now 
in production at the Shallcross Mfg. 
Company. 

These units are impervious to mois- 
ture, fungus, vibration and rough han- 
dling. They are constructed without 
glass, without the use of floating or 
stud- locked resistance elements, and 
without ferrule terminals or caps. 
The units use standard mounting fa- 
cilities throughout. They are at pres- 
ent available in two designs and in 
all resistance values from 1000 ohms 
to 10 megohms. High ohmic value 

noninductive resistances can be en- 
closed in this type of construction 
without danger of difficulties due to 
leakage. 

Both the resistance form and the 
protective shell are made of sturdy 
ceramic. The resistance winding ele- 
ment and outer shell are a complete 
and integral unit without internal 
leads or floating wires, thus affording 
complete protection against severe vi- 
bration. 

Windings are of the standard nonin- 
ductive pi -type, thus permitting any 
resistance values possible in the com- 
parative commercial units. Terminals 
are of the standard solder lug type. 

Further details of these resistors 
will be forwarded upon request to 
Shallcross Mfg. Company, Collingdale, 
Pa. 

CRYSTAL HOLDERS 
A new line of crystal holders which 

meets all Signal Corps specifications 
is being manufactured in quantity by 
National Electronic Manufacturing 
Corporation. 

Known as the Nemco crystal holder, 
this unit features new materials and 
designs, the most important of which 
is the property of the holder to pre - 
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A NEW RELAY 
This plug -in relay is a modification of a popular Ward Leonard type now 

used in small radio transmitters, aircraft control circuits and for similar 

applications. It is enclosed in a dust -proof cylindrical metal case (2 I / 16 "x 

3 1/8 ") rigidly supported against shock and fitted with standard octal 

base. Operates on standard voltages up to 115 V., AC and DC. Double 

pole, double throw contacts. Write for price list and further particulars. 

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC co. 
Radio and Electronic Distributor Division 

53 WEST JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL. 

ACCEPTED MEASURE OF QUALITY 

ICE S STORS 
RHEOSTATS 

RELAYS 
lune. 19.15 77 
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*Mycologist: A botanical scientist 
specializing to the study of fungi. 

By the persevering research of Signal Corps Mycologists at Squier 
Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, the enemy's most powerful ally, 
fungus growth, was thoroughly whipped! When reports came in 
that myriad species of fungi were literally and quickly destroying 

our communications equipment, Squier Laboratories attacked the problem by 
duplicating jungle conditions at Red Bank, New Jersey. At the same time RAULAND 
became the first manufacturer to build its own jungle laboratory to study at first 
hand the destructive effects of fungus growth on electronic equipment. These 
efforts soon led not only to the correct "anti- fungus treatment" for communications 
equipment but to a complete tropicalization program which helped pave the way 
for the decisive victories which followed. 

SCR -694 TRANSMITTER- RECEIVER 

RADIO 

SCR -694 IS ANTI -FUNGUS TREATED . 

Veteran of many U. S. invasions, the 
Rauland SCR-694 Transmitter- Receiver 
has battle -proved itself under all op- 
erating conditions. Compact, light- 
weight (22 lbs.), waterproof, fungus 
proof, this highlyversatile and efficient 
two -way radio serves in vehicles, as a 
portable ground station or front line 
command post. Ideally adapted to 
either jungle or sub -zero operation. 

RADAR 

EXCERPTS FROM FIELD REPORTS: 
FROM THE PACIFIC: "during a rainstorm the 
SCR -694's were the only sets in one section that 
remained operative" 
FROM ITALY: "An SCR -694 set was mounted in 
a 1/4-ton, 4 x4, for demonstration purposes during 
instructional tours In the two months of travel 
over typically rough Italian terrain visiting various 
units to be instructed, at no time was this set 
found to be inoperative" 
FROM AIR -BORNE SOURCE: "one set (SCR -694) 
landed in a stream of water and although com- 
pletely submerged (time undetermined) worked 
normally" 

COMMUNICATIONS 
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/- brought the JUNGLE to 
To study the vital problem of fungus de- 
struction at close hand, RAULAND engineers 
created a miniature jungle in our own 
laboratories! Early in 1942 they built a 

large, glass - enclosed air -tight cabinet 
(pictured above) ... filled it with the drip- 
ping wetness of saturated, super- heated 
jungle air, tropical plants and lush vege- 

tation,deep rooted in mossy loam. Into this 
"torture chamber" went RAULAND Communi- 
cations equipment ... to finally emerge 
with the correct anti -fungus answers. A 
typical example of RAULAND engineering 
thoroughness in making certain that its pre- 
cision electronic instruments serve depend- 
ably under even the most adverse conditions. 

Electroneering is our business 

SOUND TEL 

THE RAULAND CORPORATION CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS 
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These "World's Smallest Transformers" 
May Be The Complete Answer to 
Your Space and Weight Problems! 
It's not an everyday occurrence when so large a problem 
can be answered with such a small unit. In fact, we're 
mighty proud of this midget transformer achievement - 
not only for the reason that Permoflux engineers met a 
vital war challenge, but because of its numerous practical 
applications. Permoflux welcomes inquiry from design 
engineers about this midget transformer development. 

BUY WAR BONA FOR VICTORY! 

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION 
4900 WEST GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL. 

PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS 
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vent deterioration of the crystal by 
repelling water vapor under tropical 
conditions. 

Further details, samples, and a corn- 

plete catalogue will be furnished upon 
request to National Electronic Manu- 
facturing Corporation, 22 -78 Steinway 
Street, Long Island City, N. Y. 

NEW RECTIFIER 
A new product has been developed 

by Electronic Enterprises, Inc., and is 
now available for distribution. 

The product is an EE Type 3B 27 
rectifier which meets the need for a 
high -voltage rectifier of rugged con- 
struction for industrial and mobile 
transmitter use. The tube is a high 
vacuum type which provides good per- 
formance where disturbance from 
power supplies must be kept at a min- 
imum. 

Several unusual construction fea- 
tures, double heaters and cathodes, 
ceramic spaces for low leakage, and 

extra heavy supports for immunity to 
mechanical shock are included. 

Ratings for the tube include, peak 
inverse voltage, 8,500; peak plate cur- 
rent, 0.6 amperes; average plate cur - 
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L SPECIAL PURPOSE ENGINEERING 

2. RECEIVING TUBE TECHNIQUES 

....) 

f,yjjjí/i11 
The 2C26A exemplifies Hytron's ability to build in soft glass, at high speed, and for economical prices, 

special purpose tubes. Hytron solved a tough problem for the Services by designing in the 2C26A a 

tube capable of performance and high ratings never before - or since - achieved in soft glass. This 

small tube approximately the same size as the 50L6GT Bantam - is capable of delivering 2 KW of 

useful r.f. power at 200 megacycles. It replaces larger and much more expensive hard glass trans - 
mitting tubes which must be operated at much higher potentials. 

H TYPE 2C26A 
YTRON PULSE OSCILLATOR pU 

HIGH- FREaVENCYr 
TRáODg 

or plP °hpl 
s ecia] mode fo the extrem 

is a P 
rocessed to provide mC26Á 

and P its use 
is designed design perm otable featureS 

ecial top ether n rug. P 
hi het altitudes. extremely 

voltage 
n. the g 

is insulators, and 

high-voltage 
internal ceramic 

ELECTRICAL base, 6.3 volts 

otential Cathode 1.I amps 
Coated Volt ...... ........ ... ' ' 10 max. watts 
Heater Voltage...... .... .. watts 

2 5 rn peak volts Heater Current ... ' ' . ..... ... .. 
P 

plate Dissipation... 3500 max. dc volts 
Dissipation ' ' 2500 ma 

Grid late pulsed) .. 00 
max, dc volts 

plate Potential (plate pulsed) .. 7 Eh:6.3V 
Potential (g Eb:400V ; Ec: 15V ; 

16 ma. 
Plate 16.3 
Grid Bias...... ..... 

.... :... 

Average Characteristics 
for . 

plate Current . - . ' ' 2250 micromhos 

Amplification Factor . ; ... 
Amplification .. ' .:tances 2.8 mmf. 

Interelectrode 
Cap 2.6 mmf. 

Average 
..... ..... ram!. 

Cathode......... 3 
Grid-to-Cathode .. .. .... ....... . . 

Plate -to- gating....... 
Grid-to-Plate OOMC 

Cathode 

Frequency 
for Maxunurn 

MECHANICAL Convection 

ling Intermediate shell octal 8 -pin phenolic 
Type of coo with insulating bushing 

Base - " Skirted 
miniature w .... T -9 

Top 
Caps...' 

3. inches $ulb . e n g t ..... ....... 3 
inches 

Maximum overall dimensions 
s inches 

Leageh -; ...... 1e 
Seated Height... . ... 1%2 inches 
Diameter...' ........... 

Net Weight. .... .... 

LIST °- -- PREFERRED LN 

ON ARMY-NAVY PLATE ,OTENT /AL (Eb J 

2C26Á 
TUBES., 

MANUFACTURER 
OF RAW() RECEIVING 

lune, 1915 

1VLS .. MASAHSETTS :.- _ S A L E M. 

MAIN OFFICE: 
PLANTS: 

SALEM. 
NEW 

BEVERLY 
&LAWRENCE 

BURYPORT. 
c.. 

f.4 N 
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complete radio 
and electronic service 

includes: 

Extensive stocks.. . 

of critical radio and elec- 
tronic components ... meters, 
resistors, capacitors, trans- 
formers, test equipment ... 
and hundreds of other scarce 
parts and equipment. 

a staff trained to obtain the 
goods you specify, or, if that 
is impossible, to suggest an 
equally effective substitute. 

and technical advisors who 
have the advantage of "know - 
ing-it- all "... but who are 
helpful and courteous in 
teaching it to you. 

Prompt deliveries... 
1112± needs no amplification. 

ij4(.M14 lqt. eae4 sales m dt k 
a e c e r ftdeta4 t o e met f * . 

Phone Orders to LOngacre 3 -1800 

RADIO COMPANY 

103 WEST 43rd ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y. 
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rent, u.I U amperes. r'our tubes in 
full bridge deliver 5415 d.c. volts to 
filter with 6000 volts total input. 

Details of this product may be se- 
cured by writing Electronic Enter- 
prises, Inc., 65 -67 Seventh Avenue, 
Newark 4, New Jersey. 

SNAP ACTION SWITCH 
A new phenolic bodied snap action 

switch is being manufactured in quan- 
tity by Grayhill of Chicago. 

Known as the Grayhill Snapit 
Switch, this unit measures ° /s" in 
diameter by 17 /s " high. The switch 
is mounted by a % -32 bushing, 7A6: 
long and held by two mounting nuts. 
The fixed contacts are of fine silver 
overlay on phosphor bronze. These 
contacts are threaded and held se- 
curely in place, the electrical connec- 
tion being made by brass screws which 
also hold and secure the two solder 
lugs. The moving cont a c t which 
bridges the two fixed contacts is also 
of silver overlay on phosphor bronze 
which assures positive contact with 
the very minimum of contact resist- 
ance. The contact gap is .040" on 
each contact; therefore, the total con- 
tact gap which breaks the circuit is 
.080 ". 

The switch carries a current rating 
of 10 amperes at 115 volts a.c. and 2 
amperes at 115 volts d.c. Two types 
of operation are available, the nor- 
mally open, single -pole switch and the 

normally closed, single -pole switch. 
Complete information and prices 

will be forwarded upon request to 
Grayhill, 1 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago 
24, Illinois. 

SUPER POWER SPEAKER 
A new super power multireflex 

speaker, which was designed for ex- 
treme long -range sound projection 
over difficult terrain, has been an- 
nounced by University Laboratories. 

The AA -7 which is being used ex- 
tensively in applications for ship -to- 
ship convoy and combat communica- 
tions, has an audio capacity of 200 
watts and is designed with a 250 -cycle 
low- frequency cutoff for clarity in 
voice projection. The projection range 
of this speaker is 11/2 miles. 

The projector is reflexed for com- 
pactness and mounts a battery of 
seven Model PAH hermetically sealed, 
shock and blast -proof driver units. 
Rubber damped rim construction elim- 
inates all trace of mechanical and 
acoustic resonance and rattle at full 
power. 

The construction of this unit is such 
that it may be subjected to continu- 
ous severe atmospheric exposure with- 

out damage. Because of these fea- 
tures, the manufacturers are suggest- 
ing its postwar use for stadiums, race 
tracks, ball parks, and other large 
arenas which must be covered effec- 
tively by the speaker system. 

Details of this unit will be for- 
warded upon request to University 
Laboratories, 225 Varick Street, New 
York 14, New York. 

PLASTIC GROMMETS 

A noninflammable plastic blind 
grommet has been announced by the 
Victory Mfg. Co. for applications re- 
quiring good insulation and protec- 
tion qualities. 

The "Des- Grommet" is composed of 
two parts molded from a special non- 
inflammable f or m u l a of Lumarith 
manufactured by Celanese Corpora- 
tion. The two parts are so designed 
that they may be applied from one 
side only by means of a special tool. 
To install this grommet, it is slipped 
onto a special tool and thrust through 
a hole in the partition. As the grom- 
met is drawn together, an undercut 
section on one half is engaged with a 
spring locking section on the other 
half. The tool then forces the two 
sections together, locking them into 
one integral unit at the point at which 
the partition stops further movement. 

These units are furnished in a wide 
range of sizes to accommodate cables 
and tubes from 1/4 " through 2" in 
diameter. Two sizes for wall thick- 
ness are supplied, one to accommodate 
1/2" to 1/2" and the second for bulk- 
heads 1/2" to 1" in thickness. Unlim- 
ited color choice makes these grom- 
mets suitable for decorative applica- 

tions. Colors may also be used for 
identification purposes. 

For full engineering information 
and sample grommets address re- 
quests on company letterhead to Vic- 
tory Mfg. Co., 1105 S. Fair Oaks Av- 
enue, South Pasadena, California. 
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RCA PREFERRED -TYPE Metal Tubes 

make your servicing easier and quicker 

DURING the war it's been hard to get metal 'types 

.. you have had to substitute glass types for 

metals. Result? We all realize, more than ever, how 

much easier metal tubes make servicing! And for 

good reason .. . 

How many times have you had to add shields to 

sets ...how many hours have you spent realigning 
... when self -shielding metal tubes would have 
done the trick pronto! How much time have you 
spent in grounding shields ... when easy -to -work- 

with metal tubes are self -grounding? 

Yes, metal tubes save trouble from the word "go." 
Even when you're just testing tubes, metal types are 
easier to take out and put in ... without fooling 

with clumsy shield cans. 

We hope it won't be long until plenty of RCA 

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE 

DEVELOPMENT IS RCA 

!BUY 

June, 1945 

WAR 

BONDS. KffP'fA1 

RCA was first to market and manu- 
facture metal tubes back in 1935. 
Since then, RCA has made more than 

150,000,000 metal tubes ...more than all other 
manufacturers put together. After the war, RCA 
Preferred -Type metal tubes will offer both the 
stock- saving advantages of the RCA Preferred - 
Type Program, and the high performance assured 
by the greatest experience in producing metal types. 

Preferred -Type metal tubes are available again. And 

they'll be welcome as replacements for unshielded 
glass types. For, the time metal tubes save in servic- 

ing means more money to you ... bigger, better 
profits and more satisfied customers. 

When new sets start rolling, look for RCA metal 

tubes in them. Sell your customers the sets you 
know are easier to service. 

Listen to 
THE MUSIC AMERICA 

LOVES BEST," 
Sundays, 4:30 P.M. 
EWT, NBC Network 

62-6G3G-92 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
RCA VICTOR DIVISION, CAMDEN, N. .1. 

LEADS THE WAY In Radio .. Television .. Tubes .. 
Phonographs .. Records .. Electronics 
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Practical Radar 
(Continued from page 31) 

greater if the person shouting is far- 
ther away from the cliff or reflecting 
surface; the interval will be very 
short if the person is standing close 
to the wall or cliff. 

Since we know that the sound 
waves must make a complete round 
trip between the person who shouts 
and the reflecting surface, and since 
we know the velocity of sound in air 
to be 1100 feet per second, it is easy 
to determine the distance from the 
person to the reflecting wall or cliff. 

For example, if we use a stop watch 
and note that it takes exactly one 
second for the echo to return after 
shouting, the person would be standing 
about 550 feet from the reflecting sur- 
face; if it takes two seconds for the 
echo to return, the distance to the 
reflecting surface would be about 1100 
feet; if it takes four seconds for the 
echo to return, the distance would be 
about 2200 feet; and so on. 

The distance from the person to the 
wall or cliff can be determined by 
multiplying one half the elapsed time 
in seconds by the known velocity of 
sound waves. This gives us a means 
of measuring distance or range from 
the person to the reflecting surface 

PORTABLE POWER PROBLEMS 

THIS MONTH -TAG -HEPPENSTALL MOISTURE METER 

MAJOR TOBACCO COMPANIES rely upon Tag -Heppenstall 
Moisture Meters, powered by Burgess Industrial Bat- 
teries, for two important time- and -money saving features. 
First, tests of moisture content are made to determine 
the purchase price of raw tobacco. Next, rapid tests during 
cigarette production help manufacturers maintain tobacco 
moisture at the level required for efficient processing. 

MOISTURE METER READINGS of resistance, temperature and 
pressure are checked against a standard chart to quickly 
establish exact tobacco moisture. For test and control 
instruments Burgess Industrial Batteries meet every re- 
quirement -they are recognized as the standard of quality 
for all commercial uses. Although urgent war needs limit 
production, your Burgess distributor will make every 
effort to supply you with the batteries you require. 

Burgess Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois 

SUPPORT THE 7th! BUY YOUR SHARE TODAY! 

8 -I 

by measuring the elapsed time be- 
tween the transmitted shout and the 
reflected echo. 

The direction of the cliff or reflect- 
ing surface can also be determined by 
sound waves. If the person shouts 
several times, faces a slightly differ- 
ent direction each time, and each time 
notes the strength of the returning 
echo, the direction of the strongest 
returning echo will be the direction 
,of the reflecting surface. 

Thus, using the simple medium of 
sound waves, we have determined the 
direction of the reflecting surface, and 
the range or distance from the person 
to the reflecting surface. 

Use of ISadio Waves 

Radar sets operate on a principle 
very similar to that of sound waves. 

In radar sets, however, the sound 
waves are replaced by extremely high-. 
frequency radio waves, and the entire 
process of echo reflection is speeded 
up nearly a million times! 

The high- frequency radio waves are 
radiated in very narrow pulse -modu- 
lated beams of energy, like flickering 
pencils of light. Such radio waves are 
seldom longer than a few meters and 
often as short as a few centimeters. 
But their speed through space remains 
the same at any wavelength or fre- 
quency- approximately 186,000 miles 
per second, the speed of light. 

In most respects, the radiation of 
the r.f. energy is accomplished by a 
radar set much in the manner of an 
ordinary high- frequency radio trans- 
mitter. But there are two important 
differences. The transmitter of a 
radar set does not function continu- 
ously, but transmits a series of recur- 
rent pulses of energy. And after the 
set has transmitted a pulse, the radar 
set receives its own signal! 

Let's consider a single one of these 
pulses of radio energy. The pulse is 
radiated by the radar transmitting 
antenna in any desired direction and 
travels in a straight line through space 
until it strikes an interfering object or 
target. Instantly, the radio waves are 
reflected or reradiated by the object 
in many directions. A portion of these 
reflected radio waves eventually 
reaches the receiving antenna and then 
the receiver of the radar set. By means 
of an intricate timing device within 
the radar set, it is possible to measure 
the exact travelling time of the r.f. 
pulse from the microsecond it left the 
transmitting antenna until the micro- 
second it returned to the radar set. 

Since we know the elapsed time re- 
quired for the pulse of radio waves to 
travel out to the target and back, and 
since we know the approximate speed 
of these radio waves through space 
(186,000 miles per second) the range 
or distance from the radar set to the 
target can be determined in the same 
manner we computed the distance for 
sound waves. 

However, it will be apparent that 
the elapsed time between the trans- 
mission of a pulse and the reception 
of an echo will be an extremely short 
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HE WAN STA KNOW 

WHY THEY CALL THIS 

T+I A' PACIFIC 
THEAYTER" 

Fine instruments produced in volume with precision first .... to last. 

June, 1945 

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
BLUFFTON, OHIO 
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One Central 

Source FOR 

Eve/wavy ca 
RADIO and 

ELECTRONICS 

FREE 
Helpful 
BUYING 
GUIDE 

LATOCKS 4 
S 

` 

COMMIE 
V CE SE 

REPAIR and 

REPLACEMENT 

PARTS 

AVAILABLE 

without priority 

Over 10,000 items 
from all leading man- 
ufacturers ... for the 
Armed Forces, Radio 
Training, Laborato- 
ries, Industry, Service 
Replacements. 

Parallel Resistance & Series Capacitance 

CALCULATOR 

No. X37 -960 
Postpaid ... 25c 

R. F. Resonance 
and Coil Winding 
CALCULATOR 

No. 37 -955 
Postpaid 25c 

6 Radio gooks for 75c 
Dictionary of Re- Radio Data Hand - 
dio Terms. book. q 
No. 37 -751 10C No. 37.754 25c 
Radio Circuit Radio Builders 
Handbook. A Handbook. 
No. 37 -753 1 

A 
No. 37 -750 10C 

Radio Formulas & Simplified Radio 
Data Book. Servicing. 
No. 37 -752 IOC No. 37.755 10C 
All Six Books No. 37.799 75c 

Write for Quantity Prices 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 1 -F -5 
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III. 

Please send following books (... enclosed) 
FREE 37 -750 37 -752 37 -754 
Guide 37 -751 37 -753 37 -755 
Calculator No. 37 -799 (All 6 Books) 

Name 

Address 

City State 

ALLIED RADIO 
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interval. In fact, this transit time is 
usually a matter of but a few mil- 
lionths of a second and therefore can 
only be measured accurately by elec- 
tronic means. The successful use of 
pulse -modulated radar systems de- 
pends primarily on this ability of the 
set to measure distance in terms of 
time. 

The direction of the target from the 
radar set can likewise be determined 
much in the manner of sound waves. 
Radar transmitting and receiving an- 
tennas are highly directional in them- 
selves. Since the antennas are rotated 
and moved so that they always face 
in the direction of the target being 
located, the resulting physical position 
of the antennas will indicate the di- 
rection of the target. 

We have only considered the trans- 
mission, reflection, and reception of 
a single r.f. pulse. In actual opera- 
tion, the radar set transmits a brief 
pulse, waits to receive any echoes from 
targets within range, then transmits 
another pulse, waits to receive echoes, 
transmits another pulse, waits, and 
so on. Although the process seems 
slow in description, complete trans- 
mission - reflection - reception cycles 
take place thousands of times per 
second. 

But sufficient time is always al- 
lowed between transmitted pulses for 
echoes to return from distant targets 
before another pulse is transmitted. 

The radar receiver has no trouble 
in distinguishing between the original 
transmitter pulse and the reflected 
echo from targets, since only one of 
the signals is ever present at one time. 

Of course, if a pulse is transmitted 
into space and fails to strike an object 
or target, the radio waves will travel 
in a straight line out into space and 
be lost, and thus go unrecorded by 
the radar set. 

Reflections of Radio Waves 
All targets in the path of the pulsed 

radar beam do not reflect the same 
strength of echo signal. The echo 
signal will vary in strength according 
to the physical size of the target, the 
movement of the target, and the dis- 
tance from the radar set to the target. 

It is a simple phenomenon asso- 
ciated with ultra -high frequency radio 
waves, that a conducting or noncon- 
ducting surface of any type, size, or 
shape will always reflect some electro- 
magnetic waves. Thus, no target can 
neutralize or escape from the probing 
finger of the radar beam; some por- 
tion of the transmitted r.f. pulse will 
always be reflected. 

If the surface of the target is large 
and smooth, it will reflect radio waves 
much as a mirror or shiny surface 
will reflect light waves, and most of 
the radio energy may be returned to 
the radar set. 

But if the surface of the target is 
not smooth, the radio waves will be 
reflected in different directions, and 
very little of the original radio energy 
may be returned to the radar set. 

The latter case is usually true of 

radar targets. Ships at sea or planes 
in the air seldom present a smooth 
reflecting surface, and therefore much 
of the energy reaching the target from 
a radar transmitter is dissipated by 
reflection into space. However, a mi- 
nute portion of the energy will return 
to the radar set. And although this 
echo signal from the target may be 
very weak and may vary in intensity, 
the sensitive radar receiver usually 
will be able to detect and amplify the 
echo. 

To obtain a reflected signal of great- 
est intensity or strength, radar sets 
generally employ transmitters of very 
high power. Since the radar trans- 
mitter does not function continuously, 
it is possible to generate phenomenally 
large amounts of output r.f. power by 
the use of charged lines and highly ef- 
ficient output tubes. Power outputs 
in the order of one -half to a full mega- 
watt are generated by some radar 
transmitters, in an effort to cause 
extremely stronger reflected target 
signals. 

A number of planes in close forma- 
tion, or a number of closely spaced 
ships, will present a much greater re- 
flecting surface than would a single 
plane or ship, and therefore stronger 
target echoes will be reflected back to 
the radar receiver. 

Echoes will be received, of course, 
from any sort of object which comes 
within the pulsed radar beam. Trees, 
high buildings, water towers, coast- 
lines, and mountains, all send back 
reflections of radio energy. But un- 
like moving targets such as planes or 
ships, the echoes from trees, buildings, 
etc., are always fixed and do not vary 
in strength. 

All of the echoes, moving or fixea, 
collected by the receiving antenna, are 
detected and amplified by the radar 
receiver and become electronic sig- 
nals. They appear not as sound sig- 
nals as in ordinary radio, but as marks 
or indications of light on the screen 
of a fluorescent cathode -ray tube or 
oscilloscope. The face or screen of 
the scope is permanently marked with 
a suitable scale, and from the position 
of the echo signal on the scope we can 
determine at a glance all the informa- 
tion necessary to locate the target. 

Locating Targets 
What information do we need to 

locate the position of a target in 
space ? And, what degree of accu- 
racy is required? 

Let's consider, for example, a ground 
radar station whose function it is to 
detect and locate the position of hos- 
tile aircraft. A representative situa- 
tion is shown in Fig. 4. 

The radar station at A has just de- 
tected the presence of an unknown 
aircraft B. The immediate concern 
of the station is to determine the exact 
position of the aircraft, and then de- 
termine the plane's course and speed. 

To locate any object in space, three 
dimensions are always required. And 
the same is true for the aircraft at B. 
Referring to Fig. 4, we want to know, 
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therefore, the distance from the radar 
set to the plane (line A -B), the 
height of the plane above the earth 
(line B-C), and the azimuth or angu- 
lar bearing of the plane with respect 
to the radar station (line C -A). With 
these three items of information we 
can locate the exact position of the 
plane in space. Certain of these di- 
mensions are measured indirectly, as 
we shall see later, but the most im- 
portant of the three items, distance, 
is always measured directly by the 
radar equipment. 

Before we can determine the height 
and azimuth or bearing of the plane, 
we must know the direct air distance 
from the radar set A to the target B 
(Fig. 4). This distance is called the 
range of the aircraft with respect to 
the radar station, and is measured 
electronically. 

The transmitting and receiving an- 
tennas of all radar sets are movable. 
The antennas can be rotated in azi- 
muth or tilted back at any angle, so 
that the beam of pulsed energy may 
be radiated in any direction. When 
the transmitting and receiving an- 
tennas are facing full on the target, 
the indicator of the radar set regis- 
ters the exact time (in microseconds) 
required for the transmission, reflec- 
tion, and reception of each echo. The 
range or distance to the aircraft is 
computed electronically, as we shall 
see later, and the result is displayed 
visually on a cathode -ray tube, cali- 
brated in yards or miles. As long as 
the radar antennas face in the direc- 
tion of the target aircraft and echoes 
are received, the cathode -ray tube will 
give a continuous indication of the 
exact range of the plane. 

When the transmitting and receiv- 
ing antennas were tilted up and ad- 
justed to measure the range of the 
target, each of the two antennas and 
the radar beam itself formed an an- 
gle with the horizontal plane of the 
earth. This angle, measured in de- 
grees or mils, is known as the angle of 
elevation. 

Knowing the range and the angle 
of elevation, an application of simple 
trigonometry will give us the distance 
from the ground to the plane, since 
this distance is equivalent to the length 
of the side of the "triangle" opposite 
the known angle of elevation. Thus, 
the height of the aircraft can be corn - 
puted by formula (Fig. 3) when we 
know the range and the angle of ele- 
vation. 

The actual determination of the an- 
gle of elevation is not a direct func- 
tion of the radar transmitter or re- 
ceiver. The information is obtained 
by an electromechanical arrangement 
which indicates the angle of elevation 
in degrees or mils and then automat- 
ically performs the trigonometry in- 
dicated in Fig. 3. This gives us an 
instantaneous reading of the height of 
the aircraft, at the same time that the 
range is being determined on the os- 
cilloscope. 

But we need to know one other di- 
mension in order to locate our target 

in space: the azimuth or bearing of 
the aircraft, with respect to the radar 
station. 

When the transmitting and receiv- 
ing antennas were rotated to deter- 
mine the range of the aircraft, the an- 
tennas and the radar beam itself 
pointed in a certain angular direction 
of azimuth or bearing. Since this was 
purely a mechanical movement, an- 
other electromechanical arrangement 
can be employed to indicate the direc- 
tion the radar antennas point with re- 
spect to north. This angle of direc- 
tion, in degrees or mils, will be the 
azimuth or bearing of the target. 

Thus, we have determined the three 
dimensions necessary for locating the 
exact position of a target in the air: 
the range (in miles or yards), the an- 
gle of elevation (in degrees or mils), 
and the azimuth or bearing (in de- 
grees or mils) A radar set supplies 
all of this information instantaneously 
and with a high degree of accuracy. 

Referring again to Fig. 4, the plane's 
course and direction of flight can be 
determined easily by locating the 
plane's exact position at frequent in- 
tervals and plotting this information 
on a map. If the positions of the air- 
craft are logged at periodic intervals 
the speed of the plane can be calcu- 
lated by simple arithmetic. 

When surface vessels are located by 
means of radar, the angle of elevation 
is negligible, of course, and the posi- 
tion of the ship can be determined 
with only two dimensions : range and 
azimuth or bearing. Both of these di- 
mensions are obtained in the same 
manner as for aircraft. 

Measurement of Time 
Determining the accurate range of 

a target is one of the most difficult 
electronic functions of a radar set, 
since it requires the precise measure- 
ment of time in microseconds. 

For this task every component of 
the radar set must be perfectly syn- 
chronized, and the number of trans- 
mitted radar pulses must be rigidly 
controlled. These functions are per- 
formed by the electronic timer (Fig. 
1), the true pulse source for the en- 
tire radar set. The electronic timer 
may be found to vary in physical size, 
number of functions, and even in name 
-since it is less popularly known as a 
synchronizer, modulator, pulse gen- 
erator, or keyer. But regardless of 
name or size variations, the primary 
purpose of the electronic timer is the 
origination of a continuous series of 
identical control pulses, which occur 
at an exact and unvarying rate of 
repetition. 

This rate of repetition is known as 
the pulse recurrence frequency, some- 
times called the p.r.f. The voltage 
pulse generally recurs several thou- 
sand times per second. But the actual 
duration or length of the control pulse 
is extremely short, usually in the or- 
der of but a few microseconds, so there 
is a relatively long period of waiting 
time between the periodic, recurrent 
control pulses. 
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There's no 

let down 

in MT. CARMEL 
Though the war news is good ... and getting 
better every day ... the men and women of 
Meissner's famed "precision -el" haven't let 
down. As you can see, in the photographs on 
this page, they devote the same concentra- 
tion to their work now as they did when the 
going was tough. This stick- to -it- iveness is 
one more reason for Mt. Carmel's rapid rise 
to prominence as one of the centers of an 
exacting industry, electronics. 

They Listen to a news broadcast during their lunch hour. Then it's back to 
work with a determination to equal military victories with new production 
records on the home front ... without loss of Meissner quality. 

"Precision -el" at Work. They're building Meissner quality into this vital elec- 

tronic war material. After victory that same pride in a job well done will 
give new meaning to Meissner's slogan, "Precision -built by Precision -el." 

His Smile is a Reflection of the hundreds of smiles he sees 
each day as the men and women of Meissner pass through 
the gates he guards. If you ask him, he'll tell you ïït's 

the smile that helps put precision into "precision -el." 

June, 1945 

His Skilled Fingers have mastered many of the secrets of 
electronics. After victory, he and many of Meissner's 
"precision -el" like him will pass this knowledge and 
tradition of precision to a new generation. 

"Step Up" Old Receivers! 

These Meissner Ferrocart 
I. F. input and output 
transformers are getting top 
results in stepping up per- 
formance of old worn re- 
ceivers. Special powdered 
iron core permits higher "Q" 
with a resultant increase in 
selectivity and gain, now 
available for frequency 
range 127 -206. Ask for num- 
bers 16 -5728 input, 16 -5730 
output. List $2.20 each. 

liiJSSiVh 7? 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY MT. CARMEL, ILL. 

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC RESEARCH AND MANUFACTURE 
Export Division: 25 Warren St., New York; Cable: Simontrice 
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When this control pulse from the 
electronic timer is applied to the trans- 
mitter, the voltage pulse acts as a 
switch permitting ultra -high frequency 
oscillations to take place only for the 
actual length or duration of the con- 
trol pulse. Thus, the radar transmit- 
ter radiates u.h.f. radio energy for a 
period of time exactly equal to the 
duration of the control pulse, and then 
ceases to function until another volt- 
age pulse is received from the elec- 
tronic timer. 

During the time period when the 
radar transmitter is not operating, the 
radiated pulse of r.f. energy is mov- 
ing through space with the speed of 
light. If the radar pulse strikes a 
target, part of the energy will be re- 
flected back to the radar set in the 
form of a weak echo. After detection 
and amplification by the receiver, the 
echo is ready to be applied to an elec- 
tronic device used for accurately meas- 
uring the out -and -back time of the r.f. 
pulse. 

This all- important measurement of 
time is accomplished by a cathode -ray 
oscilloscope which plots the time in- 
terval as a function of voltage. Either 
electrostatic or electromagnetic cath- 
ode -ray tubes can be used for this pur- 
pose, and there are many variations 
of both types of indicator tubes. But 
for our purpose, we will use the sim- 
plest and most practical : the electro- 
static cathode -ray tube with horizon- 
tal and vertical pairs of deflection 
plates. Such a typical scope is shown 
in Fig. 2. 

Among the usual and normal con- 
trol circuits of the radar oscilloscope, 
there is a sawtooth voltage generator 
directly connected to and controlled 
by the electronic timer. 

This sawtooth sweep voltage is ap- 
plied to the horizontal deflection plates 
of the oscilloscope, creating a linear 
and horizontal time base across the 
screen of the scope, as shown in Fig. 5. 

The sawtooth voltage generator is 
triggered by a control pulse from the 
electronic timer, and therefore the 
linear sweep voltage crosses the oscil- 
loscope screen every time an r.f. pulse 
is radiated by the radar transmitter. 
At the end of the traverse across the 
screen, the sweep "flies back" quickly 
and then, when again triggered by the 
electronic timer, the relatively slow 
sweep of the linear time base is re- 
peated. In this manner the time base 
of the oscilloscope is synchronized with 
the pulse recurrence frequency of the 
radar set. 

The physical length of the time base 
on the oscilloscope screen has no di- 
rect relationship to any time value or 
time scale. But the movement of the 
sweep is always linear, and propor- 
tional parts of the time base have a 
proportional relationship to the total 
time of the sweep. 

The vertical deflecting plates of the 
cathode -ray tube are connected to the 
output of the radar receiver, so that 
all echo signals detected by the re- 
ceiver will be displayed on the oscillo- 
scope. These echo signals appear as 

vertical deflections of the time base, 
as shown in Fig. 6. 

Converting Time into Distance 
Let's consider the action of the os- 

cilloscope during one complete out - 
and -back cycle of an r.f. pulse. 

Every time a pulse of radio -fre- 
quency energy is transmitted into 
space by the radar set, a very small 
portion of this radiated energy "leaks" 
through the receiver and appears as 
a heavy mark at the start of the os- 
cilloscope time base, as shown in Fig. 
6. This is known as the "main pulse" 
or "transmitter pulse" and always ap- 
pears at the beginning of the time 
base to indicate that an r.f. pulse has 
been radiated by the radar transmit- 
ter, 

After the transmitter has been 
turned off, by action of the electronic 
timer, a relatively long period of qui- 
escence follows- sometimes called the 
"listening period." During this quies- 
cent period the time base of the os- 
cilloscope continues across the screen 
of the tube at its regular, linear rate 
of speed. The instant an echo is re- 
ceived by the radar set, a sudden volt- 
age on the vertical deflection plates of 
the oscilloscope causes a sharp deflec- 
tion in the base line. 

The individual actions involved in 
one out - and -back cycle of the r.f. pulse 
are, of course, much too fast to be 
seen by the human eye. And what we 
really see on the screen of the oscillo- 
scope are the time base, main pulse, 
and target echoes being retraced thou- 
sands of times per second. 

Since the time base repeats itself 
linearly every time an r.f. pulse is ra- 
diated by the transmitter, there is a 
proportional relationship between the 
linear sweep of the time base and the 
movement of the r.f. pulse through 
space. 

Therefore, the display of informa- 
tion on the cathode -ray oscilloscope 
is a miniature record of the transmis- 
sion and reflection of the r.f. pulses. 

When an r.f. pulse fails to strike an 
object or target, there will be no in- 
dication on the oscilloscope. But all 
reflected signals will appear some- 
where along the time base of the os- 
cilloscope. 

Allowing for twice the travel time 
due to the out -and -back journey of 
the r.f. pulse, the range of the echo 
target can be determined on the os- 
cilloscope by measuring the distance 
along the time base between the main 
pulse and the echo corresponding to 
the target. This distance, as meas- 
ured along the time base, will be in 
direct proportion to the actual space 
distance separating the radar set and 
the target. Therefore, it's not a diffi- 
cult matter to calibrate the time base 
in terms of miles or yards and then 
attach an appropriate scale to the 
face of the oscilloscope (Fig. 6) for 
the quick determination of range any- 
where along the time base. 

Most radar sets have an established 
maximum range of operation, and the 
time base scale is calibrated to con- 

HOW TO "TEST" A RADIO 

IN 2 MINUTES 
Want to repair radios -without 
months of specialized service train- 
ing? Or, if you are already a radio 
serviceman, do you want to learn how 
to diagnose troubles in 2 minutes or 
less and fix most sets TWICE AS 
FAST and TWICE AS PROFIT- 
ABLY without unnecessary test- 
ing? Then order Ghirardi's RADIO 
TROUBLESHOOTER'S HAND- 
BOOK today. See opposite page 
for description -USE COUPON 
AT BOTTOM. 

SAVE MONEY 
ON THIS SPECIAL OFFER 
Have a complete Radio -Electronic 
Service Library at your fingertips! 
Know how to work fast -and work 
right. Have complete reference data 
on test instruments, trouble- shoot- 
ing and repair so that you can quick- 
ly look up any type of work that 
may puzzle you. Stop waste time -lost mo- 
tion. Make more money! Get both Ghirardi's 
RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HAND- 
BOOK and his MODERN RADIO SERV- 
ICING at the special bargain price of only 
$9.50 ($10.50 foreign) FOR THE 
TWO BIG BOOKS. See Money 
Saving Combination in 
coupon on Opposite page. 

JUSTi 
our. 
AN IMPORTANT NEW BOOK 

ON A LITTLE KNOWN SUBJECT 

Probably no Radio -Electronic 
component is more important than 
the Electrolytic Capacitor and 
this new book, THE ELECTRO- 
LYTIC CAPACITOR by Alex- 
ander M. Georgiev who has de- 
voted more than 15 years to their 
research and development is a 
complete, practical treatise on the 
theory, construction, behavior, 
characteristics, selection, etc. of 
the various types employed in 
radio, electronic, and industrial 
equipment. 

WHAT -WHEN -WHERE 
The book explains the features of 
each type; how, when and where 
to use them to best advantage; 
performance at low and high volt- 
ages and frequencies; a -c or pul- 
sating d -c; ambient conditions, 
and a vast wealth of additional 
capacitor information. 212 pages 

$3.00 ($125 foreign). 
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WE'LL "LEND" YOU ANY OF THESE 

3 GREAT BOOKS/oz5 
Every Cent of Your Money Cheerfully Refunded 
if You're Not More Than Satisfied 

ALL THE SCIENCE OF BASIC RADIO - 

ELECTRONICS in one big 31/2 !b. Book 

X+ 

4p 

The most and best Train- 
ing for your money -Yov ,be the judge ! 

For Beginners -36 Courses in One 

Here is the big book that 
makes it easy for beginners 
to start in the fascinating field 
of Radio- Electronics! Actual- 
ly, A. A. Ghirardi's 972 -page 
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE 
book gives you just the basic 
training you need -ALL YOU 
NEED- easier, better, faster 
-for ONLY $5 COMPLETE. 
Actually, this giant book is 
36 courses in one. If sold in 
monthly lessons, you'd regard 
it as a BARGAIN AT $50 OR 
MORE I 

Y o u' 1 1 be surprised how 
easily RADIO PHYSICS 
COURSE helps you master 
subjects that other courses 
make seem very complicated. 
You'll be delighted how soon 

it will have you doing experi- 
ments, building equipment, 
etc. Step by step it carries 
you from the very beginning 
through Basic Electricity to 
the most modern Radio -Elec- 
tronic developments. Hun- 
dreds of readers have com- 
pleted it in a few weeks. All 
you need is a little reading 
time plus a desire to get 
started now for a better pay- 
ing future in broadcasting, 
aviation radio, F -M, Televi- 
sion, radio servicing, manu- 
facturing-or o t h e r fast - 
g r o w in g Radio -Electronic 
branches. 5 -DAY UNRE- 
SERVED MONEY -BACK 
GUARANTEE! 

Radio's Greatest Training Buy! 

Get a better job - start a -arse business of your own in 

fascinating Radio -Electronics ! 

LEARN PROFESSIONAL 

SERVICING WORK at home 
A. A. Ghirardi's big, 1300 -page MODERN RADIO 

SERVICING is the finest, most complete instruction 
course on Radio -Electronic service work for either 
the novice or professional serviceman -bar none! 
Ask anyone in the business! Read from the begin- 
ning, it is a COMPLETE COURSE IN SERVICING 
by the most modern methods. Used for reference, it 
is an invaluable means of brushing up on any serv- 
icing problems that puzzle you. 

COMPLETE DETAILS ON TEST 
INSTRUMENTS, TROUBLESHOOTING, 

REPAIR 
Gives complete information on all types of test in- 

struments; how they work (with wiring diagrams) ; 

When, How and Why to use them; how to build 
your own ; preliminary trouble checks ; circuits and 
parts analysis ; parts repair, replacement, substitu- 
tion; obscure troubles; aligning and neutralizing - 
and hundreds of other subjects including How to 
Start Your Own Successful Radio -Electronic Service 
Business. 706 self- testing review questions help you 
check your progress every step of the way. 706 il- 
lustrations and diagrams. $5 complete ($5.50 for- 
eign). 5 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. See 
our Money- Saving Combination Offer in coupon. 

THIS AUTOMATIC TEACHER 
SHOWS 

TO REPAIR OVER 
w 

4,800 DIFFERENT MODELS! 
Ghirardi's big RADIO TROUBLE- 

SHOOTER'S HANDBOOK is the ideal 
manual to show you exactly how to re- 
pair radios quickly, without a lot of 
previous experience and without costly 
equipment. This 711 -page manual -size 
HANDBOOK brings you specific repair 
data for the common faults that ac- 
count for almost 90% of ALL troubles 
in practically every radio in use today! 
You don't study it. Simply look up 
the make, model, and trouble symptom 
of the Radio you want to repair. No 
lost time! Clear instructions tell you 
exactly what the trouble is likely to 

be, exactly how to fix it. Specific in- 
structions cover over 4,800 of the most 
popular models of Home and Auto - 
radio receivers and Automatic Radio 
Changers of 202 manufacturers! 

Also, RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S 
HANDBOOK has hundreds of addition- 
al pages of repair charts, tube charts, 
data on tuning alignment, transformer 
troubles, tube and parts substitution, 
etc., etc., all designed to help you re- 
pair all makes and models of radios, 
faster, and more profitably I Only $5 
($5.50 foreign). 5 DAY UNRESERVED 

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE! 

Make Money in Your Spare Time! 

5-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
Technical Division, MURRAY HILL BOOKS, Inc., 
Dept. RN -65, 232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

Enclosed find $ for books checked ; or send C.O.D. (in U.S.A. only) 
for this amount plus postage. If not fully satisfied, I may return the books within 
5 days and receive my money back. 

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE. $5 ($5.50 RADIO TROUBLESHOOTERS HAND - 
foreign). BOOK. $5 ($5.50 foreign). 
THE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR. 
(See column on opposite page.) $3.00 MODERN RADIO SERVICING. $5 
($3.25 foreign). ($5.50 foreign). 

MONEY- SAVING COMBINATION: MODERN RADIO SERVICING and RADIO 
TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK (both books) only $9.50 ($10.50 foreign). 

Name 

Address 

City & Dist. No Rate 

TRAIN NOW FOR THE BEST OF ALL POSTWAR INDUSTRIES 
June, 1945 

I 
1 

I 
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I 
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I 
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SAVE MONEY 
ON 

HARD TO GET 

RADIO PARTS 
Capacitors . . transformers .. . tubes . . meters 
. speakers and thousands of other hard to get Na- 

tional radio parts are in our stock awaiting immediate deliv- 
ery. And, every item guaranteed the finest quality at a price 

that saves you real money. 

Look at the sample listing below . . . these are just a few of the many 
money saving bargains Radio lien have found at National. Why don't 
You take advantage of these savings by ordering today . . . we'll ship 
tomorrow. 

ORDER TODAY FROM THIS MONEY SAVING LIST! 
A superior Mike Cable, single conductor, shielded 
and pre -war natural rubber cover. 

13e per ft.; 100 ft. $9.90 

Dual conductor and shield as above 
18e per ft.; 100 ft. for $15.95 

CONTINENTAL CARBON RESISTOR KIT No. C6 
Assortment. 100 115IA coated 1 and 1 Watt resis- 
tors (H's are one watt). Unusual bargain at $3.35 
20 MFD 150 WV Tubular Pigtail Electrolytic. 
One year guarantee 35c; 10 for $3.30 
10 MFD 450 WV Tubular Pigtail Electrolytic. 

One year guarantee 43e; 10 for $3.95 
50 MFD 150 WV Tubular Pigtail Electrolytic. 
One year guarantee 49e; 10 for $4.45 

Heavy Duty GE Pyranol 10 MFD 600 WV (900 Pk) 
Oil filled paper filter condenser in Hermetically 
Sealed metal container 3" x 414" x 1" with 
connections brought through ceramic bushings. 
List $9.80 Our price $3.30; 10 for $29.50 

Assortment of 200 pes. Special Radio Hardware in- 
chiding Tube Sockets, Terminal Strips, Grid Caps 
and flugs Iiit $1.49 

20 x 20/150 WV Tubular Electrolytic. First Line 
Condenser. One year guarantee. Each 61e; 10 for $5.60 

OUTSTANDING OFFER 
An assortment of 20 high grade Vitreous 
Enameled Wire Wound Resistors in 5, 10 and 
25 Watt sizes, ranging from 30 to 30,000 Ohms. 
Selected as to popular usage. Ohmite, Electrohn, 
Sprague, Utah, etc. Kit #E77. List price, 
$9.60. Your cost is only $2.99. 

COD orders require 20% deposit. We accept no 
orders for less than $2.50, and pay all shipping charges only on prepaid Orders of $25.00 or more. 
L -205 or AA -3 certificates are required. 

FREE -Our latest money saving bulletin is ready 
NOW; get your copy today. You'll save. 

Dept. RN -6 

NATIONAL ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 622 KINZIE `CHICAGO 10, ILLINO S 

o 
o 

OWARD 
CAN HEd.P YOU! 

HOWARD'S is a completely equipped 
modern plastics mjlding plant! 

HOWARD'S engin ring development service 
is available to youfor war and postwar service! 

HOWARD'S skitlE9d plastics engineering staff 
stands ready to ssist you in the development of 

ideas...and translating those into profitable reality! 

For the Best in Plastics Call On 
I-IOWAID PLASTICS INC. 

2600 G ind Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri 
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form to the maximum range. How- 
ever, this limitation is arbitrary. Any 
radar set can be calibrated to record 
target echoes up to any given maxi- 
mum range, merely by changing the 
slope of the sawtooth voltage wave - 
thereby changing the speed of the time 
base sweep to conform to any desired 
range. For example, a scope cali- 
brated to detect targets within a range 
of only 10 miles would have a fast 
time base, whereas the same scope 
calibrated for use up to 250 miles 
would have a relatively slower time 
base. 

If several targets at different ranges 
come into the pulsed radar beam at 
the same time, they will each reflect 
their own echoes which will appear at 
different ranges along the time base 
of the oscilloscope. Referring to Fig. 
6, for example, one target is located 
at a range of 60 miles and the other 
target is at 80 miles. 

Target echoes never remain sta- 
tionary on the scope screen. They 
move in relation to the actual move- 
ment of the target in the air or at 
sea, and, when the radar set is in- 
stalled aboard a ship or plane, the tar- 
get echoes also move in relation to 
the movement of the plane or ship on 
which the radar set is located. 

-EH 

SURPLUS STOCK 
DUMPING 

WITH the sale of surplus war ma- il' terials getting into high gear, 
Charles Golenpaul, of the Aerovox Cor- 
poration, has issued a word of warning 
to jobbers about the financial risks en- 
tailed in handling this type of mer- 
chandise. 

Mr. Golenpaul feels that for the 
average jobber with small working 
capital the risk involved is too great to 
be taken. Surplus sales are made in job 
lots of miscellaneous parts, some of 
which may have some resale value, but 
the most of which are nonstandard or 
electrically imperfect items. 

This merchandise is sold to the sur- 
plus buyer as "salvaged parts- electri- 
cal condition undetermined and un- 
known. All parts visually good. No 
electrical tests have been made on any 
parts and description furnished is the 
best available." In addition, the ma- 
terials are offered "as is" and "where 
is." To quote further from the govern- 
ment prospectus, "The Government 
makes no warranty, guaranty, or repre- 
sentation of any kind, expressed or im- 
plied, as to the material offered for 
sale." 

It is obvious, according to Mr. Golen- 
paul. resale of this material, as 
purchased, might jeopardize the labori- 
ously achieved reputation of the seller 
for good merchandise and fair treat- ment. 

Only those jobbers with long ex- 
perience in handling this type of mer- 
chandise, and the ability and surplus 
cash sufficient to dabble in this, should 
attempt to enter the field, while the 
small jobber should stick to the job 
of selling standard merchandise 
through the usual channels, according 
to Mr. Golenpaul. 
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THE DETROLA CONFERENCE ROUND TABLE 

PLANNING 

of 

A REAL AMERICAN KEEPS HIS BONDS 

June, 1945 

Creative thinking at Detrola probes the frontiers of elec- 

tronics- devising the pattern for greater performance - 
wider range of Detrola -built Television Receivers .. . 

Radio Receivers ... and other electronic instruments. 

And none will excel them in beauty or value. 

KEEP AN ON ,,C%(i-wa aco 
INTERNATIONAL DETROLA CORPORATION 
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THE PORTABLE LAB 
THAT GIVES YOU - 
Ceehy t%1n9/ 

* Design proven by over 5 years 
production of thousands of this 
model. 

* Operation as simple as ABC. Mul- 
tisection push- button switches do 
all work. Simply "follow the ar- 

rows" for tube checking. No 
roaming test leads for the multi - 
meter. 

* Open face wide scale 4' /4-inch 
rugged meter built especially for 

this tester -500 microampere sen- 
sitivity. 

* Each AC and DC range individu- 
ally calibrated. 

* Professional appearance. Solid 
golden oak carrying case. 

* Guaranteed Rectifier. 

SPECIFICAT IONS 
C MICROAMPERES: 

0.500 
DC MILLIAMPERES: 

0.2.5.10.50.250 
DC AMPERES 

0.1.10 
DC VOLTS -1000 OHMS PER VOLT: 

0. 5.25.100. 250 -500. 1000.2 500 
AC VOLTS 

0.5.10.50.250.1000 
OUTPUT VOLTS: 

0. 5.10.50. 250.1000 
OHMMETER: 

0. 200.2000. 20.000 OHMS 0.2.20 MEOOHMS 
BATTERY TEST: 

Check Dry Portable "A" and "B" B. terles Under Load 
CONDENSER CHECK: 

Electrolytics checked on English Readln Scale at Rated voltages of 25.50.100 200. 250. 300.450 volts. 
TUBE TESTER: 

Emission type with noise test, floating filaments, easy chart operation. Checks all receiving type tubes. 
POWER SUPPLY: 

115 volts 60 cycle. Special voltage and frequency upon request. 

SIE E 
SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

Greenwood, Miss., U.S.A. 

Standard Frequency Broadcast Service 

of National Bureau of Standards 

Details and description of the entire broad- 
cast service emanating from station WWVV. 

1`HIS service comprises the broad- 
casting of standard frequencies and 

standard time intervals from the Bu- 
reau's radio station WWV near Wash- 
ington, D. C. Starting in Feb., 1945, the 
service was slightly extended by broad- 
casting 15 megacycles at night as well 
as in the daytime. 

The service is continuous at all times 
day and night, from 10- kilowatt radio 
transmitters except on 2500 kilocycles 
per second where 1 kilowatt is used. 
The services include: (1) standard radio 
frequencies, (2) standard time inter- 
vals accurately synchronized with basic 
time signals, (3) standard audio fre- 
quencies, and (4) standard musical 
pitch, 440 cycles per second, correspond- 
ing to A above middle C. 

The standard frequency broadcast 
service makes widely available the 
national standard of frequency, which 
is of value in scientific and other 
measurements requiring an accurate 
frequency. Any desired frequency may 
be measured in ternes of the standard 
frequencies. This may be done by the 
aid of harmonics and beats, with one 
or more auxiliary oscillators. 

Four radio carrier frequencies are 
used; three are on the air at all times, 
to insure reliable coverage of the 
United States and other parts of the 
world. The radio frequencies are listed 
in the table. 

On the 59th second of every minute the 
pulse is omitted. 

The audio frequencies are interrupt- 
ed precisely on the hour and each five 
minutes thereafter; after an interval of 
precisely one minute they are resumed. 
This one -minute interval is provided 
in order to give the station announce- 
ment and to afford an interval for the 
checking of radio -frequency measure- 
ments free from the presence of the 
audio frequencies. The announcement 
is the station call letters (WWV) in 
telegraphic code (dots and dashes), ex- 
cept at the hour and half hour when a 
detailed announcement is given by 
voice. 

The accuracy of all the frequencies, 
radio and audio, as transmitted, is bet- 
ter than a part in 10,000,000. Trans- 
mission effects in the medium (Doppler 
effect, etc.) may result at times in 
slight fluctuations in the audio fre- 
quencies as received; the average fre- 
quency received is, however, as accurate 
as that transmitted. The time interval 
marked by the pulse every second is 
accurate to better than 10 microseconds 
(- .000,01 second). The 1- minute, 4- 
minute, and 5- minute intervals, syn- 
chronized with the seconds pulses and 
marked by the beginning or ending of 
the periods when the audio frequencies 
are off, are accurate to a part in 10,- 
000,000. 

2.5 megacycles (= 2500 kilocycles = 2,500,000 cycles) per second, broadcast from ' /:UU 
P.M. to 9:00 A.M., EWT (2300 to 1300 GMT). 

5 megacycles (= 5000 kilocycles = 5,000,000 cycles) per second, broadcast continuously 
day and night. 

10 megacycles (= 10,000 kilocycles = 10,000.000 cycles) per second, broadcast continu- 
ously day and night. 

15 megacycles (= 15,000 kilocycles 15,000,000 cycles) per second, broadcast continu- 
ously day and night. 

Two standard audio frequencies, 440 
cycles per second and 4000 cycles per 
second, are broadcast on the radio 
carrier frequencies. Both are broadcast 
continuously on 10 and 15 megacycles. 
Both are on the 5 megacycles in the 
daytime, but only the 440 is on the 5 
megacycles from 7:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M., 
EWT. Only the 440 is on the 2.5 mega- 
cycles. 

The 440 cycles per second is the stand- 
ard musical pitch, A above middle C; 
the 4000 cycles per second is a useful 
standard audio frequency for labora- 
tory measurements. 

In addition, there is on all carrier 
frequencies a pulse of .005 -second dura- 
tion which occurs at intervals of pre- 
cisely one second. The pulse consists of 
five cycles, each of .001- second dura- 
tion, and is heard as a faint tick when 
listening to the broadcast; it provides a 
useful standard time interval, for pur- 
poses of physical measurements, and 
may be used as an accurate time signal. 

The beginnings of the periods when 
the audio frequencies are off are so syn- 
chronized with the basic time service 
of the U. S. Naval Observatory that they 
mark accurately the hour and the suc- 
cessive 5- minute periods. 

Of the radio frequencies on the air at 
a given time, the lowest provides serv- 
ice to short distances, and the highest 
to great distances. Reliable reception 
is in general possible at all times 
throughout the United States and the 
North Atlantic Ocean, and fair recep- 
tion throughout the world. 

Information on how to receive and 
utilize the service is given in the Bu- 
reau's Letter Circular, "Methods of 
using standard frequencies broadcast 
by radio," obtainable on request. The 
Bureau welcomes reports of difficulties, 
methods of use, or special applications 
of the service. Correspondence should 
be addressedNational Bureau of Stand- 
ards, Washington, D. C. 
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In these dependable tower tuning and matching 
components lies the heart of directional broadcast- 
ing. They help give Westinghouse phasing and 
matching equipment the high efficiency, reliability 
and easy adjustment that meet today's needs. 

These qualities stem from many features of 
Westinghouse phasing equipment. High Q in- 

ductors, low -loss capacitors and effective circuit 
design establish the high efficiency. Reliability is 

assured by using all components well within their 
ratings. 

Operation has been .simplified. Current division 
and phasing adjustment can be made while in 
operation. Phase adjustments can be made by a. 
single control for each tower. The current fed to 
each tower can be adjusted by a single control! 
without affecting its phase position. 

Westinghouse- working with your consulting 
engineer -offers its wide facilities in installing 
complete directional equipment for every type 

.tune, 1915 

Westinghouse tower tuning and matching components shown 
above are a variable, gas -filled capacitor (top, left) and a 
continuously adjustable inductor (below, right). 

of coverage from simple cardioid patterns (above) 
to more complex, intricate ones. Your nearest 
Westinghouse office will give you full information. 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 
868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. J -o8lo9 

XXV RADIO'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY KDKA 

Westinthouse 
/IANTS IN 25 CITIES . OFFICES tsEnYWM.t 
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ALLIANCE RESUMES PRODUCTION on One Standard Model 
We are now able to return to production of one standard variation of Alliance 

Model 80 Phono- motor, according to the following definite specifications and on 
the production plan explained below. 
STANDARD SPECIFICATION No. 811 -Turntable No. Y- 278 -52; 110 Volt, 60 cycle, 9" Model 80 
Production must be on the following practical basis under present conditions where there are no large volume priority orders -namely, by accumulating a sufficient quantity of 
small orders with necessary priority and making periodical single production runs at 
such time as the quantity of accumulated orders is enough to make this practical. Priority orders (currently only orders of AA -3 or higher, with GOVERNMENT CON- 
TRACT NUMBER and MILITARY END USE, or where certified to be used in Sound Systems, Intercommunications or Paging Systems, as exempted from under M -9 -C) must allow delivery time required to obtain a minimum practical production run; to procure material for all orders in hand, and make one production run of the one type standard unit only, for shipment on the various accumulated orders. Check the above against your requirements, and if you have proper priority, communicate with us. 

REMEMBER ALLIANCE -Your Ally in War as in Peace! 
AFTER THE WAR IS WON, WE WILL TELL YOU ABOUT SOME NEW AND STARTLING IDEAS IN PHONO -MOTOR 

ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
ALLIANCE, OHIO 

Cinaudagraph Speakers are made 
to take the tough raps. This is the 
built -in result of better manufac- 
turing experience. Look at the 
record of achievement and you'll 
put Cinaudagraph Speakers at the 
top of your list. 

Watch Cinaudagraph 
Speakers After Victory! 

Cinaudagraph Speakers, Ine. 
3911 5. Michigan Ave., Chicago 

Export Div., 13 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. 

"JYa rRize4 Aea.lu ail-/A, 94921d 
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Television Systems 
(Continued from page 52) 

turn and an additional small variable 
capacitor for fine tuning. One typi- 
cal set uses a solid metal slug which 
is moved away from, or toward, the 
oscillator coil. 

I. F. System 
The i.f. system of the receiver con- 

sists of two separate channels : sound 
and video. The sound channel is con- 
ventional with the possible exception 
that the i.f. frequency is higher than 
in the ordinary frequency -modulated 
receiver. Special resonant circuits are 
used to separate and prevent inter- 
ference between i.f. signals. Since the 
picture or video channel is broad, the 
video i.f. system contains specially de- 
signed circuits which pass a wide 
channel and still permit a reasonable 
gain. In order to understand the i.f. 
circuits, a brief review of some of the 
fundamentals of resonant circuits fol- 
lows. 

In a parallel resonant circuit, the 
impedance is maximum and resistive 
at resonance, and the impedance be- 
comes lower and reactive as the fre- 
quency departs from resonance. In 
the case of a series -resonant circuit, 
the impedance is minimum and resis- 
tive (equal to d.c. resistance in the 
circuit) and the impedance becomes 
larger and reactive as the frequency 
departs from resonance. Consequent- 
ly, as shown in Fig. 3A, a parallel res- 
onant circuit in series between an 
a.c. generator and a load prevents the 
resonant frequency from appearing 
across the load, but passes other fre- 
quencies. A series -resonant circuit in 
the same position, Fig. 3B, permits the 
resonant frequency to reach the load 
or output and rejects all other fre- 
quencies. Now, if the procedure is 
reversed and the resistor is placed in 
series with the generator and the res- 
onant circuit, which now acts as the 
load or output, the conditions are re- 
versed. The parallel resonant circuit, 
Fig. 3C, produces maximum output at 
resonance and a reduced output at 

Fig. 6. A commonly used mixer -os- 
cillator combination, employing a 
6J5 triode as a separate oscillator. 
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SLIDE RULE 
OR SCREWDRIVER 

. which will YOU be using 2 years from now? 

Add CREI technical training to your present experience -then get that 

BETTER radio job you want -make more money -enjoy security! 

Thousands of new men have joined the ranks of the 
radio industry for the duration. But after the war, even 

more thousands will return from the armed forces. 
War production will settle down to supplying civilian 
needs. Where will you fit into this picture? 
If you are wise, you will look ahead and prepare for 
the good -paying jobs in radio -electronics and industrial 
electronics. Every man in radio today has the oppor- 
tunity to see the amazing developments that are taking 
place, as well as the unlimited opportunities available 
to men with modern technical training. CREI courses 
are constantly being revised and kept up -to -date with 
the rapid developments in the industry, such as: U.H.F. 
circuits, cavity resonators, wave guides, Klystrons, Mag- 
netrons and other tubes. CREI can show you the way 
by providing the "tools" to build a secure foundation 
for your future based on our proved method of home 
study training. 

Servicemen - 
Discharged Veterans 

CREI RESIDENCE TRAINING 

NOW AVAILABLE UNDER 

PROVISIONS OF "G. I." BILL 
CREI now offers Residence 
School courses in Radio -Elec- 
tronics Engineering, Broadcast 
& Television Engineering and 
Broadcast & Television Servic- 
ing under the Serviceman's Re- 
adjustment Act of 1944 ( "G.I." 
Bill) .Classes now in session. En- 
ter at any time. Writefordetails. 
Those interested in CREI resi- 
dence school after the war should 
write for information about the 
CREI Priority plan. 

It is lip to you to decide if you will be a "screwdriver" 
mechanic or a real technician in a responsible engineer- 
ing position. Here's a typical example of progress 
made possible by CREI home study training. 

"I wish to say that I believe CREI has been 
instrumental in making my promotion possible, as 

considerable background in radio was necessary 
before an operator can be transferred from the 
Communication Section to the Maintenance Sec- 
tion." -Don W. Lowrey, 420526. 

CREI can help you prepare by providing you with a 

proved program of home study training that will in- 

crease your technical ability and equip you to advance 
to the better- paying radio jobs that offer security and 
opportunity. The facts about CREI and what it can 
do for you are printed in a new 36 -page booklet. It is 

well worth your reading. Send for it today. 

MUTE TODAY FOR FREE 36 -PAGE BOOKLET 

"Your Opportunity in the New World of Electronics" 
TELL US ALL ABOUT YOURSELF, so that we can intelligently plan a course best 
suited to your needs. If you have had professional or amateur radio experience - 
let us prove to you that we have something you need to qualify for a better radio job. 
To help us intelligently answer your inquiry -PLEASE STATE BRIEFLY YOUR 
BACKGROUND OF EXPERIENCE, EDUCATION AND PRESENT POSITION. 

CAPITOL RADIO Engineering Institute 
HOME STUDY COURSES IN PRACTICAL RADIO -ELECTRONICS 

ENGINEERING FOR PROFESSIONAL SELF -IMPROVEMENT 

Dept. RN -6, 3224 -16th Street, N. W., Washington 10, D. C. 

Contractors to U. S. Navy -II. S. Coast Guard -Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 

Producers of Well-trained Technical Radiomen for Industry. 
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other frequencies; the series -resonant 
circuit, minimum output at resonance, 
and an increased output at other fre- 
quencies. An important exception to 
the latter is noted at this point, that 
if the output is taken off just one of 
the components of the series resonant 
circuit, either capacitor or inductor, 
the output is maximum at resonance 
and minimum at frequencies which de- 
part from resonance. This is logical if 
we consider that at resonance the cir- 
cuit impedance is resistive and low, 
permitting a high current flow through 
the circuit which develops maximum 
voltage across " the capacitive reac- 
tance of the capacitor and the induc- 
tive reactance of the inductor. These 
two voltages are out -of -phase and 
neutralize each other when connection 
is made across both capacitor and in- 
ductor. 

When two coupled circuits, tuned to 
the same frequency, are brought in 
close proximity to each other, the 
tuned primary circuit which is excited 
by a resonant current radiates lines 
of force which induce a resonant cur- 
rent in the secondary winding. The 
amplitude of the induced voltage at 
resonance (parallel resonant circuit 
in shunt with or acting as a load for 
an a.c. signal develops maximum volt- 
age at resonance) or at frequencies 
off resonance, depends on the degree 
of coupling between winding. If the 
two tuned circuits are separated some 
distance, called loose coupling, the 
voltage amplitude in the secondary is 
low. When the coupling is increased 
to the optimum value, called critical 
coupling, maximum peak voltage is 
induced in the secondary (approaches 
a 1 to 1 transfer). If the coupling is 
increased beyond the critical value, a 
double- humped resonance curve ap- 
pears in the secondary, Fig. 2, which 
has a dip at the resonant frequency 
and a peak on each side of resonance. 

Normally, the secondary can be said 
to reflect pure resistance into the pri- 
mary; thus, it only loads the primary 
and does not alter its frequency. When 
the coupling is tight, however, reac- 
tance is also reflected into the pri- 
mary. This reflected reactance, at 
some frequency on each side of res- 
onance, equals the normal primary 
reactance at this same frequency, sim- 
ulating a new resonant point and a 
consequent rise in voltage. The dou- 
ble -hump or overcoupled transformer 
is used to advantage in television cir- 
cuits to increase the bandwidth. 

The use of resonant circuits, mu- 
tually coupled tuned circuits, and 
double- humped resonant curves in i.f. 
circuits will be discussed in next 
month's comprehensive article, which 
will also cover in detail the i.f. sys- 
tem of the General Electric model 90 
receiver. Don't forget to review pre- 
vious articles of the series, because 
each time you cover them, new pieces 
of information become evident or more 
firmly established. Television is an 
orientation problem and must be grad- 
ually assembled into an entirety. 

(To be continued) 

New Large-Screen 

RCA Television Receiver 
RADIO Corporation of America 

has recently previewed their 
advanced development model 

large- screen home television receiver 
in cooperation with NBC. 

This receiver incorporates four new 
engineering principles which were de- 
veloped by the engineers of RCA Lab- 
oratories and the RCA Victor Division 
before the war. 

The first important change, over the 
prewar receiver design, is the new 
reflective optical system. Instead of 
viewing the image directly from the 
face of the Kinescope, the television 
tube is mounted with the face of the 
tube downward. The image on the 
face of the tube is reflected into a 
special mirror which is shaped like a 
shallow bowl and with the reflective 
coating on the concave surface facing 
the light source. The image is then 
reflected from the mirror through the 
aspherical correcting lens. This lens 
brings the light reflected from the 
mirror to a sharp focus on the screen. 

Formerly the cost of grinding and 
polishing the aspherical lens was pro- 
hibitive and its use was deemed im- 
practical. Under the new RCA sys- 
tem, this lens is now molded from 
transparent plastic and the cost of fabricating this component has 
dropped sufficiently to permit its use 
in medium -priced receivers. 

A flat mirror is placed directly be- 

hind the viewing screen and images 
passed through the aspherical lens are 
thrown onto the inclined surface. This 
mirror is so placed that the reflected 
image is distributed evenly over the 
large -sized screen which measures 
211/3x16 inches. 

Two different optical problems were 
confronted in the construction and 
design of this translucent viewing 
screen. The main problem was that of 
eliminating the inherent tendency of 
the screen to develop a "hot spot" re- 
sulting in alare in the center of the 
viewing screen and insufficient light 
in other parts of the image. The 
second problem was the need for dis- 
tributing the major portion of the 
transmitted light to the area which 
the spectators would occupy in rela- 
tion to the receiver. 

These problems were solved by in- 
corporating certain features in the 
molded design of the screen which 
assures both even distribution of light 
over the image and a proper distri- 
bution of transmitted light within the 
normal viewing angle. 

Automatic Frequency Control 
The third outstanding feature of 

this receiver design is the automatic 
frequency control which discriminates 
between transmitted synchronizing 
impulses and stray noise impulses, 
which might otherwise . trigger the 

This comparison of prewar (left) and developmental postwar (right) television 
picture tubes shows how RCA's development of the small -size, high -voltage 
cathode -ray tube will contribute toward smaller, lighter, and less costly home 
television receivers, as well as larger, brighter images. In the large - 
screen home receiver, the 5 -inch high -voltage tube will be used in a unique 
reflective optical system to project to a built -in screen an image five 
times as large as could be obtained on the 12 -inch prewar direct -viewing tube. 
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When you need an inductor for any purpose consult Johnson Engineers. 
Their files will probably contain a design for your required inductor, but 
if not, they can design one and make it to do your particular job. 

Inductor design is quite a special study and no one conductor, no one 
insulator, no one type of construction is suitable for every requirement. 
Johnson may select a copper tubing conductor to handle high currents in 

one design, while edgewise strip is selected in another because of its narrow 
width and the ability to get a greater inductance in the same length. Other 
conductors are available too, such as solid wire, liti wire, flat strip, square 

Bars and special shapes, some plated, some polished and lacquered according 
to their use. In order to make contact to the conductor and bring off taps 
Johnson has produced a complete line of clips and connectors for use on 

fixed taps as well as sliders and rollers for continuously variable taps. 

Insulation requirements vary. While steatite or mycalex may be used 

for low losses in a certain high frequency coil, plastics may be better For 

another because they stand more mechanical shock. Production facilities at 
Johnson provide for working any insulating material so the best one or the 
best combination, can always be selected to fit the special job. 

Johnson inductors are designed and built for efficient operation and 

they have high Q. Some are fixed and some are variable. Some designs require 
special features such as rounded parts to minimize corona discharges at high 

voltages, water cooling, variation of inductance or variation of coupling. 

What is your inductor requirement? 

OTHER 
JOHNSON 
COMPONENTS 

SOCKETS 

CONDENSERS 

INSULATORS 

PLUGS and JACKS 

COUPLINGS 

Catalog 968 -Z 

tamous name in )2ad'ic, 
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY WASECA MINNESOTA 
June, 1915 99 
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SPRAGUE - CORNELL DUBILIER 
AEROVOX CONDENSERS 

10 mid 450v Tubular 50e 
16 mfd 450v Tubular 65¢ 
20 mfd 450v Tubular 70¢ 
40 mfd 450v Tubular 99¢ 
20 mfd 150v Tubular 44¢ 
30 mfd 150v Tubular 47¢ 
40 mfd 150v Tubular 500 
20 -20 mfd 150v Tubular 760 
40-20 mfd 150v Tubular 82¢ 
30 -30 mfd 150v Tubular 79e 
50 -30 mfd 150v Tubular 94e 
10 mfd 50v Tubular 32¢ 
25 mid 25v Tubular 35¢ 

SPRAGUE Money- Saving Kits 
6 ATOMS 8mfd 450v Tubular $2.56 

15 TC -11 .01mfd 600v Tubular 1.59 
15 TC -12 .02mfd 600v Tubular 1.59 
15 TC -15 .05mfd 600v Tubular 2.12 

TEST EQUIPMENT ! ! ! 
Volt- Ohm- Milliammeters 
GE UM -3 31.50 
Superior PB -100 28.40 

Servicemen's Priority 
AA -5 MRO CMPSA 

Delivery -3 weeks 

PM SPEAKERS 
4" Square 2 oz 1.35 
5" Round 1.25 
6 " Round 3.6oz 2.10 

10" Round 20 oz 7.20 
12" Round 11 oz. 5.19 
12" Round 31 oz. 10.14 

TURNER MICROPHONES 
Model Type Cord List Your 

Cost 
BX Crystal 7' $9.95 $5.85 
22X Crystal 7' 18.50 10.88 
33X Crystal 20' 22.50 13.23 
BD Dynamic 7' 14.50 8.53 
33D Dynam. 20' 23.50 13.82 

RADIART VIBRATORS 
Mallory 

Type Equal Base Size Used in Each 
S-1 4 -4 4 Prong 11/2.-33/8 Universal $1.35 
5300 294 4 Prong 1J -5 -3t/ Universal 2.09 
5326P 509P 4 Prong 1? -2% Philco' 1.76 
5334 868 4 Prong I! 2 -31A Delco 2.09 
5341M 901M 4 Prong 11,-3,/g Motorola 1.76 

'5400 248 6 Prong 1¡-332(3 Truetone 3.50 
5426 716 - 5 Prong 11ßs-3% Buick 3.50 
ORDER OTHERS BY MAKE AND SET MODEL 

TRIMM ACME 
DELUXE PHONES 
2000 OHM....... 1.50 
Cannon -Ball Dixie .... 1 .56 
Brush Crystal Phones 
Type "A" ...... ... 7.95 

ASTATIC CRYSTAL CARTRIDGES 
L40.. .2.35 LP6....4.70 M22 2.94 

PHILCO BEAM OF LIGHT 
Selenium Cell only, no holder 1 80 

AC -DC RESISTANCE CORDS 
135 -160 -180- 220 -250 -290 OHM 

Each 480 10 for 4 50 
ICA Universal 22 -330 ohm 730 
560 ohm for 3 -way Portable 73¢ 

BALLAST TUBES 
K42B K55B L49C L55B 

100 -79 
K49B K55C L49D 100 -70 

100 -77 
Each 45¢ 10 for 4.20 
Clarostat Universal 23 -55A 

(octal) each 59c 

k 
KHVIV sUPPLY 8L 

ENGINEERING CO., Inc. 

20% deposit re- 
quired on all 
C. O. D. orders. 
Orders of $25.00 or 
more accompanied 
by payment in full, 
will be shipped 
prepaid. DON'T 
FORGET L -265 
or AA-3 certificate. 

129 SELDEN AVE. DETROIT 1, MICH. 
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sawtooth wave voltage prematurely. 
The control fixes a time interval for 

the synchronizing impulse and auto- 
matically shuts out those impulses 
which do not arrive on schedule. 

Without a control of this type, 
noise interference could throw the 
scanning beam in the receiver out of 
synchronization with the one in the 
transmitter, causing the former to 
"black out" and return on some lines 
of the picture before they were com- 
pleted. This results in "tear outs" 
and ragged -edge effects. 

High- Voltage Cathode -Ray Tube 
The fourth innovation to be incor- 

porated in the new RCA television re- 
ceiver is the use of the new high - 
voltage cathode -ray tube. This tube 
is substantially smaller and lighter in 
weight than the prewar direct -view- 
ing picture tube. The application of 
this type of tube results in a smaller, 
lighter, and less costly home receiver 
and will ultimately mean lower re- 
placement costs. 

This tube which is only five inches 
in diameter, is designed to operate at 
a rated voltage of 27,000 volts, which 
is nearly four times the voltage used 
in prewar tubes. Because of the high- 
er voltage, the new tubes produce a 
much brighter initial image. This 
high initial brilliance, in conjunction 
with the new optical system, produces 
a clear image on the screen which is 
five times as large as could be pro- 
duced on a prewar direct viewing tube 
with a face diameter of 12 inches. 

--EJ- 

Vie i 

0 

Aspherical 1 

Correcting 
Lens 1 

(Molded Plastic); 

Viewing Screen 

Spherical Mirror 

The broken lines show the path of light 
beams from a single picture element on 
the face of the cathode -ray tube to a 
corresponding point on the screen. A 
plastic lens is used to bring these light 
beams to a sharp focus. The combination 
of spherical mirror and correcting lens 
delivers about six times as much light 
as could be obtained if a conventional 
F:2 movie projection lens were used. 

Large- screen television for the home, providing bright, clear, high- defini- 
tion pictures 16 by 211/2 inches in size. was demonstrated for the first 
time by RCA in the studios of the National Broadcasting Company. 
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/\ 
We re Mighty Serious, too! 

AR is a grim business, even on the home 

front. And we here at Eastern are seri- 

ous- mighty serious -about the job we 

are doing for Uncle Sam's fighting men. 

Eastern equipme'nt flies the sub -stratosphere gales 

over Tokyo in American Superfortresses -Eastern 
equipment rides the surging waves of the Pacific in 

those valiant little PT boats. 

Eastern performance means Eastern leadership 

in the field of sound and electronic equipment. For 

we at Eastern are not new hands -we've been in the 

business since 1921 -and some of us even longer 

than that. With the coming of peace, Eastern will 

go further and further into the field of electronics - 
contributing - still seriously - to the development 

and growth of this, tomorrow's industry. 

Our engineers are available for consultation on 

any amplification problem. Eastern will continue to 

apply its resources to designing and manufacturing 
war equipment until the day of Victory. Mean- 

while, on request, we will send you the next of a 

series of articles on peacetime sound and electronic 

equipment, prepared by our engineering staff. Ask 

for Brochure 6 -E. 

Buy MORE War Bonds 

June, 1945 

U. S. Reg'n. Applied For 

794 EAST 140th STREET NEW YORK 54, N. Yo 
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During the critical 
stress of battle, men 

and equipment prove 
themselves. Materiel that has per- 

formed dependably under the highly abnormal 
War conditions has stamina to spare in normal 
peacetime operation. Atlas Sound Loud Speakers 
have come through their War tests with flying col- 
ors. War- tested Atlas Sound Speaker manufac- 
turing facilities and personnel will soon again be 
ready to go to work for you on new designs or 
minor conversions. Contact them for details. 

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST 

<:°`..,.......:.,.,., 

.:> 
:;::: : :;>. ;><; .<.::: :<<::; .>.;: : ::>; . ... ....... ..._ 

1447 39th Street Brooklyn, N. Y. 

it464 at 
THE LARGEST 

FABRICATED PLASTIC 
PART OF ITS KIND! 

This coil form is one of a pro- 
duction lot fabricated in our shop; 
drilled with more than one hun- 
dred holes, all close tolerance as 
to size and location. 

Of importance to you is our ability to furnish prompt delivery. 
If you are faced with a tough fabrication problem, or the necessity 
of fast service, a consultation with one of our organization may help 
you to meet your own delivery dates. 

We carry a large stock of phenolic laminated sheet material and 
can give you prompt service on specially fabricated parts or on 
sheets, rods and tubes. 

ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO., INC. 
12 VESTRY ST., NEW YORK 13. N. Y. 

FABRICATED PHENOLIC PARTS .,.. SHEETS, RODS, TUBES 
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Let's Talk Shop 
(Continued from page 45) 

used would be in addition to the fixed 
service fee. The fixed service fee 
charge has a number of drawbacks. 
One is that this fails to tell how many 
calls will be necessary to maintain the 
equipment until after several months 
experience with the particular plants 
in which you are operating. Some will 
have a very high service call rate dur- 
ing certain months of the year where 
the production schedule is heavy. Oth- 
ers will proceed along a regular course 
over a period of years. The other 
method of handling charges would be 
on a time and material basis. The 
only thing to keep in mind is that the 
charges must be acceptable to the war 
plant in order that the manufacturer 
does not tend to shop around when he 
needs service. If the time and mate- 
rial basis of handling material is used, 
the serviceman should be in contact 
with the distributor or manufacturer 
who is furnishing the necessary repair 
parts to service the equipment. This 
brings up another problem. Much of 
the industrial electronic equipment 
has been purchased directly from the 
manufacturer. In this case the serv- 
iceman will have to depend on the 
purchasing agent of the individual 
manufacturers to get for him a stock 
of repair parts necessary to do his job. 
Obviously, the serviceman will not be 
able to make any profit on parts sup- 
plied by this system. In fact, it will 
be extremely hard to realize any profit 
on the parts which go into the repair 
of industrial electronic equipment 
since most manufacturers are well 
aware of their cost on a wholesale 
basis. Since this work is highly spe- 
cialized, it is better to increase the 
service charge in order that the serv- 
iceman may make a profit on his time 
and at the same time compensate him- 
self in some measure for the loss of 
revenue from the sale of parts. 

Many manufacturers have told us 
that they intend to take a junior engi- 
neer or laboratory assistant and keep 
him on the payroll and use him for 
this work of servicing. This, of course, 
poses a problem for the local outside 
serviceman and he will have to watch 
carefully and conduct himself strictly 
along business lines if he is to compete 
successfully along this type of opera- 
tion. While, no doubt, a large num- 
ber of manufacturers will employ 
their own servicemen on a full time 
basis, there still is left a large field 
for enterprising servicemen who de- 
sire to get into this lucrative field. The 
time to make your contacts is right 
now in order that you should be set 
for efficient postwar operation. 

The serviceman who knows his in- 
dustrial electronic equipment, who 
charges a fair price and performs his 
work in a business -like manner need 
have no fear of loss of business in the 
postwar period. 
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The DEALER Picture 

First of all, you want depen 

ably -built Merchandise. 

Next, you want profit -making 

Merchandise. 

Next, you want smart- looking 

Merchandise. 

Next, you want Dealership 

Protection. 

Finally, you want n Perma- 

nent Connection. 

The TEMPLE Picture 

Temple, because of its two vast, modern plants 

-one making chassis, the other devoted to cab- 

inetry -will produce, and deliver the finest 

Radios ever to bear the Temple name. 

Temple Radios will be marked at most favor- 

able dealer and consumer levels to meet all or 

any competitive price ranges on all types of 

models- merchandise that invites ready sale, 

fast turnover, and worthwhile retail profit. 

By making its own cabinets in its own cabinet 

plant, Temple will set a new, high standard in 

artistry of design and craftsmanship. 

Temple sales policies are far -seeing in profit, 

price and territory protection -assuring Temple 

Dealers profitable volume at established prices 

and legitimate margins. 

Temple forward planning not only assures you 

immediate profits, but also continuous profits 

through the years ahead -with sound, far- 

sighted selling, merchandising and advertising 

support that will back you, the Dealer, in your 

selling efforts. Temple is in business to stay! 

An easy -to -read Folder, giving the whole story of "Why it will pay YOU to team 

up with Temple" will be mailed to you on request. Send for your copy today. 

TEMPLETONE RADIO MFG. CORP. 
NEW LONDON, CONN. 

"Where 
F M will also mean Finest Made" 

FM...TELEVISION...RADIO - PHONO' COMBINATIONS June, 1945 

emp 
RADLO 
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RADIO PARTS 
FOR 

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

We carry a complete supply of all types 
of radio parts and electronic equipment. 

Extra Special! 

SPEAKERS 
10" PM 12 Watts Output, 

$450, 
Lots of 10 or More; $7.50 Ea. 

12" PM '15 Watts Output, 
$650. Lots of IO or More; $5.35 Ea. 

TRF HIGH GAIN COILS use Ant. and RF Matched Coils pet 

Center tapped oscillator coils 456 KC. 
Standard oscillator coils 456 KC. 35C ea. 

MATCHING VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
Two gang TRF 59c ea. 
Two gang SUPER HET with 3" pulley 69c ea. 

SPECIAL! 

Output Transformers for 50L6- 35L6- 43 -25L6, 
etc. 59 c ea. 

CHASSIS 
Blank 

8" x5" x11" 
With Four Holes 
8" x 4" x 11/2" 
8" x 5" x 11/2" 
With Five Holes 

9" x 6" x 11/2" 
10" x 5" s11 /2" 

9" 4" a1/" 

BALLAST TUBES 
K4211 K55B L42C 100-70 250R 
K42C K55C L49B 100-77 250114 
K49B K8OB L49C 100-79 185R 
K49C L42B L55B 185B8 
48c each 10 for $4.50 65cea. l0for$6.15 

RESISTANCE LINE CORDS 
135 ohm 180 ohm 220 ohm 290 ohm 
160 ohm 200 ohm 250 ohm 330 ohm Each 48c In Lots of 10.45e each 
560 ohm ( 
535 ohm }Each 65e In lots of 10.62 %2c ea. 

FOB Chicago 
WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE 

All foreign orders payable in U.S. funds. 

RADIO PARTS 
COMPANY 

612 W. RANDOLPH ST. 
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS 
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Practical Radio Course 
(Continued from page 47) 

kc. i.f. and tuned to receive a 1200 -kc. 
signal, and the ganging arrangement 
for the various timing capacitors, is 
illustrated in the block diagram of 
Fig. 6. 

Tracking the R.F. Tuned Circuits 
In the r.f. amplifier section of the 

receiver the tuning coils and variable 
tuning capacitors in each signal -tun- 
ing circuit are made as nearly alike 
as quantity -production manufacturing 
and matching will permit. In receiv- 
ers designed to cover only á single - 
frequency band, exact alignment of 
these radio -frequency circuits at the 
high -frequency end of the tuning 
range is then attained by the use of 
an adjustable trimmer capacitor in 
shunt with each main tuning capaci- 
tor, as shown in Fig. 5. These trim- 
mer capacitors are usually of the 
small postage -stamp mica- compres- 
sion type, and in most cases one is 
mounted directly on the stator plate 
bar of each tuning capacitor section. 
In broadcast -band receivers, they usu- 
ally are adjusted for correct high- 
frequency tracking at a frequency be- 
tween about 1400 and 1700 kc., depend- 

ing upon the design of the particular 
receiver. 

In receivers designed to cover only 
a single- frequency band, it is possible 
to also align the r.f. tuned circuits at 
the low -frequency end of the tuning 
range (at about 600 kc. for broadcast - 
band receivers), and at several fre- 
quencies in between, by bending sec- 
tors on the slotted end plate of each 
variable tuning capacitor in order to 
cause the required slight increase or 
decrease in the tuning capacitance. 
The `slotted end plate provided for this 
purpose in each section of a 3 -gang 
tuning capacitor is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. 

In multiband receivers, r.f. circuit 
alignment at the high-frequency end 
of each tuning range is accomplished 
by means of an adjustable trimmer 
capacitor connected across each sepa- 
rate tuning coil. Alignment at the 
low-frequency ` end of ._ each tuning 
range is accomplished either by care- 
ful : manufacturing control that en- 
sures uniformity and close matching 
of the r.f. tuning coils and capacitors, 
or by individually adjusting the in- 
ductance of each tuning coil by shift- 
ing the position of one or two of the 
end turns toward or away from the 
rest of the winding until sufficiently 
close alignment is obtained. 

(To be continued) 

Canada's new short -wave station, CITA, is now operating, beaming programs 
in several languages to Europe. This Government -owned CBC station was built 
at Sackville, New Brunswick. Canada, in the salt marshland area which was 
found to increase the station's efficiency. On the Great Circle Route to Europe, 
it is one of the few places in Canada free of the north magnetic; pole influences. 
Towers and antennas are designed to resist winds of 120 m.p.h., even when 
covered with 2 inches of ice. It is equipped with two transmitters, each gen- 
erating 50,000 watts, but a special beam antenna multiplies this 100 times. 
thus giving a total available power of 10,000,000 watts. Its signals are re- 
ported being received several times stronger in Europe than those of any other 
North American short -wave station. More than 26 miles of wire cue used for the 
antennas and conducting lines between them and the transmitters. The antennas 
are strung up between towers varying in height from 170 to 380 feet. The photo 
shows engineers preparing to install the 100 -kw. high -voltage tubes in the trans- 
mission panel. Special racks were designed to convey the tubes from storage vault 
to panel to protect them against breakage during handling and transportation. 
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Available for Prompt Delivery on Priority of AA3 or Better! 

Yem Thaw 9f ockt 450 

TUBE TESTER 
SPEEDY OPERATION - assured by newly designed rotary selector switch 

which replaces the usual snap, toggle, or lever action switches. 

Sppiac icatio : 

EXTRA SERVICE -The Model 450 may be used as an extremely sensitive 

Condenser Leakage Checker. A relaxation type oscillator incorporated in 

this model will detect leakages even when the frequency is one per minute. 

* Tests all tubes up to 117 Volts including 4, 

5, 6, 7, 7L, Octets, Loctals, Bantam Junior, 
Peanut, Television, Magic Eye, Hearing Aid, 
Thyratrons, Single Ended, Floating Filament, 
Mercury Vapor Rectifiers, etc. Also Pilot 
Lights. 

* Tests by the well -established emission 
method for tube quality, directly read on 

the scale of the meter. 

* Tests shorts and leakages up to 3 Megohms 
in all tubes. 

* Tests leakages and shorts of any one ele- 
ment AGAINST all elements in all tubes. 

* Tests BOTH plates in rectifiers. 

* Tests individual sections such as 

diodes, triodes, pentodes, etc., in 

multi -purpose tubes. 

* New type line voltage adjuster. 

* NOISE TEST: Tip jacks on front 
panel for plugging in either phones 
or external amplifier will detect 
microphonic tubes or noise due to 
faulty elements and loose internal 
connections. 

* Features an attractive etched 
panel. 

* Uses a 41/2" square rugged meter. 

* Works on 90 to 125 Volts 60 Cycles 
A. C. 

The Model 450 comes housed in a portable leatherette covered cabinet complete with 

all operating instructions. Size 13" x 12" x 6 ". Net weight 8 pounds. Our Net Price 

$395° 
SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO. Dept. R. N. 227 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 
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Impedance Bridge 
(Continued from page 44) 

For maximum readability of the grad- 
uated dials, the rheostats must have 
linear tapers. Logarithmic tapers 
give rise to crowding of the dial divi- 
sions at one or both ends of the dials, 
depending upon whether the logarith- 
mic curve is at either or both ends of 
the resistance ranges. 

The terminal post numbering in 
Fig. 7 corresponds to that in the three 
illustrative diagrams in Fig. 5. That 
is : i and 2 are in the upper left -hand 
bridge arm, 3 and 4 in the upper right - 
hand arm, 7 -8 -9 and 10 in the lower 
right -hand arm, and 11 and 12 in par- 
allel with 9 and 10 for Maxwell con- 
nections of the rheostat. The gener- 
ator jack, Ji, corresponds to terminals 
13 and 14 in Fig. 5, while the detector 
jack, J2, corresponds to terminals 5 
and 6. 

Construction 
Bridge. The bridge proper (decades 
and terminals) is assembled on a 7" 
x 101 /2" metal panel to which all of 
the parts are mounted. The decade 
switches, S,-S5-S.-S7, are fastened di- 
rectly to the panel, and the various 
decade resistors are soldered to lugs 
mounted on thin bakelite panels slung 
from the main front panel directly be- 
hind the corresponding switches. Fig. 
2 shows the front panel layout. 

In the author's version of the bridge, 
the panel is mounted on a sloping - 
front wooden case (See Fig. 2) 71 /z" 
deep, 6" high, and 105 /s long. The 
interior of the box is lined with tin 
foil glued to the wood and connected 
by flat copper springs to the front 
panel. Any other convenient housing, 
such as a metal cabinet, may be em- 
ployed with success. 

No attempt is made to make the in- 
strument over -compact. Rather, am- 
ple room is provided between parts - 
a necessity when high signal frequen- 
cies are employed. Connections be- 
tween switches and between terminals 
are made with No. 12 tinned busbar. 
Flexible hookup wiring must not be 
employed. 

The terminal posts are ceramic -insu- 
lated feed -through connectors (John- 
son Type 44). Although more time is 
required when using the bridge to 
tighten the nuts on these terminals 
(when "plugging -in" standards and un- 
knowns), more positive contact is af- 
forded than is possible with faster - 
acting banana jacks, since the latter 
introduce serious contact resistance 
into the bridge circuit. 

The switches are bakelite- insulated, 
single -pole, 11- position, nonshorting 
components. Nothing is to be gained 
at the bridge frequencies from use of 
more expensive and harder -to -get ce- 
ramic- insulated selector switches. 

J, and J, are standard single- circuit 
(normally open) midget phone jacks. 
J, must be insulated from the metal 
panel, through which it passes, by 
means of bakelite or fiber shoulder- 

type washers. The frame of J2, on the 
other hand, is grounded directly to the 
panel. Both generator and detector 
are connected to the bridge by means 
of shielded lines terminated by phone 
plugs inserted into jacks J, and J2. 

Standards. The resistance and capac- 
itance standards, shown in Fig. 7, are 
built into small metal boxes, 4" x 4" x 
2" in size. (I. C. A. No. 3810.) The 
switches are bakelite insulated and 
are of the nonshorting type. Flat 
strips of heavy copper, or short lengths 
of heavy copper wire connect the 
standard boxes to the bridge -arm ter- 
minals. 
Rheostats. The calibrated -dial rheo- 
stats in the author's version of the 
bridge are mounted on 2%-inch-square 
bakelite panels with insulated binding 
posts to receive the wires or strips 
used to connect them to the bridge - 
arm terminals. (See Fig. 6.) Indi- 
vidual experimenters may prefer to 
mount these rheostats in small cans 
for increased neatness, however this 
step did not seem necessary to the au- 
thor, since the rheostat construction 
(being already of an enclosed nature) 
protects the resistance winding against 
damage in the "open- work" type of 
mounting shown in Fig. 6. 
Scales and Name Plates. Scales and 
name plates on the bridge section, 
standard boxes, and rheostat panels 
are made from white Bristol board, 
and are lettered with black India ink 
and covered with transparent celluloid 
sheet. These have proven highly read- 
able, as well as neat in appearance 
and easy to make. The individual 
builder may satisfy his own tastes in 
this direction, however, utilizing other 
scale making facilities at his disposal. 

Adjustments 
Bridge Section. The bridge section re- 
quires no adjustment or calibration 
aside from a careful selection of the 
decade resistors in the first place. The 
wiring scheme shown in Fig. 7 must 
be followed. Each decade name plate 
is then graduated in the manner in- 
dicated in Fig. 7, reading 0 to 10 from 
left to right. The fourth division in 
the thousands group will then indicate 
4000 ohms; the sixth in the hundreds 
group, 600 ohms; the zero position in 
the tens group, 0; and the 9 position 
in the units group, 9 ohms; etc. 
Standard Boxes. The resistance and 
capacitance standards l i k e w i s e are 
carefully selected, with respect to re- 
sistance and capacitance, before wir- 
ing into the box circuits, and thus re- 
quire no calibration after assembly. 
The wiring scheme shown in Fig. 7 
must be followed. Then, the dial plate 
on resistance standard No. 1 will be 
inscribed to read 100 -1000 -10,000 ohms 
from left to right; the dial plate on 
resistance standard No. 2 to read 1- 
10- 100 -1000- 10,000 ohms from left to 
right; and the dial plate on the capaci- 
tance standard to read .001 -.01 -1 ,pfd. 
from left to right. 
Rheostats. The rheostat dials must 
be individually calibrated after the 
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BELfone instantly al- 
lows you to talk with 
any department, or sev- 
eral at once, with just the 
touch of a switch. Like 
talking "across the desk ", 
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to orders or inquiries. Keeps 
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GENERAL OFFICES 1200 N. CLAREMONT AVE., CHICAGO 22, ILL., U.S.A. 

units are mounted on their panels. 
The following procedure is followed: 

1. Set the rheostat to minimum re- 
sistance (extreme left -hand position), 
and set the pointer of its control knob 
to the extreme left -hand position, 

2. By means of a reliable ohmmeter 
or resistance bridge, measure the rheo- 
stat resistance at this setting and in- 
scribe this value opposite the pointer 
on the rheostat dial, 

3. Advance the rheostat until the 
ohmmeter or bridge indicates a next 
higher resistance value in convenient 
scale relation to the first reading, and 
inscribe this value on the rheostat dial 
(e.g., if the first reading was zero on 
the 100 -ohm scale, the next reading 
would probably be 1 or 10 ohms), 

4. Repeat the operation until a 
large number of calibration points 
have been obtained and inscribed on 
the rheostat dial, 

5. Remove the rheostat dial, ink in 
the calibration points and numerals, 
and remount on the rheostat panel 
with a celluloid cover. When re- 
mounting, line up the pointer and 
rheostat setting with a selected point 
on the dial, as verified by the reading 
of the ohmmeter or external bridge. 
All other dial points then will be 
in agreement automatically with the 
original calibration. 

Methods of Using the Bridge 
Resistance. (A) ; Connect res. std. 
number 1 (set at 10,000 ohms) to ter- 
minals 1 -2; (B) Connect res. std. num- 
ber 2 (set at 1 ohm) to terminals 3 -4; 
(C) Connect unknown resistor to ter- 
minals 9 -10; (D) Leave terminals 11- 
12 open; (E) Connect a jumper be- 
tween terminals 7 and 8; (F) Connect 
generator to J1 and detector to J2. (If 
generator is 6 -volt battery, detector 
must be 100 -0 -100 d.c. microammeter. 
If generator is audio oscillator, detec- 
tor must be headphones, v.t. volt- 
meter, or oscilloscope); (G) Adjust 
the decades (Rb) for null; (H) At null, 
determine the unknown resistance 
value from decade and standard read- 
ings, as explained under "Bridge The- 
ory" (Wheatstone Bridge); (I) If null 
is not obtained with res. std. number i 
at 10,000 and res. std. number 2 at 1, 
try other combinations of standard 
readings and repeat decade adjust- 
ment. Following are resistance ranges 
obtained with the various possible 
combinations: 

STD. # 1 STD. .# 2 RANGE(OHMS) 
10,000 1 0.001-1 
10,000 10 0.01-10 
10.000 100 0.1-100 
10.000 1.000 1-1,000 
10,000 10.000 10-10,000 

1,000 10.000 100-100.000 
100 10,000 1000-1.000.000 

Capacitance. (A) Connect res. std. 
number 1 (set to 10,000) to terminals 
1 -2; (B) Connect cap. std. (set to .001) 
to terminals 9 -10; (C) Connect un- 
known capacitor to 3 -4; (D) Leave 11- 
12 open; (E) Connect 100 -ohm rheo- 
stat to 7 -8; (F) Adjust decades (Rb) 
for null; (G) At null, determine un- 
known capacitance from decade and 
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These unretouched Oscillogram photos of the 
Du MONT Type 248 Oscillograph, tell the story best 

This is the DuMont Type 248 Oscil- 
lograph. As is true of all other preci- 
sion instruments, it must stand or fall 
by its performance. Because written 
specifications often give little indica- 
tion of how well an oscillograph meets 
today's critical requirements, we be- 
lieve the accompanying unretouched 
photos cover points of particular inter- 
est to those who work with modern 
electronic circuits. To wit: 

OSinusoidal frequency response curve of 

the vertical amplifier. Free from irregulari- 
ties. No rise caused by over -compensation at 

high end. Fall -off is gradual. 

OThe excellent transient response of this 
instrument is shown by absence of over- 
shoot or other distortion in this pulse having 

a rise time of about 1 /10th microsecond. 
Here the driven (or "slave") sweep is trig- 

gered by the pulse itself. which is then de- 

layed by a self -contained distortionless 
network so that the leading edge is not 
obliterated. The one microsecond markers (or 

others ai intervals of 10 or 100 microseconds) 
are blanked into the trace by an internal 
marker oscillator. A beam -control circuit 
eliminates the bright spot of the beam rest 
position. 

OContinuous sweep circuit has a range 
when free -running of from 15 c.p.s. to 150 kc. 
When moderately synchronized with a sig- 

nal of higher frequency, however, it will 
operate at much faster rates. This oscillo- 
graph shows a one megacycle sine wave at 
a sweep frequency of approximately 300 kc. 
Return trace is normally completely blanked 
but may be seen if necessary by fully ad- 

vancing the intensity control. Notice the 

good linearity of this time -base as well as 
that of the driven sweep in (2). 

Correct compensation at the low end of 

the frequency range is illustrated by almost 
distortionless transmission of a 30 cycle 
square wave through the vertical amplifier. 
Compensating circuits for both low and high 
frequencies are carefully adjusted for opti- 
mum phase characteristics. 

All of which, together with other 
equally convincing characteristics, 
boils down to this: The DuMont Type 
248 Oscillograph, used on the bench 
or mounted on its matching stream- 
lined truck, is an instrument without 
equal for laboratory, shop or produc- 
tion line. 

* Write for Literature ... 
© ALLEN a. DU MONT LABORATORIES. INC. 

IMP'Feadi 
ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY CABLE ADDRESS: WESPEXLIN, NEW YORK 
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standard readings, as explained under 
"Bridge Theory" (Wien Bridge); (H) 
If null is not obtained with std. set- 
tings given in (A) and (B), try other 
combinations. Following are the ca- 
pacitance ranges obtained with the 
various possible combinations : 

RES. 
STD. # 1 

CAP. 
STD. RANGE 

10,000 .001 1 -1000 t wfd. 
10,000 .01 10 ppid:.01 pfd. 
1,000 .01 100 ppfd:.1 pfd. 

10,000 1 .001 -1 Aid. 
1,000 1 .01 -10 pfd. 

100 1 .1 -100 Aid. 

(I) Notice that the null point is sharp- 
ened considerably by adjustment of 
the rheostat connected to terminals 
7 -8. If a definite resistive null is not 
so obtained with the 100 -ohm rheostat, 
replace it successively with the next 
higher -range rheostat, until such a 
point is obtained; (J) Read equivalent 
series resistance of the unknown ca- 
pacitor directly from the rheostat dial; 
(K) Determine power factor of the un- 
known capacitor from the latter's ca- 
pacitance and equivalent series re- 
sistance readings, as explained under 
"Bridge Theory" (Wien Bridge). 
Inductance. (A) Connect cap. std. 
(set to .01) to terminals 9 -10; (B) 
Connect res. std. number 2 (set to 10) 
to terminals 3 -4; (C) Connect 100 -ohm 
rheostat to terminals 11 -12; (D) Con- 
nect jumper between terminals 7 and 
8; (E) Connect unknown inductor 
(coil or choke) to terminals 1 -2; (F) 
Adjust decades (Rb) for null; (G) Ad- 
just rheostat for sharper null; (H) 
At null, determine unknown induct- 
ance from decade and standard read- 
ings, as explained under "Bridge The- 
ory" (Maxwell Bridge) ; (I) If null is 
not obtained with std. settings given 
in (A) and (B), try other combina- 
tions. Following are the inductance 
ranges obtained with the various pos- 
sible combinations: 

RES. 
STD. # 2 

CAP. 
STD. RANGE 

10 .01 1 ph-1 mh 
100 .01 10 ph-10 mh 
1.000 .01 100 ph-100 mh 
10,000 .01 1 mh-1 hy. 

1,000 1 10 mh-10 hy. 
10.000 1 100 mh-100 hy. 
(J) If a definite resistive null is not 
obtained by adjustment of the 100 - 
ohm rheostat, replace the latter suc- 
cessively with the next higher -range 
rheostat until such a point is obtained; 
(K) When a resistive null is obtained, 
read equivalent series resistance of 
the unknown inductor directly from 
the rheostat dial; (L) Determine Q of 
the unknown inductor by means of 
the formula 6.28íL /R, where f is the 
bridge frequency in cycles, L the meas- 
ured inductance in henries, and R the 
measured equivalent series resistance 
in ohms. 

Operation hints 
In general, any convenient a.c. sup- 

ply may be employed as the bridge 
generator. This will include single- 
frequency audio oscillators, variable - 
frequency audio oscillators of both the 

beat -frequency and resistance -tuned 
types, and the 60 -cycle power line. 
Bridge sensitivity will improve with 
higher signal voltages. A voltage of 
about 100 is a good compromise. Most 
small audio oscillators, of all types, do 
not deliver a voltage of this magni- 
tude, and accordingly must be followed 
by one or more audio amplifier stages 
in order to obtain the potential. Usu- 
ally, the output transformer in the os- 
cillator will act well enough as a cou- 
pling medium between generator and 
bridge. If this transformer is shielded 
between windings, so much the better. 
If the power line is employed, how- 
ever, it is urged that an isolating 
transformer of 1 to 1 ratio be em- 
ployed. This transformer should con- 
tain an interwinding shield. 

Any generator frequency may be 
employed, although it is standard in 
the field to employ 60, 120, 400, and 
1000 cycles as standard frequencies. 
The effects of stray capacitances, such 
as body capacitance, will become more 
pronounced as the bridge frequency is 
increased, becoming most troublesome 
above 1000 cycles. 

Resistors which show any signs of 
being inductive should be measured 
with d.c., as . described under resist- 
ance measuring procedure. All others 
may be checked at the regular bridge 
frequency. Resistors higher in value 
than 1 megohm may be measured on 
the bridge in parallel with a known 
resistor (not more than 1 meg.). Call- 
ing the resistance reading obtained 
for the parallel combination, Rt; the 
resistance of the known resistor, Rs; 
and that of the unknown, Rs, the un- 
known value is equal to : 

R,, 1 

R R, 
The bridge detector may be either 

headphones, v.t. voltmeter, or oscillo- 
scope, when a.c. input is employed. 
Headphones have the advantage of be- 
ing both simple and sensitive. They 
have the disadvantage, however, that 
their use requires absolute quiet and 
the ear is not a sensitive detector of 
small differences in volume. The v.t. 
voltmeter is useful only on its lowest 
range -in no circumstance higher than 
1 volt r.m.s. full -scale. The oscillo- 
scope, particularly if the input ampli- 
fier has more than one stage, is ex- 
tremely useful in that a number of 
patterns may be employed. It is sen- 
sitive, although not as much so as 
headphones unless sufficient amplifi- 
cation is provided ahead of the instru- 
ment, and it is visual in action. The 
bridge output terminals are connected 
to the vertical input terminals of the 
'scope. The oscilloscope and v.t. volt- 
meter will offer uniform response 
throughout the audio- frequency spec- 
trum in which bridge measurements 
commonly are made. Headphone dia- 
phragm characteristics may suit that 
type of detector only for measure- 
ments, with greatest reliability, in the 
region of 1000 cycles. 
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1 
The Kaar11 -X receiver is installed 
beneath the dash, and held se- 

curely by bolts through firewall. 

2 
For simple servicing, such as the replacement of 

tubes, the dust cover is removed by releasing two 

convenient snap catches. Takes but a moment. 
3 

For complete servicing, the entire chassis can be 

removed from the vehicle by releasing four snap 

catches. All wiring is instantly accessible. 

FOUR CATCHES EXPOSE ENTIRE 
UNDERCHASSIS FOR SWIFT SERVICING 

There is no "get out and get under" 
when it comes to servicing or check- 
ing Kaar receivers...they can be lifted 
out of a vehicle in a matter of seconds. 
In fact, the speed with which they can 
be serviced is one of their most popu- 
lar features. 

Another is the no- signal squelch 
circuit which automatically silences 
the receiver except when a call is ac- 

tually being received. This is a bless- 
ing in military, civil, or private radio- 
telephone communication, where a 

wavelength must be guarded and con- 

Jute, 1945 

tinual background noise jangles the 
nerves. 

The 11 -X is operated by a control 
unit which can be mounted on the 
underlip of the dash. This unit con- 
tains a jewel light to indicate when 
receiver is on, a squelch circuit switch, 
and a combination volume control 
and power switch. 

The Kaar 11 -X receiver is crystal 
controlled, and may be tuned for any 
frequency from 1600 to 2900 KC.* 
(For frequencies between 30 -40 MC. 

specify the Kaar PRS -9X.) 

*Special ranges to 7000KC available on special order. 

KAAR 
ENGINEERING CO. 

PALO ALTO CALIFORNIA 

CO 

Manufacturers of high grade 
mobile and central station 
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT 

AND ACCESSORIES 

Export Agents: 
FRAZAR & HANSEN 

301 Clay Street 
San Francisco 11, California, U.S.A. 
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Check These Exclusive 

KWIKHEAT 

SOLDERING 

IRONAdvantages! 

* SAVES TIPS 

* SAVES TIME 

* SAVES EFFORT 

* SAVES WEIGHT 

* SAVES CURRENT 

* SAVES THE IRON 

HOT IN 90 SECONDS 

READY FOR USE . 
Kwikheat's built -in thermostat main. 
tains proper, even heat for most effi- 

cient, economical operation. Can't 
overheat ... saves tips ... requires 

less retinning. Powerful, 225 watts, 

yet light weight (14 oz.), well -bal. 
anted with cool, protecting handle. 

Choice of # 0, 1, 2 or 3 tip.,11.00 

6 TIP STYLES 

Interchangeable 
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E. JOSEPH BABKES, formerly in charge 
of distribution of radio test equip- 

ment with the 
WPB, has been ap- 
pointed Radio Pur- 
chasing Agent for 
Lear, Incorporated, 
according to a s re- 
cent announcement 
made by Elmer R. 
Cr an e, General 
Manager of the 

Radio Division. 
Mr. Babkes is a graduate of Brook- 

lyn Polytechnic Institute and was 
employed by Fada, Emerson, and 
RCA before .. serving as a radio engi- 
neer with the U. S. Army Signal 
Corps at Fort Monmouth, New Jer- 
sey. He served with the WPB in 
Washington for three years. 

In his new capacity, Mr. Babkes 
will have his headquarters at the 
downtown plant of Lear at Grand 
Rapids, Michigan. 

* *, * 

TEMPLETONE RADIO MANUFACTURING 
CORPORATION of New London, Conn., 
has announced the appointment of 
two new distributors, through its pres- 
ident, Oscar Dane. 

Associated Industries, Inc. of De- 
troit, Michigan will handle the com- 
pany's products in the Detroit area, 
while the Alabama -Florida Distribut- 
ing Company of Birmingham, Alabama 
will cover that southern territory for 
Templetone. 

* * * 

WALKER -JIMIESON, INC., has an- 
nounced the appointment of two ex- 
ecutives staff members for their Chi- 
cago office. 

Richard R. Schlichter is the new 
buyer for the company. In his new 
post, Mr. Schlichter will be responsible 
for maintaining the Walker- Jimieson 
stocks. Mr. Schlichter is well -known 
in the radio electronic industry as he 
has served as sales production engi- 
neer for Thordarson Electric Company 
for several years. In addition, he has 
been employed by Bethlehem Steel 
Company and Ericsson Construction 
Company. 

The second appointment brings Will 
Burge, formerly of Crane Company to 
Walker -Jimieson, Inc., as Manager of 
Credits. Mr. Burge is one of the orig- 
inal stockholders of Walker -Jimieson. 

* * * 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
kas just announced the appointment 
of Julius Haber to the post of Assist- 
ant Director of Advertising and Sales 
Promotion for the RCA Victor Divi- 
sion. 

The company also announced the 
appointment of Edmund A. Laport to 
the post of Chief Engineer of the 

newly organized RCA International 
Division of the company. 

Mr. Laport was previously connected 
with the staff of the RCA Victor Di- 
vision in the post of Chief Engineer, 
working with the International De- 
partment. 

The Board of Directors also an- 
nounced that Joseph V. Heffernan has 
been named vice -president and gen- 
eral attorney of Radio Corporation of 
America. Mr. Heffernan joined RCA 
in June, 1940. He was granted a mili- 
tary leave of absence from the com- 
pany from 1942 to. 1944, during which 
time he served as a lieutenant in the 
U. S. Navy. He was released by the 
Navy to inactive duty in December of 
1944 and returned to RCA. 

* * * 

THE HALLICRAFTERS COMPANY of Chi- 
cago has announced the addition of 
William E. Six of Elmhurst, Illinois, 
to its engineering department staff. 

Mr. Six has been a resident inspec- 
tor for the Signal Corps at the Halli- 
crafters plant in Clearing, Illinois, for 
the past three years. He was ,for- 
merly employed as an engineer for the 
American Airlines, radio station WGN 
and Bendix Radio Corporation. 

* * * 

HECTOR H. LYMAN, of Montclair, New 
Jersey, has been named to the post of 

district manager of 
Minnesota for the 
Ediphone Division 
of Thomas A. Edi- 
son, Inc. 

Mr. Lyman, who 
will have his head- 
quarters in Minne- 
apolis, will assume 
the duties formerly 

handled by M. T. Williams who has 
resigned because of ill health. 

Mr. Lyman has been in the office 
equipment business for a number of 
years. He first became affiliated with 
the Ediphone organization in 1938. 
During 1942, he spent six months with 
the Topographical Engineering branch 
of the U. S. Army. 

* * * 

HOFFMAN RADIO CORPORATION of 
Los Angeles has appointed D. D. 
Spence as public relations manager 
for the company. 

Mr. Spence was formerly employed 
by the Firestone Tire and Rubber 
Company in various merchandising, 
sales promotion and personnel jobs. 

His initial work at Hoffman Radio 
will be to create a new employees' 
handbook to supersede the 1943 edi- 
tion. 

At the same time, H. Leslie Hoff- 
man, president of the company, an- 
nounced that Tommy Kearns of Hono- 
lulu has been appointed distributor in 
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These units, 7/16" x 9/16" x 3/4 ", are the optimum in 

small transformer design ... they have been in pro- 

duction for five years. 

This dual purpose aircraft filter was reduced in 

weight through UTC design from 550 to 27 ounces. 

.Dune, 1945 

Hundreds of thousands of UTC Ouncers have been 

used in the field. Solder sealed hermetic constructions 

effecting the same weight and space savings are 

now in production.: 

May we cooperate with you on design savings for your applications ...war or postwar? 

ALL PLANTS 

ISO VARICK STREET NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N.Y., CABLES: `ARLAB" 
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At tast! 
U. H. F. RADIO ... 

clearly, 
completely, and 

simply explained 
Here is the key that opens the door 
to a thorough and profitable under- 
standing of ultra- high- frequency 
radio -the development that is des- 
tined to play so mighty a part in 
peacetime America. Already tele- 
vision, amateur radio bands, inter - 
train- communication networks, and 
a new feature called citizens' radio 
are scheduled by the latest F.C.C. 
regulations to occupy the ultra -high 
frequencies. 

EASY TO UNDERSTAND 
This masterfully prepared book 
takes the mystery out of UHF Radio. 
By simple steps, in plain English, it 
proceeds from ordinary radio circuits 
to a thorough understanding of the 
principles and applications of ultra- 
high- frequency radio. You'll be 
amazed at how easy it is to under- 
stand and to remember. 

U.H.F. RADIO 

SIMPLIFIED 
by Milton S. Kiver 

Associate Instructor - 
U. S. Army Air Forces -Radio 
Formerly Instructor in Radio, 
Illinois Institute of Technology. 

HUNDREDS OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
Hundreds of illustrations show 
every detail, and aid in the 
amazing clarity of the book. 
Questions on salient points and 
chapter summaries fix the know- 
ledge in your mind. 

COMPLETE ...PRACTICAL ...USABLE 
Covers Magnetron Oscillator, The 
Klystron, Transmission lines at the 
UHFs, Wave Guides, Cavity Reso- 
nators, UHF Antennas, UHF Meas- 
urements, Wave Propagation -each 
explained thoroughly and from the 
practical, usable standpoint. 

SEND NO MONEY 
American industry offers great re- 
wards, now and post -war, to the man 
who knows UHF Radio. Fit yourself 
to go places and do things with the 
knowledge this great book gives. 
SEND FOR IT TODAY! FREE 
EXAMINATION. No obligation. 

R--- MAIL THIS COUPON - 
D. VAN NOSTRAND CO. 
250 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. 
Send me "UHF Radio Simplified ". Within 
10 days I will either return the book or send 
you $3.25 plus a few cents postage. (If you 
send remittance of $3.25 with this coupon 
we will pay the postage. Same return privi- 
lege, refund guaranteed.) 

Name 
PLEASE PRINT 

City..._ 

Zone No State 
(if you know it) 
Reference _..._.._ 

Address RN 6 -45 
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the Territory of Hawaii for the com- 
pany products. 

The Arizona Wholesale Supply Com- 
pany of Phoenix has been appointed 
exclusive distributor for the company's 
products in the state of Arizona; Nee- 
dles, California; and Las Vegas, Ne- 
vada. The organization has been in 
business for many years and handles 
General Electric's household appliance 
line. 

* * 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY of 
Inglewood, California, has announced 
the appointment of two new represen- 
tatives to handle their line of micro- 
phones and accessories. 

Herbert Becker of Burlingame, Cali- 
fornia, will serve as factory repre- 
sentative for Fresno and the area 
north of Fresno, while S. H. Cohn of 
Los Angeles will handle the territory 
south of Fresno. 

The company has also announced 
that its two -year old biweekly house 
organ, "Micro Topics," has changed its 
format and will now be published 
monthly. The jobber's edition of this 
paper, previously issued at frequent 
intervals will be discontinued and the 
news incorporated into the monthly 
issue of the house organ along with 
factory notes and personnel items. 

A new feature will be added in the 
form of an engineering section for 
sound men with technical data fur- 
nished by a factory committee. 

* * * 

CAPTAIN ALBERT GOFFSTEIN has re- 
turned to the American Television and 

Radio Company of 
St. Paul, Minne- 
sota, to resume his 
position as the 
firm's General Man- 
ager and Chief En- 
gineer after more 
than three years in 
the Armed Forces. 

C a p t. Goffstein 
was called to duty on February 7, 
1942, and was assigned to the staff of 
the Chief Signal Office in Washington, 
D. C. After nine months in the Capi- 
tal, Capt. Goffstein was transferred to 
headquarters of the 11th Air Force in 
the Aleutians, where he served as As- 
sistant Signal Officer. 

Upon his return to the United States 
in December, 1943, he was assigned to 
the Equipment Laboratory, Engineer- 
ing Division of the Air Technical Serv- 
ice Command at Wright Field, Dayton, 
Ohio, as Assistant Technical Execu- 
tive, which post he held until his re- 
lease from active service. 

* * * 

PREMIER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC., 
has recently been organized by J. R. 
Beebe for the manufacture of radio 
and radar transformers. Mr. Beebe 
announced that the company will be 
equipped to handle oil -filled and her- 
metically sealed units in addition to 
transformers of standard design. 

Mr. Beebe was formerly associated 
with Thordarson. He served as vice - 
president in charge of sales during his 
ten -year service with the company. 

Premier Electronic Products, Inc., 
is located at 4849 North Western Ave- 
nue, Chicago 25, Illinois. 

ELLIS L. SPRAY has been elected to the 
post of vice -president of Westinghouse 

Electric and Mfg. 
Company by the 
Board of Directors. 

Mr. Spray will be 
in charge of the ele- 
vator and air con- 
ditioning activities 
of the company at 
Jersey City. 

A. W. Robertson, 
chairman of the board, announced that 
the Westinghouse Electric Elevator 
Company is being dissolved as a cor- 
porate entity and will henceforth be 
known as the Elevator and Air Condi- 
tioning Divisions of Westinghouse. 

Until his election to his new post, 
Mr. Spray has been vice -president of 
the Elevator Company. He began his 
career with Westinghouse in 1918 and 
has held various posts since that date. 

* * * 

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY of 
Chicago has just completed a demon- 
stration of their postwar products to 
many of their jobbers during an ex- 
tensive tour made by the Sales Man- 
ager of the company, Robert M. Karet. 

The initial postwar product of the 
company will be the wire -recorder 
which the company is manufacturing 
on license from Armour Research 
Foundation. Mr. Karet demonstrated 
the recorder to jobbers and dealers. 

Besides demonstrating the equip- 
ment which the company will manu- 
facture in the postwar period, Mr. 
Karet spoke to servicemen on com- 
bining tested business ideas with their 
servicing to improve the running of 
their service shops after the war. 

Mr. Karet also announced a com- 
plete course on the fundamentals of 
"Sales Training for Electronic and 
Servicing Business" which would be 
made available in the very near future 
to Utah jobbers and distributors. 

The company has also announced 
the appointment of L. Robert Evans, 
formerly manager of the Victor Rec- 
ord Division of RCA's Chilian subsid- 
iary, as manager of the newly formed 
International Division of Utah Radio 
Products Company. 

* * * 

HARRY E. HARRIS has been appointed 
to the post of Sales Engineer in charge 

of distributor sales 
for the Bell Sound 
Systems, Inc., ac- 
cording to the re- 
cent announcement 
made by F. W. Bell, 
president of the 
company. 

Mr. Harris joined 
the company after 

15 years experience in the appliance 
merchandising field. He was formerly 
associated with the Ohio subsidiary 
of the Columbia Gas and Electric 
Company. 30 
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This is Cardioid 
"Cardioid" means heart- shaped. It describes the 

pickup pattern of a microphone as illustrated in 

this diagram. Unwanted sounds approaching from 
the rear are cancelled out and the pickup of random 
noise energy is reduced by 66 %. The actual front to 

back ratio of reproduction of random sound energy 
is 7 to 1. 

.. This is Super -Cardioid 
"Super- Cardioid" also describes a pickup pattern 
and is a further improvement in directional micro- 
phones. The Super -Cardioid has a wide front -side 

pickup angle with greater exclusion of sounds ar- 

riving from the sides and the rear. The front to 

back random sound ratio is 14 to 1 which makes 
it twice as unidirectional as the "Cardioid." A 73% 

decrease in the pickup of random noise energy is 

accomplished. 

.. This is Uniphase 
"Uniphase" describes the principle by which direc- 

tional pickup is accomplished in a single Micro- 
phone unit. This is a patented Shure development 
and makes possible a single unit "Super- Cardioid" 
Directional Microphone eliminating the necessity 
of employing two microphone units in one case - 
it gives greater uniformity in production, greater 
ruggedness, lower cost for comparable quality and 
more uniform vertical pickup pattern. 

Sounds entering from front. 

Sounds entering front rear. 

.. This is the result 
The SHURE Super - Cardioid 
A decrease in the pickup of random sound energy 
by 73 %- reduction of feedback and background 
noise -simplification of sound pickup are among 
the many advantages offered by the Shure "Super - 
Cardioid" Dynamic. These, plus faithful reproduc- 
tion, are the reasons why Shure "Super- Cardioid" 
Microphones are used by more than 750 Broadcast 
Stations in the United States alone, by our Armed 
Forces throughout the world, and on thousands of 
Public Address Systems everywhere. 

SHURE BROTHERS 
Designers and Manufacturers of Microphones and Acoustic Devices 

225 West Huron Street Chicago 10, Illinois 
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New Coast -to -Coast 
Television Network 

NEW West Coast television 
broadcasting chain and micro- 

- wave relay system, appropri- 
ately called "Sky -top" because it spans 
the highest mountain peaks from Mt. 
Adams in Washington to Mt. Whitney 
in Southern California and continues 
eastward to Grays Peak in Colorado, 
is presaged by the application filed re- 
cently with the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission by Raytheon Manu- 
facturing Co., of Waltham, Mass., New 
York City, and Chicago. 

The system augments the Western 
link of the nationwide microwave com- 
munications project revealed in the 
previous application recently made 
by the company. 

Initial permission from the FCC is 
sought for experimental stations to be 
erected on Mt. Adams in Washington; 
Mt. Shasta, Mt. Lassen, Mt. Tamal- 
pairs, Mt. Whitney, and Mt. San Gor- 
gonio in California; Wheeler Park in 
Nevada; Kings Peak in Utah and 
Grays Peak in Colorado. These moun- 
tain peaks range in height from 3,000 
ft. to 15,000 ft. 

Subject to approval, Raytheon en- 
visions building on the summits of the 
mountains, stations to provide safety 
stations for commercial and private 
airplanes within a radius of 300 to 500 
miles of the respective mountain tops; 
wide service area television; FM and 
AM broadcasting; a microwave relay 
system; public call systems; highway 
control systems and police -radio mas- 
ter stations. 

The use of these facilities will be 
open to all licensees of the FCC. 

Before the war Lt. Comdr. Temple 
V. Ehmsen, USNR, a native of Ore- 

gon and now on active duty with the 
Navy, conceived the idea of building a 
station on Mt. Adams. Meanwhile, 
company engineers had studied the 
entire "Sky -top" project as an adjunct 
to their proposed transcontinental re- 
lay system and Comdr. Ehmsen joined 
forces with them in their planning. 

One objective of the project is to 
receive at the mountain top radio sta- 
tions, televised news events as they 
occur at any point within their range 
and, instantaneously, to broadcast 
them to all points in the link. At the 
same time televised scenes of impor- 
tant events will be fed into the pro- 
posed transcontinental system for 
transmission through local stations. 

Joseph Pierson, former President of 
Press Wireless, Inc., and now head of 
Raytheon's Communications Division, 
recently appeared before the FCC and 
outlined plans for the coast -to -coast 
system. It will be operated on super - 
high frequencies, or microwaves, of 
the radio spectrum not now in public 
use and three groups, at 1,900, 3,900, 
and 5,800 megacycles, were requested. 

Among the advantages in utilizing 
these microwaves, Mr. Pierson men- 
tioned improved air safety and navi- 
gation systems for airline operations; 
the ability to transmit a very broad 
band of intelligence, thus opening a 
multitude of channels; and the ability 
to relay from city to city high -quality 
and natural -color television programs. 

The first Eastern leg of the system 
will have terminals at New York, Bos- 
ton, and Washington. Later on, the 
circuits will follow the airline routes 
via Cleveland, Detroit, and Chicago 
to the Pacific terminals at Los An- 

Map shows the area which the recently -planned network will service 
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geles, San Francisco and Seattle. 
These circuits may be quickly expand- 
ed as new air routes are developed. 

The system contemplates terminal 
stations at each service point, with an 
automatically operated relay station 
every 30 to 45 miles between such 
terminal points. The system will be 
effective along a path from 15 to 25 
miles on each side of a solid line beam, 
or a total coverage of from 30 to 50 
miles in width. 

When the necessary high- frequency 
radio channels have been allocated, 
Raytheon services will include: 

1. Automatic warning for airplane 
pilots of approach to other aircraft, 
natural obstacles, or the ground, even 
in zero visibility. 

2. Similar protection for ships 
against rocks, shoals, or collision, and 
for railroad trains and highway ve- 
hicles against collision. 

3. Printing of newspapers by radio 
facsimile. 

4. Greatly enhanced qualities of 
transmission for relay of broadcast 
programs, including high- definition 
television and motion pictures and, as 
a by- product, for public telephone, in- 
cluding regions now without telephone 
service. 

5. Portable -radio transmitting units 
enabling reporters to file their stories 
in the home offices by facsimile and 
voice recordings. 

6. Warnings of impending floods, 
breaking of reservoirs, forest fires, 
train wrecks and other disasters. 

In its application for "Sky -top" sta- 
tions in the Western States, the com- 
pany has requested authority for its 
initial tests on 30.66, 39.55, 90, 200, 
400, 900, 1,900, 4,000, 6,000, 10,000, 
16,000, and 26,000 megacycles. 

The stated object of conducting tests 
in the West Coast stratosphere is to 
develop the following types of public 
service: 

1. Airways beacon systems for guid- 
ing aircraft safely over some of the 
country's most mountainous and 
treacherous terrain from an airplane 
operating standpoint. 

2. Television and FM broadcast in- 
terstation relays forming a network to 
serve the area from Seattle through 
San Francisco to San Diego and ex- 
tending eastward through Nevada, 
Utah, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and 
Colorado. 

3. Forestry and conservation radio 
service and State police services, af- 
fording long -range communications 
for the prevention and fighting of for- 
est fires, and for highway police pa- 
trol systems. 

4. Weather Bureau observations, 
automatically or manually relayed to 
information collecting points as an 
aid in forecasting. 

To avoid defacing the mountain 
sites, Raytheon plans to build all fa- 
cilities, including living quarters, un- 
derground and the only part exposed 
will be the antenna systems. As an- 
tennas above 30 megacycles are quite 
short, it is planned to roof all com- 
munication antennas with a Quonset 
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checked by men who know 

Here this Cornell -Dubilier series 50 capacitor is checked 

to make sure that the current and frequency ratings are 

correct. 

This is one of many routine production tests to safe- 

guard the quality and reliability of C -D Capacitors. 

It is responsibility, not novelty, that makes C -D crafts- 

men so intent on the outcome of this test. This capacitor 

has a reputation to live up to ... it must be capable of 

sustained performance, continuously, under heavy duty. 

This preoccupation with the details that make for per- 

fection has rated C -D capacitors the finest by men who 

know and use them. The name Cornell -Dubilier is their 

guarantee of better- than -specified quality. You, too, can 

depend on them. 

June, 1945 

eND- FOR /T ./ 

NEW! Replacement 
capacitor Catalog No. 

195 ready now. Send 

for your copy today!. 
Cornell -Dubilier Elec- 

tric Corporation,South 
Plainfield, N..1., New 
Bedford, Mass. 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 

CAPAC ITO RS 

MICA DYKANOL PAPER ELECTROLYTICS 
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ELECTRICITY 
FEOLERCTRRAODNIIOC 

APPLICATIONS 

ONAN ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS supply reliable, 
economical electric service for electronics applications as 
well as for scores of general uses. 

Driven by Onan -built, 4 -cycle gasoline engines, these power 
units are of single -unit, compact design and sturdy construc- 

tion. Suitable for mobile, 
stationary or emergency 
service. 

ilodel shown is from 
WIC series. I 
and 3 -IIW, 60- 
cycle. 115 volt: 
powered by 
Onan -built wa- 
ter- cooled 2- cylinder ca- 
nine. 

Models range from 
350 to 35,000 watts. 
A.C. types from 115 
to 660- volts; 50, 60. 
180 cycles, single or 
three -phase ;400,500 
and 800 cycles, sin- 
gle phase; also spe- 
cial frequencies. 
D.C. types range 
from 6 to 4000 volts. 
Dual voltage types 
available. Write for 
engineering assist- 
ance or detailed lit- 
erature. 

2161 ltoyalston 
D. W ®1®iAN S NS 

Avenue MINNEAPOLIS 5, MINN. 

mOLDED 
PLASTICS 

If you require molded plastics parts and 
products in quantities to meet produc- 
tion schedules, get in touch with us. 
Our plant facilities are ample to meet 
your requirements . . . from design to 
delivery of the finished job. 

UNIVERSAL 
PLASTICS COAPORATI011 
NEW BRUNSWICK NEW JERSEY 

Moin Office: 270 Madison Avenue, New York 16, New York Steel Mill Products Company, Inc.: 
176 West Adams Street, Chicago 3, Illinois Paragon Sales Company, Inc: Ill South Street, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania June & Company: 719 New Center Building, Detroit I, Michigan 

Electrical Training at Bliss 
NOW OPEN TO VETERANS AND CIVILIANS 

AFTER 3 YEARS OF WAR TRAINING 
Intensive 8 month s' residence industry's requirements for engi- 
course in fundamentals of indus- neering aides, laboratory assist - trial electrical engineering, in- ants; operating, -production and 
eluding radio and electronics. maintenance technicians; custom - 
Extensive laboratory practice in ers' engineers; draftsmen. 
electrical measurements ; testing Graduates hold responsible techni- 
power equipment; circuit tracing; cal and executive positions in com- 
wiring techniques ; -radio and in- minimums, power and manufactur- 

ing. Modern buildings, dormitories, 

chine tools ; motor construction; dining hall, campus. Moderate cost. 
53rd year begins July 9. Catalog. 

drafting. Basic training meets 286 Takoma Ave., Washington 12, D.C. 

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
A TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
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hut type of construction. Access to the 
living quarters will be by tunnels be- 
low the mountain tops. 

Shelter, heat, and cooking facilities 
will be available to mountain climbers, 
forest rangers and scientists. 

In its applications Raytheon stated 
that it is in a position to initiate the 
first stage of the West Coast system 
and the first section of the Eastern cir- 
cuit of the transcontinental system 
during 1945. _o- 

U.H.F. Course 
(Continuet*from page 60) 

use of the higher frequencies by the 
television interests. The Television 
Panel of the Radio Technical Planning 
Board (RTPB) has advanced the 
following proposed allocations to be 
used for television relay service. 

1. A group of 12 -mc. channels ex- 
tending from 162 to 294 mc. 

2. A second group of twenty 10 -mc. 
continuous channels to be located ' 

somewhere between 300 and 1000 mc. 
3. A group of twenty 20 -mc. con- 

tinuous channels to be located be- 
tween 1000 and 3000 mc. 

In addition to the above, experi- 
mental stations are to be given space 
at other frequencies where they will 
be permitted to experiment with ideas 
in attempts to improve the present 
television methods. 

With television and the present ra- 
dio detection devices vying for use of 
the ultra -high frequencies, there 
promises to be plenty of work and 
jobs for all radiomen who have some 
knowledge of the operation of radio 
apparatus at these extremely short 
wavelengths. The old adage about a 
word to the wise is sufficient is even 
more applicable here. In closing, the 
editors of RADIO NEWS wish to add that 
future articles on u.h.f. radio will be 
presented as soon as the material be- 
comes available. 

References 
U.H.F. Radio Simplified -M. S. Hiver. D. 

Van Nostrand Co., 1945. 
This book merely assumes a simple knowl- ede of radio and then goes on from there 

to give word descriptions of the operation of 
ultra -high- frequency radio. 

Fundamentals of Electric Waves -Hugh 
H. Shilling. John Wiley ei Sons. 

This book describes the operations of elec- 
trie waves, showing the foundations of Max- 
well's equations. While only a moderate 
use is made of mathematics, the examples 
found require a knowledge of calculus. 
TJ.h.f. radio apparatus is not described di- 
rectly, but the travel of electric waves in 
wave guides is brought out. 

Hyper and Ultra -High Frequency Engi- 
neering- Sarbacher and Edser. John Wiley 
cl Sons. 

Fields and Waves in Modern Radio - 
Ramo and Whinnery. John Wiley d Sons. 

Ultra -High Frequency Techniques- Brain- 
erd and others. D. Van Nostrand Co. 

Electromagnetic Waves- Schelkunoff. D. 
Van Nostrand Co. 

The last four volumes are excellent works 
on the subject but they all require exten- 
sive mathematical backgrounds and would 
be quite out of reach of the ordinary radio- 
man. 
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LAKE 
Radio Cabinets 

and Parts 

Portable Phonograph case, of sturdy durable 
plywood, in handsome brown leatherette fin- 
ish. Inside dimensions' 161/2" long, 14" wide. 
91/2" high. Has blank motor board. As illus- 

trated above, specially priced at.... 5Ó.9S 

#8 Cabinet 
Also blank table cabinets of walnut veneer in 
the following sizes, with speaker opening on 
left front side: (Note: *7 has center speaker 
grill.) 
#1 - 81/4" L x 51/2" H x 4" D...$1.95 
#2 -101/4" L x 63ja" H x 5" D.:.$2.75 
#3-13%2" L x 7%" H x 61/4" D...$3.25 
#74-103/4" 51/2" D...$2.50 
#8 -17 L x 9" H x 93/4" D...$4.50 #9-21" Lx9%4" Hx 101/2" D... $5.50 

Speaker Opening in center of front side. 
Cabinets available in ivory color and Swedish 
Modern. Write for prices. 

POWER TRANSFORMERS 
4, 5, or 6 Tube -6.3V at 2 amp. 50 
Mill Power Transformer $2.45 

7, 8, or 9 Tube -6.3V at 3 amp. 70$2.65 
Mill Power Transformer 

All types of radio parts available in today's 
market can be obtained at Lake's moneysav- 
ing prices. Large stock listed in our catalog. 

Writs tor Our Free, New Illustrated Catalog ! 

LAKE RADIO SALES CO. 
Dept. A 

615 W. Randolph Street Chicago 6, III. 

TRAIN FOR 

RA 'OO iiS12 TRAINING 
OP 

W 
11 FINANCE YOUR TILL RAINING 
Trained Radio -Electronics men needed 

today, and they will be needed after the war. Prepare for the great opportunities now in Radio -Electronics and Television. "Learn 
by Doing." Free employment service for life of ter grad- 
uation. You can `Earn while learning ". I'll finance your training if you are short of money. Mail coupon today for all details and big free book. We have fa- cilities for men with physical disabilities. If you have a physical disability of any kind check coupon below f_or details 
H.C.Lewis,Pres hadio- Electronics Div.,Coyne Electrical School, Dept. A5 -IK, 500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, 111. 

Send free book and full details. D Send physical 
disability plan. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 
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FM Station Ownership 
(Continued from page 37) 

It takes Only the most elementary 
arithmetic to figure that the revenue 
from 3% hours of commercial broad- 
casting per week will not pay operat- 
ing costs or give any return on capi- 
tal investment. 

Since broadcast rate cards (time 
cost for an advertiser) are made up 
on the basis of coverage, and since FM 
audiences, in general, are smaller 
than AM audiences, it is impossible to 
charge as high a rate for commercial 
programs carried on FM as for those 
on AM. Another feature of FM trans- 
mission which has a definitely com- 
mercial aspect is the limited range of 
this type of transmission. The effec- 
tive coverage of the average FM sta- 
tion does not exceed 50 or so miles. 
While this feature of FM permits 
more stations working on the same 
frequency to be erected in a given 
area, it means that stations will have 
to be erected in thickly populated 
areas in order to provide a maximum 
audience for the programs. 

Station Costs 
Many of the inquiries received by 

RADIO NEWS are concerned with the 
cost of establishing an FM station. 
A survey among several leading man- 
ufacturers of FM transmitting equip- 
ment was made and the following 
price ranges based on prewar price 
schedules for 1 -kw. stations were 
reached. 

Before any order for equipment can 
be placed or a station site selected, it 
is necessary to file a request for a 
construction permit with the Federal 
Communications Commission. Such 
an application must be made on FCC 
Form No. 319 (as revised April 25, 
1944) which is obtainable free of 
charge from the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission, New Post Office 
Building, Washington, D. C., or from 
one of the district offices throughout 
the country. In addition to this form, 
it is well for the applicant to have on 
hand two other FCC publications, 
namely, FCC No. 41831, "Standards of 
Good Engineering Practice Concern- 
ing High Frequency Broadcast Sta- 
tions" and FCC No. 42195, "Commis- 
sion Requirements for Contour Maps 
in Establishing Service Areas for High 
Frequency Broadcast Stations." These 
publications are available only from 
the Washington office of the FCC. 

Upon securing a CP (construction 
permit) application blank, the appli- 
cant will be expected to answer the 
first 17 questions which pertain to 
ownership structure (individual, part- 
nership, corporation, etc.), citizenship, 
financial responsibility, and other per- 
sonal data concerning the prospec- 
tive owner of the station. The bal- 
ance of the application should be filled 
out with the assistance of a consult- 
ing engineer, preferably one licensed 
to practice before the FCC. This point 
cannot be stressed too strongly as it 

is necessary for the engineer to "see 
the application" through the FCC. In 
cases of large stations and /or compli- 
cated organizational structures it is 
recommended that an attorney, li- 
censed to practice before the FCC, be 
employed to facilitate the handling of 
the application. The cost of preparing 
this application will vary from $1,100 
to $2,200 for both legal and engineer- 
ing services. This service does not 
guarantee or in any way assure ac- 
ceptance of the application by the 
FCC, hence if the application is turned 
down, this sum represents a total loss 
to the applicant. 

If, however, the .application is ap- 
proved, the applicant can then pro- 
ceed to the next step, which is that of . 
purchasing or renting a site for the 
station and signing a contract for 
station equipment. Some manufac- 
turers of FM transmitting equipment 
will sell such equipment on a time 
basis, but the financial position of the 
prospective buyer will be scrutinized 
very carefully and all of the many 
factors regarding the possible success 
of the station will be taken into con- 
sideration in granting or withholding 
credit. 

A 1 -kw. transmitter will cost some- 
where in the neighborhood of $9,500.00. 
This price includes two sets of tubes 
for the transmitter. Antenna costs, 
depending on the type of construction 
and whether construction costs and 
supporting structures are included, 
will range from $1,600 to $3,500 (for 
from 4 to 8 laÿers) without construc- 
tion costs and without supporting 
structures, or from $3,500 to $6,000 for 
a 2 -bay antenna with transmission line 
and support. A fair estimate of the 
over -all cost has been set at $5,250, a 
figure obtained from FCC records on 
FM applications for permits. This 
figure is based on 4 -layer construction. 

Studio and control equipment can 
be elaborated almost indefinitely, but 
the minimum equipment require- 
ments, which include a console, turn- 
table, remote amplifier pickup and 
microphones, will cost anywhere from 
$2,500 to $4,000. These figures are 
based on the assumption that the sta- 
tion will have two studios and an an- 
nouncing booth. 

Installation costs, of course, will 
vary with the locality. Much of the 
installation work can be done by the 
owner- engineer, or his employees. 
Laying of the coaxial cables and the 
installation of necessary wiring will 
have to be contracted at prevailing 
wage scales for electricians in the 
community in which the station is lo- 
cated. One manufacturer of equip- 
ment estimates the installation 
charges to run from $1,500 to $2,500. 

Monitoring equipment, a require- 
ment of the FCC, is priced variously 
at from $800 to $2,000 which brings 
the total cost of the capital invest- 
ment, before going on the air, and 
exclusive of studio and antenna site 
rental, etc., at from $17,800 to $24,000. 
By including studio and office facili- 
ties, the cost is increased to approxi- 
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producing better than ever ... after 30 years 

MINIWWIEW 
ELECTRONIC MOTOR CONTROL 

The Westinghouse Mot -o -trol 
... employing Thyratron tubes 
to convert a -c to d -c . . . 

provides wide -range stepless 
speed control through a 20 to 1 

range, from an a -c power 
source. Pushbutton control sta- 
tion enables the operator to 
start, stop and control the 
speed while the machine is 
running. At any speed setting, 
variations in load cause little 
or no change in speed. 

The Allies' urgent need for more oil 
recently created a demand for greatly 
increased production of hardened 
steel pump liners. To a leading West 
Coast manufacturer, this brought the 
problem of maintaining precision at 
a much higher production rate. 

Internal grinding of these liners 
had been done on machines with over- 
head belt and pulley drives ... provid- 
ing only four speeds in definite steps. 
These grinders were unable to meet 
the stepped -up demand. Excessive 
vibration ground chatter marks into 
the liners. Subsequent honing became 
inaccurate. Setup time was high. To 
obtain delivery of a modern machine 
would require months. 

Westinghouse engineers, working 
with the manufacturer, suggested 
modernizing the drives by applying 

Westinghouse 
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES ...OFFICES EVERYWHERE 

Mot -o -trol, an electronic drive provid- 
ing stepless speed control over a 20to 1 

range, with handy pushbutton control. 

Result: the grinding operation 
showed immediate improvement. Vi- 
bration and chatter marks were elim- 
inated. Setup time was reduced. And 
the new arrangement saved 35% in 
floor space. 

This is typical of the modernizing 
possibilities with electronic equip - 
ment...not only in control, but in 
power conversion, processing methods, 
counting and sorting operations and 
countless other industrial tasks. 

Your nearest Westinghouse office 
is ready to provide helpful assistance 
and information on electronic appli- 
cations for your industry. Or write 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 
P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

J -91072 

fert 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR INDUSTRY AND HOME -ELECTRONIC TUBES -RADIO AND TELEVISION 
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mately $28,000 to $42,000. Included 
in this figure are several "first year" 
costs; engineering services for proof 
of signal coverage and proof of over- 
all audio performance and the Arm- 
strong Patent Royalty which is pay- 
able directly to Major E. H. Arm- 
strong. 

Rent of studio quarters and anten- 
na space is not included in the capi- 
tal investment figure inasmuch as 
this item is listed under yearly oper- 
ating expenses. The purchase of fa- 
cilities would vary with the commun- 
ity in which the station is located and 
no attempt has been made to estimate 
real estate costs. It is necessary, 
however, that the antenna be located 

on the highest point in the coverage 
area, which means that location will 
have to be either on the tallest build- 
ing in the city, if possible, or in the 
case the transmitter is located outside 
of the city, and is connected to the 
studio by S -T links, the highest land 
will have to be purchased or leased. 

There are several disadvantages in 
having the transmitter located at a 
remote site. Probably the biggest ar- 
gument against this type of operation 
is the increased cost of installation 
and maintenance of such equipment. 
It is necessary to select a transmitter 
site which is easily accessible during 
all types of weather, hence the trans 
mitter should be located near a reg 

SPEED UP REPAIRS WITH THESE G -C AIDS! 

G -C Dial Belt Kits 
Exact replacement woven 
fabric belts. Easy to install - no stretching - no ad- 
justments - a perfect fit 
every time. Kits come with 
25, 50, 100, 200 or 300 
belts. 

Get This New FREE Dial 
Belt -Drive Cable 
and Cabinet 
Repair Guide! 

Pocket size 68 page book 

contains thousands of 

listings, specifications - 
time saving service in- 

structions. Invaluable to 

every radio man. Get a 

copy from your jobber. If 

he cannot supply you, 
write us. 

Immediate delivery on G -C Belts and Cables 

G_C. Ne. 345 RADIO DIAL BELT DRIVE CABLE 
CABINET REPAIR 

GUIDE 

Order From Your RaCioParts 
RODUCTS 

ALWAYS ASK FOR 

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO. 
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENT: 

OF OUR V SPEAKER _. 

a"IN DESIGN 

PERFORMANCE r' 

FOR YOUR POSTWAR NEEDS 
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ularly traveled and state -maintained 
highway. Facilities for all utilities 
should be considered. The best loca- 
tion would include running water and 
power -line facilities, preferably from 
two different feeders which will in- 
sure uninterrupted service should 
power fail on one line. Added to these 
requirements is the all- important one 
of sufficient height of the selected site. 
From these minimum requirements 
for a suitable location, it is easy to 
see that the task of selecting such a 
site is not an easy one, and should be 
investigated thoroughly before pre- 
liminary steps are taken to file a CP 
application. The increased costs for 
S -T relay facilities will run from $9,- 
600 to $12,530. 

Thus, the estimated total capital in- 
vestment, exclusive of studio and 
transmitter site has been estimated at 
from $27,450 to $54,730 -sums which 
cannot be dismissed lightly when con- 
sideration of this type of business is 
given. Added to this fact, that this 
represents an outlay before the sta- 
tion goes on the air, it is easy to see 
that the FM broadcasting field is, at 
present, a "rich man's plaything" un- 
til such a time as construction and 
equipment costs can be lowered be- 
cause of better production facilities, 
etc. 

Annual Operating Costs 
According to a General Electric 

Company release, the annual prewar 
operating and maintenance cost for a 
1 -kw. station amounted to from $33,850 
minimum to an average cost of $52,- 
500. These figures include space rent- 
al, salaries, advertising, social securi- 
ty, insurance, apparatus depreciation, 
insurance on equipment, and appara- 
tus maintenance, as well as program- 
ming costs. However, the figure does 
not include taxes (federal, state, or 
local) or royalties, as these items are 
variable. 

This brings the total outlay for the 
first year the station is in business to 
from $61,850 to $94,500 if the trans- 
mitter is located with the studio and 
from $71,320 to $107,230 if the trans- 
mitter is remotely located. 

It should be remembered that this 
sum will probably be wholly derived 
from the monies paid in by the in- 
vestor or investors, as little revenue 
can be anticipated from commercial 
programming. 

Programming 
For those interested in entering the 

FM broadcasting field, there are sev- 
eral other aspects of the problem 
other than the equipment and FCC 
regulations which must be considered. 
For the novices in the business, it is 
recommended that several excellent 
books on programming and the com- 
mercial aspects of broadcasting be 
studied carefully. One of the best 
over -all pictures of the production end 
of broadcasting is a recently published 
book entitled "Radio Production Di- 
recting" written by Albert R. Crews, 
Production Director of National 
Broadcasting Company. In this book, 
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Start thinking today of plans for tomorrow. Choose your post- 

war radio and sound equipment from the drawing boards and labora- 

tories of an established manufacturer with a background in the radio 

industry. 

When the Army and Navy "discharge" us from the important 
war job we are doing, announcements will be made on our new post- 

war models. The exclusive nature of our cabinet designs do not permit 
information at this time. Watch for these releases. You will thrill to 

their eye- catching beauty. 
In the meantime "buy more war bonds and keep them." 

SETCHELL CARLSON, INC. 

2233 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 

REPRESENTATIVES: 

DISTRICT OFFICES 
Barstow and Doran, 1406 So. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15, Cal. 
A. L. Berthold - - - 4627 West Side Drive, Dallas, Texas 
R. J. Bork - - - 2494 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 
M. D. Ealy - - - 4826 Tyrone Ave., Van Nuys, Cal. 
Edwards Sales Co. - - - 530 Erie Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio 

SETCHELL 
CARLSON 

June, 1945 

Ben Joseph - - - 258 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 
Don R. Lewis - - - P. O. Box 512, Salt Lake City, Utah 
Robert Milsk - Kerr Bldg., 642 Beaubien St., Detroit, Mich. 
B. J. Mockenhaupt and Co. - 723 West Lake St., Chicago, Ill. 
Bursell- Cherrnak - - 2233 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT Harry J. Scheel, 2654 Morse Ave., Chicago 45, Ill. 
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NOW -A REALLY HIGH- POWERED- 

Radio Engineering 
Library 

NOTE: 
The Library comprises a selection 
of books culled from leading Mc- 
Graw -Hill publications in the rod, 
field. 

especially selected by radio specialists of Mc- Graw-Hill publications -. to give most complete, dependable coverage of facts needed by all whose fields are grounded on radio fundamentals. 
available at a special price and terms 

THESE books cover circuit phenomena, tube the- 
ory, networks. measurements, and - -. other sib jects -give specialized treatments of all fields of practical design and application. They are books 

of recognized position in the literature -books you 
will refer to and be referred to often. If you 
are a practical designer, researcher or engineer 
in any field based on radio, you want these books for the help they give in hundreds of problems throughout the whole field of radio engineering. 
5 VOLUMES, 3559 PAGES, 2558 ILLUSTRATIONS 
:. Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF VACUUM 

TUBES 
2. Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING 
3. Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING 
4. Hand's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS 
5. Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 
10 days' examination. Easy terms. S pecial price under offer than books separately. 

ad standard works to your pay sall monthly installmenswhile you use the books. 
10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION -SEND COUPON 

MCGRAW -HILL BOOK CO., 
330 W. 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 
days' examinatioin on approval. In 10 days 

vols., wil for 
end $3.00 plus few cents postage, and $3.00 monthly till $24.00 is paid, or return books postpaid. (We pay post- age on orders accompanied by remittance of first in- sin 1 Iment.) 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

Company . 

Position RN- 6-45 

SEND TODAY 
FOR THIS 52 PAGE 

SOO 
-FOR AMATEURS 
AND COMMERCIAL 
RADIO OPERATORS 

It shows that "crack" op- 
erators rely on something 
besides practice to develop 
their high speed and pro- 
ficiency ; it explains t h e "knack" of sound -sense and sound- consciousness -the secret of speedy sending and receiving. 

Once you acquire these mental processes, reading code becomes almost second nature to you, just as the rhythm of a dance band becomes automatic to musician and dancer. 
Champions endorse the Candler System. It is used in training Commercial Operators, Amateurs, and Radiotelegraph Specialists in Signal Corps, Marines, Navy, Coast Guard, Airlines, Broadcast Studios, Police Inter -City Communications. Wher- ever the fastest, most efficient operators are found, there you will find Candler trained men. If you want s-p-e-e-d, if you have any diffi- culties in operating technique, if 40 -50, and more, wpm seem fantastic speeds to you -send for this revealing 52 page Book now. It's yours without cost or obligation. Simply send your name and address to- 

CANDLER SYSTEM COMPANY 
Dept. 2G, Box 928, DENVER, COLO., U.S.A. And at 121 Kingsway, London, W. C. 2, England 
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Mr. Crews has explained not only pro- 
duction and directing techniques, but 
also such problems as union rules and 
regulations governing performers and 
musicians, FCC requirements on the 
air, and other valuable data which 
should be memorized by the prospec- 
tive station owner. The second book 
which treats that all important ques- 
tion of revenue, is C. H. Sandage's 
"Radio Advertising for Retailers. ". In 
this book are many excellent sugges- 
tions as to the market, type of pro- 
gram for selected markets, costs, rev- 
enues, etc. 

It is _not the intention of this article 
to discourage prospective station 
owners from going into the FM broad- 
casting field. It has been the purpose 
of the article to point out some of 
the varied problems which will arise 
and which will call for the expendi- 
ture of large sums of money. In addi- 
tion to an adequate bank account 
which will stand the strain of large 
withdrawals and few, if any, deposits, 
the prospective owner of the FM sta- 
tion must possess certain personal at- 
tributes which would make him a 
combination of "Pollyanna," Marconi, 
Dale Carnegie, Bob Hope, and Santa 
Claus. 

From a survey made by RADIO NEWS, 
the general consensus of opinion of 
the operators of existing FM stations 
is; that for the small investor or the 
returning serviceman, station owner- 
ship is not recommended at the pres- 
ent time, and if the prospective owner 
will abandon his plans and take em- 
ployment with one of the regularly 
established FM stations, he will be in 
a better position to learn whether he 
could swing such an undertaking on 
his own at some later date. 

There will be plenty of room for all 
in the FM broadcasting field; pioneer- 
ing is an expensive proposition and it 
is an excellent idea to investigate all 
of the multifacets of this undertaking 
before making the plunge into station 
ownership. 

The author wishes to acknowledge 
with thanks the assistance of the fol- 
lowing companies in making much of 
the information contained herein 
available : General Electric Company, 
Electronics Division; Radio Corpora- 
tion of America; Victor J. Andrew 
Company; Mr. Paul Brines, Publicity 
Director, Station WGNB, and the Fed- 
eral Communications Commission. 

It is especially important that per- 
sons with limited means investigate 
all of the financial possibilities with 
regards to station ownership, before 
investing in this type of enterprise. 
The pitfalls are many in this type of 
endeavor and it is desirable that time 
and study precede any action. 

The following references are sug- 
gested as reading material for the 
prospective station owner, for infor- 
mation and guidance in determining a 
course of action. 
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FM Transmitters 
(Continued from page 41) 

nates the need for a harmonic filter 
in the output circuit. 

Power supply and control equip- 
ment are similar as to circuit design, 
the AM transmitter requiring slightly 
higher power, while the FM transmit- 
ter must have a closely regulated 
power supply for the modulated exciter 
unit. The regulation on the r.f. am- 
plifier stages is the same for both 
equipments. Control equipment is 
similar, since it performs identical 
functions in both types of equipment. 

Table I lists comparative operating 
characteristics of typical transmitters 
of the two types. These values are 
well within the requirements of the 
FCC, as specified in the Standards of 
Good Engineering Practice, and are 
representative for commercial equip- 
ment on the market prior to the war. 

The FCC licenses a Standard Broad- 
cast Station on the basis of the power 
output; its coverage or service area 
is determined by that power. For FM 
Broadcast Stations, the issuance of 
a license is based upon the extent of 
the area to be served; the power out- 
put of the transmitter is determined 
to satisfactorily provide that coverage. 

The RCA type FM -3A frequency - 
modulated transmitter, shown in Figs. 
1 and 2 is a typical example of FM 
transmitting equipment utilizing re- 
actance -tube modulation. It employs 
a total of 24 tubes and consists essen- 
tially of six component circuits; a 
frequency modulated exciter and its 
power supply; an r.f. amplifier and 
its power supply; an audio -frequency 
monitor; and power control circuits. 
The complete transmitter is housed in 
two steel cabinets, with the FM ex- 
citer or modulator unit and power 
supplies contained in the left -hand 
cabinet (Fig. 1). The r.f. amplifiers 
and their associated blower equipment 
along with the FM monitor are housed 
in the right -hand cabinet. 

Fig. 3, the simplified schematic di- 
agram of the complete transmitter, 
will be used as a guide in describing 
the circuit. The FM -3A may be con - 
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meets special applications 
saves time . . saves tooling . . . speeds delivery! 

If your application requires a specially designed relay 
Guardian engineers can be of great help to you. But, as 

a result of their wide experience in designing "specials" they 
have evolved a standard design so flexible that it is now speci- 
fied in numerous applications that would ordinarily require a 

specially designed unit. Perhaps you can use it in your "special" 
application ... with a saving in money and delivery time. This 

unusually flexible relay is the SERIES 345. Its chief features are 
the large coil winding area, numerous contact combinations, the 

non -binding pin type armature hinge pin, its resistance to shock 

and vibration, and an ability tU operate in extremes of temper- 
ature. It is now being used in aircraft, radio, and other exact- 

TIME DELAY 

VARIATIONS OF THE 

WINDING -Multi -wound coils are avail- 
able for operation on two or more circuits. 
Or coil may be wound to operate on the 
discharge of a 3 mfd. condenser. 

CONTACTS -Normal switch capacity is 

three pole, double throw; maximum switch 
capacity may be up to six pole double 
throw with 121 amp. contacts, or any vari- 

ation of contact combinations within this range, 
including the operation of contacts in sequence. 
The flexibility of the contact springs may be 
increased through the use of coil spring rivets. 

TIME DELAY -On D.C. coils a time delay of 
0.25 seconds on release or 0.06 second on 
attract may be achieved through the use of 
copper slugs which require these time intervals 
for saturation or de- energizing depending on 
whether they are used on the heel or head of 
the coil. 

DUST COVER -For applications where this relay may be 

subject to injury or in atmosphere where dust may be present 
in sufficient quantity to impede operation, the SERIES 345 may 
be equipped with a metal dustproof cover. 

SCREW TERMINALS -Screw type terminals are optional 
for applications where terminals must be disconnected occa- 

ing applications to insure dependable performance. 
STANDARD SERIES 345 -The ample coil winding area of 
the SERIES 345 gives you a wide range of windings for various 
voltages and currents. Coil winding area is approximately .75 
cubic inches. Average power required is 3.56 watts with three 
pole, double throw contacts of 121/2 amp. capacity. Coils are 
available for either A.C. or D.C. operation. 

The maximum switch capacity of the Standard Series 345 is 

three pole, double throw. Contacts are rated at 121/2 amperes 
at 110 volts, 60 cycles, non -inductive A.C. Moving contacts are 
attached to but insulated from the armature by a bakelite 
plate. Terminals are solder lugs. Weight is 61/2 ounces. 

SERIES 345 RELAY 

sionally or where solder lug terminals are 
not otherwise practical. 

INTERLOCKING -Here the series 340 a -c 

relay is coupled with the d -c coil of a series 
405 short telephone type relay in an over- 
load application. Under normal conditions 
the series 340 contacts are mechanically DUST COVER 

held in a closed position. Normal current 
flows through the series 405 coil and then 
through the series 340 contacts to the circuit 
for which overload protection is desired. Ex- 
cessive current, however, energizes the series 
405 coil, releasing the locking arrangement 
and breaking the series 340 contacts. Push 

button control resets to normal but is ineffec- 
tive if current is still excessive. 

INTERLOCKING UNIT 

June, 1945 

SERIES 345 RELAY DATA 

Normal 
Volts 

Minimum 
Volts 

Normal 
M.A. 

Minimum 
M.A. 

Coil 
Resist. 

Normal 
Wattage 

6 4.8 600 480 10 3.56 
12 9.8 300 245 40 3.56 
24 18 148 111 162 3.56 
32 25.6 112 89 287 3 56 

115 92 31 25 3720 3.56 

Minimum operating wattage 

H you will write us about your relay problems our engineers will he glad to make recommendations 

which may save you time and money. Should you desire a quotation, please mention quantity. 

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC 
1630 -G W. WALNUT STREET '%V CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS 

A COMPUTE LINE OF RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN WAR INDUSTRY 
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For Soldering in 
Tight Places .. J 
DRAKE 

No. 400 Soldering Iron 

Smallest Industrial Iron 
Ever Designed 

60 Watts -1/4 in. Tip 
Only 9 in. long -Wt. only 8 oz. 

This mighty mite is backed by 
DRAKE'S 25 years of soldering 
iron manufacturing experience. 
The high quality and long service 
of DRAKE Soldering Irons have 
made them outstanding favorites 
with all types of radio men every- 
where. The DRAKE No. 400 is an 
outstanding value at 

Only $45° 
List 

Drake Has an Iron 
for Every Purpose. 

Ask Your Radio 
Paris Jobber. 

DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC. 
3656 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO 13, ILL 

A big Wall Chart of 

radio and phonograph cabinets, 

to hang in your shop for reference. Forty- 

seven clear photos of high 

quality cabinets that are 

quickly available from 

Olson Radio Warehouse. 

Handy order blanks 

included with Chart. 

01461,4 Radio 2UGZ7douae 
73 -A Mill St., Akron, Ohio 

I enclose ten cents in coin. Please send me the 

Wall Chart of radio and phonograph cabinets. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
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A.F. 
INPUT 

REACTANCE 

TUBE 

MODULATOR 

FILTER 

MODULATOR 

rt OSCILLATOR 

vwxwomm 

REACTANCE 

4 AND MOI 

DISCRIMINATOR 

BUFFER 

IXER 

INTERMEOIAT 

POWER 

AMPLIFIER 

POWER 

AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 9. Simplified diagram of a reactance -tube -type FM transmitter, employing 
electronic frequency control. Fig. 6 shows a mechanical frequency -control system. 

sidered in two parts : the Crosby 
exciter and the FM -3A amplifier. Re- 
ferring to Fig. 3, it will be noted that 
an RCA 807 tube is used as the 
electron -coupled oscillator. This os- 
cillator is modulated by two 807 
reactance tubes to provide frequency 
modulation. The plates of these mod- 
ulator tubes are connected in parallel 
across the modulated oscillator tank 
while their grids are supplied induc- 
tively with push -pull e x c i t a t i o n, 
shifted to be 90° out of phase with the 
oscillator tank circuit. 

The audio -frequency modulating 
voltage is also introduced into the 
grid circuits in push -pull, so that under 
quiescent conditions the modulator 
tubes draw equal and oppositely - 
phased currents from the oscillator 
tank circuit. An audio signal upsets 
this balance, causing one tube to draw 
more current and the other tube to 
draw less, to produce an effective 
positive or negative reactance across 
the oscillator tank circuit, thereby 
modulating or varying its frequency 
in accordance with the amplitude of 
the audio -frequency voltage impressed 
on the modulator grid. 

To maintain a high degree of fre- 
quency stability, an automatic -fre- 
quency- control circuit is provided 
which will hold the mean- carrier -fre- 
quency within .0025 %. The output of 
a separate quartz crystal -controlled 
oscillator is combined in the plate cir- 
cuit of the RCA 1613 mixer, with some 

of the signal supplied by a tap on the 
plate tank of the 807 buffer amplifier 
stage following the modulated oscil- 
lator. The difference between these 
two signals is one megacycle. The 
output of the mixer is coupled to an 
RCA 6H6 rectifier tube through a 
discriminator circuit and the direct 
current output is in turn connected 
into the grid circuit of the modulator 
tubes to provide differential correc- 
tion bias. 

The discriminator circuit is so ad- 
justed that no control voltage is ob- 
tained on the grids of the modulating 
tubes as long as the mixer output fre- 
quency is one megacycle. If the 
modulated- oscillator mean frequency 
varies, the beat frequency fed to the 
discriminator will vary in the same 
way, setting up a differential voltage 
on the grids of the modulator tubes 
which tends to counteract the fre- 
quency change. Although distortion 
is extremely low over the normal 
(x-100 kc.) modulation range, the 
modulators are capable of swinging 
the frequency twice as far (± 200 
kc.) with virtually no increase in 
modulation distortion. 

An RCA 6J5 is used in an interlock 
circuit so arranged that failure of 
any component in the a.f.c. circuit 
actuates a relay which is used to 
sound an alarm and /or take the trans- 
mitter off the air. 

Two audio -frequency input circuits 
are provided, one 'following the stand- 

Table 1. Comparative operating characteristics of typical AM. and FM trans- 
mitters. The values given are well within the requirements of the FCC. 

OUTPUT 
Type of Emission 

Carrier Freq. Range 
Power Outputs 

Carrier Freq. Stability 
R.f. Output Impedance 

Audio Freq. Response 

Audio Distortion 

Audio Freq. Noise Level 

Audio Input Impedance 

FM 
Frequency-Modulated r.f. 

42 -50 mc. 

250, 1000, 3000. 10,000 and 
50,000 w. 
± 1000 cycles 
70 to 600 ohms 

AM A -3 (Telephone) 

550 -1600 kc. 

250, 1000, 5000, 10,000 and 
50,000 w. 

10 cycles 
60 to 300 ohms 

AUDIO CHARACTERISTICS 
30 to 15,000 cycles uniform 
within 1 db. of 1000 cycle 
ref. 

less than 1 i/2 % RMS 
entire audio range 

30 to 10,000 cycles uniform 
within 1.5 db. of 1000 cycle 
ref. 

over less than 3% RMS from 50 
to 7500 cycles 

70 db. below 75 kc. 60 db. below 100% ampli - 
deviation tude modulation 
600 ohms 600 ohms 
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(EL r 
,,; 

" o a ra ,.. s 
A FAMOUS PAIR 

THE GATES 3 CHANNEL PORTABLE RE- 

MOTE AMPLIFIER FOR ALTERNATING CUR- 
RENT OR BATTERIES. 

THE GATES REMOTE CONDITIONER FOR 

SINGLE MICROPHONE REMOTE PICK UPS, 

A.C. OPERATED. 

Remote Pick -Up 

Amplifiers 
This famous pair is truly "a Jack of all trades" . . . 

for they have been "Aces" in doing an outstanding job of 
remote broadcasting from Maine to Pango Pango -from 
Macy's windows to Montana's mountains -from Sandlot 
ball games to World Series -from Presidents to Prime 
Ministers. For more than a decade Gates Remote Ampli- 
fiers have served broadcasters for every need and purpose. 
From year to year they have been modernized, but in 
efficient performance they still remain the same in name, 
type number and service. 

Here's what one broadcaster writes about his Gates 
DYNAMOTE: " -My Gates Dynamote is so much 
superior to my studio speech system quality, that 
I have discarded my studio equipment until new 
equipment can be obtained." 
Another wrote: "-I am using my Gates Dynamote 
as standard for overall frequency response for the 
entire transmitting plant." 

This, plus the fact that Gates Remote Conditioners are 
used in nearly every U. S. broadcast station for single 
mike pick -ups, is proof that this famous pair has been 
engineered for efficiency and economy. This is why Gates 
Remote Amplifiers are now in use in every theatre of 
war, bringing to America's loud speakers the war events 
from the place where history's biggest news is taking 
place! 

Wartime restrictions do not allow the sale of new broadcasting equipment without priority. there- 
fore, this equipment is presented merely to acquaint you with Gates' current developments. 

Ask About Our Priority Plan for Prompt Delivery 
When Gates Equipment Is Again Available. 

RADIO COMPANY, Quincy, Illinois, U. S. A. 

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS, SPEECH. EQUIPMENT, ANTENNA TUNING AND PHASER UNITS, AMPLIFIERS, REMOTE 

EQUIPMENT, BROADCAST STATION AND TRANSMITTER ACCESSORIES 
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D® You Know? 
t 

THAT we supply hard -to -find meters for 
special applications and unusual char- 
acteristics. 
THAT such meters, designed for specific 
application, always save time and effort 
and increase accuracy of tests. 
THAT we can convert many of your 
existing meters to specific applications. 
THAT many meters, such as thermocou- 
ples, DC milliameters and voltmeters, 
and AC milliameters and voltmeters, 
can be put to more advantageous use 
by making slight changes in design. 

Prompt Delivery 
Send your inquiries to us for 
advice and immediate attention 

ceittaion, al 
ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT LABS. 

71 Nassau Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

RADIO 
PARTS 

AND SOUND EQUIPMENT 
Look to Lifetime for best values in parts, supplies 
and equipment -always. 
10 Ft. Single cond. shielded rubber covered 
mike cable 75c 
6 Ft. Rubber A.C. line cond. moulded plug 35c 
8 Mfd. 45 OV Tubular Condensers 39c 
20 Mfd. 15 OV Filter Condensers 37c 
20 -20 Mfd. 15 OV Filter Condensers 59c 
50 Watt 1,000 Ohm Adjustable Register, 
4x9/16'. List $1.50, your price only 75c 

METERS NOW AVAILABLE 
0 -300 D.C. Milliameter. 311 /z' Rectangular type. 
Special $5.50 
0 -10 Volt A.C. Voltmeter. VA'. Rectangular 
flush mounting panel type $5.99 
0 -15, 150 -300 D.C. Milliameter. Approximate 
shunt for 15 mills 6.66 ohms. External resistance 
furnished. Our price to you only $7.50 

Hundreds of other big values shown in 
our bulletin 345. Write for your copy today. 

SOUNa 
áüülr#i?atl EQUIPMENT CO. 

DEPT.35- TOLEDO 2 OHIO, U.S A. 
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and 100 microsecond RMA pre- empha- 
sis curve from 30 to 15,000 cycles for 
high fidelity audio transmission and 
the other, flat from 30 to 25,000 cycles. 

Field tests show that when high - 
fidelity transmission and reception 
systems are used in any type of modu- 
lation, a great proportion of the ac- 
companying noise lies in the higher 
audio -frequency range, that is, between 
5000 and 15,000 cycles. In all types of 
broadcast programs, the relative am- 
plitude of these high frequencies is 
very low compared to frequencies from 
30 to 5000 cycles. Consequently, any 
reception of the high frequencies is 
usually covered up by the high noise 
signals. However, if by means of pre - 
emphasis the relative modulation of 
the transmitter is increased at these 
higher frequencies, while a correspond- 
ing de- emphasis is employed at the 
receiver for the same frequencies, 
there will be a noticeable improve- 
ment in the desired -to- undesired sig- 
nal ratio. 

Filter circuits are provided in the 
a.f.c. circuit to give sufficient time lag 
so that fidelity will not be affected by 
the feedback modulation, nor will the 
a.f.c. be affected by the modulating 
signal. An automatic regulating 
transformer supplies all filament and 
plate voltages to the exciter so that 
line -voltage fluctuations as high as ± 15% have substantially no effect 
on the output frequency. 

The output of the Crosby exciter 
feeds an RCA 814 buffer which in 
turn drives the push -pull RCA 808 
tripler stage. The output of the trip - 
ler stage is coupled directly to the 
RCA 8001 intermediate power ampli- 
fier push -pull stage which in turn 
drives the RCA 827 -R push -pull power 
amplifier. 

The 827 -R is a tetrode, (Fig. 11), 
designed specifically to meet the re- 
quirements of frequency modulation. 
Low -inductance leads minimize feed- 
back and degeneration difficulties. Its 
plate structure is external and 

Fig. 11. An RCA 827 -R tetrode tube, 
designed specifically to meet the re- 
quirements of frequency modulation. 

equipped with fins for forced air 
cooling. This type of cooling, pro- 
vided by a suitably interlocked blower, 
permits high anode dissipations as 
compared with conventional air -cooled 
designs and also allows a smaller glass 
envelope than would otherwise be 
possible. A compact tube for high - 
frequency operation results, while re- 
taining adequate power capability. 

All electrodes are supported by the 
header of the tube alone, no solid in- 
sulation being used between the ele- 
ments in the tube. Dielectric losses 

Fig. 10. Illustrating both AM and FM types of waves: (A) with no modu- 
lation. and (B) 100 per cent modulated by a sinusoidal a.c. signal. 

AMPLITUDE MODULATION 

POSITIVE j- PEAK 

NEGATIVE 
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` 

(A) 

(B) 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

, I 1IjE11 
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1e 

Can Plastic 

Molding improve 

your product? 

4. 

Where should 

your Mold 

be made? 

Your Plastic Part 

should be molded 

of ...What? 

Considerations 

of Plastic 

Production 

What 

goes into 

Plastic Design? 

6. 

What to look for 

/-and why-in 
¡our Custom Molder 

our new illustrated brochure "A Business- 
man's Guide to the Molding of Plastics" 
discusses all those topics -and others. For 
engineers and purchasing departments, 
some technical data is included, along with 
a description of the resources and physical 
equipment we devote to producing better 
plastic moldings. If you are interested in 
this brochure, please write our Dept. 7 and 
request it on your letterhead. Your copy will 
be mailed promptly -with our compliments. 

June. 19 i 

Kurx'I(èsch For over 28 years Planners and Molders in Plastics 

Kurz -Kasch, Inc., 1429 South Broadway, Dayton 1, Ohio Branch Soles Offices: New York Chicago Detroit 

Indianapolis Los Angeles Dallas St. Louis Toronto, Canada Export Offices: 89 Broad Street, New York City 
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HEAVY DUTY 
SOLDERING 

IRON ' 

Especially designed 
for heavy duty solder- 
ing. Heats up to op- 

erating temperature 
in 3 minutes. Adjust- 
able tip assures 
proper heat at solder- 
ing point. Thoroughly 
insulated. Cannot be- 
come grounded. 
Equipped with 7/16" 
diameter heavy duty 
tip. 

Net Each 

$4.41 

Include your L -265 or AA3V3 
certification with order. 

Write for Free Illustrated Flyer. 

731 W. Washington Boulevard 
Chicago 6, Illinois 

XPPiomENI 

TO YOUR 

HARDEST PROBLEMS 

1178 Illustrations 
1000 Pages 

130 Tables - 105 Graphs 

GET THE ANSWERS NOW! 
Here, in one big volume, you'll fled all the time 
saving answers to your radio problems and time 
saved is MONEY EARNED. Written in easily un- 
derstood language, yet accurate enough for an engi- 
neer. Completely revised and cross indexed for quick 
reference, this handy reference book for your tough 
jobs covers radio transmission and reception, public 
address .systems, television, photocells and data on 
their important parts. Its a book you'll $5'00 
always use. And ... it's only PJ 

ANOTHER TIME SAVING BOOK! 
ELECTRICAL AND RADIO DICTIONARY. Over 
3800 definitions of technical words and terms used 
in all branches of radio and electricity. f 
300 Pages -550 Illustrations (iadGG 0 

GATEWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY 
32 N. STATE -Dept. RN -5 

Chicago 2. Illinois 

Clip This Coupon NOW 
O Send me the new Drake Cyclopedia 

IMMEDIATELY. 
O And the 300 Page Radio Dictionary. 

Name 

Address 
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State 

OUTPUT 
Power Output (into transmission 
line) 
Carrier Freq. Range -any single freq. 
Carrier Freq. Stability 
Maximum Carrier Deviation 
R. F. Output Impedance 

Flat Freq. Response 

Pre- emphasis Response 

Audio Distortion 
AUDIO FREQ. NOISE LEVEL 

(a) Freq. Modulated 
(b) Amplitude Modulated 

26 to 60 mc.-3000 w. 
60 to 108 mc.-2000 w. 
26 to 108 mc. 
within -!- 0.0025% 
± 100 kc. 
70 to 600 ohms. 

AUDIO INPUT 
within 1 db. of 1000 cycle ref. from 30 
to 25,000 cycles 
within 1 db. of 100 microsecond curve 
from 30 to 15,000 cycles 
less than 1½% EMS 

Sinewave Audio Level for 75 kc. 
deviation 
Program Audio Level for 75 kc. peak 
deviation 
Audio Input Impedance 
Deviation Capability 

70 db. below 75 kc. deviation 
50 db. below 100% amplitude modulation 

PRE- EMPHASIZED FLAT RESPONSE 

± 12 VU - 2 VU 

±2 VU 
600 ohms. 
100 kc. 

POWER INPUT 
Phase 
Voltage 
Regulation, Total Instant. and Slow -time 
Frequency 
Power 

3 
230 

5% 
60 cycles 
8.5 kw. 

at 8VU 
600 ohms. 
100 kc. 

Table 2. A summary of the technical specifications of the FM -3A FM transmitter. 

which would impair the performance 
of the tube at these frequencies there- 
fore are eliminated. Control grid and 
screen grid wires are vertical and 
oriented so that the screen grid wires 
are located in the shadow of the con- 
trol grid wires, forming electron 
beams which considerably reduce the 
current collected by the screen grid 
as compared with a structure having 
random alignment. Because a ring 
seal is used as a screen grid connec- 
tion, it has been possible to build the 
tubes into the circuits with such ex- 
cellent isolation between grid and 
plate circuits that perfect stability is 
obtained with only slight neutraliza- 
tion at 108 mc. 

By careful positioning of the circuit 
elements, it was found convenient to 
use conventional lumped constants and 
circuits over the entire FM -3A output - 
frequency range of 26 to 108 mc. 
Plate tank tuning of the power am- 
plifier is accomplished from the front 
panel by varying the capacitance be- 
tween the metal shells into which the 
tube anodes are mounted (Fig. 7). 
The load circuit is inductively coupled 
to the power amplifier tank and will 
operate into a transmission line of 
any impedance between 70 and 600 
ohms. A motor -operated load -coupling 
control is provided with front panel 
push buttons for accurate power out- 
put adjustment. All tuning controls 
are grouped together on the front 
panel and operated by a small wrench. 
This prevents any possibility of tam- 
pering with the essential controls by 
a casual visitor or other unauthorized 
person. A total of 14 meters is pro- 
vided to indicate the performance of 
all circuits, including a volume level 

indicator for the Crosby exciter. The 
latter may be used for preliminary 
tuning adjustments and to indicate 
"deviation" during modulation. 

A discriminator -type FM monitor is 
coupled to the power amplifier for 
continuous aural monitoring. 

The rear doors are properly inter- 
locked in accordance with good engi- 
neering practice to provide protection 
for the operating personnel. 

Technical specifications for the FM- 
3A are summarized in Table 2. Its 
frequency range and power output 
make it readily adaptable to television 
for transmission of the sound channel. 
The fidelity curves of Fig. 8 present 
a clearer picture of the audio -fre- 
quency response and distortion char- 
acteristics. 

From the engineering aspect, basic 
design incorporated in the two types 
of broadcasting systems is the same. 
The high - efficiency "Class C" ampli- 
fier, power supply, and control circuits 
are fundamental and form the back- 
bone of transmitters. The distinctive 
features of FM inherent in the modu- 
lator unit and size of components exist 
because of its high operating fre- 
quency and the fact that the process 
of - carrier-frequency deviation is not 
a power variation function. 

Postwar FM transmitters will un- 
doubtedly employ the two general 
systems of frequency modulation de- 
scribed herein. However, it is to be 
expected that the past several years 
of accelerated wartime engineering 
development will make itself felt in 
improvements in tubes and circuits 
resulting in transmitters of superior 
design. 
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JUNE 

SYLViXIA NUTS 
RADIO SERVICE EDITION 

Published by SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa. 1945 

SYLVANIA 

SERVICEMAN 
SERVICE 

by 
FRANK FAX. 

As another aid to servicemen, Sylvania 
offers its "Business Record for Income 
Tax Purposes" book -a simple, exact 
system of record keeping. (Many service- 
men have been using this handy book 
for at least two years. Many probably 
wish they had.) 

Two pages describe the best way to 

use your business record book. 

Send for "Business Record for Income 
Tax Purposes" now -it can be started at 
once and will save time, expense and 
worry in the months to come. Your 
Sylvania distributor will be glad to show 
you a sample copy. Nominally priced at 
$1.00, your copy can be had immediately. 

Sylvania's Survey Report Shows 

Postwar Need for More Servicemen 

Thousands More Repair Shops and 

Men Required for Big Job Ahead 

Once again Sylvania's nation -wide, inde- 

pendent radio survey -conducted by one 

of America's leading research organiza- 
tions- reports facts and trends valuable 
to the radio serviceman. This is the 

second of a series of survey reports de- 

signed to aid servicemen in their present 
and postwar planning. 

There are 60 million radio sets in use 

throughout America today. Sylvania's 

survey shows that as close as five to six 

years after the end of the war this num- 

ber will increase to no fewer than 75 

million home radio sets, plus a total of 

25 million automobile radios. All of these 

millions of units are expected to be more 

complex in construction and will require 
more of the expert service radio repair 
men have been rendering. 

Our survey reveals that present -day 

repair shops are well equipped, but 

MARCH 
12 

1946 

servicemen fully recognize the postwar 
need for more and better instruments - 
more and better training- essential to the 

big task of servicing millions of phono- 

console combinations, F. M., and televi- 

sion sets. 
In keeping with this recognized need, 

Sylvania Electric has developed a whole 

kit of bulletins and technical literature 
to aid servicemen with their problems. 

60 MILLION SETS 

IN AMERICA 
TODAY 

100,000,000 SETS 
75,000,000 HOME 
25, 000, 000 AUTO 

5 to 6YEARS AFTER WAR 

SYLVANIAS "ELECTRIC 
MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES; INCANDESCENT LAMPS 
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Rowe No. 7 

Permanent 
Magnetic 
Driver Unit 

Sound engineers who have used this 
unit swear by it. Many claim it will 
outlive and outperform any other driver 
on the market. 
Ideal for most high -power sound pro- 
jection installations. Has central cone - 
shaped magnet of ALNICO with a flux 
strength of 12,000 gausses in the mag- 
netic gap. Does not deteriorate in 
strength through shocks or ageing -16 
ohms impedance -18 to 20 watts con- 
tinuous duty. List price only $55.00. 
Write for complete details. 

LET US HELP YOU 

We can help you with post -war plans 
involving Development, Design, Engi- 
neering, Precision Manufacturing and 
Marketing. Outline your problem or 
plan and we will gladly tell you how 
we can co- operate to our mutual ad- 
vantage. Address Dept. RN 645. 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

It ñcluOries 
3120 MONROE ST.,TOLEDO 6, OHIO 

FIX ANY RADIO 
Amazing New Invention 

Learn to repair radios in minutes 
instead of hours. Revolutionary, 
different Comparison technique 
permits you to do expert work 
almost immediately. Most repairs can be made without test equipment or with only volt - ohmmeter. Simple point-to-point, cross reference, cir- cuit suggestions locate faults quickly and easily. You may try the plan without any risk or obligation. 

FOR BEGINNERS OR EXPERTS 
Find any radio fault with ease. Follow the compari- son tests given on 24 trouble- shooting circuit blue prints. 76 fact pages. Over 1;000 practical repair hints. Hundreds of simplified tests using a 5c resistor and a filter condenser. Covers every radio set -new and old. Introductory material for beginners and to serve as a review for experienced radio men. Also several chapters on test equipment. Presented in manual form, 8 x 11 inches. Entire plan is stark new and will change servicing methods. Used in schools, Armed Forces, and by thousands of radiomen. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
Take advantage of our "no- risk" trial. 
Send coupon today. Use this time- saving, money- making radio servicing 
method for 10 days without any obli- gations. See how much time you will 
save every day on every radio Job. Learn new short -cuts in radio servic- 
ing. Then decide to keep Comparison 
Method Manual or return it and re- 
ceive a cash refund. You cannot lose - but you owe yourself a chance to look at this plan. Price, complete, only $1.50. 

NEW 1945 EDITION 
The training will more than pay Ior itself on the first radio Job. Examine and use this unique plan for 10 days at our risk. Send coupon right now - receive and use the plan this week. 

Developed by 
M. N. Heitman, 
radio engineer, 
teacher, author, 
& serviceman. 

NO RISK TRIAL COUPON 
SUPREME PUBLIC ATIONS ,9S.KedzieAve.,Chicagol2, ILL. 
Ship the new manual, Simplified Radio Servicing by 
Comparison Method, for examination. I am enclosing 
$1.50, full price, send postpaid. I must be satisfied or 
you will refund my money. 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 
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1'hiuu-hicturrs' Literature 
Readers are asked to write directly to the manufacturer for the liter- ature. By mentioning RADIO NEWS, the issue and page, and en- closing the proper amount, when indicated, delay will be prevented. 

In view of the present paper shortage, a limited number of copies of the booklets described herein are printed. Manufacturers will endeavor to comply 
with all requests; however, if your copy is not received after proper request 
has been made, it most likely will indicate that the supply is exhausted. 

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 
The B. F. Goodrich Company has 

issued a new catalogue section cover- 
ing their recently introduced charger 
for wet rechargeable flashlight bat - 
teries which can be operated from the 
ignition system of automotive vehicles. 

This section describes the equip-. 
ment, tells its functions and pictures 
methods by which it may be attached 
to the vehicle. 

Copies of this catalogue section may 
be obtained from The B. F. Goodrich 
Company, Akron, Ohio. Specify Sup- 
plement Catalogue Section 12030. 

EXPORT CATALOGUE 
A complete catalogue of Carter Mo- 

tor Company's line of dynamotors, 
generators, converters and rotary 
power equipment is now ready for dis- 
tribution to export trade. 

This booklet is available for use ex- 
clusively outside the United States 
and copies of the catalogue will be 
mailed without charge to anyone writ- 
ing to the plant, providing the request 
is on the letterhead of a person or 
firm operating outside the continental 
limits of the United States. Requests 
should be addressed to Carter Motor 
Company, 1608 Milwaukee Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

GHIRARDI BOOK DISPLAY 
A new counter and window display 

for Ghirardi's books on radio and elec- 
tronics is being offered to dealers by 
Murray Hill Books, Inc. 

The display is a dramatic three -di- 
mensional die -cut unit in three colors. 
Mounted behind the front card is a 
second card bearing full -size repro - 
ductions of the jackets of the three 
most popular books by Ghirardi. 

A pair of these new displays, one 
for the window and one for the counter 
are available to jobbers free of charge 
by addressing the publisher direct at 
232 Madison Avenue, New York 16, 
N. Y. 

MOTOR SELECTOR GUIDE 
An interesting and helpful booklet 

which provides design engineers with 
information on the proper selection of 
fractional h.p. motors has been issued 
by The Dumore Company. 

The data included in the booklet is 
presented in outline form, completely 
illustrated. Comparative character- 
istics of the various types of motors 
is included to facilitate the selection 

of the correct horsepower, duty cycle 
and speed. 

A free copy of the Motor Selector 
may be secured by writing to The Du- 
more Company, Motor Division, Ra- 
cine, Wisconsin. 

CONDENSED CATALOGUE 
In order to facilitate the selection 

of suitable electronic components, the 
North American Philips Company, 
Inc, has issued a condensed catalogue 
covering eight of their Norelco Elec- 
tronic Products. 

Included in the catalogue are the 
cathode -ray, transmitting, power, and 
amplifier tubes; quartz crystal oscil- 
lator plates ; Searchray ,inspection 
units; Geiger- Counter X -ray Spectro- 
meter; X -ray diffraction equipment; 
quartz -crystal X -ray analysis unit; 
metallurgical products; and medical 
X -ray equipment. 

A copy of this condensed catalogue 
will be forwarded upon request to 
North American Philips Company, 
Inc., 100 East 42nd Street, New York 
17, New York. 

CONCORD GUIDE BOOK 
Concord Radio Corporation of Chi- 

cago and Atlanta, Georgia, has just 
published a 68 -page guide book for 
those using radio parts and electronic 
equipment. 

The guide book features hundreds of 
items which are available either as 
single units or in large quantities. It 
lists and offers standard lines of con- 
densers, resistors, transformers, tools, 
testers, tubes, and other essential com- 
ponents. 

Copies of the guide book will be sent 
without cost or obligation to anyone 
who requests it from Concord Radio 
Corporation, 901 W. Jackson Boule- 
vard, Chicago 7, Illinois, or from 265 
Peachtree Street, Atlanta 3, Georgia. 

HAMMARLUND CAPACITORS 
A comprehensive brochure covering 

the company's complete line of vari- 
able capacitors has been issued by 
Hammarlund Manufacturing Com- 
pany, Inc. 

Written for the engineer, the cata- 
logue covers the various steps in the 
manufacture of capacitors and then 
continues to a listing and illustration 
of the various available types. De- 
signs for special applications as well 
as standard units are described. En- 
gineering details are not included in 
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Pioneer FM station uses BLILEY CRYSTALS 

When Major Armstrong's 
station W2XMN went on the air 
from Alpine, New Jersey on July 18, 

1939, radio history was in the mak- 
ing. This first FM transmitter to be 
put in service, built by REL, em- 
ployed the Armstrong crystal -con- 
trolled phase shift modulation. 

Bliley crystals are doing an excellent 
job in this outstanding pioneer FM 
installation. 

For advanced engineering it is al- 

ways worthwhile to specify Bliley 
crystals. An outstanding example of 
this is the discovery and develop- 
ment by Bliley engineers of ACID 
ETCHED CRYSTALS *. This tech- 
nique was an established part of 
Bliley production before Pearl Har- 
bor. It is now recognized as a pre- 
requisite to dependable service in 
military equipment. 

It is a good habit to consult Bliley 
engineers when new developments 
are in the making. Our specialized 

SA: 
CRYSTALS 

June, 1945 

engineering can often be of real 
assistance toward solution of your 
design problems. This kind of serv- 
ice has made Bliley the foremost 
producer of quartz crystals for ama- 
teur and commercial radio in peace- 
time and for our armed forces in 
time of war. 

*Acid etching quartz crystals to frequency is a 
patented Bliley process. United States Patent 
No. 2,364,501. 

Do more than before::: 

buy extra War Bonds 

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
UNION STATION BUILDING ERIE, PENN. 
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NATION -WIDE 
MAIL ORDER 9 DISTRIBUTORS 
SINCE 1928 ' 
RiW f V AND 

tL1wtRo yc 
DEVICES 

7a2,,. 
TRADE 
INDUSTRY 

VOCATIONAL 
COMMUNICATION 
PUBLIC UTILITY 

acrd 
EXPERIMENTAL 
APPLICATIONS 

Get Set Inter-comm 

ith the Line of 

that 

,,l/a4 eue,syllan y 
Demand for inter- communication is on the up- 
swing. Growth will be rapid. But remember, 
as buyers become educated to the need and 
possibilities of inter -communication they will 
be more discriminating. 

Talk -A - Phone 
The world's most complete line of intercom- 
munication gives you an in because it. "Has 
Everything" essential to convenient, care -free, 
economical operation ... many exclusive fea- 
tures. Talk -A -Phone keeps you in the good 
graces of your trade because continuously sat- 
isfactory service is assured by precision manu- 
facturing methods and long years of practical 
engineering experience. Good deliveries now. 

SEE YOUR JOBBER 
Get set with the line of inter -comm that "Has 
Everything." 

Talk -A -Phone Mfg. Co. 
1512 S. Pulaski Road, Chicago 23, III. 

BURSTEIN -APPLEBEE CO. 

1012 -14 McGEE ST. 

KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI 
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this brochure, but will be furnished 
upon request. 

The brochure will be forwarded to 
those requesting it on business letter- 
head from the Hammarlund Mfg. 
Company, Inc., 460 West 34th Street, 
New York, New York. 

GULOW TRANSFORMERS 
A four -page bulletin which covers 

the Gulow Vari- Former line of a.c. 
voltage control units is now available 
for distribution to interested persons. 

Details of applications and engi- 
neering data are given fully to permit 
the engineer to determine the proper 
type of equipment for the job. Units 
for single -phase and three -phase op- 
eration are available from 2.5 to 15.3 
kva. for the single -phase, and from 8.6 
to 57.5 kva. for three -phase operation. 

The data sheet will be sent to those 
requesting it from The Gulow Corpo- 
ration, 26 Waverly Place, New York 
3, N. Y. 

PLATING DATA 
Special Chemicals Company of New 

York has issued a data sheet covering 
their new plating material "Spek- 
wite." 

Because of the simplicity of appli- 
cation, this material is of interest to 
radio servicemen for plating of radio 
parts, etc. 

Copies of the data sheet will be for- 
warded to those requesting it from 
Special Chemicals Company, 30 Irving 
Place, New York 3, N. Y. 

CERAMIC BULLETIN 
Engineers, designers and research 

men are invited to write in for a new 
bulletin recently published by Amer- 
ican Lava. Corporation covering the 
application of technical ceramics to 
radio and electronic equipment. 

The material is complete, but pre- 
sented in a concise, easy -to -use form 
which will be of particular value to 
the busy engineer. Typical designs 
are illustrated and property charts 
and other technical data is included. 

Copies of Bulletin 444 will be for- 
warded upon request to American 
Lava Corporation, Chattanooga, Ten- 
nessee. 

UNIVERSAL BULLETIN 
A new bulletin covering Universal 

Microphone Company's D -20 Series 
Dynamic Microphones has been issued 
recently and is available for distribu- 
tion. 

The bulletin lists four available 
models from 50 ohms to 40,000 ohms 
and gives prices and technical infor- 
mation about the four types. 

Copies of Bulletin 1458 will be for- 
warded upon request to Universal Mi- 
crophone Company, Inglewood, Cali- 
fornia. 

THICKNESS GAGES 
General Electric Company has re- 

cently issued an eight -page booklet 
covering their line of thickness gages. 

This unit which permits nonde- 
structive measurement of coating 

thicknesses, plating, and the measure- 
ment of nonmagnetic materials such 
as glass, plastics, paper, cellophane, 
mica, etc., is available in three differ- 
ent types for varied thicknesses to be 
measured. 

Bulletin GEA -4363 describes the 
various units and their applications. 
Copies of this booklet will be for- 
warded upon request to the News 
Bureau, General Electric Company, 
Schenectady 5, New York. Requests 
must identify the publication by the 
above number. 

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL 
The John Meck Industries, Inc., have 

begun the distribution of a series of 
die -cut folders illustrating their post- 
war products to their radio service- 
men dealers. 

The folders are approximately 3" x 
4" and are printed in three colors. 
The folders are cut to outline two of 
the radio sets and a phonograph which 
the company is prepared to manufac- 
ture as soon as civilian production is 
resumed. One set is a 5 -tube a.c.- 
d.c. superheterodyne and the other is 
a 4 -tube a.c. -d.c. The phonograph is 
a 3 -tube amplifier with a 4 -inch elec- 
trodynamic speaker in an ivory plas- 
tic cabinet. 

Space is provided on the back of 
each of these folders for the imprint- 
ing of the dealer's name. Servicemen 
dealers are invited to get in touch 
with the company by writing to John 
Meck Industries, Inc., Plymouth, Indi- 
ana. 

CAPACITOR CATALOGUE 
A new 56 -page catalogue covering 

the company's line of paper dielectrics 
has been issued by the Sprague Elec- 
tric Company, North Adams, Massa- 
chusetts. 

This catalogue has been designed 
to serve as a complete guide to the 
selection of these components for 
practically every industrial use. In 
addition, notes on capacitor selection 
and use, to meet the demands of the 
Armed Services, are included which 
add to its value as a reference book 
for designers and engineers. 

Copies of Catalogue 20 will be sent 
to those requesting it from Sprague 
Electric Company, North Adams, Mas- 
sachusetts. 

MICA TRIMMERS 
The Automatic Manufacturing Cor- 

poration's line of mica trimmers is 
covered in the new 12 -page booklet 
which the company has recently re- 
leased for distribution. 

In this booklet are listed and illus- 
trated all of the standard type trim- 
mers manufactured by the company. 
Complete specifications are given for 
each type, including capacity curves 
and outline drawings showing essen- 
tial dimensions. 

Copies of the booklet will be for- 
warded to interested persons request- 
ing it from Automatic Manufacturing 
Corporation, 900 Passaic Avenue, East 
Newark, N. J. 30 
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SAW A 

Temperature coefficient is such that a minus 50° centigrade 
change in temperature from plus 22° centigrade will produce no 

greater than plus .0.1% change in resistance. 

Al -F -15/32 long x 1/2" diameter. Mountable with 6 -32 flat or 

filester screw No. 21 Tinned Copper wire leads. 1% standard 
accuracy. Non -inductive pie wound -1/2 watt, 200 D.C. maximum 

operating voltage. Fungusized varnish finish. 

CAN ALSO BE MADE IN OTHER SIZES 

ACCORDING TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS 

ALL ELCO RESISTORS ARE PRECISION WIRE -WOUND 

SPECIFICATIONS. 
"A -1" -15/32 long x 1'2" dia. -Mountable with 

6 -32 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned 
copper wire leads. 1 to 300,000 ohm 
value-1/2% standard accuracy -non in- 
ductive pie wound -? _ watt, 30° C. tem- 
perature rise in free air -100° C. maxi- 
mum operating temperature -200 D. C. 
maximum operating voltage. Baked var- 
nish finish. 

"A -R" -Same as A -1, with leads reversed. 

"B-1"- 15/16 long x 1/" dia.- Mountable with 
6 -32 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned 
copper wire leads. 1 to 500,000 ohm 
value-1/2% standard accuracy -non in- 
ductive pie wound -1 watt, 30° C. tem- 
perature rise in free air -100° C. maxi- 
mum operating temperature -300 D. C. 
maximum operating voltage. Baked var- 
nish finish. 

1111111111Pw- I -"11111111 
B-R 

"M " -1 -13/32 long x 1/4" dia.- Mountable with 
6 -32 screw -1/4 x .015 thick strap terminals 
-non inductive wound -1 meg ohm max- 
imum resistance -600 volts maximum op- 
erating voltage -100° C. maximum oper- 
ating temperature -1.5 watts-I% normal 
accuracy. Baked varnish finish. 

"G" -15/32 long x 1/" dia.- Mountable with 
6 -32 flat or filester head. screw. No. 21 
tinned copper wire leads. 1 to 500,000 
ohm value. 1/2% standard accuracy - 
non inductive pie wound .8 watts, 30° 
temperature rise in free air. 100° C. max- 
imum operating temperature. 200 D. C. 
maximum operating voltage. Baked var- 
nish finish. 

"B -R "- Same as B -1, with leads reversed. 

PROMPT 

DELIVERIES 
on the New p1 -F 

and others described 

and illustrated 

A -1- 
B-1 

114 West 18th Street, New York, N. Y, 
June, 1945 

Telephone - Watkins 9- 4774 -5 
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CUT HOLES 
3/4" T® 3 1/2" 

in radio chassis 
Punch cuts through chassis, die supports 
metal to prevent distortion, cap screw 
is turned with wrench to cut clean, 
accurate holes for sockets, plugs, and 
other receptacles. Saves hours of work -no reaming, filing or drilling! 3/4' to 
31/2° sizes. Get complete data now from 
Greenlee Tool Co.,1886 Columbia Ave., 
Rockford, Illinois 

WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER S -119 

r - 
GREENLEE 

7 Days 

Free Examination 

DR*C.IC 
RA rORMAv.ON 
Including Frequency Modulation- Television, etc. '- InsideRadiolnformationforall 

Servicemen- Aircraft Pilots, Students. AUDELS RADIO - MANS GUIDE contains 
772 Pages, 400 Diagrams 8 Photos 
is complete -gives Authentic Principles & Practices in Con- struction, Operation, Service & Repairs. Covers clearly and concisely Radio fundamentals -Ohm's Law -Physics of sound as related to radio sci- ence- Measuring instruments -Power supply- Resistors- Inductors - Condensers - Transtormers and examples - Broadcasting stations -Radio Telephony -Receivers -Diagrams -Construction -Control systems - Loud speakers - Antenna systems -Auto Radio -Phonograph pickups -Public Ad- dress Systems -Aircraft & Marine Radio -Radio Compass -Beacons -Automatic Radio Alarms - Short Wave -Coil Calculations -Testing- Cathode ray oscillographs- Static Elimination- Trouble Pointers- Underwriter's standards -Units and tables -Frequency Modulation -- REVIEW QUES- TIONS & ANSWERS. Ready Reference Index. 

$COMPLETE PAY ONLY $1 A MO. Get this practical information in handy 
C 

form yourself -Fill in and 
MAIL COUPON TODAY 

AUDEL, Publish ers,49 W. 23rd St., N.Y. Mail AUDELS NEW RADIOMANS GUIDE for free exami- nation. If O. N., I will send you $1 in 7 days then remit $1 monthly until$4 is paid. Otherwise 1 w,o return it. 
Name 

Address 

Occupation 

Reference 
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Spot News 
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ment and Distribution Service, Signal 
Corps; Captain Jennings B. Dow, Chief 
of Electronics Division, Bureau of 
Ships, Navy Department; Louis J. 
Chatten, Director of WPB Radio and 
Radar Division; Ray C. Ellis, former 
Radio and Radar Division Director, 
and now a special adviser to the 
Johns -Hopkins University Laboratory 
at Silver Spring, Maryland; R. C. Cos- 
grove, U.S. RMA president; and R. M. 
Brophy, Canadian RMA president. 

THE EXTENSIVE USE OF SUB- 
STITUTES IN RADIO equipment 
was revealed in Washington recently 
by the Signal Corps. Some of the sub- 
stitutes developed or sponsored by the 
Signal Corps are low grade mica, for 
the low voltage capacitors; magne- 
sium instead of steel, aluminum, or 
wood in radio chassis, antenna masts, 
and antenna mounts; plastic insula- 
tion for wires; plasticized ceramics, in 
place of mica for capacitors; and in- 
sulators made of glass instead of criti- 
cally short ceramics. 

Some of these interesting substitu- 
tions were displayed in the Pentagon 
Building a short time ago. 

ENGINEERING TUBE WIZARDY 
of Americans has provided many re- 
markable developments. One such 
development, which will probably be 
discussed for many years, provided 
tubes which permitted the use of a 
vast German communications system 
in Belgium and France. Without these 
tubes, it would have been necessary to 
install new communications networks, 
a procedure that would have cost mil- 
lions of dollars and many months of 
complex work. These tubes of special 
German design, which were used in 
amplifier circuits had been smashed 
by the Germans during their with- 
drawal, in an obvious effort to delay 
our movements. It was their belief 
that we would be unable to replace 
these tubes. 

Fortunately, however, Brig. General 
Carroll O. Bickelhaupt, former vice 
president of Western Electric Co., on 
duty with the Signal. Corps, located 
an undamaged tube. He felt certain 
that we could duplicate these tubes. 
Learning that Dr. Vannevar Bush, 
chairman of the National Defense Re- 
search Committee who had been in 
France, was returning to the United 
States, Gen. Bickelhaupt offered this 
tube to him, explaining that he was 
sure that American ingenuity could 
duplicate the tube and in quantities. 
General Bickelhaupt was right, for we 
did duplicate the tube. In fact, five 
weeks after the original had been de- 
livered, a thousand tubes had been 
made. 

The original German tubes were of 
the cathode -type pentodes made by 
Siemens -Halske. To shield the tube 

electrostatically, it had been sprayed 
with molten metal, a common practice 
in European production. We not only 
complied with this design requirement 
but improved upon it. 

This record -breaking performance 
was praised by Dr. Vannevar Bush and 
particularly the officers and men of 
the Signal Corps in the European the- 
ater of operation, to whom this pro- 
duction meant so much. 

STATIONS MAY NOT FIND IT 
TOO EASY to secure renewals of 
their licenses in the future. The FCC 
has decided to learn more about sta- 
tion operations, ratios of commercial 
to sustaining programs, and program 
types. It has been believed that too 
many stations were too heavy in their 
commercial programs . as high as 
95% in some instances. Some of these 
stations had indicated in their appli- 
cations that the ratio would be 70% 
commercial and 30% sustaining. As 
a result of this new activity, six sta- 
tions received temporary licenses and 
a request for more information on 
their operation schedules. Sixteen 
stations were granted renewals, with. 
a request for further data on their 
programs. 

The detailed pattern of study insti- 
tuted by the FCC may be simplified 
as the months go by, not only to ease 
the work of the legal staff, but to ex- 
pedite license grants. Quite an ex- 
tensive legal staff will be necessary 
if all of the 900 -odd stations are asked 
to fill out the new forms. 

SALES AND TRANSFER OF STA- 
TION CONTROL are also being stud- 
ied very closely by the FCC staffs. In 
one case, involving the sale of WOV, 
the Commission refused to grant per- 
mission for the sale. They reported 
that the Commission was not satisfied 
from the record that the newly pro- 
posed buyers possessed the qualifica- 
tions essential to operate the station 
in the public interest. Nor did they 
feel that these persons had shown that 
they were capable of being entrusted 
with the responsibilities and obliga- 
tions expected of license holders. 

The FCC was quite caustic in its 
conclusions, reporting that the trans- 
ferees, in carrying on their edible oil 
business, had violated and disregarded 
regulatory laws of the states and fed- 
eral government on numerous occa- 
sions, ever since they have been in 
business. 

THE MONTREAL AREA OF CAN- 
ADA will probably have FM coverage 
this summer. A 3- kilowatt station is 
scheduled for installation during the 
summer months. The installation will 
be under the supervision of the Cana- 
dian Broadcasting Corporation. At 
the present time only one FM trans- 
mitter is in operation. This is a low - 
powered unit, located in the Keefer 
Building, which is the headquarters of 
CBC. This service is being carried out 
to test receivers and study transmis- 
sion coverage. 
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It is believed that the Toronto area 
may have an FM transmitter soon, 
too. At the present, surveys are be- 
ing conducted to chart the areas for 
sites and coverage. 

FOREIGN RADIO PATENTS may 
be investigated soon by the Senate, if 
the resolution introduced by Senator 
Homer E. Capehart, the former radio 
set and phonograph manufacturer, is 
adopted. The Senator has asked that 
the Senate authorize an investigation 
of the foreign ownership or control of 
radio patents. The resolution, of which 
Senator Wheeler is co- author, has 
been referred to the Senate Committee 
on Interstate Commerce. 

The investigation, for which $10,000 
to cover expenses is requested, would 
provide for the study of the relation- 
ship of foreign companies and persons 
to those in this country. Arrangements 
and agreements would also be covered 
in the study. 

THE ONE MILLIONTH 16 -inch re- 
cording for the Armed Forces was 
pressed a short while ago in Los An- 
geles. This historic recording was 
identified as the "G.I. Journal," and 
featured such radio stars as Bob Hope, 
Bing Crosby, Linda Darnell, Betty 
Grable, Frank Morgan, Kay Kyser, 
Jerry Colonna, and Abbot and Cos- 
tello. 

Six companies on the coast have 
been pressing these records for the 
Armed Forces for the past two and a 
half years. At the beginning, but 
3,000 recordings were pressed a month. 
Today, over 70,000 are being pressed 
monthly. 

The 16 -inch record, which provides á 
half -hour show, is not only put on the 
air for rebroadcast, but played over 
sound systems on air fields, and public 

(Continued on page 158) 

New FM Freq. Converter 
(Continued from page 35) 

frequencies of the oscillator selected 
by means of the control switch, covers 
the new range of 84 to 102 megacycles 
in two bands. 

The price of this unit, f.o.b. Chicago, 
based on quantity sales, is $5.60. This 
would permit retail sales below the 
$10.00 figure given in the company tes- 
timony before the FCC. 

The second model is a three -tube 
converter which includes its own 
power supply. This unit was designed 
for areas where the signal strength is 
low and high performance is desirable. 
This converter is equivalent to the 
first two tubes of a normal broadcast 
receiver designed for these frequen- 
cies and provides comparable perform- 
ance. This unit uses the 7V7 mixer, 
a type 7A4 oscillator, and a type 
6X5GT /G rectifier. The output of the 
converter is fed into the antenna con- 
nections of the FM receiver which is 
tuned to 42 megacycles. The converter 
oscillator is arranged to track 42 
megacycles below the mixer frequency 
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Meet Exact Requirements of Control 

Stations, Amplifiers and Transmitters 
Engineers concerned with the design of radio and television equipment find 

in Clare "Custom- Built" Relays an ideal component for master control sta- 

tions, amplifiers and transmitters. 

This is true because only by the Clare "custom- building" principle is it 

possible to secure a relay definitely designed to give the utmost service on 

the specific application at hand. 

The only thing standard about Clare Relays is the general type, the quality of 

the materials, and the precise workmanship that go into them. Contacts, con- 

tact forms, coils and adjustment may be changed to meet new requirements. 

Clare "custom- building," for instance, permits choice of a wide range of 
contact ratings ... five different contact forms or any combination of them 

. either flat or hemispherical contacts which may be of rare metals or spe- 

cial alloys ... coil windings to match the circuit and application. 

Clare Relays are built for applications where precise performance, long 
life and dependability are prime requisites. Their construction permits the 

most reliable operation under severe conditions of temperature, humidity, 
atmospheric pressure and vibration. 
Submit your relay problem to our engineers. We will be glad to "custom - 

build" a relay to your specifications. Send for the Clare catalog 
and data book. Address: C. P. Clare & Co., 4719 West Sunnyside 
Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois. Sales engineers in principal cities. 
Cable address: CLARELAY. 

C ARE RELAYS 
"CUSTOM- BUILT" Multiple Contact Relays for Electrical, Electronic and Industrial Use 
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110-VOLTS AC from 
DIRECT CURRENT 

with KATO KONVERTERS. Furnish 
standard 110 -volt AC from 32, 110, or 
220 -volts DC. Good deliveries on sizes 
350 through 1500 watts. 

PIONEERS IN THE BUILDING 
OF SMALL ROTARY CONVERTERS 

Katolight Rotary Konverter, 225 Watt 

Good deliveries on 5, 71/2, 15 and 25 
KW AC generators. Mf gr.'s DC genera- 
tors, motor generators, frequency chang- 
ers, high frequency generators. 

Kato's entire production at present 
must be confined to orders with priorities. 

KATO ENGINEERING CO. 
120 Rock Street Mankato, Minnesota 

r- 

We're still up to our ears 
in critical war work but 
when the war's won we 
will again be ready 

..To DESIGN, DEVELOP 

and MANUFACTURE . . 

Radio Receivers and Transmitters 

Industrial Electronic Equipment 

Airport Radio Control Equipment 

Marine Radio Telephone Equipment 

Your inquiries will receive immediate action 

ltal)10 . 

CORPORATION 

ISLIP, L. I., NEW YORK 
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and the entire device simply acts as 
the front end of a superheterodyne, 
using the FM receiver as an i.f. ampli- 
fier. This unit is provided with its own 
tuning dial. When connected to a pre- 
war FM receiver, the receiver must 
be tuned to 42 megacycles and the sta- 
tions in the new band tuned in on the 
converter. 

In the event that a shift is made in 
FM frequencies, prewar FM receivers 
will be able to operate during the shift 
by switching the converter in or out, 
depending on whether the desired sta- 
tion is operating at its old frequency 
or has shifted to its new location. 

The present plans of the company 
do not include the manufacture of 
these units, the development work 
having been done merely as an indi- 
cation that such a unit is possible and 
could be manufactured in quantity 
should the frequency shift make the 
existing 390,000 receivers obsolete. 

30 

Magnetic Recording 
(Continued from page 34) 

Forces occupy, magnetic tape record- 
ers are in constant use for these, and 
other purposes. In any circumstance 
where only temporary recordings are 
required, magnetic tape recording is 
the best method available from the 
standpoint of high fidelity, economy 
of operation, and sturdiness. 

Modern Magnetic Recorders 
Modern magnetic tape recorders 

have reached a high degree of per- 
fection in both design and construc- 
tion for specific applications. The rep- 
resentative recorder shown in Fig. 1, 
is a portable unit designed to record, 
reproduce, and erase sound impulses 
which are applied to its recording 
medium consisting of a special alloy, 
magnetic steel tape. This tape is car- 
ried in an endless series of intricate 
loops around idler drums and past the 
recording and reproducing pole -pieces. 

A full minute's recording can be ap- 
plied to the tape, held intact, or played 
back. A recording upon the tape will 
be automatically erased upon begin- 
ning a subsequent recording but will 
be indefinitely retained until the new 
recording is applied to the tape. No 
servicing or adjustments between re- 
cordings is necessary. 

All voltages required to operate the 
equipment are obtained from a built - 
in power supply and the equipment is 
designed to operate from a 110 -volt, 
60- cycle, single -phase, alternating - 
current power source. 

Operation of the recorder illustrated 
is exceedingly simple. Four controls 
are provided; a 6E5 "magic eye" indi- 
cator tube is used to indicate the 
proper recording level at which a sig- 
nal should be applied to the equip- 
ment's microphone in order to make a 
satisfactory recording. A dual -purpose 
power switch and volume control is 
used by the operator to turn the 

equipment on and off and also to con- 
trol both recording and playback vol- 
ume levels, and a three -position 
selector switch provides for the selec- 
tion of recording, playback, or stand- 
by operation. 

An elapsed time indicator which 
serves to indicate the amount of un- 
used recording space available on the 
recording medium, consists of a re- 
volving pointer index driven by a 
motor synchronized to the recording 
tape so that the pointer travels around 
a circular scale of twelve divisions as 
the tape passes the recording and re- 
producing pole -pieces. 

A closed -circuit microphone jack 
enables a high- impedance microphone 
to be connected to the equipment for 
recording purposes and a built -in 
electromagnetic loudspeaker, housed 
in a box lined with cellular acoustic 
insulation to minimize resonating ef- 
fects, is provided to permit recordings 
to be played back. Provision is made 
through a closed- circuit phone jack 
for the connection of an external 
speaker or earphones. A switch con - 
nected across the speaker input lug 
permits the selection of either the 
built -in or external speaker. 

Principles of Operation 
Basic principles of operation of the 

recorder, shown in Fig. 1, are not very 
different from those used by Poulsen 
many years ago, but more specifically, 
the 6V6 oscillator tube of the record- 
er's amplifier circuit supplies a 25- 
kilocycle frequency which is applied 
through a pole -piece assembly contain- 
ing two electromagnetic pole -pieces, 
to the recording medium, a steel tape 
carried in an endless loop past the 
pole -pieces. The purpose of this ap- 
plied frequency is to return the tape 
to a neutral magnetic condition thus 
minimizing distortion and keeping the 
noise level at a low value. 

During the recording process, elec- 
trical impulses from the equipment's 
microphone are amplified in the ampli- 
fier circuit and applied as an audio - 
frequency current to the coils sur- 
rounding the recording pole -piece. 
The variations of these audio -fre- 
quency electrical impulses cause cor- 
responding variations in the magnetic 
field of the pole- piece. As the re- 
cording tape is subjected to the pole - 
piece's magnetic influence, these varia- 
tions establish a magnetic pattern cor- 
responding to the audio -frequency 
electric impulses in the recording tape. 
These impulses will be retained by the 
tape until erased. 

A second pole -piece assembly which 
has a d.c. potential applied to its coil, 
applies a unidirectional magnetic 
field to the recording tape as it passes. 
This field intensity erases the varia- 
tions of the magnetic pattern in the 
tape, returning it to the correct con- 
dition for subsequent recording. The 
tape is subjected to this erasing proc- 
ess just before the recording process' 
impulses are applied to it and this may 
be considered the normal method of 
operation during recording. 
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'`QST -1 -Life testing is an important Quality Standard 
test at United. It is a strictly observed procedure 
whereby life expectancy is controlled in "run-of- produc- 
tion" tubes. 

QST -2 -A unique test is applied to every United tube 
to assure noise -free operation. 

Brilliant United craftsmanship is steadfastly veri- 

fied and maintained by skillful and vigilant testing - 
truly representative of daily production. For this 

reason every United tube must pass through a series 

of critical examinations that do not permit any de- 

fects, no matter how minute they may be, to escape 

unnoticed. 

By maintaining Quality Standard Tests of the 

highest order United engineers and technicians have 

Masterpiece of 
Skilled Hands 

QST -3- United tubes designed for very rough service 
have extra, built -in shock resistance proved by the 
severe Bump Test each tube must pass. 

achieved recognition for leadership. To engineers 

everywhere, the name United is the trusted stand- 

ard by which other transmitting tubes are judged 

and measured. 

For every electronic application including radio 

communication, physiotherapy, industrial control 

and electronic heating, standardize with tubes that 

are the Quality Standard. "Tube up" with United. 

Order direct or from your electronic parts jobber. 

Ruggedizing: A 
United fecture 
which enables 
tubes to with- 
stand terrific 

shocks. 

ELECTRONICS CO 

NEWARK, 2 NEW JERSEY 

PANY 

Transmitting Tubes EXCLUSIVELY Since 1934 
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Small 
Capacity - 
Individual Operator 

SOLDER POTS 
for 110 volt AC or DC 

Available in two sizes -Model 200 

with 13/4 pound capacity and Model 
250 for 2 pound melts. They are 
particularly adapted to tinning small 
wires and leads, and similar opera- 
tions. A single -heat, porcelain nickel - 
chrome heating element heats the 
pot. Element c -in be quickly and in- 

expensively replaced when necessary. 
Can be had for 220 V. operation. 
Low Cost! Economical! Efficient! 

5131 West 25th street, Cicero 50, III. 
Division of 

The National Lock Washer Co. 
Newark, N J. 

74 IMPROVED 

KELNOR 
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

dice- -Prí. SOLDERING IRON 

about '/a 
actual size; 

weighs ''Vs lb. 

PATENTS 
APP. FOR 

ELECTRON 
RADIO AND 
INSTRUMENT 
manufacturing and 
repairing fields 

Easily solders hard -to -reach connections. 
Cuts down fatigue, increases accuracy. 

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER, OR DIRECT. 
GENERAL OFFICES: CENTRAL TOWER, SAN FRANCISCO 3 

KELNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

1 -10 

The erasing process is automatic, 
and because the tape, being endless, 
will continue in its revolution past 
the point at which recording began, 
it will be seen that if a recording ex- 
ceeding the limit of the tape's capac- 
ity (one full minute) is applied, the 
beginning of that recording will be 
erased and replaced with that portion 
of the recording which exceeds one 
minute. By observing the position of 
the elapsed time indicator's pointer, 
the operator can maintain a constant 
check on the unused time available 
during a recording and so prevent 
overlapping recordings. 

During the process of playing back 
a recording, the variations present in 
the tape's magnetic pattern induce an 
audio -frequency current in the repro- 
ducing pole -piece as the tape passes 
by it. This audio frequency is ampli- 
fied in the amplifier circuit of the 
recorder and fed through the speaker 
voice coil for audible reproduction. 
The action of a hum -bucking coil which 
is connected in series opposition with 
the reproducing pole -piece's coil, pre- 
vents extraneous.a.c. fields from pro- 
ducing a hum in the playback. 

When a recording is to be retained 
but the equipment must be left in op- 
eration, the recording and reproducing 
pole -piece assemblies and the erasing 
pole -piece assembly can be discon- 
nected from the circuit while the tape 
continues to travel. The elapsed time 
indicator will continue to indicate the 
tape's movement and by observing the 
pointer's position the correct moment 
to commence recording or to play back 
a recording, can be determined. 

Reference to. the schematic wiring 
diagram, Fig. 8, will clarify details 
of the changeover switching arrange- 
ments. 

Basic Mechanical and 
Electrical Components 

As is true in the case of most elec- 
tronic equipment, classification of 
major electrical and mechanical com- 
ponents is quite difficult due to the 
fact that each must be considered in 
direct relationship to the other. In 
the main, however, the major me- 
chanical features of the recorder 
shown in Fig. 1 are concentrated in 
the tape recorder chassis. This chassis 
contains the tape drive motor assem- 
bly; lubricating system, recording 
tape, tape guide assemblies, and the 
heart of the magnetic tape recorder; 
the recorder pole and housing. The 
recorder poles and housing are usually 
referred to, as in the case of mechani- 
cal recorders, as the recording head. 

A shaded pole induction motor is 
connected in parallel with the primary 
of the amplifier power transformer 
and the 110 -volt power source. This 
tape drive motor's shaft rotates at a 
constant speed of approximately 1690 
r.p.m. and drives the flywheel of the 
tape drive drum at a- proportionate 
speed of 268.5 r.p.m. This flywheel 
thus imparts a speed of 140 feet per 
minute to the endless, special alloy, 
high permeability magnetic steel tape 

Fig. 9. Interior view of the recorder 
cabinet. The amplifier chassis is on the 
left, and the speaker unit and speaker 
box which is lined with acoustic insula- 
tion is on the right -hand side of the 
cabinet. The mechanical chassis, which 
houses the recording tape, tape mecha- 
nism, and recording head, is not shown. 

upon when the recordings are im- 
pressed. 

This tape, which possesses an ex-. 
tremely high bending fatigue limit, is 
.002 inch thick, 140.5 feet long, and 
.046 inch wide. It passes in an end - 
less series of 38 loops around three 
idler drums, each of which is mounted 
on two "oiless" bronze bearings. The 
tape is guided in tracks during its 
rapid revolutions by three sets of tape 
spacer assemblies each consisting of 
38 brass spacers and 39 phosphor 
bronze washers and a tape idler pulley 
is provided to maintain a constant ten- 
sion on the tape to take up slight 
variations which would otherwise 
cause uneven recordings. 

The recording tape is constantly 
lubricated by a system consisting of 
an oilpan and wick feed tube which 
oils the surface of the tape drive drum. 
Oil is applied to the recording tape as 
it passes around this drum and the 
oil accumulation is removed by the 
pole -pieces in the recording head as- 
sembly as the tape brushes past them. 
This surplus oil then drips into the oil - 
pan and drains through the wick feed 
tube to be again reapplied to the 
drum and tape. This method of lub- 

Fig. 10. Recording head removed from 
its housing. The guide washers which 
maintain the tape in its proper path 
through the pole -piece contacts can be 
seen clearly at the ends of the tubular 
spacer supports. The two coils in juxta- 
position to these guide washers are the coils 
for the recording -reproducing pole -piece 
and the erasing pole -piece respectively. 
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rication serves to adequately lubricate 
the tape over long periods of time. 

Recording Head 
The recording head assembly con- 

tains the recording and reproducing 
pole -pieces and the erasing pole -piece. 
It is in this assembly that electric im- 
pulses received from the amplifier are 
converted into magnetic impulses and 
are impressed upon the tape during 
recording, and during playback, the 
tape's magnetic impulses are con- 
verted into electrical impulses. The 
erasing pole -piece erases the varia- 
tions of the magnetic field in the tape, 
thus returning it to the correct condi- 
tion for subsequent recording. 

Each of these assemblies' pole -pieces 
consist of two sections. The upper 
section of the erasing pole -piece is con- 
structed of 110 -inch thick special high - 
permeability iron, and the lower sec- 
tion is of .005 -inch thick brass. The 
upper and lower sections of the record- 
ing and reproducing pole -pieces are of 
laminar construction, .003 inch silicon 
steel against .050 brass. Each pole - 
piece bears a coil which, when current 
is applied to it, induces a magnetic 
field in its pole -piece. 

A hum -bucking coil is connected in 
series with the recording head voice 
coils to counteract the effects of ex- 
traneous magnetic fields in the voice 
coils. This hum -bucking coil's mag- 
netic field opposes that of the voice 
coils' and cancels out all undesired - 

variations in the magnetic field in- 
tensity in and around the voice coils. 
In this manner the effects of outside 
interference are eliminated. 

Amplifier Unit 
The record's amplifier is a conven- 

tional resistance -coupled amplifier 
employing three stages of audio am- 
plification. Its function is to supply 
power for recording operation and to 
raise the volume of a reproduced re- 
cording to convenient audio level. 

The amplifier utilizes a 6SJ7 vacu- 
um tube as the first stage of voltage 
amplification and a 6SQ7 as the sec- 
ond stage. As the 6SQ7 is a multiple 
purpose tube, its diode section rectifies 
the output voltage applied to the 6E5 
tube which serves as the "magic eye" 
indicator tube. The power amplifier 
stage uses a 6V6 vacuum tube and an- 
other 6V6 tube serves as the oscillator 
supplying the frequency of 25 kilo- 
cycles which is applied to the magnetic 
coils of the recording head to main- 
tain a field intensity in the recording 
tape sufficient to counteract distortion 
and reduce the noise level. A 6X5 
tube is used as a rectifier in the am- 
plifier's power supply. 

The loudspeaker used in conjunc- 
tion with this equipment has a field coil 
resistance of 2,500 ohms and its voice 
coil's impedance is 4 ohms. Either a 
high- impedance, matched -output, dy- 
namic -type microphone or a high -im- 
pedance crystal microphone may be 
used. 

While many refinements were added 
to the magnetic tape recorder dis- 

June, 1945 

cussed in this article, and many ob- 
stacles had to be overcome in the de- 
sign and specification limitations of 
this equipment, the basic principles 
utilized are those developed by Poul- 
sen during the early days of the 
twentieth century. It is a safe surmise 
that magnetic recording is even now 
a long way from its ultimate develop- 
ment and its applications are still 
mainly unexplored. But just as mag- 
netic tape recording is still in the 
experimental stages of its evolution, 
just so is all recording still in its in- 
fancy, and who is to say that some day 
the spoken word, in the form of re- 
cordings, may not ultimately replace 
the written word for the transmission 
of ideas ? 

For the Record 
(Continued from page 8). 

are all being prepared, fully aware of 
restrictions set forth by the Army and 
Navy Security Boards, and even 
though lacking in certain technical dis- 
cussions future articles will present 
highly authentic facts and will reveal 
other information which will enable 
the reader to gain considerable knowl- 
edge of the subject matter. 

As far as security permits, we will 
endeavor to show how radar will be 
used by the postwar amateur and ex- 
perimeter for his host of intriguing 
experiments and practical uses. 

Our London representative is also 
gathering material from British 
sources and the English version will 
also be included in later issues. 
Throughout the present war there has 
been a very close liaison between the 
American and British military in the 
development of radar devices. Our 
tremendous military success has been 
due in great measure to the finesse of 
radar and Radiolocator systems. 

Our readers will recall that there 
was a sudden reduction in the num- 
ber of ships sunk by Axis submarines. 
While we cannot reveal the effective 
range of radar equipment used to com- 
bat enemy submarines, we do know 
that the use of radar has been highly 
successful. In fact, in the original 
RADIO NEWS story, August 1941, Page 
40, is a statement by the author, "In 
fact, speaking about its use at sea, 
Radiolocators may be the answer to 
the submarine menace!!" Just what 
has happened since that prediction 
was made is now history. The answer 
can be found on the bottom of the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 

MANY of our readers have written 
asking us to resume the In- 

ternational Short -Wave column. If 
the letters continue to come in at their 
present rate, we will again present in- 
formation of specific interest to short- 
wave listeners. It is our policy to give 
our readers what they most desire. 
Therefore, we invite all those who are 
interested to drop us a postcard.. .0.R. 

aità 

,LETS 6E7- TryF A0/11/RAC 

HIS WORSE é 

Official U. S. Nary Photo 

Admiral Halsey has his eye on a fine 
white horse called Shirayuki. 

Some time ago, at a press conference, 
he expressed the hope that one day soon 
he could ride it. 

The chap now in Shirayuki's saddle 
is Japan's Emperor - Hirohito. 

He is the ruler of as arrogant, treach- 
erous, and vicious a bunch of would -be 
despots as this earth has ever seen. 

Well, it's high time we finished this 
whole business. High time we got the 
Emperor off his high horse, and gave 
Admiral Halsey his ride. 

The best way for us at home to have 
a hand in this clean -up is to support the 
7th War Loan. 

It's the biggest loan yet. It's two loans 
in one. Last year, by this time, you had 
been asked twice to buy extra bonds. 

Your personal quota is big - bigger 
than ever before. So big you may feel 
you can't afford it. 

But we can afford it - if American 
sons, brothers, husbands can cheerfully 
afford to die. 

AU OUT FOR 

THE ñ1/GHTY r WAR LOAN 

ZIFF -DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 

This is an official U.S. Treasury advertisement - 
prepared under auspices of Treasury Department 

and War Advertising. Council 
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RADIO TUBES 
We have radio tubes combined with 
adaptors, sold as complete units, for the 
following critical numbers: 

IA5 6A7 6J7 
105 6A8 6K7 
1H5 6C6 6SA7 
1N5 6D6 76 
395 77 

$1.35 each 

6X5 697 6SC7 
84 -6Z4 6S97 75 

$1.20 each 

Regular tubes -not substitutes. 

7H7 $1.10 each 
6SN7 .72 each 
1T4 .90 each 
3S4 .90 each 
1S5 .90 each 
27 .35 each 

Signed supplier's certificate No. L -265 must 
accompany all tube orders. 

ADAPTORS 
We manufacture a complete line of radio 
tube adaptors. Don't let your old tubes be 
idle, use our ADAPTORS. 

50c each -doz. lots of any one type 
60c each -smaller quantity 

Send for our complete list of over 125 dif- 
ferent types of adaptors. 

Manor 
Electric & Appliance Co. 
.3236 SouthportAve., Ch icago 13,111.. 

1111.717-igido, s 

cI 
of Time Tested 

QUALITY! 

Every Illinois Condenser 
bears the label of "TIME 
TESTED QUALITY" . . . 

manufacturing the best in 
capacitors is our business 
... satisfying you is our 
desire ... look for the "Illi- 
nois" symbol of excellence 
when selecting paper and 
electrolytic capacitors. 

ILLINOIS CONDENSER 
COMPANY 

1160 NORTH HOWE STREET 

CHICAGO 10. ILLINOIS 
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Future of U.H.F. 
(Continued from page 28) 

bands and the different conditions of 
propagation will involve the abandon- 
ment of single -area coverage from 
high -power transmitters and their re- 
placement by several low -power sta- 
tions fed by large numbers of substa- 
tions and relays. 

Dissemination of the large, clear, 
steady, detailed, all- electronic pictures 
radiated from these stations will take 
place without diffusion over the air 
by direct or line -of- sight reception on 
communal aerials distributing over 
local coaxial -cable networks of rigid 
frequency characteristics without at- 
tenuation of the very broad sidebands. 

In time, the cloak of mystery en- 
veloping the upper regions of the at- 
mosphere will be torn away revealing 
the structure and properties of the 
Kennelly- Heaviside, Appleton, and va- 
rious other ionized layers. Means will 
then be found to use the ionosphere as 
a transmission medium in all its 
moods. This, in turn, will make possi- 
ble the setting up of a long- distance 
television service. 

Such a service could operate around 
1,500 -2,000 megacycles and maintain 
perfect synchronization at the receiv- 
ing end thousands of miles away at 
high rate of frames -per- second, pro- 
viding 2,000 -line interlaced, broad- 
band multicolor pictures with much 
higher definition than at present. 

New television receiverss will be 
manufactured in quantity and put into 
the hands of the public at a fraction 
of the previous cost due to standardi- 
zation of components and important 
developments in simplifying equip- 
ment. 

Progress in the cathode -ray tube 

Diagram for British u.h.f. services, illus- 
trating the way in which two British 
radio engineers propose to cover the 
populous areas of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland with 12 stations, so 
placed that three separate carrier fre- 
quencies would suffice for television and 
FM services. The frequency bands to be 
used for various regions are distin- 
guished on the map by different shading. 

manufacturing art will bring down the 
price of these tubes to a few dollars 
(before the war, cathode -ray tubes cost 
about 60s in Great Britain; their pres- 
ent cost is about 20s); production fa- 
cilities and improved workmanship 
making coaxial cables cheaper and 
more efficient. 

Relaying 
Relaying is a relatively old branch 

of radio which in its various modern 
applications will undoubtedly play an 
ever -increasing part in tomorrow's 
u.h.f. network systems. 

One of the British General Post Office's rotating arrays, illustrating the straight- 
forward construction of a beam antenna. It is part of the Leafield radio stations' 
telegraph transmitter, operating around 28 megacycles or about 10 meters. 
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SINCE ITS 

TO BE: 

"STROMBERG-CARLSON YOUR CUSTOME 
RADIO 

ME" 

"STROMBERG-CARLSON 
The thought that the main radio in any home should be as 
fine a radio as its purchaser can buy -a Stromberg- Carlson - 
is being carried to the radio -purchasing public by over 
475,000,000 impressions in thirteen leading magazines. 
Turn this potent merchandising effort to your own direct 
service by becoming an authorized Stromberg- Carlson dealer 
under the very favorable Franchise Agreements 
now being offered. Get in touch with your 
local distributor or write us at once. 
For Stromberg- Carlson is: - the important radio unit - the radio unit 

carrying real profit opportunity - the radio 
with easy -selling public acceptance. 

By becoming an Authorized Dealer now, you 
can organize your post -war business around the 
Stromberg- Carlson "main radio," a consistent 
profit maker - whether in an outstanding table 
model, console, or radio -phonograph combination. 
June, 1915 

FOR THE MAIN RADIO LINE 
IN YOUR SHOWROOM" 

STROMBERG- 
CA R LS O N ... ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK 

RADIOS... TELEVISION ...TELEPHONES 

AND SOUND EQUIPMENT 
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CATHODE 
RAY TUBES 

PURCHASED 
FROM U. S. GOV'T 

GUARANTEED 
VALUES! 
A find for experimenters and hams. Standard 5 inch 
cathode ray tubes. Nos. 5BP1 or 58114 ideal for 
scope, television and experimental work. Slightly 
used by U. S. Gov't. for test work. Guaranteed to 
give excellent service. Bargain list of other tubes 
on request. Specify- number when ordering. 

5 INCH, TYPE 5681 or EACH iZoo TYPE 5BP4. Each Ex. col. ONLY 

7 LB. RADIO PARTS 
ASSORTMENT 

WAR SURPLUS 
BARGAIN BOOK 

Page after page of war sur- 
plus and other bargains for 
home, shop a n d outdoors. 
Write to -day! It's FREE! 

STARK'S 

A "gold mine" for the 
radio serviceman. 
Hundreds of valuable 
radio parts, including 
rivets, soldering lugs, 
sockets, coils, resist- 
ors, trimming conden 
sors, etc. K13OR- 
7 LBS. 

$179 

oePL. 509 So. STATE STREET 
RN,, CHICAGO 5. ILLINOIS 

1 I 

PORTABLE 
i 

-a 

A COMPLETE SYSTEM READY for 
ACTION ANY TIME or PLACE 

A powerful, compact unit ... weighs only 
391/2 pounds ... including amplifier, loud- 
speaker, microphone, power supply. Army 
and Navy users find it useful on land up to 
Y2 mile, at sea up to 2 miles. Write for our 
catalog. 

O u A L 
T y 

AUDIO PRODUCTS CO. 

DEPT. M, 2815 SOUTH HILL STREET 
LOS ANGELES 7, CALIFORNIA 
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RECEIVING STATION 

U +- RECEIVING AER}AL TWI I 

RECEIVER N0.1 

RECEIVER NO. 2 

COMBINER RECORDING 
UNIT 

TELEGRAPH 
RELAY 

Courtesy Cable & Wireless Ltd., London, England 

Block diagram showing typical general arrangement of 

Relay units will be called upon to 
fill the gap wherever line coverage of 
aural and visual signals will be im- 
practicable, uneconomical, or unreli- 
able. 

These units will consist of strate- 
gically- located substations deriving 
power from public supply mains or in- 
dependent Diesel electric power plants 
employing high- towered aerial arrays 
for local distribution of programs. As- 
sociated with them, satellite installa- 
tions of unattended and battery -fed 
amplifying equipment will effect point - 
to -point transmission along defined 
routes without wasting a large part of 
power in indiscriminate radiation. 

To minimize interference between 
transmitting and receiving signals, dif- 
ferent carriers will be used and the 
plane of polarization of the waves 
emitted by the transmitting section 
of the aerial will be at right angles 
to that of the waves received by the 
receiving section of the aerial. 

On occurrence of a breakdown in any 
part of such a unit, spare apparatus 
will be brought automatically into op- 
eration and a fault signal given to a 
central remote- control station. 

The manifold possibilities of relay- 
ing will be recognized in time, adding 
a powerful tool to ultra- high -fre- 
quency utilization. 

TRANSMITTING 
STATION 

- TRANSMITTER 

LINE CONNECTING 
RECEIVING AND 

TRANSMITTING SITES 

an automatic radio relay station. 

Conditioned by physical and geo- 
graphical factors, u.h.f. relaying will, 
at relatively small expenditure, grad- 
ually be extended to span continents 
linking -up with a worldwide system 
of radio girdling the earth. 

This will make possible regular 
transoceanic transmissions hooking up 
Europe with other continents by the 
aid of remote -controlled relay units 
either anchored to the ocean -bed or 
afloat but self -propelled to maintain a 
defined position. 

Single -network world coverage 
would thus be provided, effecting great 
economy in radio spectrum utilization. 

Within the worldwide framework, 
monitoring stations will be set up to 
relay automatically field strength re- 
cordings and propagation prediction 
with stations forecasting reception 
conditions well in advance on the basis 
of round -the -clock observations of ion- 
ospheric variations while statistical 
tables of the 11 -year sun -spot activity - 
cycle will assist in correcting any mar- 
ginal errors that might occur. 

Based upon the worldwide relay net- 
work and operating on the principle of 
different propagation conditions and 
time differences existing throughout 
the world, multichannel ultra -high- 
frequency communication systems will 
evolve for use in all cases where it is 

Circuit diagram of combiner and recording unit. 
Courtesy Cable & Wireless Ltd.. London. England 
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desired to transmit signals with maxi- 
mum reliability and minimum inter- 
ference. These systems will enable 
limited point -to -point communication 
as well as long- distance dialing with- 
out the intervention of exchanges. 

By the use of line -finder equipment, 
call connections will be effected auto- 
matically, permitting dozens of conver- 
sations to take place simultaneously 
on the same trunk lines resulting in a 
tremendous saving of time and labor. 

By the application of television prin- 
ciples to phototelegraphy, the fastest 
method of picture transmission will 
become available for the sending of 
photographs from point to point and 
capital to capital with the least 
amount of delay. 

Apart from facilitating picture 
transmission, the introduction of this 
new method on a broadcasting basis 
will also simplify presentation and dis- 
tribution of news and photographs by 
linking up with visual and aural fac- 
simile services. 

Once these new services are grown 
up and firmly established in the public 
eye as reliable media, they unquestion- 
ably will provide more receiver hours 
than frequency modulation or televi- 
sion and certainly at a far lower cost - 
per -hour. 

Newspapers will undergo a major 
transformation in format and contents 
by the establishment of the novel 
forms of news dissemination; world- 
wide daily papers -the dream as well 
as the nightmare of every newspaper- 
man- published simultaneously in 
widely separated centers at greatly re- 
duced cost will probably outrival one 
day ordinary dailies. 

Television, extended to the tele- 
phone, will enable visual as well as 
aural contact to be maintained at will 
by the provision of a switchoff ar- 
rangement fitted to the apparatus. 

Perhaps one of the major u.h.f. uti- 
lization offshoots destined to grow into 
healthy and indispensable auxiliaries 
in the future will be in land, sea, and 
air transportation. Trains, ships, and 
planes will be operated, steered, and 
controlled automatically along beam 
traffic lines facilitating all- weather 
travelling, sailing, and flying in com- 
plete safety. 

Prominent among tomorrow's other 
uses will be medical science; u.h.f. -op- 
erated medical apparatus adding a 
number of new therapeutic and di- 
agnostic tools to existing equipment. 

Education will be yet another bene- 
ficiary of radio progress affording chil- 
dren and grownups alike opportunities 
for study and experience under the 
most convenient conditions. 

Radio- frequency heating undoubt- 
edly will infiltrate into the u.h.f. band 
and rank high among its users. 

U.h.f.- operated systems for taxicabs, 
buses, automobiles, street -traffic con- 
trol, police alarms, fire warnings, and 
a host of similar safety -of -life or pub- 
lic utility features, laughed at as 
freaks yesterday, will be commonplace 
tomorrow. 

-EH 
June, 1945 

CONTRIBUTING 
to 

VICTORY 
and the 

New ElectronicW orld 

."1 

TELEPHONE 

4427 North Clark St. Long Beach 6311 CHICAGO 40, ILL. 
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QUICK SERVICE 
ON THIS 

MULTITESTER 

Model No. 
MT 100 

YOUR COST ONLY 1$75 
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE Less Test 

SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK Leads 

Latest meter design on metal case, the an- 
swer to your need for an all- purpose pre- 
cision multitester. 

Order Today from 

OMAHA RADIO PRODUCTS CO., 
368 Saunders- Kennedy Bldg., Omaha 2, Nebr. 

Send me detailed information on multitester, 
Model SIP 100, as illustrated above. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 
t 

ELECTRICIT 
12 WEEKS SHOP TRAINING 

"LEARN BY DOING" IN 
COYNE SHOPS 

Electricity offers you opportunities for the best jobs today- with a real peace time future.. Learn by Doing, onreal 
m achinery. Earn while learning. Right 

w I'm ffe ing extra training in In. dustrial Electronics t no extra t. Lifetime employment service after graduation. Get all- around practical training at Coyne in 12 weekS.If you are short of money l' 11 finance your train - g. Mail coupon now for Free Book. We hav facilities for men with physical disabilities.If you have a physical dis- ability of any kind check coupon below for details. .. H. C Lewis President, COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 500 S. Paulina St., Dept.na -al, Chicago 12, Illinois 
Send free book Endall details. Send physical disability plan. 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

THE RADIO DOCTOR PRESCRIBES- 
5 TONICS for your SICK SET! 

COMPLETE HANDY KIT -1) Contact Cleaner 2) 
Speaker Cement 3) Plastic Cement 4) Corrosion 
Resister 5) Thinner. Individually bottled, ready 
for instant usel 3 sturdy brushes included. 
A Usual $2.00 Value Now only $1.25 
Quick delivery! Send check or money order to 
Delta Products Co., 120CedarSt., New York6, N.Y. 
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FROM OUR READERS 

POSTWAR PLANNING 
TTI HAVE been in the Army since 

January 16, 1941, but in all that 
time, my radio hobby of civilian life 
since 1920 has more or less been in 
my thoughts. Thoughts of when I get 
back to postwar days. This camp is 
located in a remote part of the coun- 
try and state, and has very little in 
the way of entertainment and amuse- 
ment. So, with time on my hands, I 
think and plan what I will do in the 
way of my hobby after this war is 
over. 

"Previous to my entry into the serv- 
ice, I was single and living at home. 
I had my radio room in my cellar. I 
spent all of my spare time there prior 
to induction when I met the girl. Then 
I spent 3 or 4 nights in my shack each 
week. I had a wonderful room with 
a Postal Short -wave set and a con - 
certer hooked up with a 9 -tube Philco. 
I also had a 15 -watt p.a. system and a 
5 -meter transceiver which my radio 
`ham' friends worked portable when 
visiting. (For some or various reasons 
I never became a `ham.') 

"When I got married, all my equip- 
ment was moved over to my wife's 
home, in the basement and now I am 
planning to build a shack, as good, if 
not better than the one I had. My 
real hobby is short -wave listening. 
Perhaps you may have heard of the 
R9LL (R9 Listeners League) with a 
membership of 550. I met many 
friends through the club and visited 
them in their homes in all parts of 
the East and some of the upper South. 
(My home is on Long Island, N. Y.) 
I have spent many pleasant hours in 
my radio room and to go back to not 
having a similar room would be like 
not living -that is how much radio 
has meant and does mean to me. 

"One reads of so many postwar plans 
that I got to thinking that this would 
be the time to plan for better and 
more up -to -date shacks. This also 
leads me to write this letter. Won- 
dered if you could run stories or arti- 
cles on laying out a real shack wheré 
a fellow could have his friends and 
where it would be so attractive that 
he wouldn't mind spending many of 
his hours there and interest others 
of the household in taking part. Then 
here is the contest angle. Have others 
who are interested in radio, submit 
pictures or ideas on a model shack. 
Your company artist could draw pic- 
tures of ideas sent in and help others 
to develop layouts for their prize room 
of the house. 

"I have been a subscriber to your 
fine RADIO NEWS mag for a good many 
years. In fact, since the birth of it. 
It has been very helpful in the past, 
present, and I know in the future. I 
save my copies for reference. 

"I have applied for a course in ra- 

dio through the Army but at this time, 
there are no openings. They write 
that applications should be made in a 
month or so, which I will do. I do not 
plan this as a future occupation, 'but 
only as a hobby. As a civilian I was 
instrumental in bringing many fellows 
and girls into radio through radio club 
R9LL. 

"This idea of mine may seem simple 
compared to the various technical ar- 
ticles and stories so far submitted by 
your readers and writers, but I figured 
it was worth a try and if it will be of 
any use to you at this time, I will feel 
that at least I have tried to help out 
fellow radio listeners and `hams'." 

S /Sgt. Alfred G. King 
Fort Robinson, Nebraska 

This letter is typical of those re- 
ceived from many of our G.I. readers. 
You "hams" at home can do much to 
help these boys by sending in your 
ideas of what you consider to be an 
ideal postwar "ham" shack, what it 
should include, how it should be laid 
out, etc. In fact, RADIO NEWS is always 
glad to purchase such articles. This 
applies to practically any subject of 
interest to the radio "ham." 

* * * 

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
TTHAVING been a radio service- 

man for the past twenty years 
and looking forward to a prosperous 
postwar radio and electrical appliance 
sales and service business, I'd like to 
suggest a few possible ideas to be used 
by the manufacturers of radio receiv- 
ers and parts. 

`First, they should make the chassis 
and speaker easier to remove from 
the cabinet. Most servicemen `cuss' 
under their breath when on a service 
call they find a radio that takes a half 
hour or more to remove from the cab- 
inet because a large glass dial with 
all sorts of push buttons, etc., has to 
be removed before the chassis can be 
taken out. 

"The speaker usually has no plug 
at the chassis end so that the chassis 
and speaker have to be carried to- 
gether or the speaker cord must be 
cut. Sometimes the speaker wires are 
passed through a hole in the chassis 
shelf and the wires have to be un- 
soldered or cut. What serviceman likes 
to take time to unsolder wires or have 
the owner of the set see him cut them? 
I have had customers who thought 
that I had ruined their radios when 
I was dismantling them to take them 
to the shop. 

"Second, the model and number 
should be put on the chassis perma- 
nently and not on a piece of paper 
glued to the cabinet or chassis. I 
think some manufacturers must be 
ashamed of their product, as they fail 
to put a name or model number on 
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How electronics helps tell a knock from a boost... 
THE MIT -Sperry Detonation In- 

dicator is an engine instrument 
that discriminates between normal 
and abnormal combustion. 

Through an electronic pickup, it 
instantly detects detonation -popularly 
called knocking or pinging -in most 
types of internal combustion engines. 
And it gives immediate evaluation of 
detonation. 

As a result, warning is given at the 
time trouble starts ... engine life is 
lengthened ... mixture may be ad- 
justed so that considerable fuel is 
saved ... and the period between 
engine overhauls is extended. 

No piercing of engine cylinders is 

required. Yet even the slightest de- 
tonation is signalled visually, and the 
faulty cylinder or cylinders spotted. 

Use of the MIT -Sperry Detonation 
Indicator on airplanes results in re- 
markable fuel savings, longer engine 
life, greater safety. 

The same is true of surface trans- 
portation which employs internal 
combustion engines. 

Engine manufacturers find this in- 
strument an invaluable aid in design- 
ing and testing. It also permits de- 
velopment of fuels exactly fitted to 
engine characteristics, thus increas- 

ing power output and lowering fuel 
costs. Also with the Knockometer, a 
special application of the Detonation 
Indicator, fuels with superior anti- 
knock characteristics can be devel- 
oped and their quality production 
controlled. 

Since 1937, Sperry engineers have 
been working on the perfection of a 
detonation indicator. This is but one 
of the many fields in which Sperry 
has pioneered in the field of elec- 
tronic development. 

Additional information on the 
MIT -Sperry Detonation Indicator is 
available on request. 

SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY, INC. GREAT NECK, N. 

.9vuilr077. a/' de YA.e..1.1 (aafioa. LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE NEW ORLEANS 
CLEVELAND BROOKLYN HONOLULU 

GYROSCOPICS ELECTRONICS RADAR AUTOMATIC COMPUTATION SERVO -MECHANISMS 

June, 1945 . 
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Ci-Menco 
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ALBERT ROTHENSTEIN 
National Distributor 

135 LIBERTY ST. New York 6,N.Y. 
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HOME SHOPS 
SALVAGE PARTS 

ORK SHOP! 

UedllOPlatejs 
by BRUSH 

Easy to Plate CHROMIUM 
GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, COPPER 

. For Pleasure and Profit! 
If you have a workshop -at home or In business -you need tills new Warner Electroplater. At the stroke 
of an electrified brush, you can electroplate models and projects - 
you can replate worn articles. fau- cets, tools, fixtures, silverware, etc with a durable, sparkling coat of metal ... Gold, Silver, Chromium, 
Nickel, Copper or Cadmium. Metho d 
Is easy, simple. quick Everything furnished- equipment complete, 
ready for use. By doing a bit of work for others, your nmchine can pay for itself within a week. So make your 
shop complete by getting a Warner Electroplater right away Send to- day for FREE SAMPLE and illus- trated literature. ACT AT ONCE! 
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the set. This information would be of 
great help to the serviceman in look- 
ing up data or diagrams that may be 
badly needed to service the set prop- 
erly. 

"Third, it would be a great help if 
the i.f. transformers were marked 
plainly as to what frequency they 
should be tuned and also locate the 
trimming adjustment screws where 
everyone can't see them and think 
because they are not tight they might 
make the radio sound better if they 
were tightened. It is always a source 
of amusement when I get a radio to 
repair and the customer states that 
no one has touched it and it just 
stopped playing, then when I have it 
at the shop to find all the trimmers 
are so far out of adjustment that the 
set couldn't pick up a station even 
after the original trouble has been 
found and repaired. 

"Fourth. Sometimes I think the de- 
signers in some radio manufacturing 
plants go off on a three day binge and 
then come back to design the various 
loop aerials and methods of connect - 
ing them to the radio. To properly 
align a set after servicing it, the aerial 
used normally should be used while 
aligning it on the service bench, but 
some of them are such a nightmare 
mechanically and electrically that 
most servicemen will leave them in 
the cabinet with hopeless abandon. 

"Now a word to the tube manufac- 
turers. Why do they have to make 
so many types of tubes ? Some of 
them are so nearly related as to op- 
erating characteristics that they could 
almost be twins. Practically all of the 
6 -volt rectifier types could be substi- 
tuted by the old familiar type 80 tube. 
This is only one instance; there are 
plenty of other's. This fact has been . 
brought home to many servicemen in 
these times of war scarcity. 

"Now a word to the speaker manu- 
facturers. Perhaps it is easier to 
make speakers that are riveted to- 
gether so that it is impossible to re- 
place the field coil or adjust the cone 
clearance. Perhaps this method means 
larger replacement business, but per - 
sonally I always favor buying replace- 
ment speakers with the features men- 
tioned. 

"Possibly some may think that the 
above criticism means that I may be 
of a lazy nature, but the obvious rea- 
sons are apparent to any serviceman. 
The time spent trying to overcome 
these items means a lot in a busy day 
and I think that since the average 
serviceman is underpaid, this saving 
of time represents a real dollar and 
cents dividend to him. 

"When I take a radio back to a cus- 
tomer and know that the set is op- 
erating as well or better than when 
new, I have a feeling of satisfaction 
and pride in my knowing how." 

Thomas H. Bell 
Bell Radio Service 
North Attleboro, Mass. 

Reader Bell has made some very 
good suggestions, for which we extend 
our thanks. What do our other read- 

ers think about improvements that 
could be made in postwar radios which 
would be of value to the serviceman 
who does the repair job f 

* * * 

REQUEST FROM ENGLAND 

CI31AY I take this opportunity to lL praise you on the excellence 
of your magazine, RADIO NEWS. When 
I am lucky enough to come across a 
copy over here, I read and enjoy every 
page. Yes, even the advertisements 
prove very interesting and judging 
from them, we will have to be very 
much alive to keep up with the many 
advancements you are making in the 
science of radio in your country. What 
a comparison your magazine makes 
with the sadly depleted British pub- 
lications with their thin paper and 
fewer pages. 

"Now for the main purpose of this 
letter. I am anxious to exchange cor- 
respondence with an American radio 
serviceman about my own age (I am 
nearly 18) and I am hoping you will 
be able to put me in touch with such 
a person who may be willing to start 
a pen friendship, with the object of 
exchanging views on servicing in both 
countries. 

"Thanking you and hoping you will 
be able to assist me in this matter" 

Kenneth Jennings, 
Radio Service Engineer, 
42 East Park Mount, 
East End Park, Leeds 9, 
Yorks, England 

Here is an opportunity for some of 
you younger servicemen to exchange 
interesting letters with a fellow radio 
serviceman in England. Readers in- 
terested in corresponding with Mr. 
Jennings may write him direct at the 
above address. 

MORE ON LICENSING 

ran across the August, 1944 _i-UST 
issue of RADIO NEWS (some 

thoughtful soul put it in a box of re- 
placement parts as packing material) 
and I got quite a kick out of Sam 
Berger's letter about `screwdriver me- 
chanics.' 

"He makes big talk like a `super - 
dooper' radio engineer and `sez' that 
servicemen should be licensed and in 
the same breath suggests that the 
manufacturers should send him a short 
order course in radio and complete 
service instructions with each set in- 
cluding arrows and numbers as to 
what 'El ole' screw to turn to make 
her `perk'. I'll bet if he had thought 
'uy' it he would also suggest that the 
companies send a serviceman along to 
do the job too, Hi, hi! 

"I have often wished the same thing 
about commercial sets (most Signal 
Corps equipment answers Mr. Berger's 
dream) but I thought it would be of e 

greatest advantage to we `screwdriver' 
boys as all the experts I've seen usu- 
ally can tell what a piece does by the 
way it smells or something. 

"'Course if some company carries 
out Sam's wishes, they will defeat his 
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purpose as then when something goes 
wrong all the little woman has to do 
is dig out the instruction book, read a 
little and presto, it's done! -well, 
something is done, even if it might 
give the fire department a workout. 

"Well you asked for our opinions, 
there's mine and that of a couple of 
other `screwdriver mechanics' here. 
73's." 

S /Sgt. J. L. Mohn 
c/o Postmaster, New York 

IN SPITE of the numerous corn- ' ments sent to RADIO NEWS maga- 
zine regarding Mr. Berger's article de- 
nouncing `screwdriver mechanics,' it 
is quite apparent that the issue is not 
a dead one, nor should it be. An in- 
spection of the various opinions ex- 
pressed by the readers seems to indi- 
cate the presence of two major fac- 
tions: those who encourage the so- 
called `screwdriver mechanics' and 
those self -styled `professional techni- 
cians' who `know it all' and resent any 
one else's finding out what it's all 
about by means of an informal educa- 
tion. 

"I, for one, wonder just how many 
of those individuals whose professed 
aim is to protect the customer aren't 
really interested in self -protection, be- 
cause they are very much afraid of 
sales or service competition. It is be- 
coming increasingly apparent that 
there is a tendency for the learning 
abilities and ambitions of the 'old - 
timers' to stagnate. 

"Can criticism of younger, more 
eager entries into the radio fields re- 
place honest -to -pete ability and initia- 
tive. No, sir, I think not! How many 
of the oldtimers started out in radio 
as experimenters, using the simplest 
forms of technical equipment and rule - 
of -thumb theory? Right; nearly all 
of them. Why then, should they con- 
demn the younger fellows who are do- 
ing the same thing in less time under 
more pressure ? Radio is not an ex- 
clusive vocation. It can hardly be 
given any one classification as a field 
of endeavor for it involves professional 
men, tradesmen, business executives, 
amateurs, and just plain tinkerers. 
Why, then, try to pigeonhole it as an 
exclusive trade or art ? There's more 
than enough room for everyone. Let's 
make ability and salesmanship the fac- 
tors which identify a serviceman as 
good. There are far too many varia- 
bles entering into the segregation of 
the good and bad for anyone to con- 
demn the little fellow and his work. 

"Let us, for a moment, consider two 
possible answers to the problem: 

"Licensing: This might most easily 
be accomplished through the use of 
the Federal examining boards located 
in all the large cities. Licenses need 
not be compulsory, but rather indica- 
tions of merit, and an assurance of 
technical ability, telling the customer - 
consumer that this or that radio serv- 
iceman is a qualified technician ac- 
cording to the rules or qualifications 
laid down by a competent Federal 
board. This would place the man 
June, 1945 
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MANUFACTURER WANTS PATENTS 

OR NEW PRODUCTS 
We are interested in the following: 
1. Purchasing outright patents on Ra- 

dio, Electronic, Electrical or House- 
hold articles for post war. 

2. We are interested in making an arrangement with an individual or 
firm whereby we would manufacture 
a patented product and pay a roy- alty on each one made by us. 

3. We are interested in developing and manufacturing new metal products 
or devices or components for the 
Radio and Electronics field or any 
other field. 

Ours is a well- rated, well -equipped 
organization now making electronic 
equipment for the Armed Forces. We have over 45,000 square feet of space containing all types of machinery for precision metal fabrication. We have experienced help, engineering depart- ment, and a seasoned sales force. 

If you have a patent or patented metal products for the above industries 
or any other field that you wish to sell or deal on a royalty basis, or if you are 
in need of manufacturing and engineer- ing facilities communicate with us. All correspondence will receive the prompt attention of our principals. 

Box 401, RADIO NEWS 
Empire State Bldg., New York 1, N. Y. 

Engineers' and Draftsmen's DAILY NECESSITIES 
1. "THE INDUCTANCE AUTHORITY," by Edward M. shiepe, B.S.- M.E.E.. ith 38 full page charts and ten pages of textual discussions by the au- thor, graduate of the Polytechnic Institute f Brooklyn. 2. ENGINEERS' SLIDE RULE. 

e25° Lawrence New "T R I G" (, 10" Slide Rule with 
A B C D C I K S L T scales complete With illus- trated instructions. N a r- row gun -metal finish indi- cator and leatherette car- rying cas 

e 
$1.50 

3. Lawrence 10" white enam- eled slide rule with 
A B C D CI and K scales with round magnifying dicator, packed in i di- v i d u a l black imitation leather grain pocket 

4. 
case 

0 Protractor Ruler with radio and electronic 

diagram 5l ear, protractor, Ideal 
builder for radio and electronics, 

circuit 
of transparent material...... . 5. Lawrence 32 page complete slide rule instru fion book 

. $ .20 e, Stanley 28 page slide rule instruction book with numous 
7. Slide Rule CONVERTÌSORn6" diameter 52.00 8. SPEE- DOTTERS for draftsmen, 10 /sx8 centime- ters and inch in 1/16ths $1.00 

17/s "x125 /s ", inch in 32ds and 2Oths $1.50 9. THE GOLD SHIELD 2 -Glow" NEON Electric Circuit Tester $1.50 10. MORSE CODE PRACTICE KEY. with 4 page illus- trated circular .. .. ......... .. .$3.00 11. New Lawrence code rules consistig of two rules with ruction book. 
12. STURDYtMAGAZINE BINDERCcovered with strong black corrugated £abricoid. Has two stamped metal ends with twelve strong wire separators. Magazines can he inserted and 

r 
removed a jiffy. Size I -I25 /z "x95/" to fit RADIO NEWS 

7 RADIO- CRAFT. etc. .. . . ... . . .$2.00 GOLDSHIELD PRODUCTS, Department N. 
25 West Broadway, New York 7, New York 

"SAVE WASTE PAPER - 
IT IS A VITAL WAR MATERIAL." 

Radionic's Catalog No. 26 
lists hard -to -get radio parts! Helps 
you fill your radio and electronic 
needs. All parts are available for 
immediate shipment All are highest 
quality. All are exceptional values_ 

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR 
FREE COPY TO 
Dept,: 6-B 

ENT CO., 

RDION1CSOOPRODUCTS 

770 NASSAUASREET ̀
 NEW YORK 

7, N. 
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without the assets of an expensive 
shop and equipment near the same 
level of customer confidence as the 
well - established radioman with an 
earned and deserved reputation. The 
business policies which cloud the situ- 
ation can always take care of them- 
selves because there isn't a good radio 
serviceman in the business who needs 
to worry about cutthroat prices since 
he knows how to advertise reliable 
work and guaranteed results which 
can and do work for themselves to 
build for him an indestructible repu- 
tation. 

"As S /Sgt. Midi puts it in the De- 
cember issue of RADIO NEws, 'If a li- 
censing plan is adopted, it should be 
an exam dealing solely with the field 
of radio servicing.' Business methods 
are chiefly of local concern and should 
be dealt with as such. 

"Education : We must consider both 
customer education and serviceman 
education in this radio repair problem. 
If a radio serviceman is endorsed and 
accredited by some widely advertised 
radio school, it is natural and logical 
that people will come to him for radio 
repairs, but he must advertise the fact 
that he has completed a training 
course. On the other hand, it is true 
that there are a great many self -edu- 
cated men whose abilities surpass those 
of the schooled lads. One cannot dis- 
regard these men nor force them un- 
necessarily into radio schools for the 
sake of diplomas alone. The other 
factor -customer appreciation of a ra- 
dioman can be built upon many things; 
personality, technical ability, and rep- 
utation, and the customer's apprecia- 
tion of the difficulties involved in any 
repair job. The last item is dependent 
upon all- important salesmanship, too. 

"Let us then seriously consider- the 
licensing or endorsement, of technical 
men by an impartial examining board -let any man enter, but may the best 
man win -30." 

Bruce L. Meyer, CRT, USNR 
"Somewhere in the Pacific" 

"T'HE discussion regarding the li- 
censing of radio repairmen is 

very interesting to me because it calls 
to mind the frequent occurence of the 
same sort of proposals' in the field of 
professional photography. In fact, it 
would seem that such proposals are 
being made in nearly every field of 
human endeavor. 

"It always appears that most of 
these proposals are made by persons 
who stand to lose by the competition 
of `screwdriver mechanics,' amateurs, 
etc. Very infrequently do these ideas 
stem from persons interested in the 
establishment of high standards solely 
for the sake of the standards. From 
my point of view, these proposals are, 
essentially un- American. Further- 
more, many of them would result, if 
adopted, in combinations in restraint 
of trade. Even worse, some of them 
would place laws on the statutes that 
would act in restraint of trade. 

"There are persons who point to 
the license requirements for druggists, 

doctors, lawyers, and other licensed 
professionals, as examples and prece- 
dents for enlarging the list to include 
photographers, radio technicians, and 
a host of others. If some clear ideas 
are not established to fight this trend, 
its only conclusion will result in li- 
censing everyone who does any sort 
of work whatsoever. Eventually we 
can expect to see `paper boys' licensed 
on their ability to heave the `daily' 
through a specified opening from a 
specified range while riding a bicycle 
at some designated speed. 

"Vigorous attacks should be made 
on all attempts to introduce legisla- 
tion based on the assumption that the 
buying public is composed of a bunch 
of low -grade morons who must be pro- 
tected from their own foolishness. It 
it easy to see a vast difference be- 
tween license requirements applied to 
professions that are directly concerned 
with human health and a profession 
that is primarily concerned with hu- 
man entertainment. 

"It has been suggested that a li- 
cense plan will benefit the public. 
This conclusion will not stand up un- 
der critical examination. Usually the 
requirements for these plans are set 
up by well -established professionals 
of long standing. Almost without ex- 
ception the importance of experience 
is written in as a rule requiring a cer- 
tain period of apprenticeship. This 
period is usually made so long that 
many persons are immediately in- 
clined to seek some other field. In 
fact, the very persons who are most 
discouraged by such long required 
training periods are the ones having 
the most ability, the greatest skill, 
and the most active minds. On the 
other hand, the plodding type will not 
be particularly discouraged by such 
requirements. The result can only be 
disadvantageous to the public. 

"Furthermore, by cutting down the 
number of persons allowed to compete 
with him, the long -established profes- 
sional is not required to exert the 
maximum effort toward keeping up 
with the march of progress or toward 
giving continuous excellent service. 

"Unnecessary and restrictive legis- 
lation originates with two types of 
persons. One type is the person who 
has some personal gains in mind when 
the law is proposed, the other type is 
the person who is forever sticking his 
nose in other people's business and 
telling them how they should run it. 
It seems to me that the United States 
owes no small measure of its great- 
ness to the fact that the above two 
types of persons have always been 
considered obnoxious. On the other 
hand, the `screwdriver mechanic,' the 
backbone of Yankee ingenuity, is 
showing the regimented ingenuity of 
the Akis, exactly where to head in." 

Thomas D. Sharples, 1st Lieut. 
C.A.C. 

c/o Postmaster, New York 
Let's have more letters from our 

readers on the pro's and con's of this 
licensing proposal. 
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Electronics at Work 
(Continued from page 55) 

their operation is dependent on con- 
trolling the flow of electrons through 
air and they appear to be correctly in- 
cluded within the field of the defini- 
tion. 

Why Electronics? 

It appears that much of the present - 
day design and development work in 
the electronics field (military needs 
aside) is being done by the sales man- 
ager and the advertising man -the 
engineers are too busy with other 
things. It is doubtful if these men 
are, on the whole, well- grounded 
enough in this field to do much think- 
ing other than of the "wishful vari- 
ety." This almost inevitably leads to 
developments that may be physically 
possible, but economically unrealiz- 
able. Dress these developments in a 
veil of pseudo- censorship, thin with 
a liberal application of overgrown ad- 
vertising budget, and serve to the 
public as a full -page spread in their 
favorite publications, and you have a 
fairly accurate case history of many 
of the "new" electronic developments. 

It can probably be agreed that an 
electronic device can be designed to 
perform the most complicated opera- 
tion dreamed of by the most highly - 
gifted press agent. An electronic con- 
trol could be built to operate the most 
cantankerous boiler, under the most 
vicious load cycle, holding the steam 
temperatures, with never a waver in 
the steam pressure line, and having 
the entire performance of the boiler 
operator limited to pushing the start 
button. 

Since there are already on the mar- 
ket automatic control systems which 
approach this ideal, why would the 
electronic system be preferred? An 
examination on an engineering basis 
discloses only three reasons why en- 
gineers, as business men, will pur- 
chase electronic control or metering 
devices. These three fundamental rea- 
sons are: 

1. The electronic system can per- 
form an operation no other de- 
vice can do. 

2. The electronic system can per- 
form an operation better than 
any other system. 

3. The electronic system is cheaper 
than any other system. 

Electronic equipment can often per- 
form operations impossible by any 
other apparatus. Such equipment, 
smoke recorders are an example, will 
find a ready sale at any price consist- 
ent with the value of the result, and 
will be bought not because they are 
electronic but because there is no 
other way. 

Electronic equipment can often per- 
form operations better than some 
other types of equipment; the new, 
fast, continuous temperature record- 
ers are examples, and will be pur- 
chased because a better result is ob- 
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tained at a price consistent with per- 
formance. 

Electronic equipment unfortunately 
is not always cheaper than competing 
systems. When it is cheaper it will 
be purchased for obvious reasons. 

If a piece of electronic equipment 
cannot be justified by any of the 
above, it will not be sold. Newness 
or novelty does not determine the de- 
sign of modern boiler and turbine 
rooms. 

To state the matter in another way, 
electronics can do any job -but it will 
not always be justified by the engi- 
neering and economic factors in- 
volved. 

Electronics is usually assumed to 

have been born in 1885 with the dis- 
covery of the Edison effect: that elec- 
tric current could flow in a vacuum. 
It was first applied about 1887 in the 
magnetic blowout on street car con- 
trollers. Another application at al- 
most the same time was the carbon 
motor brush, in which conduction is 
suspected of being electronic in na- 
ture. These two applications are 
credited with having saved the infant 
street railway from extinction. We 
can say that electronics was applied 
almost before it was born. 

The first real attempt to make use 
of electronics as we now think of it 
occurred about 1930 -31, but the de- 
velopment failed to take hold. It is 

ONE OF A SERIES OF ELECTRO- VOICE. ADVERTISEMENTS EXPLAINING IN DETAIL 

THE APPLICATIONS AND SPECIFIC&NS OF ELECTRO -VOICE MICROPHONES 

INDOOR . ..OUTDOOR 
IN ALL KINDS OF WEATHER 

HIGHER ARTICULATION WITH LESS FATIGUE 

gee,..747. MODEL 600-D 

P. D. R` 

MOBILE PUBLIC ADDRESS 
SPORTS pK-UPS 

POLICE SERVICES 
DICTATING 

MARINE SERVICES 
SPEECH RECORDING 

Exhaustive tests have proved that a uniform response to all frequencies 
between 200 -4000 c.p.s. will give higher articulation, provide more usable 
power level, and be less fatiguing to the listener than one which is 

peaked. These advantages are assured in the Electro -Voice Model 600 -D 

because the frequency response is unweighted and substantially flat. 
Where ambient noise does not interfere or distract, high fidelity speech 
transmission is provided, indoors or outdoors ... in any kind of weather. 

OUTPUT LEVEL RATING: Power: 5S db below 
6 milliwatts for 10 dynes /cm pressure. Voltage 
(high impedance): 5 db above .001 volt /dyne/ 
cmr, open circuit. Voltage developed by nor- 
mal speech (100 dynes /cm2):.177 volt. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 100 -6000 c.p.s. 

WEIGHT: 9 ounces. 
HARMONIC CONTENT: Less than 2% at all 
frequencies. 
DIAPHRAGM: Made of heat -treated duralumin, 
corrosion inhibited. 

VOICE COIL: Made of pure aluminum, high -Q 
design. 

CASE: Constructed of finest quality, high im- 
pact phenolic. 

PRESS -TO -TALK SWITCH: Sliding contact, self 
cleaning type; standard circuit opens micro- 
phone and closes relay simultaneously. Other 
combinations optional. 

TRANSFORMER CORE: Made of nickel alloy, 
hydrogen annealed metal; low capacity wind- 
ings. 

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT: Employs Alnico V and 
Armco magnetic iron. 

IMPEDANCES: Hi -Z (Direct -to- Grid), 50, 200, 
250, or 500 ohms. 

Equipped with 6 feet of two conductor and shielded synthetic rubber jacketed cable. 

Model 600 -D, List Price ..__..._.......__ 527.50 Model 600 -DL, with switch lock, List Price _ ........._..._ $29.00 

See your nearest radio parts distributor today. His knowledge of Electro -Voice microphones may 
aid you in selecting the appropriate type for your specific needs. He may also be an important 
factor in speeding your order. 

:lecZ`t rC1C(1 MICROPHONES 
LLNTYO-VOlai COAIORATH)N 1219 SOUTH SIND AYIlAR SOUTH ene 11,IND1INA 
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Get big supervisory jobs, pay raises 
now and after the war, with knowl- 
edge from this brand new? -vol. set. 

Written and approved by electrical 
experts for easy, quick understand- 
ing. Hundreds of diagrams, circuits 
and other helps ... over 5,000 subjects. 
Prepared and published by the great 
45 -year old Coyne Electrical School for 
the man on the job or beginner. Seven - 
Book Set includes: 1. Elementary Prin- 

ciple and Circuits Household Appliance 
Repairs, 2. Wiring for Light & Power, 3. 

D.C. Motors & Controls, 4. A. C. Motors & 
Controls- Electronics, 5. Armature &Stator 
Winding & Repair, 6. Refrigeration &Air Con - 

ditioning,Radio, 7.Automotive,Diesel,Battery. 

Sent on 7 -Day FREE TRIAL 
SEND NO MONEY. Ask to see them at my risk. 

If you don't want them after 7 days send them back 
and you owe nothing. If you keep them send $3.00 
after 7 days and $3.00 per month until $21.00 is paid. 
Cash price $19.75. 1 year Free Consultation Service 
and Bulletins if you act promptly. Fill out and mail 
coupon below for 7 -DAY FREE EXAMINATION. 

H.C. LEWIS, PRES. Dept. A5T 3, Chicago 12,E1ÌÌ 
=11 

H.C. Lewis, Pres .,CoyneElectricalSchool,Dept A5 -T3 
500 South Paulina St., Chicago 12, Illinois 

Send me the APPLIED PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY 7 Vol- I 
ledine one years free consultation serviee anti Coyne 

and owe l Bulletins. I'll either return the 7 book set in 7 days 
and owe you nothing or pay $3.00 after 7 days and $8.00 a month 
until $21.00 (plus 15e Sestees) n paid. Orl'll save $1.25 by send- ' lag you $19.75 crab, 

1 NAME -_ .Age - 

I ADDRESS 

I 
CITY Zone____STATE- 

I delivered cheek hereentSCC. 
O.7D. pay postman $19.75 when 

day examination and money 

L 
back guarantee. __.__ - a.a_a.M.,IMM 

MASTER THE CODE 
with MASTER TELEPLEX 

All A. C. op- 
erated. The 
only all -in -one 
instrument that 
will record 
your own send- 
ing and repeat 
it back. 
Records s i g - 

nals from the 
air and re3eats back at any speed. 
The perfect instructor for both sending 
and receiving. 
A postcard will bring full details and 
how you may secure MASTER 
TELEPLEX for ten day free trial. Ask 
for Booklet Q 12. 

TELEPLEX 
07 Hudson SF. 

CO. Jersey City 2, N. J. 

E 

RACDoOr5eonCCdI 
C 

G 
= ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING c ̂ t, rood ...0 .1 w 

electrical field. Prepare yourself at Low Cast, for secure 
tare, Slo . So simplified anyone can understand quickly, 

RADIO ENGINEERING E ra fine pr mdiq public 

you to be real 
, beoteohni work, Trains 

apOl service c 1 vacuum-tube teohvirian. Servicemen 
Wneeded badly. Diploma on completion, 

RITE 
Oopemsfearhor letter 

ten, fell LOW $25 Either 
details, all about deferred pay- AS Course 

went elan. etc. SEND NOW! 
LINCOLN ENGINEERING SCHOOL Box R -78, Lincoln 2, Nebr.. 

Radio Servicemen: 
RADIO PARTS -TUBES 

BARGAIN PRICES -NO PRIORITIES 
KING P.M. SPEAKERS, 4 or 5 inch $1.19 
TUBES -6SK7, 6SQ7, 6V6GT .55 
FILTER COND., 20-20 Mfd. 150 V .39 
BY PASS COND., .01, 02. .05, .1-600 V. .07' 
VOL. CONT., .5 Meg,, W. SW., Tap, 3" ;Shaft... 5$ 
A.C. CORD and PLUG. SET, 6 Ft- .29 
RESISTOR KIT -50 Ane'td, 1,3_ to 1 Watt .99 

Write Today for Bargain Bulletin 
RADIO DISTRIBUTING CO., Pasadena 18, Calif. 
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interesting to examine the reasons for 
that failure in an effort to use that 
information in estimating the stabil- 
ity of the present situation. 

First, it is believed that the devel- 
opment failed because the market had 
not been prepared; the customers had 
not been educated to the idea of us- 
ing a so- called "fragile" glass radio 
tube in the plants and apparatus. 

Second, the apparatus was fre- 
quently poorly designed and poorly 
applied, by engineers with inadequate 
training in electronics and other 
fields. It was not the fault of elec- 
tronics but that of a complete lack of 
understanding of the operating condi- 
tions under which the equipment was . 
to be used. Equipment in a state lit- 
tle better than that of the original 
laboratory model was sent out and 
expected to operate under conditions 
existing in the steel mill or the boiler 
room- naturally it failed . to operate 
as it did in the manufacturer's labo- 
ratory. The designer had great faith 
in his electronics, but too little knowl- 
edge of what it must do. 

What of the Future? 
The war has apparently provided 

an ample testing ground to convince 
the skeptics that electronic equipment 
is not fragile or delicate. Satisfac- 
tory service in ships, tanks, and air- 
craft should be ample evidence that 
the electron tube can safely be al- 
lowed to take its place in industry. 
The customers have been sold-if not 
oversold. 

The great danger to the present 
electronic development, and to indus- 
try in ,general, lies in the second rea- 
son for failure of the 1930 -31 venture. 
It can be briefly stated as a lack of 
men trained to design, sell, apply, and 
maintain electronic equipment for in- 
dustrial use. Electronic equipment 
unfortunately is different from other 
electrical equipment, and the power - 
trained electrical engineer is usually 
not equipped to handle it. 

There are believed to be fewer than 
1000 men in the United States and 
fewer than 100 men in Canada today, 
equipped by training and experience, 
able to design and apply electronic 
devices to industry in general. These 
men must be trained not only in elec- 
tronic devices, but it is much more 
important that they also be trained 
and experienced in the processes, 
equipment, and techniques used in in- 
dustry, to be able to give the pur- 
chasers adequate technical advice. 

It is this shortage of capable engi- 
neers, to which the radio -trained tech- 
nicians released from the Armed 
Forces will be able to add little, that 
is the real obstacle over which our 
forthcoming electronics boom may 
stumble. 

Fortunately, there are certain fac- 
tors in the equipment design, which, 
if understood by the customer and 
applied at the time of a purchase, may 
prevent a misapplication and pur- 
chase of unsatisfactory electronic 
equipment. 
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Ignitron rectifier for power 
rectification in transit and 
electrochemical installations. 

1 

An electrical engineer thinks of a 
resistor, an inductor or a capaci- 
tor, as a circuit constant, which 
can be purchased as having a certain 
value and which will have that same 
value at all times. An electron tube 
is not such a precision device. When 
new, they are considered satisfactory 
if they do not vary more than about 
plus or minus 20% of the standard 
rated values. During life the tube 
characteristics are continually chang- 
ing, causing changes in circuit per- 
formance,- unless the design was given 
a sufficient safety factor. Failure to 
allow for the electron tube as a cir- 
cuit variable is one reason electrical 
engineers with power training fre- 
quently have trouble designing and 
applying electronic devices. 

A device may work perfectly with 
a certain set of tubes at the factory, 
and later when the customer must 
replace some of the tubes it becomes 
inoperative. Another difficulty occurs 
in not allowing for the change of tube 
characteristics during the life of the 
tubes, and as a result the calibration 
of the device is found to be in error 
later, even though perfectly correct 
at installation. 

It is almost always possible to de- 
sign electronic devices to be independ- 
ent of the characteristics of the tubes 
used. As a rule it calls for a higher 
order of engineering ability, and may 
raise the cost slightly. The results 
will be found worth the additional 
cost, since a well- engineered design 
is indicated. 

A design of this nature means that 
a tube may change its characteristics 
over a very considerable range with- 
out affecting the performance. In one 
example, a tube operated for over five 
years, or about 45,000 hours. When 
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removed the tube tested extremely 
low, far below the point at which it 
would be usable in a radio receiver, 
yet at no time had the recorder shown 
any calibration inaccuracies. When 
anew tube was inserted, the recorder 
continued to operate without change. 

Performance substantially inde- 
pendent of tube characteristics is es- 
pecially important in a control. A 
change in tube characteristics may 
cause a shift in the control point, or a 
tube failure may cause the control to 
run away, if the design is not made 
independent of the tube. 

If the operating instructions men- 
tion periodic checking of calibration, 
or provide an adjustment to be 
checked periodically, then the instru- 
ment is probably not designed to be 
independent of the tubes. As a check, 
insert various tubes and note the ef- 
fect on the calibration, and for a con- 
trol, remove one of the tubes, simu- 
lating a complete tube failure and 
note the effect on the control opera- 
tion. Then ask, is that effect desir- 
able? 

Mechanical Features 
The weak spot in many electronic 

applications is not in the electronic 
circuits but in the mechanical parts 
used to actuate the electronic control, 
or in the mechanical parts used to 
perform the desired operation. These 
are the features that the electronic 
engineer will know least about, be- 
cause they may be peculiar to one ap- 
plication. 

In an application of electron tubes 
to a printing register control it took 
six weeks to work, and a complete 
redesign of parts of the machine to 
make the electronic register control 
function. The customer's application 
engineer failed to allow for the in- 
stantaneous, high -speed action of the 
control and had to reduce weights and 
strengthen parts before the mechan- 
ical part of the machine would stand 
up. During this time the electronic 
circuits had operated perfectly at all 
times. 

Possible Power Applications in 
Power generation 

Having surveyed some of the fac- 
tors which should underlie the appli- 
cation of electronics to any field, let 
us now ask -what is its future in 
power generation ? If we remember 
the three basic reasons for the appli- 
cation of an electronic device we can 
find a number of present and future 
applications, in which electronics will 
definitely be a factor. 

Smoke measuring and recording 
happens to be an excellent exam- 
ple of an application which can be 
made in almost no other way than by 
electronics. There are, at the present 
time, several photoelectric smoke re- 
corders on the market, operating on 
various principles, but essentially 
they cast a beam of light across the 
stack, striking a photoelectric cell, 
and the output current or voltage of 
this cell is recorded as a function of 
June, 1913 

smoke. When we try to decide what 
function of smoke this is, we get into 
trouble. 

First, what is smoke ? Until this 
question is settled by engineers, in- 
dependently of the politicians, we will 
have no really satisfactory measuring 
of smoke density. Certainly the Rin- 
gelmann chart, with its reliance on 
purely subjective readings by the hu- 
man eye, affected by the color of the 
smoke, the cloudiness of the sky, the 
position of the sun, is not an engineer- 
ing measurement. 

Second, many smoke -recorder engi- 
neers, designers, and smoke inspec- 
tors, seem never to have heard of 
Lambert's law which states that the 

amount of light absorbed by the 
smoke is an exponential function of 
the thickness of the smoke column. 
The smoke from a 20 -foot stack will 
absorb four times the light absorbed 
by a column of the same smoke in a 
10 -foot stack, giving a reading of 
much more smoke when actually 
there are exactly the same number 
of particles per cubic foot. 

These are examples of some of tiie 
difficulties besetting the application 
of an electronic device in a new field. 
They are not the fault of electronics, 
but you will frequently hear elec- 
tronic smoke recorders blamed for not 
reading correct smoke densities. What 
is smoke ? 

... But you can see 
the results 
Pieced together this picture shows one step in the 

making of dials for Simpson Instruments. We 

have scrambled it deliberately to emphasize the 

fact that Simpson employs many processes others 

do not in manufacturing electrical instruments 

and testing equipment. To the man who knows 

instruments this extra measure of engineering 

skill and craftsmanship is evident in every detail 

-a reflection of Simpson's never -ending quest 

for refinements in design that will at once im- 

prove performance and permit more efficient pro- 

duction. It is the experience gained through more 

than 35 years of such study which promises you, 

in Simpson Instruments, the ablest application 

of the great advances that will be forthcoming. 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
5200 -5218 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, III. 

O 
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RADIO 
CABINETS 

BIG FREE catalog now ready . 
cabinets for RCA, EMER- 

SON, PHILCO and many others, also all sizes 
of blanks including Speaker cabinets up to 12 ". 
SPECIAL BARGAIN 
sheet with each catalog 
listing close -outs, bar- 
gains, quantity, d i s - 
counts, etc. We have 
16" cabinets as low as 
$1.95. 

WRITE TO -DAY 
Immediate ship- 
ments now being 
made. 

VAUGHAN CAB. CO. Phl °a"gó 
Cll3;k 

THE MYSTERY OF RADIO 
(How it works) 

In Easy -to- Understand Terms 
NOW 
READY Simplifies radio train- 

ing procedure, by out- 
lining T -R -F and super- 
heterodyne principles. 
Explains the net work of 
circuits (One at a time) 
of an AC -DC five tube 
superheterodyne system. 
RADIO EXPERTS corn- WELL 

WEUSTRATED mand high pay, start 
your training our simpli- 

fied way. Only $1.00 
Send M. O., Bill, Stamps or Check. 

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE SYSTEM 
SIOUX CITY, IOWA BOX 1285 -N 

PATENTS and TRADE MARKS 
Protect and profit by your ideas. Full infor- 
mation on request. Prompt expert service. 
30 years' experience. 

LESTER L. SARGENT 
Registered Patent Lawyer 

Post Office Box 3156 
1115 K. St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

PRE -RADAR TRAINING 
Prepare before induction or enlistment for U.S. Navy 
Radio Technician training offered only to qualified men. 
12 -week course in math., electricity, radio; begins July 9. 
4,000 Navy men received pre -radar training here. Write -state age, education. 

BLESS 
ELECTRICAL HOO 

286 -R TICAakoma 

SC 
Ave., 

L 

Washington 12, D. C. 

In the Rocky Mountain Region 
it's 

RADIO & TELEVISION SUPPLY CO. 
810 EUCLI D AVE., PUEBLO, COLO. 

"If we don't have it, we'll get it- 
or it can't be had! Phone 5729" 

RADIO 
RADIO Technician and Radio Communications 
courses. Register now for new classes start- 
ing first MONDAY of each month. Day and 
Evening Classes. 
AMERICAN RADIO INSTITUTE 

101 West 63d St., New York 23, N. Y. 
Approved under GI Bill of Rights. 

17ed 71456tory 
World's Largest Manufacturer of 
Wireless Telegraphic Apparatus 
COMPLETE CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

McElroy Manufacturing Corp. 
82 Brookline Avenue Boston, Massachusetts 
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Another point at which electronics 
is entering the power field is in the 
measurement of temperature. For 
many years the intermittent, step -by- 
step type of temperature recorder 
was standard and did an excellent job. 
Electronics entered the picture and it 
was found possible to improve on even 
the best of the preceding types by 
elimination of most of the mechanical 
moving parts, by the elimination of 
the delicate galvanometer, or by re- 
moval of the step -by -step action. There 
are now recorders on the market re- 
taining all the accuracy of the older 
models, but giving continuous move- 
ment of recording pens, without a 
galvanometer, and with no mechan- 
ical parts more complicated or trou- 
blesome than an electric motor. Elec- 
tronics has made possible these im- 
provements, and there are enough po- 
tential developments now available to 
insure a continued advance in this 
field after the war. 

These new developments will take 
the line of improved versions of tern - 
perature recorders using electronic 
tubes as actuating elements. We can 
also look forward to the complete end 
of measurement of radiant tempera- 
tures by putting something in the 
furnace or pipe. The new way will 
involve electronic means, and we will 
measure temperature by looking at 
the hot body. We will use such de- 
vices, not because they are electronic, 
but because they are better. 

The use of electronics in the meas- 
urement of flow is not so far ad- 
vanced. Means have been proposed 
for this but so far they do not look 
too promising. This excludes the 
transmission and telemetering of flow 
readings electronically. The latter 
field is already well developed, there 
being a number of devices on the mar- 
ket. We can expect a continued de- 
velopment of electronic transmission 
devices, especially with the large war 
use of position indicators, but so far 
no one has proposed a practical 
method of eliminating the orifice in 
the pipe lines and of performing the 
flow measurement electronically and 
external to the pipe. 

The position indicator or flow trans- 
mitter is a device well able to make 
maximum use of the advantages of- 
fered by electronics. Electronic de- 
vices require very small or zero input 
torque, they can operate at high 
speed, and the currents and voltages 
encountered are suitable for trans- 
mission over telephone wires as is 
frequently desirable. This is an ex- 
cellent and almost always dependable 
application of electronics. It would 
seem that a thorough investigation of 
the possibilities of such devices should 
be made by the power industry, espe- 
cially as to their advantages in trans- 
mitting readings to the boiler and tur- 
bine recorders and control panels, in 
contrast to running high -pressure pip- 
ing and tubing into these panels. 
This will become increasingly impor- 
tant as operating pressures and tern - 
peratures rise. 

Circuit diagram of an elec- 
tronic voltage regulator. 

What has been said of flow meas- 
urement applies almost equally well 
to pressure measurement. While we 
have very satisfactory recorders of 
dynamic pressures, as encountered in 
reciprocating engines, we do not as 
yet have a truly electronic method of 
measuring static pressures as encoun- 
tered in steam -generating stations. 
There are several possible paths of 
approach to the problem, and it seems 
reasonable to expect ultimate suc- 
cess, with the line of development tak- 
ing advantage of electronic means. 

The field of automatic control offers 
possibly the largest opening for elec- 
tronic equipment in power generation. 
The advantages of zero input torque, 
high speed, limitless output torque, 
and almost unbelievable precision 
should give electronics a great oppor- 
tunity. It is here, however, that the 
greatest engineering skill in applica- 
tion will be required, if electronics is 
not to receive an irreparable setback 
at the very beginning. 

The war is giving us electronic con- 
trol devices in considerable variety, 
but their application to industrial 
control will not be as easy as the press 
agents would have us believe. The 
requirements of performance, safety, 
and dependability are very high and 
it will be in the application, not in 
the electronic circuits themselves, 
that the difficulties will be encoun- 
tered. Watch for them there and al- 
low the electronic engineer to worry 
about the tubes. 

The first applications will probably 
be made on control problems where 
speed is an essential. This is an ad- 
vantage of the electronic system over 
competing systems which will be capi- 
talized. Another advantage is sim- 
plicity of mechanical moving parts re- 
ducing maintenance. The use of elec- 
tric wires instead of oil or air tubing 
for transmission will be cheaper and 
more advantageous in certain cases. 
But in every case the selection of 
electronic control will be based on the 
three fundamental reasons, and not 
because it is electronic. 

At the present time several com- 
panies can offer partial systems of 
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automatic control, from simple on -off 
systems to the more complicated mod- 
ulating forms of control. As the war 
ends we will find an increasing va- 
riety of this apparatus available, pos- 
sibly involving greater use of more 
complicated control systems such as 
second and third derivative control, 
functions which can be easily intro- 
duced into electronic control systems. 

Is There a Place for Electronics? 
To one familiar with the field, it 

seems obvious that power generation 
offers a very large number of poten- 
tial applications for electronics, be- 
cause electronics has very definite ad- 
vantages to offer over other types of 
equipment. The advances it has forced 
in the field of temperature measure- 
ment are an indication of the possible 
advantages to be gained by the adop- 
tion of electronic methods. 

Acknowledgment 
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ating procedure manual which is a 
very neat arrangement on the basic 
operating procedure for police radio 
systems. Any of you men in police 
work interested in this organization, 
which is officially recognized by the 
Intl. Assn. of Chiefs of Police, write 
to Ero Erickson, 7135 Irving Park 
Road, Chicago, Illinois. 

DEGEBERG has taken out a 
tanker from the East Coast. L. 

Hvidsten, who returned from the Army 
last November also is shipping out of 
the East Coast. A. E. Davis is now 2nd 
aboard a cargo vessel called in re- 
cently. E. Widding and H. Anderson 
have taken berths aboard freighters 
also. Carl Amato writes from some- 
where in the Aleutians where he ran 
into P. B. Johanssen who is also with 
the Alaskan Communication System. 
Walter Glazer was in port recently 
from the war zones and shipped out 
again aboard a Liberty. W. Poppe and 
C. A. Thomas are aboard tankers for 
a change. H. Harris is in again after 
a stormy voyage across the pond. 

THE U. S. Coast Guard recently is- 
sued an appeal for part -time re- 

servists in the New York area, the 
men are needed for general duty and 
are asked to serve 24 hours per week 
without pay. 

A. C. Omberg has been appointed as 
chief research engineer at Bendix Ra- 
dio division of Bendix Aviation Corp. 
Mr. Omberg was former asst. chief of 
the operational research branch of 
the U. S. Army Signal Corps. 

THE Merchant Marine Council re- 
cently gave careful study to a ree- 

June, 1945 

ommendation of Capt. E. M. Webster, 
USCG, Chief, Communications Div., on 
the developments in fixed and portable 
lifeboat radios. Specialists of the FCC 
provided for the operation of these 
radios on both 500 and 8280 kc., thus 
giving both short- and long -range 
transmission. The present regulations 
require either one portable unit which 
can be placed in a boat or a fixed in- 
stallation in a boat on each side of 
the ship. 

Captain Webster recommended that 
dry' cargo ships should carry a fixed in- 
stallation in a boat on each side and 
in addition a portable outfit, making 
a total of three units. In the case 
of tank ships where the main deck 
is both forward and aft of a deck 

house, it was recommended that there 
be two fixed units installed on each 
side of the vessel and in addition that 
the ship carry one portable unit, mak- 
ing a total of five. 

It was pointed out that the devel- 
opments on direction finders point 
toward longer range equipment for 
postwar use which tend more and 
more to remove from the lifeboat the 
need of proceeding under its own pow- 
er to a point of rescue, but instead 
makes it possible to locate the life- 
boat and send rescue craft to its po- 
sition. Such a policy would require 
that each boat be equipped with an 
efficient transmitting apparatus which 
could be operated by anyone without 
special radio knowledge 73 

Immediate Delivery! 
Unconditionally Guaranteed 

Quality 
test leads 

for this 
unit 60c 

Model 
WRL 300 
ONLY 

UL TI TESTER 
Ranges: DC Voltmeter, 0/5/50/250/500 volts; DC Millammeter, 0/1/10 /100 mills; 
AC Voltmeter, 0/10/100/600 /1000 volts; Ohmmeter, Low range 0 -500 ohms, High 
range 0- 1000,000 /1 megohm. Overall size, 5%x5x3r/a. Meter is 35i" round Bake- 
lite case with sturdy D'Aronsval movement. 

FREE! NEW FLYER 
OF HARD -TO -GET 
RADIO PARTS! 
44 pages packed with values 
just like the Multitester 
above . . all in stock for 
immedate delivery to radio 
repairmen. Usual priorities 
apply. Experimenters write 
to Leo, WOGFQ, for infor- 
mation on how to get radio 
repair parts. Write today. 
Stocks won't last. 

Giant Radio Reference Map.15c 
Time zones, 
amateur zones, 
short wave sta- 
tions, and other 
valuable infor- 
mation. Print- 
ed in colors. 
Size 335 x 41/2 
feet. Send only 
15e to cover 
mailing. 

Handy Tube -Base Calculator. 25c 

QUICK SERVICE 
"Same Day" delivery service from the heart 

of the nation. We've 
remodeled our store, 
doubled our shelf space, 
and increased our stock 
many times. Thousands 
of hard -to -get items 
now available to new and 
old customers. Write 
today! You'll like our 
quick, personal service. 

¡w ß LTA. B,,, C.i,m. 

..M 1..a01R..Oa. 
NOlES1LE 

Shows characteristics that help you substi- 
tute available tubes for those hard to get. 
Tube and Circuit Reference Book 1Oc 
Radio tube substitution data; technical data. 

WE SPECIALIZE IN HALLICRAFTERS 
We are one of the country's largest distrib- 
utors of IiALLICRAFTERS which are avail- 
able for immediate delivery on priority. 
Write for full details. - - -- MAIL TODAY - -- 

Wholesale Radio Laboratories 
i 744 West Broadway RN -6 

Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
I Please rush Mutitester No. 300. 

$1S.75 is enclosed, or 
I Enclosed is $ Balance C.O.D. 

Send your reference Book "Tubes and Li Circuits." Here's my 10c. 

I 

You bet I want a Tube -Base Calculator. 
25e is enclosed. I 

Ship me your radio map. 15e is enclosed 
i for packaging and mailing. 

Send your free flyer of hard -to -get radio I Li parts. 

I Name 

I Address 

Town State 
I am an amateur; experimenter; L service man._ 
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OPENINGS FOR 

RADIO 
E NGINEERS 
E LECTRICAL 
E NGINEERS 
MECHANICAL 
E NGINEERS 

In the development 
and production of all 

types of radio receiv- 
ing and low -power 
transmitting tubes . 

Excellent post -war 
opportunities with an 

established company 

in a field having un- 

limited post -war pos- 

sibilities. 

Apply in person or in 

writing to: 

Personnel Manager 

RAYTHEON 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

Radio Receiving Tube Div. 
55 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. 

Here's a 
YOUNG SALES MANAGER 

who can keep 
YOUR SMALL FACTORY 

humming, postwar, by selling products 
to the promising 

AMATEUR RADIO MARKET 
A long -time ham, engineer, successful 
field salesman. If your production fa- 
cilities exceed your sales estimates drop 
a line to Box 398, RADIO NEWS. 
185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, III. 

iJ6 

* INDUSTRIAL * 

MAN-POWER BUREAU 

HELP WANTED 

TRANSFORMER & 
SMALL ELECTRIC 

MOTOR MEN 
ENGINEERS 
DESIGNERS 
DRAFTSMEN 

TECHNICIANS 
For war time and post -war design and 

development of intricate, specialized, 
hermetically sealed transformers, a n d 
special purpose fractional h.p. motors. 

Write, giving details about age, ex- 
perience, past salaries to 

SPERRY 
GYROSCOPE COMPANY, INC. 

RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
STEWART AVE. AND CLINTON RD. 

GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK 

FIELD SERVICE 

ENGINEERS 
For Domestic and 
Foreign Service. 

And 

INSTRUCTORS 
Must Possess Good 

Knowledge of Radio 
Essential workers need release 

HAZELTINE 
CORPORATION 
58 -25 Little Neck Parkway 

Little Neck, Long Island, N. Y. 

RADIO 
Research & Development 

Exceptional opportunity for several 
young technically trained radio men to 
join the research staff of large, pro- 
gressive company. This is a perma- 
nent position with splendid postwar fu- 
ture. Starting salary $172.50 to 
$200.00 per month based upon experi- 
ence. Assurance of substantial earn- 
ings. For a personal interview please 
give us (in complete confidence) your 
educational and technical background, 
age, religion and draft status. Our own 
organization knows of this advertise- 
ment. 

Reply c/o RADIO NEWS, Box 399 
185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1,111. 

ADVANCEMENT 
for 

ELECTRONICS OR RADIO 
ENGINEERS 

Large well -established organization located in 
New York City wants graduate Engineers with 
three or more years experience in 

ELECTRONICS 
RADIO 
RADAR 

SYNCHRO- MECHANISMS 
For Present and Post -War research and de- 
velopment on a large variety of electrical 
products. Give us, in full confidence, your 
education, resume of experience, and photo- 
graph. 
REPLY, BOX 400, c/o RADIO NEWS 
185 N. Wabash Ave. Chicago 1, III. 

RADIO RESEARCH 
Electrical Engineers 

Technicians 
Designers 

Radio Amateurs 

Research and Development on 
Transmitters - Receivers -Vacuum 

Tubes -Television 

U H F-F M 

FEDERAL TELEPHONE & 
RADIO LABORATORIES 
67 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y. 

SERVICEMEN! 
Can you write articles on con- 
struction, substitutions, repairing 
shortcuts, or other subjects of 
particular interest to radio serv- 

icemen for publication in a radio 
magazine? If you can, write and 

give us a list of the subjects on 

which you can prepare a 2000 

or 3000 word article. 

Reply, Box 370, RADIO NEWS 
185 N. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO 1, ILL. 
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"This section is designed to help the radio industry obtain trained, experienced, 
technical men to facilitate vital war production. Before applying for any of these 
positions consult your local United States Employment Service office to determine 
War Manpower Commission regulations concerning the changing of jobs. If you are 
already employed in war work at your highest skill, stick to your present job." 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS! 
War -Winners Today, Post -War Builders Tomorrow! 
Leaders in NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION'S staff of engineers, 
scientists and technicians have brought us far out in front in the electronic indus- 
try. We have a research laboratory and two manufacturing plants in Newark, N. J., 
and a manufacturing plant near Philadelphia, Pa. We invite you to consider your 
opportunities with us for professional advancement, stimulating, friendly associa- 
tions, and a future with promise. 

NATIONAL UNION NEEDS: 
SENIOR TUBE ENGINEERS: These men MUST have actual experience 

with radio tube manufacture. The pay and opportunities are commen- 
surate with your ability. 

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERS: Engineers interested in developing elec- 
tronic tube applications, who may represent us among radio manufac- 
turers upon occasion. 

QUALITY CONTROL MEN AND WOMEN: Here you need an interest in 
the practical application of statistical and /or engineering procedures to 
many factory processes. 

TEST EQUIPMENT ENGINEERS:. Men experienced with meters or elec- 
tronic test equipment to work either as TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGN 
ENGINEERS or as MEASUREMENT LABORATORY ENGINEERS. 

JUNIOR ENGINEERS -MEN AND WOMEN: Do you have a college 
degree in Physics, Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Me- 
chanical Engineering, Mathematics or Chemistry? This company offers 
an opportunity for young, ambitious graduates to assume responsibilities 
and to exercise initiative. 

FOREMEN AND ASSISTANT FOREMEN: Men experienced in radio or 
radio tube manufacture to supervise exhaust, stern or grid operations. 

TECHNICIANS, CIRCUIT MEN: Have you been a radio ham, or have you 
built or repaired radios? Have you studied radio in the Services? We 
need men who can read circuit diagrams and do wiring and construction. 

WOMEN! 
We have a number of fine young women engineers with us now. 
We need more. If you have a degree in Electrical Engineering, 
Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Physics, Chem- 
istry or Mathematics and are seeking career opportunities, in- 
vestigate. 

If you have thorough training in your field, as evidenced by job experience 
in radio or allied industries, or by a college degree -if you have ambition, 
initiative and resourcefulness -if you have the ability to inspire your co- 
workers, then .. . 

Phone or Write 

DR. L. GRANT HECTOR 
Director of Engineering 

NATIONAL UNION. RADIO CORPORATION 
Plane St. at Raymond Blvd. Newark 2, New Jersey 

WMC RULES OBSERVED 

Technical Writers Wanted! 
Engineers and physicists who have had experience in (spare 
time) writing technical manuscripts on electronic design or 

applications including radio, television, facsimile, etc. 
Reply Box 310, c/o RADIO NEWS, 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, III. 

June, 1945 

Wanted 
ENGINEERS 

Radio 
Electrical 
Electronic 
Mechanical 
Factory Planning 
Materials Handling 
Manufacturing Planning 

Work in connection with the manufac. 
Iure of a wide variety of new and ad. 
vanced types of communications equip. 
ment and special electronic products. 

Apply for write), giving 
full qualifications, to: 

R.L.D., EMPLOYMENT DEPT. 

Western e5tern El e cfrï c Co. 
100 CENTRAL AV., KEARNY, N. J. 

*Also: C.A.L. 

Locust St., Haverhill, Mass. 

Applicants must comply with WMC regulations 

"The war bonds which 
you hold are fighting 

bonds." 

RADIO STATION 

TECHNICIANS 
MEN AND WOMEN 

for Point -to -Point International 
Radio -Telegraph Stations in the 
United States. 

Applicants must possess FCC 
radio -telegraph commercial li- 

cense. and ability to copy Inter- 
national Morse code at about 
20 wpm. 

WMC rules observed 

Apply weekdays except Satur- 
days between 10 am and 3 pm 

or write 

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 

RCA COMMUNICATIONS, Inc. 
64 Broad Street 

NEW YORK 4, N. Y. 
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SERVICEMEN ATTENTION! 
50L6 12SA7 12SK7 12597 
35Z5 35L6 12K7 12Q7 
25L6 25Z5 25Z6 ETC. 

Forget the shortage in above tube types by 
availing yourself of our tube repair service. 
Tubes are fully tested after repairing in radios. 
Send no money, repaired tubes returned 
C.O.D. Flashed, open or exploded Cathodes 
rejected. Only 25c each or 20 tubes repaired 
for $4.00. Ship us a box full today and take 
advantage of our very low price. 

RADIO SERVICE 
307 Pipestone Benton Harbor, Mich. 

FILMGRAPH 
AMAZING ALL -PURPOSE SOUND ON 

FILM CONTINUOUS RECORDER 
INSTANTANEOUS PLAYBACK 

For Educational, Industrial, Commercial Purposes 
Ideal for recording lengthy conferences, telephone con- 

_versations, sales talks, interviews, radio broadcasts. etc. 
CONTINUOUS RECORDING- PLAYBACK 

15 MIN. TO 11 HRS. 
A sound -on -film recorder with a thousand-and-one uses. Unique patented features permit high fidelity record- ing without background noise for as low as 121/2c per lu'.: 
FILMGRAPH reCordings are permanent; no technical knowledge or mechanical skill required for successful operation. 
Other models available for making "talkies," office dictation, etc. Descriptive circulars and full informa- tion gladly furnished upon request -no obligation on your part. Write today. 

MILES REPRODUCER CO. 
812 Broadway New York 3. N. Y. 

"MILES AHEAD OF OTHERS" 

FOR SALE 
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS -WHOLESALE 

Used popular phonograph records. 
Wholesale only. Write. 

BELL MUSIC 
847 6fh Avenue New York 1, N. Y. 

,RABIREE' 
I SRLE RHDIO- 

2608 Ross Ave. 

DALLAS 1 TEXAS 

PEN -OSCIL -LITE 
Extremely convenient test oscillator for all ra- dio servicing alignment Small as a pen 
Self powered Range from 700 cycles audio 
to 

r 
600 megacycles u.h.f. Output from 

zero to 125 v. In use by Signal Corps. 
GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT CO. 

38 Argyle Buffalo 9, N. Y. 

INSTITUTES 
Offer thorough training 
courses in all technical 

phases of 

WEEKLY RATES 
and Television 

DA S S- EVENINGS 
VETERANS. RCA Institutes is approved 

under G. 1. Bill of Rights 
For Free Catalog write Dept. RN-45 

RCA INSTITUTES. Ins. 
d Radio Corporation of America Service 

75 Varlck St.. New York 13. N. Y. 

Specify SAUEREISEN 
ACIDPROOF CEMENTS -COMPOUNDS 

FOR 
Tanks, Sewers, Stacks, Floors 

Technical cements for all purposes. 
Send sketches or samples 

Sauereisen Cements Company Pittsburgh 15. Penna. 
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address systems on submarines and 
hospital ships. Thus far, a half -mil- 
lion hours of entertainment and infor- 
mation have been provided by these 
records. The recording work is under 
the supervision of the Armed Forces 
Radio Service, directed by Colonel 
Thomas H. A. Lewis, Alä'RS Com- 
mandant. 

POSTWAR RADIO PARTS were re- 
cently displayed in London under the 
supervision of the Radio Component 
Manufacturers' Association. Exhibited 
were miniature tubular paper con- 
densers, sealed in molded polystyrene 
cases, in ranges from .001 to .1 ,pfd., 
500 volts d.c. working for the smaller 
sizes, and 200 volts d.c. for the larger. 
Capacity tolerances were plus or mi- 
nus 25%. A molded resistor, only % 
inch long and 1/s inch in diameter with 
1/10 -watt capacity and produced in 
10 -ohm to 10- megohm ranges was also 
shown. Ceramic capacitors that were 
extremely small were on display too. 
One type used metal cylinders and 
external silver coatings. The small- 
est size shown was but % inch long 
and 3/16 inch diameter. Capacities 
ranged from 10 to 100 p,afd. 

Midget potentiometers were also on 
view. One type displayed was only 
23/32 inch in diameter and %" deep. 
Resistance ranges varied from 1,000 
ohms to 3.3 megohms. They were of 
watertight design and capable of op- 
erating at temperatures ranging from 
-40° C. to 70° C. Small coupling 
transformers with 100 to 7,000 cycles - 
per- second range were also exhibited. 
Double wound and auto model types 
with bakelite and skeleton forms were 
on view. Unique speakers weighing 
but 31/2 ounces were also shown. 

Television 
WASHINGTON IS DESTINED TO 
BECOME QUITE A TELEVISION 
CENTER. At the present writing 
seven stations are scheduled for op- 
eration, with at least three more to be 
announced soon. Among those who 
will have television units in the na- 
tion's capital are Allen B. DuMont, 
W3XWT; NBC, WNBW; Philco; Barn- 
berger Broadcasting Service; Capitol 
Broadcasting Service; and the Times 
Herald. 

A BRIGHT PICTURE OF THE 
FUTURE of television was forecast by 
Captain Jennings B. Down, USN, di- 
rector of electronics for the Bureau of 
Ships, recently. He said: 

"At the end of the war, television, 
long the dream of scientists and earn- 
est experimenters, will emerge finally 
as a reality for the use and entertain- 
ment of our people. Television, how- 
ever thrilling and satisfactory as a 
medium of entertainment, will spread 
into many fields of usefulness... . 

The developments and uses of tele- 
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vision in the future, which will be 
seen now only dimly, will certainly 
exercise a profound influence over the 
life of the nation in peace, and if nec- 
essary in war. . It is conceivable 
from our present knowledge of the pos- 
sibilities of television, that equipment 
will be developed which will alter the 
strategy and tactics of land, sea and 
air battles of the future; equipment of 
such significant potentialities that no 
military or naval command can fail to 
carefully weigh its offensive and de- 
fensive value." 

TELEVISION INTEREST IN ENG- 
LAND is growing daily. At a recent 
dinner in London, Sir Allan Powell 
said that the BBC is most enthusiastic 
about television, a contribution which 
will unite the nation closer than ever 
before. He predicted that the British 
Empire would be linked by coaxial 
cable, of simple design and construc- 
tion, affording transmissions from 

Rate 20c per word, Minimum, 10 words 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
RADIO Engineering, Broadcasting, Aviation and 
Police Radio, Servicing, Marine Operating and 
Electronics taught thoroughly. Expenses low. 
Write for catalog. Valparaiso Technical Institute, 
Dept. N, Valparaiso, Ind. 

PATENT ATTORNEYS 
INVENTORS- Before disclosing your invention to 
anyone, send for Form "Evidence of Conception" ; 

"Schedule of Government and Attorneys' Fees" 
and instructions. Sent free. Lancaster, Allwine 
& Rommel, 414 Bowen Building, Washington 5, 
D. C. 

PATENTS SECURED. Two valuable booklets sent 
free. Write immediately. Victor J. Evans & Co., 
948 F Merlin Bldg., Washington 6, D. C. 
RANDOLPH & Beavers : Registered Patent At- 
torneys, 331 -E Columbian Building, Washington, 
D. C. In order to Protect your invention and reap 
the reward that should be yours, Patent your in- 
vention without delay, and at the same time have 
Rights to sell as Manufacturers convert to Civilian 
Production. Write for Information and Record 
Form Today. 

RADIO EQUIPMENT 
RADIO Service men and experimenters send for 
our giant radio catalogue. Save dollars. United 
Radio Co., (1000M) Newark, N. J. 
YOUR new free catalog is ready I Radionic's Cata- 
log No. 26 lists hard -to -get radio parts. All avail- 
able for immediate shipment. Send today to : 

Radionic Equipment Co., Dept. 6B, 170 Nassau 
St., New York 7, N. Y. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
USED Correspondence Courses and Educational 
Books sold or rented. Inexpensive. Money -back 
guarantee, Write for Free Catalog listing 4000 
bargains. -(Courses Bought.) -Lee Mountain, Pis- 
gah, Ala. 
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CORRESPONDENCE Courses and self- instruction 
books, slightly used. Sold. Rented. Exchanged. 
All subjects. Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid 
for used courses. Complete information and 92- 
page illustrated bargain catalog FREE. Write 
Nelson Company, Dept. 2 -59, Chicago 4. 

FOR SALE 
RECTIFIERS- Halfwave, 5 Amperes, $4.50; 2.2 
Amperes, $2.25; 1.5 Amperes, $1.85. Fullwave, 1 
Ampere, $2.50; .5 Ampere, $1.85. Maximum 18 
volts input. List free. Milton Bursma, Route 5, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

BUZZER Code Practice set complete with key, 
battery and instructions. Sends real wireless sig- 
nals. Only $1.65. Two sets $3.00. Guaranteed. 
Rathert Electric, Dept. N, Cresco, Iowa. 
LOWEST Prices. Radio Tubes, parts. Bargain 
lists 3c. Potter, 1314 McGee, Kansas City 6, Mo. 

UNIVERSAL Midget Tools. Dandy Sixteen Piece 
Set. Midget Pliers, Diagonal Cutters, Four Midget 
End Wrenches, Needle -nose I'liers, Screwholder, 
Six Punches and Chisel, Round File, Midget Cres- 
cent Wrench, $14.85. Immediate shipment -Over- 
night by Air to anywhere USA. Remit today. 
Mfgr. Price List and Order Blank Free. Universal 
Tool Company, 1527 Grand RN, Kansas City, Mo. 
Remember : We have it, can get it, or it isn't made. 

NEW Multitester for sale, $18.75. Order today. 
Omaha Radio Products Co., 368 Saunders -Kennedy 
Bldg., Omaha, Nebr. 

RADIO Book Catalog. Out soon ; new complete 
catalog of radio books and manuals for beginners 
and experienced radio men. Write for your free 
copy of Catalog 4. Radionic Equipment Co., Dept. 
RN -6, 170 Nassau St., New York 7, N. Y. 

HARDWARE and radio Kit- contains 1.000 items -for repairing and experimenting- bolts, screws, 
nuts, speed nuts, washers, rivets, spacers, springs, 
studs, eyelets, cotters, lugs, brackets, angles, etc., 
pieces of bakelite, fiber, formica, mica, mycalex, 
asbestos, rubber, bimetal. Also coils, sockets, con- 
densers, resistors, rheostats, etc., $2.00 per kit. 
Sent C.O.D. Radioco, 1110N Marshall Bldg., Cleve- 
land, Ohio. 

HARD -TO -GET tubes available for immediate 
shipment to Industrial Users and Industrial Lab- 
oratories. Send in your AA -3 MRO or better 
rating with order. Valley Radio- Electric Service, 
867 Broad St., Central Falls, R. I. 

BUILD radio complete with tubes $10.95, details. 
Radio, 9418a Avenue "A ", Brooklyn, N. Y. 

WANTED 

SONG Poems wanted to be set to music. Send 
poem for immediate consideration. Five -Star 
Music Masters, 420 Beacon Bldg., Boston 8, Mass. 

ENGINEERS, interested in affiliation with nation- 
al engineering service organization as consultants. 
Write Box 1065 -D, Los Angeles 28, Calif. 
WANTED -Radio Batteries, all types. 11/2 -90 
Volts -45 Volts etc. Any quantity. N. R. Austin, 
College Radio, Orangeburg, S. C. 

WANTED: A good communications receiver pref- 
erably Hallicrafters. Will trade good signal gen- 
erator and Hickok Oscilloscope or pay cash. 
Kurth's Sound Equipment, Hutchinson, Minn. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
MAGAZINES (back dated) - foreign, domestic, 
arts. Books, booklets, subscriptions, pin -ups, etc. 
Catalog 10e (refunded). Cicerone's, 863 First 
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

"100,000 POST -WAR Jobs Abroad" -South Amer- 
ica, China, India, Burma, Japan, Russia, Malaya. 
How to line up today for your postwar job over- 
seas. U. S. participation in world reconstruction 
and trade demands thousands of American- trained 
Radio Technicians, Mechanics, Salesmen, Engi- 
neers, Foremen, Laborers and Representatives - 
every trade needed. Complete 15,000 -word copy- 
righted forecast -compiled from business, profes- 
sional and government sources -lists over 200 big 
U. S. firms wills foreign interests, gives job infor- 
mation, salary brackets, contract tips, application 
letters, passport information, climatic conditions, 
etc. -vital facts for your immediate application. 
$1.00. 7 -day refund privilege. Pacific Industrial 
Research Bureau, 202 -V Studio Bldg., Portland 5, 
Ore. 

BUILD YOUR OWN MULTI -TESTER! 
IT'S EASY! WE SHOW YOU HOW! 
Complete kit of all necessary parts- meter, 
metal case, all switches, resistors, hardware, 
panel, battery, condensers, all 

W 
1 4. instructions for building 95 7 :7 

Send for details at once! 
Radio Kits Co., 120 Cedar St., New York 6, N.Y. 

June, 1945 

Australia, India, or the British Isles. 
Industry was all set to provide the 
necessary cooperation, he said, as soon 
as the Government initiates the pro- 
gram. 

THERE ARE STILL NO TELEVI- 
SION STATION ENTRIES FROM 
20 states, which include : Alabama, 
Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon, 
Rhode Island, South Carolina, South 
Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, 
Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Mis- 
sissippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, 
Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon, 
Rhode Island, South Carolina, South 
Dakota, Tennessee, and Texas. 

It is expected that 50% of these 
states will have television applicants 
before the year is out. 

Personals . . . 

Sir Ambrose Fleming, inventor of 
the Fleming diode, died in Simouth, 
England on April 19. He was 95 years 
old. The Franklin Institute and the 
IRE had honored him several years 
for his historic contributions . . . 

Dr. Harold Goldberg, former senior 
engineer of Stromberg Carlson, has 
joined Bendix as a research engineer ... N. F. Shofstall has been ap- 
pointed engineer of the GE receiver 
division ... Dr. Leroy D. Weld, 
former professor of physics at Coe 
College has become director of re- 
search at Turner Company, Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa . . . Walter A. Ono - 
rato has been elected president of 
General Dry Batteries, Inc., Cleve- 
land, succeeding the late C. P. Die - 
bel, founder of the company, who died 
last January . . . Rear Admiral S. 
C. Hooper (U.S.N. Ret.) has received 
the Elliott Cresson Medal for 1945 
from the Franklin Institute for his 
pioneering leadership in radio . . . 

Don Mitchell has been elected to the 
board of trustees of Sylvania Electric 
recently. Mr. Mitchell is vice presi- 
dent in charge of sales ... Dr. Nor- 
man A. Skow, formerly with Bake- 
lite Corporation, is now director of 
research of the Synthane Corporation 

Dr. Lloyd Preston Smith, pro- 
fessor of physics at Cornell is now an 
associate research director of RCA 
Laboratories. He succeeds the late 
B. J. Thompson who was killed in 
an airplane accident during - a War 
Department mission in the Mediter- 
ranean area ... E. M. Deloraine 
has been elected president of the new- 
ly formed International Telecommuni- 
cation Laboratories, an I. T. & T. affi- 
liate . Harold H. Buttner and 
Douglas B. Baker are vice presi- 
dents in the new unit ... Gerald C. 
Gross, former assistant chief engineer 
of the FCC has been named vice di- 
rector of the International Communi- 
cations Union of Berne, Switzerland. 
He is the first American to win 
this appointment, succeeding Franz 
Schwill, German vice director of the 
radio section. At present, he is on 
temporary duty with the Navy as a 
Lt. Commander. 

Large stocks assure the finest and most 
complete selections of all available items 

at lowest prevailing prices. Thousands of 
active buyers depend on us for their entire 
Radio repair and replacement requirements. 

Because we understand service problems, 

every order is expedited for delivery in 

double quick time. Everything we do is 

planned for convenience and satisfaction to 

our ustomers. You will find it profitable to 

make Radolek your buying headquarters. 

FREE BUYING GUIDES 
Because of existing conditions we keep our 

customers right up to the minute on avail- 
able merchandise by releasing supplements 

frequently instead of sending our regular 

Big Profit Guide 
once a year. Send 

the coupon now 
to get these Free 

Buying Guide Sup- 

plements as they 
are issued. 

g/i-Lga? 

RADOLEK CO., Dept. B -103 
601 W. Randolph St., Chicago 6, III. 

Please sand FREE Buying Guide Supplements 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

ORDER FROM RADOLEK 

RADIO 
Wholesale 
REPAIR 

THIS IS THE ANSWER 
TO YOUR RADIO REPAIR TROUBLES! 

Just SEND us the SET via Railway Express. 
We REPAIR and RETURN. You ADD MARK- 
UP AND DELIVER. That's all there is to it. 

Complete Stocks -We can fix 'em all 
90 day guarantee Prompt service 
OUR LOW PRICES mean more Markup for 
you. 

Send that set to 

SHEFFIELD RADIO CO. 
916 Belmont Ave., Chicago 14, II- 

Improved Super Drill Grinder 
Sharpens drills from g'aa" to 1Ks" diameter 

GRINDS OLD DRILLS LIKE NEW IN 4 
DIFFERENT DRILL POINT ANGLES, 

GRINDS SHORT, MEDIUM 
AND LONG TWIST DRILLS 
FROM 11/2" TO 11" LONG. 
FARMERS GRIND THEIR 
OWN DRILLS LIKE FAC- 
TORY IN 25 SECONDS. 
Gives a perfect center and 

clearance. Saves drills, time and money. No shop 
should be without the Super Drill Grinder. Guar- 
anteed to do the work or MONEY BACK. Ask your 
jobber -if he cannot serve you, mail your check 
or money order for only $2.95, with your printed 
address. Your Super will come by return mail, 
postage paid. 

A. D. IlleBURNEY 
939 West 6th Street, Dept. MK -6, Los Angeles 14, Calif. 
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JLow -loss glazed ceramic case 
for long creepage path between 
terminals. 

Corona losses eliminated on 
inside and outside alike. 

If Cast-aluminum terminal ends 
for low contact resistance be- 
tween stacked units. 

Close- tolerance mica units 
equalize loading of series -con- 
nected sections 
'Mica sections rigidly clamped 
in low -loss non -magnetic clamps 

... 
and heat -treated for maximum 
capacitance -temperature stability. 

VMechanical design permits 
units to be stacked and thereby 
connected in series, parallel and 
series -parallel. Dummy units are 
available to support and insulate 
active units. 

'Units may be bolted together 
through holes in aluminum caps. 

Standard listings; normally 
available without delay; at the 
right prices. 

Aerovox popularized this type. Originally a special 
item made only to order and at custom -built prices, ii 
was Aerovox that selected and standardized the sizes, 
voltages and capacitances so that standard Aerovox 
stack -mounting units could be regularly produced, 
listed and properly priced. The rest is history. 

Especially intended for various transmitting and elec- 
tronic applications, these heavy -duty micas have found 
wide usage in military and peaceful applications alike. 
Such units are especially popular in heavy -duty trans- 
mitting applications such as grid, plaie blocking, cou- 
pling, tank and by -pass functions. Also in carrier - 
current applications. 

Special yesterday, standard today, Aerovox stack - 
mounting mica capacitors have contributed greatly to 
available quality equipment and outstanding perform- 
ance. 

Literature on request ... 

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED 

AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A. SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Export: 13 E. 40 ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y. - Cable: 'ARLAB' - In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT. 

June, 19.13 
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t takes more than planes to establish 

762 

Allied fighters and bombers have established one type of air control. Another 
type, almost equally important, has been established by Allied radio equipment_ 

and electronic devices. For, through the effective application of high -frequency 
impulses, skilled technicians of the Army and Navy control communication 

channels- detect and locate enemy planes, ships and submarines -coordinate 
the movements of aircraft, ships and combat vehicles- direct artillery fire. 

Delco Radio Division has contributed materially to this air supremacy through the 
development and production of varied Delco Radio products, ranging from 

compact mobile radio sets to highly specialized radar equipment still masked in 
secrecy. Delco Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, indiana. 

Printed in the U.S.A. 

Keep Buying War Bonds 
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NOW, A VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLY 
WITH A SINE WAVE OUTPUT 

For years, it has been taken for granted that the 
output wave form of a Vibrator Power Supply 
necessarily must be a rectangular wave with its 
characteristic "swingback" or commutation lines. 
With the development of very sensitive radio 
equipment this, of course, caused shock excitation 
of the audio and RF tuned circuits. In equipment 
designed for sine wave, operation on square wave 
resulted in the wrong ratio of A and B voltages 
applied to the tubes. 

Realizing the need for eliminating the difficul- 
ties arising from square wave operation, Electronic 
Laboratories research department has perfected a 
Vibrator Power Supply which can supply a sine 
wave at powers up to several hundred watts from 
any DC source. In addition, this output is stable 
and has excellent regulation characteristics with 
load and input voltage. 

Referring to the diagram at the top of this 
page, Lk (leakage reactance) and the condenser, 
"C ", form a series resonant circuit. This circuit 
establishes a voltage across the secondary induct- 
ance, L9. This voltage rises as Lk is varied until it 
is established by the saturation of the secondary 
inductance, Ls. The saturation characteristic of 
the inductance, Ls, is such as to sustain sinousoidal 
voltage across the condenser, "C ". This results in 
a smooth sine wave output voltage, substantially 
independent of the input voltage. An elementary 
form of this system is shown in figure 1. The power 
transformer consists of a primary winding, "P ", 
energized from the battery through the vibrator. 
The secondary winding, "S ", is separated from 
the primary by magnetic shunts, and the tank 
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Figure 1 

condenser, "C ", is across the secondary winding. 
Since the reactive energy stored in the system 

is large, compared to the actual energy dissipated 
by the load, this system is also independent of load 
changes. Careful design of the primary circuit in- 
sures proper commutation for long life and relia- 
bility. Any number of voltages can be had from 
the system by properly tapping the tank circuit. 

* * * * * * 

E:L' Vibrator Power Supplies have wide application in 
many fields: radio, electrical, electronic, marine, aviation 
and railroad. Their high efficiency and versatility with 
multiple inputs and outputs, enable them to meet many 
power supply needs. They may be designed to provide any 
wave form required for specific equipment.... Economy 
is assured because of long, efficient service with minimum 
maintenance. EL' Engineering Service is available to dis- 
cuss your power supply problem and to design a vibrator 
power supply to meet specific voltage, power, size and 
weight requirements. Model illustrated is a typical £L' 
Vibrator Power Supply 
with sine wave out- 
put and voltage 
regulation. 

LABORATORIES INC. 
I N D I A N A P O L I S 

VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES FOR LIGHTING, COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRIC MOTOR OPERATION ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC AND OTHER EQUIPMENT 
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Buy More War Bonds 

ELECTROfttC VOLTMETER 
RADIO CORPORRTFOR OF AMERICA, CRR10En, fi J. USA 

ZERO 
ADJ 

VOLTOHfnYST 

RANGE 
50 100 

10 
RICO .v )000 500 

x10 / nI0000 

5V 
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OHMS 
AD J 

SELECTOR 

AC - 
VOLTS 

VOLTS 
VOLTS 

1000 OFF , i OHMS 
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The entire meter case is molded of a clear 
plastic. There is no glass to loosen or break. 

;;qj%ç VOLTOHMYST 
NEW FEATURES: 

1. A balanced diode rectifier providing readings over a 

very wide range of audio frequencies. (Flat from 20 to 
100,000 cycles.) 

2. Provision for alignment of f -m discriminators. 

AiNbk 

3. A new -type plastic meter case with one -piece crystal - 
clear front. Designed for easy reading of all scales. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN A special bulletin describing in detail the 
features of this new and improved VoltOhmyst is now being 
printed. Write for your copy today. Address Test and Measuring 
Equipment Section, Dept. BB124, Radio Corporation of 
America, Camden, N. J. 

IP"rii Val' RADIO CORPORATION OF AM RICA 
RCA VICTOR DIVISION CAMDEN, N. J. 

In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal 
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